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Part I 

Chapter 1. Natural Conditions and Resources Potential 

First Section.  Geomorphology 

Hunan Province is located in a transitional zone between the place where the 
?unnan-2uizhou Plateau descends to the hills south of the Chang Jiang and 
where the Nanling mountainlands descend to the Jianghan Plain.  It 
place where mountains and rivers alternating^ rise and fall, and where the 
types of landforms are varied, laying an important foundation for the forma 
tion of complex environmental conditions for agriculture, abundant natural 
resources, and striking regional differences. 

1. Terrain Features and Soil Use 

(1)  Concave Basin Opening Toward the North 

The contour of the terrain in Hunan Province is as follows: Fairly high in 
the west, the ridges of the Xuefeng and Wuling ranges reaching an elevation 
of about 1,500 meters.  Most of the land gradually descends to hills and 
basins at an elevation of 500-200 meters in central Hunan only to rise 
again in the eastern part of the province to an elevation of 1,000 meters 
in the mountainlands along the Hunan-Jiangxi border.  In cross section the 
terrain resembles a saddle that, relatively speaking, is characterized by 
high terrain in the west and gently sloping terrain in the east. Tlie 

Wufing winds through the south, and the Shikengkongshi on the border between 
Hunan8and Guangdong is 1,902 meters above sea level, while the top °f Nanshan 
on the Hunan-Guangxi border is 1,941 meters above sea level  Moving north 
eastward, the terrain cascades downward in waves to the Bmhai Plain most 
of which is at below 50 meters above sea level, demonstrating that the 
terrain is high in the south and low in the north.  The Dongting Hu region 
is the lowest point in the province with the terrain sloping toward it all 
around.  It contains the four rivers [the Xiang, Zi, Yuan, and Li], and 
swallows up and disgorges the Chang Jiang forming a heart-shaped system. 
The overall view of the province is land rising to the west, southland 
east from the Dongting Hu region, but gradually descending toward the center 
and toward the northeast to form a horse shoe-shaped incomplete basin open- 
ing toward the north.  (Figure 2.  Terrain Map of Hunan). 
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Figure 2.    Topographical Map of Hunan Province 
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temperatures vary greatly with a large manber of overcast anl'ralnv Lvs 
In sumer, once the heat has risen It is not r^il/TulCtl^Zltr.! 



and northern Hunan become hot spots in the middle reaches of the Chang Jiang 
with a sharp drop in the amount of rainfall. The Xuefeng Shan, which cuts 
across the province, forms a natural line dividing the terrain, environ- 
mental conditions and nature between east and west in Hunan Province  In 
the course of a year, the average daily *15°C temperature line and the 
cumulative 4,200°C temperature line generally corresponds with the ^stern 
foothills of the Xuefeng Shan, with heat being plentiful to the east of that 
line and scant to the west of it. Annual rainfall in the surrounding 
mountain region reaches 1,400-1,700 millimeters, and 1,200-1,300 -liters 
in the hills and basins. The hydrothermal situation is influenced by the 
orographical line, which varies vertically and shows a change m deflection 

zone patterns. 

(2) Alternating Mountain Ranges and Valleys, With Basins Crisscrossing 

The eastern side of the Lianshao Hills, the Xuefeng Range, and the Wuling 
Range are watersheds that divide the basins of the Xiang, the Zi, the Yuan, 
and the Li rivers in Hunan Province. Mountain ranges alternate with nyer 
valleys, and basins crisscross the terrain, which rises gradually from the 
southeast to the northwest, the hills and broad valleys becoming trans- 
formed little by little into lofty mountains and majestic ranges. The 
basins of the four rivers account for an appreciable amount of the province s 
total area; the basin of the Xiang Jiang for 38.8 percent the Zi Shui for 
13.6 percent, the Yuan Shui for 26.2 percent, the Li Shui for 7.7percent, 
and other rivers for 4.8 percent. Going up the Xiang Jiang from the Tong 
Ting Hu Plain, south to Hengyang, east to Liling, or west to Xiangxiang the 
terrain is fairly flat and lies in long narrow tracts at an elevation below 
50 meters above sea level.  Southwestward to Qiyang and Lingling, and south- 
ward to Linzhou, including the Youxian, Chaling and the Yongxmg basins 
tucked among the mountains, the land is below 200 meters above sea level. 
Some of the basins among the mountains in the stretch from Daoxian, 
Ningyuan, and Guiyang, as well as around Jiangyong and Lmwu are at an 
election of from 200 to 400 meters above sea level. Jianghua, Lanshan and 
Jiahe counties are higher than 500 meters above sea level. Along the banks 
of the upper reaches of the Zi Shui lie mostly low hills and small plains, 
mountain ranges and narrow valleys dominate the middle reaches; and^the 
Tower reaches contain mostly hills and alluvial tablelands.  Thus, Yiyang 
marks the limit of the area along the river at 50 meters above sea level, 
and the 200 meter elevation stops at the area running from Xinhua to 
Shaodong, Xinshao, Shaoyang, Longhui and on to Dongkou and Xinning.  These 
areas connect with partial basins and segmented plains like joints of a 
lotus root at an elevation of 200-400 meters above sea level. In the upper 
reaches of the Yuan Shui are precipitous mountains and gorges; and in the 
middle reaches are narrow, elongated hills and basins that spread out to 
become plains near the mouths of rivers.  In the area between Changde and 
Taoyuan, elevation begins to go beyond 50 meters above sea level, reaching 
200 meters at Qianyang and Shupu beyond which it rises to between 300 and 
500 meters above sea level. The plain is very narrow. The Li Shui " 
shortest, and precipitous mountains crowd in from both sides of the valleys 
formed by its main stream and tributaries. Only in its lower reaches and 
near its mouth is the elevation at 100 to below 50 meters above sea level. 



These features of the terrain of river basins and valleys substantial^ 
determine the extent of land development and use in the^rovine and varia- 
tions from one region to another.  The reclamation and cultivation indlx for 
the province as a whole averages 16.24 percent.  It is higher for the north 
than the south and higher for the east than the west,  (sfe Table 2)  In 

in Ln^8' dlked fleldS" Predominate» «d cultivated land is concentrated 
»^>IH'T

OUS
 

raCtS' Hil1 and riV6r Valley areas «« crisscrossed with 
fields having upraised paths," "alluvial fields," and "fields with low 

fleld^"nwrfieldm'" *} "OUntain «*"» a~ 1W number!^ "clvern 
' : '0 ravine fields," and "terraced fields." Basins surrounded by 
mountains or hills dot the province.  The water system radiates like the 

t^riiL* tree'.and rltivated iand ais° spreads iike ^"^ of. 
llT,l •  S6rieS °f Partial rinSS.  The drop of surrounding streams 
streak    I  ^T^ *  embankments **  individual sections of "the 
wntlon  Y   US6d ln mUltlple WayS SUCh aS for "rigation and flood pre- 

Table 2. Jj^tlon^and^Cultivation Index for Separate Regions of Hunan 

T  J *      Cultivated    Average Reclamation 

Reeion Hn^™^   ^ Area     and Cultivation Rate  Kegion    (10,000 mu)    (10,000 mu) J 

wair°VinCe 31,777.35 5,160.60 i6.24 North Hunan 4,529.78 1 271 59 OR ni 
Cental Hunan 7,'996.57 \%)'» 28 07 
SouthHunan 7>280.08 ^.73 

West Hunan 11,970.92 1,297.27 10 84 

provided^ "Sni^^ °na^regate figures for land area of each county 
11 TU t Compilation of Hunan Province Forest Resources Data" compiled 
by the Hunan Provincial Department of Forestry. compiled 

(3) Varied Landforms, Mountainlands and Hills Predominating 

Hunan has a complex geology.  Throughout 81.65 percent of the area is fo,mH 

rthTare'f V* ■ed?«t"* «** (Including carbonititf in about 32 pfrc^nt 
slate ohvlllte8 **? **"*' •**?*"  "*  Shale) and -tamorphic rock (such as 
in 8 91 tilllnt'  and^uartzlte)' ^gmatic rock (such as granite) is found 
in 8.91 percent of the area. The interaction of external pressures over a 
long period of time has resulted in the formation of diverse landformlsuch 
as mountain plateaus, mountainlands, hills, uplands, and plains  Prelimi- 
nary statistics on the classification of terrain features show mountates and 
hills accounting for 70.22 percent of the total area in the province all 
other forms accounting for the 29.78 percent (including 12.54 plrcent for 

of äe'lanl as°rLnf ?06rCent f°r Wat6r SUrfaCes)' ^ g-eral compofition 
cultiJaJed land *S\      ^^ ™™tai»la»d>  5 Percent water, 5 percent 
cultivated land, and 20 percent other than these.  Clearly the province ha* 

(Table" 3r
anSe °f mOUntalnS and hlllS Snd an °Verly s™11  Plains ISa? 
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Table 3. Preliminary Statistics on Hunan's Geomorphology 
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(m)   -S- tt 

(c) 

>800 

500—800 

<500 

300—750 

100—300 

20—100 

<20. 

(d) 

52241 

45922 

50639 

25141 

2653 

11300 

211800 

(e) 

24.62 

21.70 

23.90 

11.90 

12.54 

5.34 

100 

A 
(f) 

Xt>&$jiig + \iii.2Wi   (n) 

Ä + ÜS g?gl£lli6.24%    (o) 

%<¥&%%%&&*.&%   (p) 

B + fcßSSf^is.si!*   (q) 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 
i. 
j- 
k. 

Type 
Elevation  (meters) 
Specific elevation (meters) 
Area (square kilometers) 
Percent of total area (%) 
Explanation 
Mountains of medium height 
Low mountains 
Hills 
Uplands 
Plains 

m. 
n. 

P- 
q- 

Rivers and lakes 
Total 
Including karst mountains of 
medium height, 1.29% 
Including low karst mountains, 
6.24% 
Including karst hills, 9.98% 
Including karst flat land, 
5.31% 

The action of water and heat on different features of the terrain and the 
lateriaHf which it is composed had a direct bearing « th. for-atxon and 
development of the soil and its suitability for the growth of plants. The 
red rock basins formed from chalk during the Tertiary Period and the 
alluvial river valley plains areas formed during the Quartemary Period 
are III  province's principal agricultural areas.  In the basins and in the 
surrounding hills and low mountains are thick deposits of red soi^md 
yellowish red soil suitable for the growing of pine, fir, and mixed forests. 
In the red soil hill and upland areas, tea oil forests, which are 
pttophUous and acid loving, are fairly concentrated, and these areas also 
favor the growing of tea and citrus fruits. At Huitong in the upper reaches 
of the YuaS Shui! at Shuangpai and Jianghua in the middle reaches of the 
Xiao Shui and at Zixing and Ruicheng in the upper reaches of the Lai Shui, 
tne sandy'snalet slate, and phyllite has developed into mountainland yellow 
soil that is suited to the growth of fir trees making this one of the major 
Chinese fir growing areas south of the Chang Jiang.  In the mountamlands 
aloTg the HunS-JiLgxi border, in Wuling, Xuefeng Shan ^**g^*££ 
and ipimetamorphic rock is found, and the layer of soil is ^* "J*"^8" 
Timber forests and tracts of moso bamboo proliferate here  *n ™^f *™ 
Hunan, carbonatite is found over a wide area, and calcium-loving plants are 
fairly abundant. This is the province's main tung tree growing area. Full 



and equitable use of the natural resources of the vast mountain areas 

devel„oBent
roTei0 "**-».<*  *«-»I. *«-«r. and animal husband J 'and 

moIernPaJrleulture°?0mC dlT«Slfi""°» «• ^ aspects In the hulking of 

2. Critique of Regional Landforms 

structure, and on the basis of the similarity of cönstltulnt formTand 

(FiJurTsr C7 ln tt»-«-"» *» »• °f various^es™ landforms. 

(1) Dongting Hu Plains Region 

reaches^o^the IZnl^™ ^^ ^ °n the SOUth bank of «* middle reacnes or  the Chang Jiang and centering on Dongting Hu      It  i* * ™,n/ 

al™ the ££" fndT t,,   ^"T1"1 ^ la"S»™ ^ln    terrieTLnd axong the lake, and low hills encircling the lake. 

sti^up^i^ ^^Z^t^^^ ~«-J. -eh 
mostly low hills and rolling  tablelands  150 meters aW s" "evei* wSh a 
specific elevation of less than 100 meters,  and with glntle slops'    TS ?    , 

sra-: 2.1 ssws SSä SSJ S srS ;:£: 

vated fields  ?        " crisscrossed b? breams and dotted with culti- 

the growing „f various kinds of cropsf La result of Se°, °* SUlta°le f°r 



i  u ü*»« ^rj»£****$±p- «•■*■»«♦ 
(m) ' * KBgagg-n-gg. i: 50'Hteagsw* <a)ttOTR 1:30075 

Figure 3. Map Showing Types of Landforms in Hunan Province 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 

Scale 1:3,000,000 
Legend 
Medium high mountains 
Low mountains 
Hills 
Uplands 
Plains 
Mountainland karst 

x. 
j« 
k. 
1. 
m. 

Narrow valley 
Alluvial fan 
Rocky peak karst 
Plains karst 
* Map condensed from a 1965 topo- 
graphical map at a scale of 
1:500,000. 



(2)  The Changsha-Hengyang Hill and Basin Region 

This region belongs mostly to the middle and lower reaches of th* Yi*™ T- 

Heng'shan ISun s£Z*' T^T^ ^  and granite are found ^-    At neng bnan, ziyun Shan, and on the east and south <?-MPC nf  n,Q u~   • 
granitic mass protudes to form a mountain range  Red laver bJ?. "' ^ 

water systems S an ,£ fe.eaSt monoclinal basins predominate, and the 
wduer systems of all the basins connect together and merw i-ha Yl-ar,„ T- 
being the center of convergence.  The ChunlineShui ffi  ,'n   Xl^g/^ng 

auccxon are faxrly hxgh, and suburban agriculture has a Ions historv 
Transformation of the red hillQ ar,ri faKi„i  J  * g nistory« 
conservation are con^uou^ro^^ 

agrxcultural production, vigorous efforts should be made to plan^trees for 
afforestatxon and to improve the ecological environment!   ? ^ 

(3)  The Lianshao Hill and Valley Region 

It is a transitional zone in »hich the basins of Si w. i ^ul.basln- 
intetMngie      Except for the craggy tuntainrand Song"hl horder    ^sTof 

areas. Wang tfasxn to the south are major agricultural 

certaxn percentage of drylands as well.     There are an appreciable niSber of 

10 



barren mountains and bald ranges suitable for development of water and soil 
conservation forests and the growing of timber forests. 

(4) The Mufu-Lianyun Mountain and Hill Region 

This region is located in northeastern Hunan Province and is the watershed 
area Seen the plains of the Dongting and Boyang lakes  The more than 
1 000 meter high mountain peaks of granite and metamorphic rock gradually 
trail off westward into low mountains and hills of 800 to less than 500 
*^o 4« aiMiMulp  Goine from north to south are Yuegu Shan, Mutu bnan, 

afd TianyU Snanls well L the Dawei Shan and Jiuling Shan complementary 
dikes all of which run obliquely in a north by east direction late a 
wedje'of flying wild geese. Mountain ranges alternate^h valley^Uke the 
character "duo" [1122] tilted at a 45 degree angle to the right. This 
terrain both controls the direction of flow of the Xinqiang He the Guluo 

sides of the mountains than in the lake regions and in the valleys of the 

lower reaches of the Xiang Jiang. 

This region formerly produced abundant forests, and it is still an important 
Irea for"roductionVf moso bamboo; however, other timber treesj and broadleaf 
rorests have been seriously damaged.  Soil erosion « ^^^^ 
^A rPA  =andv shale hill regions along the Xinjiang He, the Guluo Jiang, ana 
in the uSifreaSes of thegLaodao He' Vigorous efforts must be made to grow 
forests here and to do a good job of water and soil conservation work. 
Basins among the mountains are major agricultural areas. 

(5) The Wuling Mountain and Hill Region 

This reeion lies to the south of the Hengshao hill basin, and is the major 
part or the complex east-west tectonic area of the Nan Ling. Traveling from 
west to east Inthe Wuling Shan region, one encounters the Yuecheng Ling 
DuPansLing, Mengzhu Ling, Qitian Ling and Dayu Shan.  To the north of the 
iTrTe  area of rugged terrain along Hunan's borders with Guangxi and with 
Guanedons as well as in the area where Hunan, Guangdong, and Jiangxi con- 
vert fSigSiTshan and Tashan act as a screen. Within Hunan, the -untam 
ranges are formed mostly of granite and metamorphic rock «ranged in an 
Interlocking pattern and extending in a somewhat east-west direction. Most 
Sn peaks Le more than 1,500 meters above sea level and act as watersheds 
Zr  the water systems nortn of the mountains, south of the mountains, and 
for the Chang jlanjas well as for the Zhu Jiang water system. However, some 
e°roded tSctotic alleys and relatively low strips of *-£*^ £»£»■ 
are also crisscrossed by water systems, and are narrow corridors for the 
passage of air currents as well as for interprovincial intercourse. 

Mountainlands within Hunan Province are at many levels, and *™ "^£° 
and hills are also widely distributed.  In areas such as Rucheng, Guxdong, 
Linexian and Zixing in southeastern and eastern Hunan, mountains are fairly 
masKve!'but theSareas also contain some basins such as the Yongxmg Basin. massive, 

11 



In the west are some basins among the mountains such as the Daoxian 

Sr; f aT°ng' LT?han>  and Jiahe basins-  In limestone areas! both 
Shanes that 7 Vf-T      ^^ *f ^ ^  develoPed» mostly forming 
anfvallevs rtl        "^^  peak/orests and valleys, and solitary peaks 
tTr.Zl    Vl'    There/™  numerous underground karst caverns and underground 
streams.  Because of the interlocking of mountain ranges and basins there 
are numerous types of topography. This region is located somewhat toward 

amountUof heft V  m°Untain SC!ee" to the nort"> so it has a rather ample 
amount of heat.  Moreover, vertical variations are fairly great and rainfall 
fairly abundant more falling on the southeast and southern side of mountains 

and f»? ?entraJ baS,inS>  Wlthin the regi°n are numerous -untains and forest 
and fairly good conditions exist for the overwintering of semitropical fruit 

is^tSr ^d^'Tr-H^r11^ ? flUe'CUred t0baCC° and ramie Prodded Sre is rather good.  The hills and basins are mostly used for farming. 

(6) Xuefeng Medium and Low Mountain Region 

This region occupies a fairly large area in the western half of the province 

narrow ribbon r V ?* ™>™**ixl*näs.     * *s cut in the northwest by" the 
narrow ribbon-like Yuanlmg-Mayang red mountain and hill basin where the 
Xihuang Shan and the Wuling Shan protrude, and where mountain ranjes and 
valleys alternately rise and fall. ranges and 

structures8 ^T^"^ ±S COntrolled b? Neo-Cathysian and arcuate 
structures, the southern extremity assuming a north northeast direction 
and the northern extremity being bent around in an east by north to north- 

"ructureT !£ecti^ flocking ** * series of folded and fractured 
structures  The mountain 1S composed mainly of metamorphic rock and its 

meters \12      £f tl?M' "? VT"  ** ^ ridg6S &nd peaks more than ^500 
rises to 1  «M  r±U *       ',  Suba° SUXm±t  °U Lu°Weng EiSht Sid^ Mountain, rises to 1,934.3 meters, and cuts across a vast expanse of 15 counties 

upliftfd ZämT  than 1^
00

1
kilrterS-  ItS S°Uthe- part h- been powerfully 

to 1 200 1   Ln      t  multl:Jevel Pianation, the 800-900 meter planation rising 
to 1,200-1,800 meters.  The eastern side descends in many stages and its 
slopes are craggy.  This complex mountainland system not only forms a water- 
shed between the Yuan Shui and the Zi Shui, but is also the dividing line 
between east and west in Hunan Province and between natural landscapes 

The broad mountainlands and the abundant forest resources in this area make 

Tnt valW,anf Ter r,TheS °f the YUan Shui a -ncentrated forLt  are" 
SrJn!    y ! confluence of the Yuan Shui and its major branches are 

^LT8'    the Qlanyang Snd ShUfU hillS and basins «™ tangerines 

ion (7)  The Wuling Karst Mountain Plains Reg 

This region is located in northwestern Hunan on the left side of the 
Yuanshui Valley and mostly in the basin of the Li Shui!  It has been inten- 
sively affected by the vast western Hubei-Guizhou Plain, and tilts upward 
from the northwest to the southeast.  In the north are Badagong Shan Ind 

HuoeTborder^ ^ *"*"' ^ ™ ^^ >  Which tOW" ™ ^Hunan- 
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Mountainlands in this region are well developed, with multi-level planations 
O200 1,000, 800, 600, 450, and 350 meters) plunging southeastward. 
Tributaries on both sides of river valleys are asymmetrical. On the north 
shorf arHong streams that flow from a distant source while on the south 
side the tributaries are short and swift. Along the Li Shui are large trac 
ture areas! and the fault escarpments there are imposing and precipitous. 

Karst topography is well developed in the region.  Starta contain pure lime- 
stone and the limestone contains small quantities of non-carbonate rock. 
Sstlv the strata of limestone and dolomite containing small amounts of non- 
farbonate rfckoccur at different levels. As a result of J«««™^ 
erosion by water, a complex peak and valley topography, and hill and funnel 
Wand karst topography has been formed with fairly large numbers of under- 
gr^nd catefand'underground streams. Generally third degree planation and 
karsting has developed everywhere.  Streams are deep and course through 
narrow v-shaped valleys. The mountains stand upright with Pulpit- 
slooes and the surface of plateaus are rugged and rough. As a result, 
cSilated land is dispersed over a wide area  Fields are high and water 

is low making water storage and irrigation dlffcult'o^ * ^f^f region 
natural conditions such as the terrain and geology, not only is this region 
suited to the growing of calcium-loving plants such as tung trees, Chinese 
tallow trees! Sines! chestnut trees, eucommia trees, and cypress, but now 
some mountain areas are keeping many kinds of relic plants -d rare and 
valuable trees. Mostly corn is grown in mountain drylands, and there is 
also a certain area of grassland resources. 
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Second Section.     Climatic Conditions 

Hunan Province is located between 108°47?  and IU»K'  aoBt.  i       ...   * 

Southeastern Hunan and Changsha In central Hunan are ftout 400 to 600 kilo 

the year he^ wetlnc the'Lte^r \ LH^'flectine thai 'T ^ 

S-MSTÄ °f ^ C11^L-    °v«'ll7hoth":^rnL "L rSources 
SbS! *lch'helpa the^rounnT l" maJ°r Cr°PS ^ "* said t0 "* ^ 
husbandry, sideS* S^SiSZLff    heries °f f"Mto'" tmnt>- ^ 

1.  Light Resources and Production Potential 

iiliiliiis= 
1. Number of Hours of Sunshine:  In most vear« p,m,n » between 1 3Ö0 snrf i ann u i    ,   years, Hunan Provxnce averages 
„    n -L,JU" and -1-»800 h°urs of sunshine annually (Fieure 41  Th» TW,,»«. • 
Hu region and nearby hills and basin* »*f t-^   I figure 4J. The Dongting 
much as 1,840 hours and CK^Ll    P  §     m°St' Yueyan§ receiving as 

1,700 hours Lch year  LinSfne'andThf^' ^ ^^  getting m°re than 

more than 1,600 hours  ^hua In tit  y f °U " S°Uthern Hunan also receive 

southwestern Hunan receivt about 1 Ann ^^ T^" re8i°n and T°nSdao *» 
.ianghua in the MengZ HLgtu^n^^£^Z^^^ 

ChJl,^      ?    nUmber °f hours of sunshine is fairly great 

1 409 hours L^?*-""1^ 2,'1U  h°UrS in itS maxim™ JeL8(1956) and 
lar°s9ituaUton",^^Tseltlle^l'  * 'T^T °f 715 *»"• A S^~ /„,.„,!   " prevails elsewhere.  The annual sunshine percentage rat? 

a»o„nt to Sre than to percent In So L f" n" ^ 4° perCent' ™d "** 

ther/are „ore'shin Ä EiTiSCS «ÄI S^Ceater 
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than 50 percent. During March and April, there are only 80 to 100 hours of 
sunshine; in lake regions the sunshine rate is 30 percent, and about 25 per- 
cent elsewhere. Autumn is second only to summer in the amount of sunshine, 
which is greater than in winter and spring. The foregoing shows light and 
heat conditions well matched in Hunan Province during July and August, 
which makes for high yields of crops that are harvested in the fall, while 
the scant sunshine during the reproductive and growth stages of overwinter- 
ing crops is bad for the formation of firm grain and impairs output. 

»tt.jjii» 

l r  I'»? 
1700 
1600 
1500 
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Key: 

Figure 4. Map Showing Average Daily Hours of Sunshine 

Legend 

2  Solar Radiation: Except for Changsha, solar radiation measurement data 
are not available for most areas of the province. Preliminary calculations 
show an annual solar radiation of between 92 and 114 kilocalories per square 
centimeter, which is slightly above average for the country. Within the 
province, the southeast tends to get more and the northwest less solar radia- 
tion.  The 105 kilocalories per square centimeter per year isopleth roughly 
follows a line through the eastern foothills of the mountain regions of 
Wuling, Xuefeng, Yuechen, and Dupang dividing the province into eastern and 
western parts.  In the eastern section, solar radiation amounts to 105 
kilocalories per square centimeter per year, with places like Yizhang,  ^ 
Xintian, Rucheng, Chaling, and Yueyang receiving more than 110 kilocalories 
per square centimeter per year.  The western area gets less than 105 
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kilocalories per square centimeter per year, with places like Anhua, 
Longshan, Huayuan, and Jishou receiving less than 95 kilocalories per 
square centimeter per year. 

There are seasonal variations in total radiation.  In winter, total solar 
radiation is between 14 and 17 kilocalories per square centimeter, which 

and°27ykn nrr
ent   ^ t0tal ^ tbe year'  In SPrinS> ifc is b^ween 25 

totJ rl T Per S?Uare centimeter» or  about 24 percent of the annual 
total.  In summer, most places get more than 40 kilocalories per square 
centimeter or 37 percent of the annual total. During autumn, it is around 
lb  kilocalories per square centimeter, or 24 percent of the total for the 
year. These changes are basically synonymous with the pattern for number 
of hours of sunshine daily and temperature during the four seasons through- 
out the province. s 

iiM^S16«1^ fr°? S°lar radiation that Pl~t8 absorb and use directly 
lliXT    effec^ve photosynthesis radiation (or physiological radiation); 

!™, *l £    ,S f°\haU  the t0tal radiation-  In Hunan Province, the average 
annual effective photosynthesis radiation value is 46-57 kilocalories per 

hiliranr£
lmeter%the hi8Iier flgUre applying t0 the lake re§ions and to the 

ft™   *    TnS       .Central Hunan> and the lower figure applying to western 
Hunan and other regions. April to September is the time Jf yea? when effec- 
tive photosynthesis radiation is higher than at other times/and this is the 
time when major farm crops grow, develop, and form seeds.  Because of the 
H? °f temperature gaps between crop seasons, and factors during the 

initial period of growth, not all solar radiation light energy can be used 
If general methods could be suited to specific situations m§a reform of the 

W,«?8 ti £ arran§e matterS S° that graln would form between ^y and August this would rather fully use this segment of light energy resources. 
Converted to gram output, this would mean yields of at least 3,800 to 4 000 

ITteTlZ'  the" 197?; 8rai^Cr°P yi6lds — ^  LOU Jin per mu of culti- 
vated land, the yield roughly amounting to a 2.5 percent light energy 
utilization rate.  This is a long way from the 5 percent light enerS 
utilization rate that is attainable over wide areas.  Consequently a consid- 
erable potential exists for making full use of light energy'resources to 
boost gram yields per unit of area to the maximum in Hunan Province. 

2. Heat Conditions and Agricultural Production 

Temperatures average 16-18°C in Hunan Province in most years, the average 

andPaboUt
r^°r\SOfhSrn **** ^^  abOUt 2°C higher than in northern Hunan and about 1 C higher m eastern Hunan than in western Hunan.  Temperatures 

on plains and in valleys run 1-2"C higher than in mountains and hills 
January temperature averages 4-7°C, with a difference of about 3°C between 
north and south.  The average temperature in July is 27-30°C a 3 5°C 
difference between east and west.  The annual variation for all parts of 

nortHLT6 "betWee; 19,and 25°C> the variation being greater in the 
north than m the south and greater in the east than in the west (Figure 5). 
In terms of the temperature limits for safe growth of most crops and the 
special agricultural climate requirements of major crops such as grain and 
cotton, southern Hunan has between 300 and 320 days when sustained average 
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daily temperature is higher than 5°C (for the growing of overwxntermg crops 
such as winter wheat, the sprouting of rape, or slow growth). Generally thxs 
period begins during the second 10 days of January. Other areas have between 
280 and 300 days, usually beginning during the last 10 days of February. 
Southern Hunan has 250-260 days when temperatures remain above 10 C (for 
vigorous crop growth), and other places have 240-250 days usually begxnnxng 
during the last 10 days of March and continuing till the first 10 days of 
November for a period of about 8 months. Active cumulative temperatures of 
5 000-5 700°C are fairly common in the vicinity of Hengyang and Xintian and 
less common in places like Anhua in western Hunan (Figure 6). There are 
190-200 days when temperatures remain above 15°C (requxred for rapid 8*«** 
of heat loving crops like paddy rice and cotton.) Northern and northwestern 
Hunan have between 160 and 180 such days, usually beginning toward the end 
of April and ending in mid to late October during which cumulatxve tempera- 
tures reach between 3,900 and 4,900°C (with 80 percent certainty). »ayswhen 
temperatures are higher than 20°C (of particular importance to safe heading 
of late crop rice) average 120 to 150. Usually such temperatures begin in 

mid May and last until mid to late September. The average frost-free period 
is 270 days for northern Hunan and about 310 days for southern Hunan. For 
western Hunan and other fairly high mountain regions, it is somewhat more 
than 250 days (Table 4 and Figure 7). Clearly Hunan Province tos abundant 
heat and its growing season is long. Most places have suffxcxent heat to 
meet requirements for growing two crops of rice plus five catch crops every 
2 years as well as citrus, tea, tung, and moso bamboo. 

Key: 

(a) 

a. Legend 
b. Isopleth 

c. As low as 16.2°C 

d. As high as 18.1- 
18.5°C 

e. As low as 15.4- 
16.5°C 

«LBlS-t-lt-ST 1 (e) 

Figure 5. Map Showing Average Annual Temperature 
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Figure 6. Map Showing Cumulative Temperatures When Average Daily Temperature 
Is Equal To or Greater Than 10°C 

Key: 
a. Legend 
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:a) m 

Figure 7. Map Showing Frost-Free Periods 

Key: 
a. Legend 
b. Isopleth 
c. Average time of 

Average time of 
Number of frost 

d. Average time of 
Average time of 
Number of frost 

e. Average time of 
Average end of 
Number of frost 

first frost is first 10 days of December 
end of frost is first 10 days of March 

-free days is 265-280 
first frost is last 10 days of November 
end of frost is last 10 days of February 

-free days is 270-290 
first frost is early to mid December 
frost is early to mid February 
-free days is 290-310 
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Table 4. Four Seasons and Length of Growing Season (Number of Days) in 
Various Places in Hunan Province 1951-1974 

Ca) (g) 
« 

GO 
X 

(i) 
* V (k) H^F^^S^T»*^ 

» s id m m. 
(l) <t> 

Cm) 
5E TR   flj 

5t 10t 15t 20t: 

(b) 6  K 70 130 60 105 285 239 183 138 5336.6 274 

(c)fc  8> 70 130 60 105 289 242 187 140 5456.3 ' 277 

(d)»  « 75 135 60 95 297 242 193 145 5557.2 300 

(e)2  a 70 130 55 110 291 240 180 129 5172.7 279' 

(f)#  ÜJ 75 105 70 115 296 243 186 116 5013.3 277 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

Place 
Yueyang 
Changsha 
Chenzhou 
Zhij iang 
Longshan 
Spring 
Summer 

l. 

j- 
k. 

1. 

m. 

Autumn 
Winter 
Average daily temperature equal to 
or greater than: 
Active cumulative temperature equal 
to or greater than 10°C 
Frost-free period 

Heat conditions in Hunan Province greatly benefit agricultural production 
while having the following detrimental effects at the same time. 

I.  Cold Damp Springs 

During the second 10 days in March, temperatures everywhere throughout Hunan 
Province average more than 11°C, and during the last 10 days of March they 
are above 12 C. During the first 10 days of April they climb everywhere to 
more than 14 C.  This is beneficial to the sowing and propagation of early 
rice. However, the period from March to May is a transitional one in which 
cold and warm air currents alternate. Cold waves are frequent; there are 
numerous changes between cold and hot, and low temperature, rainy and over- 
cast days are numerous.  Cold air movements over the years have occurred on 
an average of three or four times each month during March and April, which 
is to say about once every 7 to 10 days, and two to three times each month 

^rin?nSy: If f±gUred °n the basis of an average daily temperature of less 
than 10 C for each cold wave, then there are 2.9 to 3.3 occurrences every- 
where during March and between 0.7 and 1.0 occurrences during April.  There 
is a gradual decline in frequency from north to south with a slightly greater 
frequency only at Zhijiang in southwestern Hunan during March.  (Table 5) 

Inasmuch as cold wave activity varies in intensity from one year to another 
there are very great changes from year to year in temperatures during each ' 
10-day period everywhere in the province, and a difference of about 100 per- 
cent between high and low during the same period.  Furthermore, the lowest 
temperature is frequently greater than the extreme value that occurs during 
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the shift to fair weather after the cold wave passes. During the first 5 
days of March, temperatures of below 0°C occur everywhere, and during the 
last 10 days of March and the first 10 days of April, temperatures below 3°C 
occur everywhere. During the second 10 days of April, sometimes tempera- 
tures are around 5°C, and during the last 10 days of April, temperatures 
still have an extreme value of about 7°C. This shows that temperatures climb 
slowly and are unstable during this period (see Table 6). 

Table 5. Number of Times Average Daily Temperatures of Less Than 10°C Occur 
During March and April Cold Waves in Hunan Province 

% m. 4b)K M *d« «M! & 
(g) 2 * 3.2 3.1 2.9 3.0    3.3 

(h) m   M 1.0 0.1 j  0.7 0.8 1  0.8 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

Place 
Yueyang 
Changsha 
Chenzhou 

e. Yuanling 
f. Zhij iang 
g. March 
h. April 

Table 6. Minimum Temperatures (°C) at Various Places in Hunan Province 
During March and April 

(a) = n GO ■ M 

±(c) * * Cd) * T (e) * *■  (O * . * (d) * Tfe) * 

(f) * ra -1.7 -3.8 1.4 0.8 5.4 6.9 

(g) * » -1.6 -2.3 2.9 2.5 5.0 6.4 

00 « m -2.7 -0.5 0.6 1.3 4.7 6.2 

(i) « » -1.4 -0.9 1.5 1.2 5.1 7.1 

(j) m m -1.7 -0.8 1.9 I    «•» 
5.0 9.3 

a. March 
b. April 
c. First 10 days 
d. Second 10 days 
e. Third 10 days 

Key: 
f. Yueyang 
g. Changsha 
h. Chenzhou 
i. Yuanling 
j. Zhij iang 

Each cold wave and drop in temperature is usually accompanied by continu- 
ously overcast and rainy weather lasting from 3 to 5 days and sometimes for 
as long as 10 to 15 days.  That is to say that more than half the days in 
March and April are overcast and rainy. As a result, the number of hours of 
sunshine are relatively scarce. Except for Yueyang in northern Hunan with a 
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31 percent sunshiny day rate in April, every place else has less than 30 per- 
cent particularly during March when it is generally less than 25 percent. 
When the cold air currents hit northern Hunan, there are a fairly large 
number of cold waves, but once the cold currents have stopped, the weather 
becomes stable.  In central Hunan, cold air currents have a substantial 
influence and are also very strong. By the time the cold air currents 
invade southern Hunan, their force has been largely spent; but they are 
affected by warm air from the south and by the mountainlands, now intruding 
now receding, rising and falling. This change is particularly noticeable 
m the area around Chenzhou. However, Xintian, Yizhang, and Liwu on the 
south side of Yangming Shan and Qitian Ling are relatively little affected 
by the cold waves. 

The low temperatures and rainy overcast weather that occurs in the province 
at the end of March, in early and mid-April, and in early May are very 
unfavorable for the sowing of early rice and the propagation of seedlings, 
as well as for differentiation of young panicles. They also hurt the sowing 
of cotton, and the booting of wheat. Early rice is strongly temperature 
AVOS  

1Ve',rT ^temperatures above 10°C during the period of growth and 
development of seedlings. At a temperature around 12°C, growth is slow, but 
at a temperature above 15°C, growth is normal. When average daily tempera- 
ture is lower than 10°C and overcast and rainy weather lasts for more than 3 
days, rotting of seeds and seedlings becomes a possibility.  If daily 
temperature averages less than 14°C, transplanting of seedlings into open 
fields can also be affected.  The average period when temperature in Hunan 
nncesabUüesat 10°C (i.e., an arbitrary 5-day average temperature) 

comes fairly early in southern Hunan usually around 22 March.  In northern 
Hunan, it comes somewhat late, usually around 26 March.  In other places it 
occurs between the two dates, tending to advance from south to north.  The 
9?   OQVS\  g^ranteed with better than 75 percent certainty is 
11  or 28 March inmost places, with the exception of northern Hunan where 
it is 4 April  Thereafter, the period when average daily temperature will 
be lower than 10°C is virtually sure to be no more than 3 days.  Further- 

wWK foll°!ring each cold wave there is usually a "return of warmth period," 
which usually occurs each year after 18 and 26 March. Probability is fairly 
great that a warm period will occur between the end of March and around 
Qmgmmg [circa 5 April].  Consequently, generally speaking, plans for most 
sowing are set for the period after the vernal equinox (i.e., during the 
latter part of March) when the time is ideal after the cold currents have 

HZ™'*    I  1S neC6Suar£ t0 aCt °n the basis of weather ^recasts and the 
geography to grasp the "tail of the cold and the head of the warm" weather 
to sow on time and to propagate seedlings carefully. Mid to late May is 
the time of vigorous tillering of intermediate to late maturing early rice 
and early maturing varieties also begin differentiation of young panicles.' 
In some years, average daily temperatures of 20° or below 15°C occur causing 
extremely slow tillering of seedlings.  This produces serious black root anl 
seedling death, and increase in the empty glume rate hurts output. For this 
reason it is necessary to match varieties, plant sparsely for sturdy seed- 
lings, transplant sufficient basic seedlings, and intensify fertilization 
and watering. 
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II. Autumn Season Cold Dew Winds 

As a result of the gradual southward movement of the interface between polar 
region air masses and temperate zone air masses in autumn, around the time 
of the autumn equinox in mid to late September fairly strong cold air fre- 
quently invades the province and average daily temperature may plunge to 
below 20°C to the accompaniment of sustained overcast and rainy weather.^ 
The masses term this the "autumnal equinox storm" or the "mass wind," which 
is now generally termed the cold dew winds. This is precisely the time when 
double crop late rice heads and flowers. When it encounters such cold 
weather, it undergoes physiological functional deterioration causing an 
increase in the empty glume rate or even inability to head, which leads to 
a fall in yields. 

The average time of onset of average daily temperatures below 20°C in Hunan 
Province is between 17 September and 2 October, low temperatures occurring 
earliest in the province's northwestern prefectures, particularly in 
Huayuan County, and latest in prefectures to the south of Hengyang. The 
earliest dates of occurrence are 3 September in western Hunan and 
10 or 11 September in eastern Hunan; however, in most areas low tempera- 
tures begin around 11 September. Thus, there is no great difference between 
one place and another, but there is a substantial difference between one 
place and another in the annual probability of occurrence and in duration. 
In places to the south of Chaling and Hengyang, cold dew winds occur on an 
average of three or four times every 10 years; in central Hunan and the lake 
region, as well as at Zhijiang and Yuanling in western Hunan, they occur on 
an average of five or six times every 10 years; and in northwestern Hunan 
they occur seven or eight times every 10 years.  In general, cold dew winds 
are not likely to occur before 10 September.  Except for Changsha and 
Chaling, where some uncertainty exists, the likelihood that cold dew winds 
will occur elsewhere between 10 and 15 September is between 4.2 and 21.1 
percent.  For the period 15 to 20 September, the likelihood is 4.2 to 29.4 
percent.  The likelihood of occurrence between 20 and 25 September is 4.2 
to 28.6 percent; and the likelihood of occurrence between 25 and 30 September 
is 12.5 to 41.2 percent. As time passes, the probability of occurrence 
gradually increases.  In some years, after low temperatures occur during the 
last 10 days of September, they continue or climb only slowly in early 
October, and the threat that the late rice crop will not mature becomes 
increasingly serious.  Usually cold dew winds last for 3 to 4 days, or 8 to 
11 days at most. During this period, average temperature in most years is 
around 17 to 18°C.  In lowest years, they may fall to around 16°C every- 
where, and in extremely low years, they may even fall to around 12-15°C. 
In addition, comparison of meteorological data for September from Guidong, 
Nanyue and Huayuan with data from nearby Chenzhou, Hengshan and Yuanling 
shows temperatures to fall by from 0.53-0.62°C for every 100 meter rise in 
elevation.  The onset of sustained average daily temperatures lower than 
20°C must be advanced by 1.6 to 3.5 days, and the period of crop growth and 
development must be reduced by an average 1-2 days. 

Because of the threat that cold dew winds pose to the late rice crop, the 
heading period is a crucial one. If temperatures during this period are 
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above 20 C, the damage is slight. Therefore, strict control over continuous 
cropping of late rice to assure an 80 percent probability of safe heading is 
imperative, using knowledge of the times when cold dew winds strike and the 
changes in air temperatures at different strata in individual areas.  The 
safe heading period for places to the south of Chaling and Hengyang is before 
25 September; for most places in the vicinity of Changsha, Shaoyang, Yueyang, 
and Changde, it is before 20 September; and in western Hunan and mountain 
regions, it is before 15 September. 

The province's current promotion of the growing of hybrid rice has resulted 
in remarkable increases in yields. Hybrid rice is temperature sensitive, 
and high temperatures and strong sunlight are important conditions for 
getting the most out of hybrid rice. However, both low temperatures and 
high temperatures impair heading.  If temperature conditions are not favor- 
able, large numbers of empty glumes and decline in yields may result. 
Hybrid rice requires a long growing season, and in Hunan Province the total 
growing season for intermediate rice is between 135-140 days.  For the grow- 
ing of double crop late rice, the full growing season is around 125-130 days. 
It is extremely important to set a safe full heading period and a suitable 
sowing period in order to get bumper harvests. Research shows that when 
average daily temperatures are greater than 30°C for 11 out of any 15 con- 
secutive days during the hottest days of summer, damage occurs to inter- 
mediate hybrid rice during its booting stage. At Changsha, the period of 
high temperature damage begins on 6 July and ends on 16 August (an 80 percent 
certainty rate). Ten days after the onset of high temperature and the final 
day are termed two safe full heading periods for intermediate hybrid rice. 
In order for full heading to take place before 16 July, the rice must be sown 
in late March or early April with transplanting of seedlings taking place 
at the end of April or early May.  For heading to begin after 16 August, 
sowing must be done after 20 May, with transplanting of seedlings taking 
place during the last 10 days of June in order to avoid damage from high 
temperatures during the period between mid-July and mid-August.  In addi- 
tion, more than 4 days of continuous average temperatures of less than 23°C 
during autumn will hurt heading and flowering of late crop hybrid rice.  The 
beginning of the low temperature period is 10 September (an 80 percent rate 
of certainty), so the safe full heading period for late rice is before 
10-15 September.  This requires sowing before 10-15 June and transplanting 
of seedlings before 20-25 July. Hybrid rice poses fairly strict nutritional 
demands, and early sowing and transplanting is an important measure for 
gaming high yields of late rice.  In mountain regions, it is even more 
important to advance the planting time for intermediate rice. 

3. Precipitation and Its Effects 

As a result of its latitude and its continental position relative to the sea 
Hunan Province is under control of atmospheric circulation and diverse 
weather systems, the influence of East Asian monsoon circulation being most 
apparent.  In addition, the complexity and diversity of mountain and river 
topography and types of landforms cause striking differences and cyclical 
changes in the distribution of precipitation in space and time. 
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Figure 8.  Map Showing Annual Average Distribution of Precipitation 

Key: 
a. Legend 
b. Units: millimeters 

In most years, precipitation averages between 1,200 and 1,700 millimeters in 
Hunan Province, making it one of the places of greatest rainfall in the 
country. Precipitation during the main growing season (April to September) 
is 600 to 1,000 millimeters (an 80 percent frequency value).  (Figure 8) 
This generally satisfies crop needs for water; however, distribution of rain- 
fall in the course of the year is uneven, and dry and wet seasons are pro- 
nounced.  The frequent intermingling of cold and warm air currents toward 
the end of spring and the beginning of summer gives rise to protracted rainy 
and overcast weather and the beginning of the rainy season.  Except for 
northwestern Hunan and the mountainlands of southern Hunan, which receive a 
substantial amount of rainfall during June and July, all other areas get 
their greatest rainfall during May. Half of the annual precipitation falls 
between May and July in western Hunan, and between April and June elsewhere 
in the province. As a result of the stability of sub-tropical high pressure, 
clear, rainless weather occurs between July and September. The periods of 
most rainfall between May and September occur during the last 10 days of 
May, during mid-June and July, and during the last 10 days of August.  The 
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periods of little rainfall generally occur during the first and last 10 days 
of June, during early July and August (in mid-August in western Hunan), and 
during the first 10 days of September. After October the autumn winds and 
autumn rains arrive and the amount of precipitation increases somewhat. 

I. Occurrence of Waterlogging and Drought 

Hunan Province receives copious rainfall, but its seasonal distribution is 
uneven. During the 3-month period April-June, more than 40 percent of the 
total annual amount of precipitation falls. As a result of the complex 
weather systems prevailing between May and July, and the intermingling and 
clashing of cold and warm air currents at this time, heavy showers of fairly 
great intensity occur.  Between 60 and 80 percent of the number of days of 
torrential rains each year occur at this time, and mountain torrents and 
waterlogging are likely to occur.  In years of large amounts of rainfall, in 
particular, when the four rivers converge in torrents on the lakes and the 
flood discharge of the Chang Jiang forms a reverse siphon, agricultural pro- 
duction in lake regions is seriously threatened. Frequently an urgent need 
for flood and high water prevention arises. After June, however, sub- 
tropical high pressure gradually comes to dominate the province, and tempera- 
tures continue to climb. The number of hours of sunshine increases, and the 
amount of transpiration rises. At this time when crops are growing most 
vigorously and their need for water is greatest, the amount of precipitation 
dxminishes rapidly. From July to September, the weather is clear and hot; 
south winds (hot dry winds) blow strong; transpiration is strong; and total 
rainfall amounts to only between 237.0 and 444.7 millimeters, which is only 
17.1-30.8 percent of total annual rainfall.  In years of scant rainfall, the 
amount is only 47.8-166.1 millimeters, which is only 15.7-47.0 percent of 
the amount of precipitation for the same period in most years, or between 
4.3 and 13.9 percent of annual precipitation for the year (Table 7 and 
Figure 9). However, it is during this period that the late rice crop 
consumes 497.5 millimeters of water between the time of transplanting until 
the milk ripe stage.  This is an average consumption of more than 6 milli- 
meters per day. This means that in years of normal precipitation, inflow is 
less than outflow. July and August, the time when crops require large 
amounts of water, is precisely the time when the greatest drought occurs. 
This incongruity between water and heat conditions is a major reason for 
low and inconsistent yields in agricultural production. 
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Figure 9.  Map Showing Rainfall Distribution, June-September 

Key: 
a. Legend 
b. Units: millimeters 
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Table 7. Precipitation in Various Places in Hunan Province, July-September 
(Units: millimeters) 
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Key: 
a. Drainage area 
b. Lake region 
c. Xiang Jiang basin 
d. Zi Shui basin 
e. Yuan Shui basin 
f. Li Shui basin 
g. Station name 
h. Yueyang 
i. Changde 
j. Changsha 
k. Hengyang 
1. Chenzhou 
m. Shaoyang 
n. Anbei 
o. Yuanling 

P- 
q- 
r. 
s. 
t. 

u. 

v. 

w. 

Zhij iang 
Dayong 
Particulars 
Precipitation July-September 
July-September precipitation as a 
percent of annual precipitation 
July-September precipitation 
minimum value 
July-September precipitation minimum 
value as a percent of annual precip- 
itation 
July-September precipitation minimum 
value as a percent of precipitation 
during the same period in most 
years 

II.  Seasonal Patterns of Drought and Waterlogging 

The masses have the following to say about the patterns of drought and 
waterlogging:  "Drought and waterlogging occur in Hunan year after year and 
every year; much rain falls during spring and summer, but mid-autumn is dry. 
Drought covers whole areas, but waterlogging follows lines." Analysis of 
statistics shows the existence during this century (1900-1975) of a definite 
cycle in the occurrence of drought and waterlogging in Hunan Province. 
Flooding and waterlogging has a regular cycle of once every 5, 14, 18, and 
20 years, and drought usually occurs on an average of once every 14 years 
in a major cycle and once every 7 years in a regular cycle.  Since libera- 
tion, there has been a drought once every 2 or 3 years, and a continuous 
drought about once every 6 years.  In extent of occurrence, regular droughts 
and waterloggings have been numerous, but particularly severe droughts and 
waterloggings have been few.  The particularly severe flooding and logging 
of 1906, 1931, and 1954, for example, occurred in only 10 percent of 
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waterlogging years for about one occurrence every 24 years or so.  Regular 
waterlogging occurred in 90 percent of the years. Likewise, particularly 
severe provincewide drought years have been extremely few. For 25 } ears 
following liberation, particularly severe drought occurred only in I960, 
1963, 1966, and 1972. Most drought years were ordinary ones. Distribution 
in time and space was marked by a proneness to waterlogging in spring and 
summer and a proneness to drought in mid-autumn. Waterlogging occurred along 
specific stretches, with more waterlogging in the north than the south. 
Drought occurred over various areas, with more in the south than the north. 
From mid-April to early May, the period of possible waterlogging moves from 
the south northward, and the last 10 days of June is a major period for both 
drought and waterlogging in the province. The second major periods are the 
end of May and the end of July. During these times, torrential rains fall 
in many places opening the way to a strong likelihood of mountain torrents 
developing that converge in rivers and lakes to cause floods.  Over the 
years, flooding and waterlogging has been most frequent in western Hunan, 
particularly around Sangzhi, Yuanling, and Anhua.  The second most frequent 
area of occurrence has been the Dongting Hu area in northern Hunan, while 
frequency of flooding and waterlogging in southern Hunan and central Hunan 
has been relatively slight.  However, in late August, both southern and 
southwestern Hunan are affected by typhoons and east wind weather systems, 
and each area goes through a period of proneness to waterlogging.  Since 
most flooding and waterlogging occurs on both banks of rivers, it is charac- 
teristically "waterlogging along a line." From early and mid-July until 
early August, the period of proneness to waterlogging comes to a close from 
south to north, and all places enter the mid-autumn period of scant rainfall 
and drought.  This results from intensification and westward extension of 
sub-tropical high pressure and coincides with the conclusion of the rainy 
season in the province.  Except for northern Hunan, two main drought periods 
occur in the province.  These are the dog days droughts that begin at the end 
of June or in early July and go on till early August, and the fall drought 
that begins at the end of August or early September and goes on till the end 
of October.  Droughts of these two kinds have taken place in 48 places in the 
first 25 years after liberation.  Summer drought and protracted mid-autumn 
drought are relatively rare.  Each account for one-third of the first two 
kinds.  Continuous summer and autumn drought has occurred in 2 years in some 
places.  One may suppose that mid-autumn drought is a climatic phenomenon 
of Hunan Province, or that it is provincewide in scope, or that it occurs 
over most areas, or that it is occasional.  It occurs every year; only its 
duration and degree vary.  Drought areas happen to be just the reverse of 
flood and waterlogging areas.  In the first 25 years after liberation, 
droughts were most frequent in southern Hunan, second most frequent in central 
Hunan, and least frequent in southwestern Hunan.  If the number of times 
mid-autumn continuous droughts have occurred are added in and comparisons 
made, then the Hengyang Basin in central Hunan becomes the area in which 
droughts are most likely to occur and to be most serious.  Lianshao Prefec- 
ture, in particular, has had a substantial number of mid-autumn droughts. 
Though fewer have occurred in northwestern Hunan, facilities for impounding 
water are poor there so droughts can easily occur. Conversely, somewhat more 
droughts have occurred in northern Hunan than in northwestern Hunan, but 
since sources of water are plentiful and irrigation readily carried out, the 
effects of droughts have generally not been serious.  (Table 8) 
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Table 8.  Statistical Table Showing Frequency of Summer and Autumn Droughts 
in Various Places in Hunan Province 

(h)\ft 
T -f- ft m ^^^ 

(b) 
»   ffi   * 

(c) 
«a  ii  * 

(d) (e) 
«a     * 

(f) (g) 

(i) a           * 2 2 4 3 s 16 

(j)ft         . * 9 6 4 7 12 48 

(k) ft   ft   &   * 2 3 3 S 2 15 

(1)«               * 7 10 12 13 13 45 

(m) X   He   £   W 1 1 0 0 0 2 

(n) £   it   m   & 21 22 23 28 32 126 

Key: 
a. Number of times 
b. Northwestern Hunan 
c. Southwestern Hunan 
d. Northern Hunan 
e. Central Hunan 
f. Southern Hunan 
g. Total 
h. Nature of drought 

l. 

j- 
k. 
1. 
m. 

n. 

Summer drought 
Dog days drought 
Continuous mid-autumn drought 
Autumn drought 
Continuous summer and autumn 
drought 
Total number of times 

In addition to the aforementioned cold waves, flooding and waterlogging, 
drought, and such meteorological disasters are the effects of freezing 
high winds, and hailstorms. During the present century, the province has 
had six fairly large freezes, three of which have been severe.  This means 

Ifooo   ZS Cycle is about once every 25 years.  The 1905 freeze and the 
1929-1930 freeze before liberation, and the 1954-1955 major winter freeze 
after liberation caused losses for forestry throughout the province, and 
citrus output fell from 500,000 dan to 200,000-odd dan.  The low temperature 
and winter freeze of 1968-1969, and the big freeze of January and February 
1977 dramatically reduced citrus output throughout the province.  High 
winds can occur in any season, but mostly occur during spring and summer, 
wind velocity being greatest in lake regions.  High winds also occur most 
frequently m the lake regions and in the lower reaches of the four rivers 
Hailstorms occur mostly between February and April and most of them on both 
sides of the Xuefeng range and in the Wuling mountain region.  Each hail- 
storm wreaks havoc along a long narrow strip. 

In view of the foregoing, in order to insure consistently high yields in 
agriculture and obtain all-around bumper harvests, it is necessary both to 
upgrade steadily the utilization rate of climatic data and to master grad- 
ually the laws governing changes in the weather, as well as to take various 
defensive measures to reduce or avoid the effects of natural calamities. 
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Third Section. Water Conservancy (Energy) Resources 

1.  Distribution and Use of Surface Water 

(1) Depth of Surface Runoff 

Surface runoff comes from precipitation, but other natural and geographic 
factors also limit it and redistribute it.  Average depth of runoff through- 
out the province in most years has been between 500 and 1,500 millimeters 
(Figure 10). Area dispersal is virtually synonymous with the annual 
distribution of rainfall. There are three high value areas:  (1) The middle 
and lower reaches of the Zi Shui and Yuan Shui, and the east side of Wulxng 
Shan centering around Taoyuan form concentration areas that have between 800 
to 1,200 millimeters.  (2) Along Hunan Province's northwestern border north 
of Sanzhi on the Li Shui, the high value center has 1,500 millimeters. 
(3) The area between Yangming Shan and the Xiang Jiang forms a small high 
value area that has 1,200 millimeters of runoff.  In addition, the Mufu 
Shan, Wanyang Shan and parts of Xuefeng Shan also are high value areas. Two 
low value areas are:  (1) The Jiuling tableland between the Xiang and the 
Zi rivers south of the Binhu Plain where runoff is less than 700 millimeters. 
This includes the Hengshao Hills and the Dongting Hu areas, which are low 
value areas each of which has a runoff of 500-600 millimeters.  (2) The 
western Hunan region in the upper reaches of the Yuan Shui, most of which has 
a runoff of less than 700 millimeters. There is a very great discrepancy in 
distribution within similar average runoff depths for many years. During the 
growing seasons for major crops such as paddy rice, in most places runoff is 
plentiful early on and scant later. Volume of precipitation during July and 
August is generally less than the amount of transpiration.  Surface runoff 
is not distributed evenly, and this plus the rise and fall of the terrain 
and differences in the distance from sources of water makes for variations 
in use.  It is fairly easy to get water along the banks of rivers, but to 
get water for hillside fields requires the impounding, diversion, or raising 
of water to meet needs.  Though northwestern Hunan is an area of plentiful 
water, spring drought is frequent as a result of the late arrival of the 
monsoon season necessitating the storage of water in advance and rushing to 
plow the fields when the rains do come.  In addition to making full use of 
surface water, central Hunan and western Hunan areas that are short of water 
or have only moderate amounts of water must divert water from elsewhere or 
from rivers, moving it from areas of plenty to areas of need. Alternatively, 
underground water resources may be tapped and used in conjunction with sur- 
face water to solve the water shortage problem. Though the amount of water 
that is available and ways of using it differ from place to place, all must 
control it, store, and release it in an equitable manner, and regulate 
surfeit and shortage. 

(2) River Runoff and Water Energy 

Hunan Province is characterized by a dense river network, and a complete 
water system.  It has a substantial amount of water and fairly plentiful 
water power that does not freeze in winter and that contains little silt. 
It has 5,341 large and small streams of 5 kilometers or more in length 
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Figure 10.  Isopleth Map Showing Annual Runoff Depths for Hunan Province 

Key: 
a. Legend 

b. Location of county, prefecture, or provincial governments 
c. Lakes, rivers 
d. Mountain peaks and elevation 
e. Runoff depth isopleth (Units: millimeters) 
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totaling more than 43,000 kilometers.  Seventeen of these have a drainage 
area of more than 5,000 square kilometers, and 98 have a drainage area of 
from 500 to 5,000 square kilometers.  Those with a drainage area of less 
than 500 square kilometers number 5,226.  The Zhu Jiang water system and the 
Gan Jiang water system account for an extremely small portion of the total, 
but the drainage area of the Xiang, Zi, Yuan, and Li rivers covers 230,500 
square kilometers, 77.6 percent of which is in Hunan Province. Average 
volume of runoff of these rivers in most years is 192.5 billion cubic 
meters, water volume from the Yuan Shui being greatest accounting for jy.b 
percent of the total.  Next is the Xiang Shui with 37.7 percent, the Zi 
Shui with 14.1 percent, and the Li Shui with only 8.9 percent (Figure 11 
and Table 9).  Total volume of water in the province's rivers amounts to 
23 percent of the total volume of water in the Chang Jiang basin, and is 
again as much as the total volume of water in the Huang He, Huai He, and 
Hai He basin. The four rivers connect large and small tributaries, flow 
across the land, converge on the Dongting Hu, and continue on into the 
Chang Jiang to form an extraordinarily complete water system. Analysis ot 
data from the past 10-odd years shows distribution of flow from the main- 
streams of the four rivers to be as follows:  greatest volume from the Yuan 
Shui in 8 years out of 10 followed by the Xiang Shui, and the Li Shui, with 
the Zi Shui contributing least.  During low water, lowest volume of flow 
comes from the Yuan, Xiang, Zi, and Li in that order.  In recent years, the 
number of large sluice gates, dams and pumping machines have steadily 
increased, affecting volume of flow during flood and low water seasons 
Appreciable control of water level during the dry season has been affected 
on the middle and upper reaches of the Xiang Jiang. 

The rivers contain abundant water energy reserves, which have been calcu- 
lated at an average 13.38 million kilowatts in most years.  The Yuan Shui 
has the most plentiful reserves with 42.8 percent of the total.  The Xiang 
Shui has 29.6 percent, the Zi Shui 13.8 percent, and the Li Shui and other 
water systems 10.4 and 3.3 percent respectively.  These water systems con- 
tain 2.3 percent of the country's total energy reserves, and occupy first 
place among the country's nine southern provinces.  However, as a result ot 
the uneven distribution of runoff during each year, only 2.28 million kilo- 
watts of reserves can be 95 percent guaranteed during the dry season.  This 
is only 17.1 percent of the average annual energy reserves. Of all the 
water systems, the disparity is particularly great for the Li Shui.  Most 
of the water energy is concentrated in the upper reaches of the rivers 
and in the gorge areas in the middle and lower reaches of main streams. 
Reserves are substantial in the Qianyang, autonomous region, Linglmg, and 
Chenzhou areas, and slight in the Yueyang and Yiyang areas. 
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Figure 11. Major Water Systems and Water Conservancy Projects in Hunan 

Key: 
a. Legend 
b. Large reservoir 
c. Medium size reservoir 
d. River dam 
e. Pumping station 
f. Waterwheel pumping station 
g. Benefited area 
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Key: 
a. Water system 
b. Source 
c. Mouth of river 
d. Length of main stream (kilometers) 
e. Distance within Hunan Province (kilometers) 
f. Basin area (square kilometers) 
g. Water level (meters) 
h. Measuring station 
i. Annual average 
j. Maximum in most years 
k. Minimum in most years 
1.  Flow 

m. Total annual runoff (100 million cubic meters) 
n. Average runoff in most years (cubic meters per second) 
o. Maximum volume of flow (cubic meters per second) 
p. Minimum volume of flow (cubic meters per second) 
q. Flow ratio 
r. Average stream gradient (0/00) 
s. Water energy reserves (10,000 kilowatts) 
t. Xiang Jiang 

u. Longmenjie, Haiyangping, Lingui County, Guangxi 
v.  Hao Hekou, Xiangyin County 
w.  85,383 within Hunan 
x.  Xiangtan 
y.  Zi Jiang 
z.  Huangmajie,* Beilqingjie Shan, Chengbu County 

aa. Ganqi Gang, Yiyang County 
ab. 26,738 within Hunan 
ac. Planned building of Zeqi Reservoir not complete 
ad. Jiantuoxi Reservoir not yet planned 
ae. Yuan Shui 

af. Jiguan Ling, Yunwu Shan, Duyun County, Guizhou 
ag. Deshan, Changde City 
ah.  51,066 within Hunan 
ai.  Taoyuan (Wangjia He) 
aj.  Li Shui 
ak.  Shanmujie, Sangzhi 
al.  Xiaodukou, Jin City 
am.  15,505 within Hunan 
an.  Jin City 
ao.  Eastern Dong Ting Hu region 
ap.  Enters Chang Jiang at Chenglingji 
aq.  Southern Dong Ting Hu region 
ar.  Western Dong Ting Hu region 
as.  Sikou water system 
at.  Huanggaidong 
au.  Enters Chang Jiang at Taipingkou, Hubei 
av.  Ganjiang water system 
aw.  Niumu Tang, Rucheng County 
ax.  Enters Jiangxi at Jilongyu 
ay.  Beijiang water system 
az.  Sanfeng Ling, Linwu County 
ba. Enters Guangdong at Luojiadong 
bb. Xijiang water system 
be.  Fengling, Gongchengnan County, Guangxi 
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1. Xiang Jiang.  The mainstream of the Xiang Jiang enters Hunan from 
Miaotou where Guangxi borders on Hunan. The stretch of the river from 
Lingling to Hengyang is its middle reaches, and the lower reaches are 
farther on.  It flows a distance of 670 kilometers through 17 counties and 
municipalities and has a 96 meter drop.  Its basin within Hunan Province 
covers about 39 percent of the province's total area, and its network 
reaches into 43 counties, the mainstream and mountainlands in the upper 
reaches of tributaries accounting for 50 percent of the basin, with hills 
and flat land (including valleys and plains) accounting for 30 percent and 
20 percent respectively.  The mainstream is a river valley in the prime of 
life. Except for some constricted sections, most of the valley is rela- 
tively wide and gently sloping.  The river bed is basically stable, and the 
volume of water it carries fairly abundant.  It carries an average of 65 
billion cubic meters of water annually into Dongting Hu.  The Xiang Jiang 
has numerous tributaries, 2,157 large and small ones in all. Of these, 
those with a basin area of more than 2,000 square kilometers number 12. 
The tributaries form an asymmetrical feather-shaped water system the left 
shore of which takes in 68 percent of the total basin area. The most impor- 
tant tributaries are Xiao Shui (354 kilometers long and a drop of 315 meters, 
with 267,000 kilowatts of power reserves), Chunling Shui (223 kilometers 
long and a drop of 545 meters, with water energy reserves of 118,000 kilo- 
watts), Lai Shui (453 kilometers long and a drop of 886 meters, with water 
energy reserves of 413,000 kilowatts), Mi Shui (296 kilometers long and 
a drop of 817 meters, with 216,000 kilowatts of water energy reserves), 
Lu Shui (83.4 kilometers long and a drop of 276 meters, with water energy 
reserves of 101,000 kilowatts), Lian Shui (224 kilometers long and a drop 
of 163 meters, with 72,600 kilowatts of water energy reserves), Liuyang He 
(222 kilometers long and a drop of 217 meters, with 163,000 kilowatts of 
water energy reserves), Laodao He (141 kilometers long and a drop of 297 
meters), and Wei Shui (144 kilometers long and a drop of 296 meters), which 
empty into the Xiang Jiang.  This basin has a population of 25,481,700 or 
49.4 percent of the total for the province.  It has 22,059,800 mu of culti- 
vated land or 42.7 percent of the total for the province including about 
84 percent of the province's paddyfields.  Most of it is distributed in 
hills and basins as well as in valleys among the mountains. 

Plans for development of this basin's water conservancy (and energy), 
including building of large and medium size reservoirs at 145 sites for 
the irrigation of a 9,585,430 mu area, 6,109,800 mu of which is already 
irrigated. Plans calls for an installed electric power generating capacity 
of 262,011 kilowatts, of which 166,845 kilowatts have already been installed. 
Included are medium size and large reservoir projects at eight sites designed 
to irrigate a 3,608,300 mu area of which 2,542,500 mu is already irrigated, 
and a designed installed electric power generating capacity of 227,750 kilo- 
watts, of which 154,300 kilowatts has been installed. Water conservancy 
(and power) resources potential is abundant. 

2.  Zi Shui.  The Fuyi Shui (248 kilometers long) enters Hunan at Meixi in 
Ziyuan County, Guangxi Province. After the Fuyi Shui converges with the 
Nan Shui (188 kilometers long) at Shuangjiang Kou, Luojiamiao in Shaoyang, 
a western tributary, it becomes known as the Zi Shui.  The Zi Shui has 771 
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tributaries large and small, the important ones of which are the Liao Shui 
and the Pingqi, each of which is 97 kilometers long, the 112 kilometer long 
Shao Shui, the 76 kilometer long Shima Jiang, the 91 kilometer long Dayang 
Jiang, and the 99 kilometer long Qu Jiang. The entire water system drains 
12 counties. Mountains and hills and low uplands and flat land account for 
65 and 35 percent respectively of the Zi Shui area.  In the upper reaches 
mountain region above Xiaomiaotou, the water source is fairly high and the 
current flows now slowly now rapidly.  Farther down at Majitang are the 
river s middle reaches.  Except for the Xinhua area, which is hills, most 
of the river flows through mountain gorges. The mountain and hill gorges 
in the river s middle and lower reaches are areas of torrential rains, and 
damage occurs at Weilu every time there are flood waters.  This basin has 
a population of 8,158,000 and 6,971,200 mu of cultivated land, or 13.5 per- 
cent of the province's total. Large and medium size reservoirs are cur- 
oeo«oo^der construction at 41 places and are designed to irrigate a 
2,983 800 mu area, 1,349,200 mu of which is already irrigated. Designed 
installed electric power generating capacity is 591,942 kilowatts, of which 
455,476 kilowatts have already been installed. The Zhexi Reservoir that is 
under construction on the mainstream is currently the province's largest 
hydropower hub with an installed capacity of 447,500 kilowatts.  It is the 
backbone of the central and north Hunan electric power grid, and it also 
reduces or removes the threat of flooding downstream and to 700,000 mu of 
farmland m the Weilu area. Work has been completed and benefits are 
already flowing from the Dachuan Reservoir on the Fuyi Shui tributary. 

3. Yuan Shui  This river enters Hunan Province at Zheliang from Luanshan 
in Guizhou and becomes known as the Yuan Shui after it passes Qiancheng. 
It has 1,491 large and small tributaries, seven of which are large ones 
including the Qu Shui (201 kilometers long and with a 278 meter drop), 
/o,/ ^Z   kilometers long and with a 512 meter drop), Wu [1566] Shui 
(244 kilometers long and with a 485.5 meter drop), Shu Shui (143 kilometers 
long and with a 361 meter drop), Chen Shui (310 kilometers long and with a 
387 meter drop), Wu [2976] Shui (145 kilometers long and with a 351 meter 
drop), and You Shui (477 kilometers long and with a 658 meter drop) which 
cut across 21 counties, mostly through craggy mountainlands.  Land at an 
elevation below 200 meters above sea level accounts for only about 10 per- 
cent of the area of its flow.  The population of this basin is 8,160,900, 
and it has 9,266,200 mu of cultivated land or 17.9 percent of the culti- 
vated land in the province.  Both the mainstream and major tributaries have 
cut deep river valleys with many shoals and rapids. Annually it carries a 
flow of 2,100 cubic meters per second into Dong Ting Hu, and during flood 
stage water volume is great.  It frequently collides with flood waters in 
the middle reaches of the Chang Jiang bringing about flood and water- 
logging calamities at the point of convergence.  Currently large and medium 
size water conservancy projects are being built at 40 places on the main- 
stream and tributaries.  They are designed to irrigate 2,087,400 mu of 
farmland 1,258,700 mu of which has already been irrigated.  Designed 
iT^o 11

e<?n
electrlc P°wer generating capacity is 18,470 kilowatts, of which 

12,350 kilowatts has been installed.  It is necessary to continue to make 
the most of benefits derived from existing projects. The Fengtan hydropower 
station is now being built on the You Shui tributary, and it has an installed 
capacity of 400,000 kilowatts. 
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L      Li Shui. A total of 326 tributaries, large and small, flow into the 
tinitreamof the Li Shui. These include the Lou Shui (250 kilometers 
T      „nith l  293 meter drop), Xie Shui (165 kilometers long with a 415 
r o   D^lLl milometers long). These tributaries drain seven 
counties. The surrounding terrain is high to the west, south, and north 
and low to the east, the basin area being 77 percent mountains and about 20 
Percent Mils.  In the middle and upper reaches, the mountains are high and 
the water low; fields are dispersed; the slope of the river is steep; and 
shoals are numerous.  In addition, this basin and the three gorges of he 
Chane Jiang are part of the same torrential rain zone, and flood waters m 
the two rSers may collide at Songzi wreaking havoc in the lower reaches. 
This basin has a population of 2,716,200 and 3,563,800 mu of cultivated 
land or 6.8 percent of the total in the province.  Current plans call for 
the building of large and medium size projects at 22 sites on the river to 
irrigate a 1,182,400 mu area, of which 1,204,500 mu has *^^^ 
eated  Plans call for an installed hydropower capacity of 9,257 ^™fts> 
of which 5 052 kilowatts have already been installed. Three main projects 
havfalready been built in the lower reaches, which not only expand gravity 
irrigation on the Liyang Plain and nearby low hill areas, but also serve to 
prevent floods and generate electricity. 

5  Other Water Systems. One other water system is the Miluo Jiang (253 
kilometers long) and Xinqiang He (108 kilometers long in ^^lltclH 
ture which flow independently into the lake.  In addition to small-scale 
water lonservancy (and power /development, medium size ^^8 (»clu ding 
reservoirs, dams, and waterwheel pumps) now exist at 14 sites, and are 
desired to irrigate 713,300 mu, 392,500 mu of which ^f'^JS^^ 
irrigated. They also have a designed installed capacity of 10,013 kilowatts 
of electric power, 9,035 kilowatts of which have already been stalled, 
in additlon^medium size projects are being built at five sites on the Wu 
Shui water system in the southern part of Chenzhou where the riverflows 
into Guangdong. These projects are intended to irrigate 234,500 mu of 
land 66,200 mu of which have already come under irrigation and to have 
an installed hydropower capacity of 9,925 kilowatts, 2,059 kilowatts of 

which have already been installed. 

To summarize the foregoing, Hunan Province's river water conservancy (and 
LrWe !rc  are abundant. As of the end of 1975, 262 large and medium 
size reservoirs and irrigation projects had been built or were continuing to 
be built on the basins of the four rivers, and the actual irrigation area or 
installed electric power generating capacity of these projects amounted 
actively to 58.8 and 72.7 percent of the planned W«-d the 
planned installed electric power generating capacity. Actual installed 
hydropow" capacity as of 1975 was 910,900 kilowatts, which was only about 
?81 percent of total water energy reserves for the province. Plans call 
for the selection of more than 116 sites suitable for construction of large 
and medium size reservoirs and dams, and if this development is undertaken, 
bothttl Irrigated area served and the installed hydropower capacity will 
be more tSn 50 percent greater than that of existing large and medium size 

projects. 
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(3)    Dongting Hu 

The Dongting Hu district lies on the south shore of the Jine Jian/and 

I W " Te'TTol *«"**?-* "* ^ ^^ ^™4£. Kilometer area,  15,200 square kilometers or 80.93 percent of which lie in 

AsTresSt £7^1  " ^ »^^ the "80° " ^g ting "ha sin As a result of  silting from rivers and reclamation by man,   it  has been rut 

Zn£i°fouiui£7hnrly the *?Hu'Muping HU
» 

s°"*£> -" -t 
about 3 qnn r g I  ? S&aS°n'  the SUrface of the lake cove" an area of 
kilometers  '" klWterS' and the natu-l lake area covers 2,740 square 

The lake currently holds 18.8 billion cubic meters of water  The annual 
volume of water carried and discharged from the four risers and the Jhree 
openings averages almost 400 billion cubic meters.  The ratio between the 

the ffilolinT °d JunetU8US
Q

t) and the d*y  — (December tSS of 
around

0lioWSeL?r) " ^ 8 t0 *'    ^^ ™±at±™  in Water 1«** is 

In most years rivers carry 161.5 billion cubic meters of silt into the lake 

ried out thrfu^n STt  '- 'T ^^^^     EXC6pt f°r a ™*™™t  car!' 
metlrs of siU8 andet£Tr'Kthe ^Jf ^^ ab°Ut 1U  million cub- mecers or silt, and the lake basin silt level rises on an averaee of L 

voWeteT,S 6aCh far' th6reby Steadi1^ reducing the Lke surfS and 
risers» that lT]Tl ^^ °f "the lake cont--ng the rise IT rivers that the lake has served over the years has gradually declined 

sSceqiibStirylnS d:gre%S °f Waterlo^inS -lami^ies now'occur SLlly. 
w? A-      If ??'     i6S °f Water conservancy measures have been adopted 
including blocking tributaries to merge their flow, joining togetLr large 

strucSon oSf T  I*^ ^  StrenStheninS dikes. Vince the & Tot 
struction of electric drainage facilities in the 1960's that depend on 
electric power sources in central Hunan and nearby, it has been possible to 
guarantee harvests despite drought or waterlogging'75 percent of\n1 Se 

2.  Types and Distribution of Ground Water 

Hunan Province is warm, humid, and receives much rainfall.  Its water 
system is well developed and its terrain rises and falls all of wh^h 
helps replenishment and drainage of ground water? In addition the 
province's ground strata are complete and its rock is of diverse kinds 
Vn?f^g ^ Var±OUS dlfferent kind* °f ground water.  (1) Void water 
Void water is stored in sandy pebble strata and in clastic strati and i, 

within 50 to 100 meters of the ground surface; thus crevice water is found 
ZZrtu       ST thT™*hout  the Province. However, the quanSjof water is 
generally slight and the depth of its occurrence variable.  The« of 
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water is substantial only in places near rift and fracture zones.  (3) Karst 
water. Karst water is found in carbonate rock that can be karsted (lime- 
stone, dolomite, and marl) where karsting is developed. Precipitation and 
surface water follows joints in rock strata, crevices and funnels and 
percolates downward to coverage in underground grottoes to reemerge subse- 
quently in springs and underground rivers. There are 119 fairly large 
underground streams in the province, some of which carry a volume of from 
tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of tons of water m a day and a 
night and a general depth of 30 meters or less. Furthermore, basin sources 
of supply of water are widespread and are controlled by the structure of 
the region, and there are abundant sources of naturally flowing water. 
There are 32 water impounding structures, most of them in the Lianyuan- 
Shaoyang area, plus 73 artesian wells in Chenzhou, Shaoyang, Xiangtan and 
Hengyang prefectures. Rough estimates show positive reserves of 40.146 
billion cubic meters of ground water in the province (or about 19 percent 
of total runoff). This includes dynamic reserves of karst ground water 
amounting to between 1.06 and 2.86 billion cubic meters, or an average of 
2.08 billion cubic meters per year. 

The province's hydrogeology has the following characteristic patterns in 
terms of rock strata, regional structure and topography: 

I. Dongting Hu Plain Void Water Zone 

The terrain is flat and elevation above sea level is below 50 meters in most 
places, and is structurally a basin. The water-bearing petrofabric, the 
amount of water, the formation of ground water, the depth below the surface 
and the movement of water follows a ring pattern from the edges of the basin 
toward the center. At the center, the lake marsh plain is mostly a 
quarternary system sandy gravel stratum, which varies m depth from 40 to 
140 meters and contains plentiful water. Borings produce a flow of 10 to iU 
tons per hour per meter, and in some places flow is greater than 30 tons per 
hour per meter.  The water lies at a very shallow depth beneath the surface 
at less than 3 meters and generally at 0.5-1.5 meters down.  It is fresh 
water with a neutral pH containing small amounts of calcium dicarbonate. 
Aquifers are found in the gravel of the mixed alluvium adjacent to the 
rivers and lakes to a depth of 20 to 60 meters.  Borings into these aquifers 
produce a flow of from 5 to 10 tons per hour per meter, and the water table 
lies between 0 and 5 meters beneath the surface. The terraces and monadnocks 
toward the edges of the basin are composed respectively of red earth and 
pebble strata and of clasolite. Aquifers in the former are less than 20 
meters deep, with most of them being between 2 and 10 meters deep. Volume 
of water from borings is 1-5 tons per hour per meter from a depth of 0-10 
meters, and water quality is good. There is less water in the latter, the 
flow from borings amounting to less than 1 ton per hour per meter from a 
depth of from 0 to 30 meters. Ground water is plentiful throughout the 
area, particularly in the lake region where dynamics are stable.  It is _ 
readily extracted, and it is of importance to water supply and a strategic 
source of water. However, the ferrous ion content of quarternary system 
ground water is fairly high and, in some places, industrial effluent has 
adversely affected phreatic water quality. Thus, attention must be given 
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the removal of iron and the elimination of pollution to bring the water to 
standards required for industry and use in daily life.  In river and Sains 

thereat'  * F^ T^ ^ ±S  high> «* during the rJ^ ^Son there is too much ground water and surface water, opening the area to LtPr 
logging.  This problem has been generally handled by theVigging of ditches" 
to dram away waterlogging and to lower the water table. 

II.  The Karst Gravity Flow Region of the Central Hunan Hills and Basin 

Throughout most of Lianyuan and Shaoyang prefectures, parts of Changsha and 
Xiangtan prefectures, and the northern part of Lingling Prefecture lime- 
stone and sandy shale hills rise and fall in alteration with the basin 
Underground karsting is well developed, and there are numerous water^storin, 

Leaf":8 C°rntr\d ln the XinhUa~Lia^Uan and the "S; -Ihaodong   8 
tlrlltir      t      aS/n the XlanStan-Xiangxiang basin area.  The karst grotto 

8    W!ter and.§r°tto gravity flow water contained within the limestone 
and dolomite rock is found in rings that lie in a north/northeast direction 
Borings have produced a flow of from 100 to 4,000 tons per day and night 
and volume of flow from springs is from 100 to 2,000 tonsper day and nieht 
The water table lies 0-30 meters below the ground, and water quaLtv is Snrf 

Fl'o1; w!terNlreaeaSt ^ miS ^ ^tai™  Weak Crevice Water and Gravity 

Chinsshf ^/H l0Cated S°fh °f the 1Ske regi°n and includes «>8t of Changsha and Hengyang prefectures as well as the eastern parts of YUPV*™ 

whlSl^nd'oir^ Tf6CtUreS;  The allUVial g-vS sSlta1nIUtLang' 
Its maior t-S* ?* .8     S4

trata alonS the X^ng Jiang near Changsha and 
of between ^ndlooT     ^ V°±d Water"  Borin§- *ave P-duced a flow or between 300 and 800 tons per day and night, and of 2,000 tons per dav 
to «O^tonf ind7idUai Rations.  Flow of water from springs is'from 300 
to 800 tons per day and night. The water table lies about 0-5 meters below 

donate  TheT* *? ^ ^ C°ntainlng chlorine and SS dicarbonate  The limestone and siliceous rock of Huangfengqiao in Youxian 
County and of Dazhang County in Liling Prefecture have watS-bearing 
synclines.  Borings have produced a water flow of 100-81.SS5 tons pfr day 

^ 8 tl  and V°1Ume °f flow from sPrin8s is 86-20,000 tons per day and 
night.  The water table lies at a depth of +2-55 meters.  The Sater contains 
calcium, magnesium, and sodium dicarbonate, and is mildly alLune! ill 
limestone and dolomite as well as small amounts of silicarenite near 

coXnt"n^ntJfn?ULSha^ ^"^ and ^-gangtou in Changsha Prefecture 
20-1 Ho IZl ^   f°"? CreViC£ WHter-  Borin8s Produced a flow of 
the edges S thfh£?      § ' fr°m & ^^  °f °~2°  m8terS °r so"  Ar<-nd cne edges of the basin m areas contiguous to red rock and other strata 
water volume is also fairly abundant.  Northern Mufu Shan in eastern luLn 
an^the Nanshan region of eastern Hunan are fairly defied in grounf 
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IV. The Southern Hunan Hill and Mountain Region Crevice and Karst Water 

Region 

This region is located in an overwhelming majority of places in Lingling and 
Chenzhou prefectures as well as in the southern part and small parts of 
"tern Hengyang and Xiangtan prefectures. The major aqux ers are 
limestone and dolomite, which contain abundant crevice and karst §ro"o 
water! Distribution is uneven; however, most of the water xs concentrated 
In Chenxian, Zixing, Guiyang, and Yizhang in a long, v^™*™**™^ 
from south to north.  In the mountainlands from Jxangyong to Daoxxan are 
ZZ  limestone rock peaks and forested valleys where karst grotto ground 
water appears above the surface over wide areas.  It ™*ls°f™fft™ 
and there in other areas, and borings have produced a flow of 100-7,000 
tons per day and night. The region also contains underground streams. 
Investigation of test areas in southern Hunan shows 19 beheaded rxvers and 
JubterrSean streams with a flow of from 3,000 to 30,000 tons per day and 
night and with a water table running from 0-25 meters. The waterxs pre- 
dominantly of neutral pH or mildly alkaline, contaxnxng calcium and 

magnesium dicarbonate. 

V. Western Hunan Mountainland Crevice Water Region 

This region includes all of Qianyang Prefecture, and the/"a/"m_^ 
Ltern8slopes of Wuling Shan to the eastern t«*^*™^^'^ 
The area is characterized by medium size and low mountains.  In areas wnere 
surface k^rsting is developed, shallow valleys and downlands predominate 
Ground wSr is fairly abundant, limestone being the main strata contaxnxng 
plentiful water.  These strata pass through the area Yuanlxng Chenqi 
Ihupu, Huaihua, and Jingxian where borings have produced a flow of 400 
21 000 tons per day and night. Volume of flow from springs is ^r2»0™ 
tons per dayand night.  The water table is 0-20 meters, and is above the 
sur ace of the ground in some places. Water is either neutral or slightly 
alkaline and contains mostly either calcium dicarbonate or calcium- 

magnesium dicarbonate. 

VI. The Northwestern Hunan Mountainland Karst Water Region 

Most of the mountainlands of Western Hunan Autonomous Zhou are violently 
cut up and contain numerous precipitous slopes and narrow valleys. _The 
corroded limestone landscape is fairly widespread and shows up m the orm 
of funnel-shaped lowlands or valleys riven with numerous peaks. Underground 
Lrst grottoes and underground streams suffuse the area  A survey has 
revealed 18 fairly large beheaded streams and underground streams. The 
strata containing plentiful water is mostly limestone, ^i**1"* "J * 
northeast-southwest or an east-west direction passing through Huayuan 
Baojing, Dayong, Longshan, and Sangzhi. Borings have Produced a water flow 
of 270-5,000 tons per day and night. Flow from springs is 1,000-1,400 tons 
per day and night. At Jiaoziwan in Sangzhi, and at Kapeng<in Baojing, 
underground river flow is 2,600-345,600 tons per day and night and the 
water table is at a depth of 0-25 meters. The second most abundant water- 
bearing stratum is made up of limestone, dolomite, and siliceous limestone, 
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which is found over a wide area running through Fenghuang, Baojing Dayone 
fuL it r611' and1

San^hi- Volume> quality, and temperate of tte water§' suit xt to agricultural irrigation. wacer 

DaoiLSrco ln L°ngS?an ?°Unty' Chan^ianwan Commune in Chenxi County, 18 Come  £ angling County, and Changliushui Production Brigade 
Zhuozao Commune m Shaodong County, as well as Dalongdong Power Station in' 
Jishou County, Dongfeng Power Station in Yongshun County? IZYIITZOTO  Power 
Station m Fenghuang County are models in the active development fnd use of 
karst ground water.  Incomplete statistics show more thin 7^ sites as 
having built large, medium and small water conservancy projects and nroiects 
for the use of karst water that are able to impound, dive«! and liffabout 
2 3 billion cubic meters of water, irrigate an area of about 4 million mu 

watts!" Sn lnStall6d POWer ^eneration «Paclty of more than 50?o™ kilo-' 

SS^3-^?^^-»^^^ 
f60 80V? S i T, ^ v116 °f WhlCh haS moderate to high hot water 

such asShadagou 2 Longshan Co^tJ ieshu^eng ^Z^^tT^ 
^yangpmg in Dayong County, Reshuixi in Shimendahe Zhou and N^nshuij ie 
in Li County water temperature runs from 30 to 52°C.  At more than 20 hot 
spring sites in places such as Beihu, Jinshuailing, and LtouIingJn Chen 

Citv In li  Wentangk°U ln Ylzhang C°Unt^ Shati- in Linwu County! and SS 

J <^ -~--- £stn
a 

if 5$CXV;„r    ; an^Water temperature is 88°C    Water temperature in wells is 102 C,  and water flows at a rate of about 4,000 tons per dav and ni^ 

cul^lfTroltT ±n the/r0Pagati°n of paddy rice^lLg"    foT he 
theraov    anH l?    Cr°PS ^ troPical fis*.  for fermentation,  for medical 
therapy,  and for the generation of electric power.     (The Huitane renthlai 
Power  Station has an installed capacity of  300 kilowatts  ) § Ge°thermal 
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Fourth Section.  Soil and Plants 

1. Agricultural Soil Zones and Use Characteristics 

(1) Soil Formation and Sub-zones 

Hunan's soil is located in the red and yellow soil belt of the sub-tropical 
cliStic zone. The interrelationship and mutually restrictive interaction 
of natural conditions such as terrain, mother material water, heat and 
plant cover have brought about soil formation and distribution whxch xs 
manifested not only in horizontal belts, but also vertically and xn 
regional differentiation.  (1) Differences in elevatxon above sea level 
giSng rise to vertical differentiation of soil. Though the dxfference xn 
KStude between north and south in the province is only 5 degrees, cumula- 
tive temperature for the year when the temperature is equal to or greater 
tnln loTIs between 5,100 and 5,700°C, with relatively little discrepancy; 
thus there are no very clear differences in horizontal soxl distribution, 
^terrain elevatio/varies, and there is considerable difference in verti- 
cal water and heat conditions and in vegetation cover; thus there is a ^ 
definite pattern to soil distribution. River and lake plains are composed 
mostly of alluvium, while the composition of mountains and hills changes as 
elevation above sea level increases. Below 500 meters, mostly yellowish red 
soil and red soil are found; between 500 and 800 meters, yellow soil pre- 
dominates; between 800 and 1,000 meters, yellowish brown soil predominates; 
and between 1,000 and 1,400 meters, mountainland brown soil and meadowsoil 
are found.  (2) The mother material that has formed the soil is of many 
different kinds, and soil types vary from place to place. The Ixthogeology 
of the province is complex with variations from place to place in the amount 
of weathering and scouring that has occurred. For example, red earth may 
develop from various kinds of mother material, including from the weathered 
product of granite, which produce a fairly thick soil layer that contains 
an appreciable amount of granules, is acidic, contains much potash and few 
other nutrients, and that is friable.  Soil in purple sandy shale regxons 
occurs xn a fairly thin layer, and contains partially weathered debris.  It 
ranges from slightly acidic to slightly alkaline and some produces a lime 
reaction.  It contains fairly high amounts of phosphate and potash plus 
calcium.  Soil from limestone areas may lie in either thick or thin layers. 
It is strongly coacervative, has a pH that ranges from neutral to slightly 
alkaline! andycontaIns considerable calcium.  Soil formed from Tertiary Era 
refsoil mother material is thick, clayey, strongly acidic, contains large 
quantities of iron and aluminum, and is deficient in nutrxents  Take paddy- 
field soil, for example.  Soil that has developed from ^xal ^rs «nd 
from granite is fairly light; however, its accumulation of total nitrate 
nutrients is fairly scant! Conversely, paddy soil that has developed from 
limestone and purple shale is fairly clayey and its total nitrate nutrient 
content is considerable. Because of the fairly intricate mother -aerials 
and biological functions, different types of soxl have developed  Thus 
within thS red and yellow soil zones soils with a regional ^g^ 
nate or are interspersed with each other (Fxgure 12).  (3) Sxnce terrain, 
water and heat conditions vary, soils have differences in regxonal charac- 
teristics. The Xuefeng and Wuling mountainlands of Xiangxi Prefecture xn 
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(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
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(a) tt#!Ki:300ü 

Figure 12.  Map Showing Soil Types in Hunan Province 

Key: 

a. Scale: 1:3,000,000 
b. Legend 
c. Paddy soil 
d. Drylands 
e. Lacustrine soil 
f. Purple soil 
g. Red soil 
h. Red and yellow soil 
i. Mountainland yellow soil 

Area recurrence of mountainland red 
and yellow soil 
Mountainland meadow and yellowish 
brown soil 
*This map is based on the 1965 
1:500,000 "Agricultural Soil Map 
of Hunan Province" 
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Hunan Province are a part of the eastern edge of the Yunnan-Guizhou Plain. 
The terrain is high and rolling. The annual change from dry to wet seasons 
is not sharply defined. Relative humidity is fairly high; changes to the 
soil resulting from water are fairly great; and distribution of yellow soxl 
on the surface is fairly widespread. To the east of the Xuefeng Shan, 
summers are hot and winters cold, and there is a marked distinction between 
dry and wet seasons. Relative humidity is fairly low, and the soil comes 
mostly from red soil. Red soil predominates in the hills and basins of the 
Xiang and Zi rivers as well as in the hill regions surrounding the lakes of 
northern Hunan.  (4) In any given area, a certain pattern of soil composition 
exists. Mountains and hills rise and fall, and river valleys and basins_ 
crisscross Hunan Province, and in hill regions a series of soil compositions 
have formed like branches from tree limbs.  In general, as one goes down the 
slopes of river valleys the succession of soils is red soil (or yellow soil 
and yellowish red soil), huangni paddy soil [surface submergic southern paddy 
soil] and huangni soil, qingni soil [gleyed middle paddy soil] (or cold 
waterlogged fields).  They frequently recur continuously or discontmuously. 
In basin areas, and particularly in the Dongting Hu area, the soil frequently 
follows a concentric circle pattern. Going from the outer edge of the sur- 
rounding hills toward the lake, one finds huangni paddy soil followed by 
sandy chao soil, chao soil [well drained submergic southern paddy soilJ, and 
boggy soil. Differences in elevation of the micro-area topography produce 
the soil moisture situation. Differences in organic matter content and pH 
also produce a series of micro-region incremental distinctions. 

The following five agricultural soil areas may be summarized on the basis of 
soil development and local characteristics, plus the types of soil make-up: 

I.  The Dongting Hu Plain Alluvial Soil and Sandy Chao Soil Area 

The mother material from which the soil derives consists mostly of alluvial 
lacustrine strata.  The fringe uplands are composed mostly of tertiary system 
red rock strata. The quarternary system red soil overlay has bits of meta- 
morphic rock and granite in it. The general pattern of occurrence of all 
soils is in rings. The fringe uplands crisscross red soil and purple soil 
plus some slope huangni soil and flatlands qingni soil.  The four openings 
flood discharge area as well as the river tidal flats of the four rivers 
sinks are composed primarily of alluvium and sandy chao soil.  The paddy soil 
of the central plain is in a continuous tract, and under influence of the 
water flow it goes from high to low as the surface of the land gently rises 
and falls.  In general, the soil quality goes from the coarse to the fine, 
and the cultivated layer goes from the shallow to the deep. Most of the paddy 
soil has the following characteristics: 

(1) Depth of the soil layer is mostly more than 1 meter, and the alluvial 
layer is interspersed with sandy soil layers. The capability of the soil to 
retain water and fertilizer is related to the order in which the layers of 
silt occur and their thickness.  Some soil also has a layer of semi- 
decomposed organic material sandwiched into it. 
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if^iU8«-1!'8 nanal fertillty is generally high. Annually large amounts 
»L<1      aredeP°slted, the source being rich topsoil from everywhere  In 
addition, all sorts of nutrients are dissolved in the water E the sill'« 

alSine maTinf *Sf
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nunrxents xs slow, soxl xs faxrly deep; and fertility is fairly low. 

cultivation ^ " ^  f^* haVe been ™^™*  from the lake for 
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crop outputs are fairly high; and the region is a grain base fortil 

agaxnst floodxng and drainage of stagnant water, the digging of ditches m 
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Sglof6 N°rtheaStern Hunan Hil1 and Low Mountain Red Soil and Sandy Soil 
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thPfnlf    lnfluence of various soil formation conditions, the soil has 
the followxng main characteristics: 

rfvlf(-vnm-f0 O^J c 
y LU-LLK-> ana m the bottom layer one often see«? 

dyktyonxte and ferro-manganese illuvium, which contains few nutrients i, 
strongly acxdxc, has a high clay content, and is fairly draught resistant 
Tea oxl plants grow very well in it. resxstant. 

(2) Paddy soil is found mostly in alluvial valleys, basins and in nW 
bank terraces. Going from high to low, the orde/of occurrence of various 
soils is huangni soil, blue intercalated soil, and sandv soil  £L ?  T 

ouat odfVaeiirialUmotherillUral ?*? ^^  ^ ^^LJt,  1 pd™ 
"ble if fairly high TZHk  In *lluvial val^ areas, the ground water 
n-rnin* i  lr^y hlgh- At more than 50 centimeters below the surface a 
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(3) Historically cultivation has been fairly intensive; soil nutrient con- 
tent has been fairly plentiful; and fertility has been generally high. 

Circumstances in the central Hunan hills and basins are similar, but may be 
divided into eastern and western parts. 

III. The Changsha-Hengyang Hill and Basin Red Soil (Purple Soil) and Huangni 

Soil (Zini Soil) Area 

The mother material from which the soil has formed was tertiary system red 
rock layers as well as quaternary system red soil. The periphery was inter- 
spersed with sandstone, slate and shale, limestone, and some granite. 
Except for the mountains, most of the soil was purple soil interspersed with 
some red soil.  Composition of paddy soil from the hill slopes to the 
alluvial valleys goes from red gravelly soil to zini soil to sandy chao 
soil and cold waterlogged fields. Principal characteristics of the soils 

are as follows: 

(1) Purple soil mother rock weathers rapidly and is easily corroded. The 
soil layer is not thick, and it is frequently intercalated with semi- 
weathered debris. Generally phosphate and potash content is abundant, but 
organic and total nitrogen content is fairly low. The pH runs from neutral 
to mildly alkaline.  The soil is prone to dry out or become wet and is poorly 
resistant to drought.  It is suitable for the growing of beans, sweet 
potatoes, and wheat plus fruits such as oranges and dates. 

(2) Results from fertilizing wetlands with nitrate and organic fertilizers 
are remarkable.  Since the soil is fairly clayey, it is prone to form large 
cracks once it dries out making for considerable difficulties m cultiva- 
tion.  Care must be taken to conserve water and soil and to store water 
against drought, to increase the amount of green manure per unit of area, 
and to maintain a certain ratio of rice to pulses. 

IV.  Lianyuan-Shaoyang Hills Red Soil, Huangni, and Yashini Soil Area 

The hub of this region is the twin peaks in Shaodong County, and the region 
takes in the long, narrow area that runs from south to north through parts 
of neighboring Lingling, Shaoyang, and Yiyang prefectures. The mother 
material that formed the soil is mostly limestone, with some shale, 
silicarenite, and phyllite, most of which has produced red soil, but also 
some purple soil and yellow soil. The composition of paddy soil in terms 
of moistness from top to bottom generally follows the order of intercalated 
yellow soil, shallow yashini soil and deep yashini soil. Characteristics 
of soil in this region are as follows: 

(1) Soil color is yellowish red or reddish brown. The soil layer is gen- 
erally shallow particularly in limestone areas where the mother rockis 
frequently exposed.  The soil is fairly clayey, contains calcium, and its 
pH runs from slightly acidic to slightly alkaline. 
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(2) Paddyfield soil is lacking in organic matter but contains plentiful 
calcium.  If dehydrated and dried out, the soil particles form clods that 
are noteasily softened.  This soil is also lacking in phosphate, which 
hurts yxelds.  In order to make use of the soil, water conservancy con- 
struction should be increased, green manure grown, and phosphate fertilizer 
added to improve low yield fields. 

V.  Southern Hunan Mountainland and Hill Red and Yellow Soil, and Huangni 
and Yashmi Soil Region 

This soil is found in most of Lingling and Chenzhou counties. The mountain 
ranges rise and fall revealing the vertical distribution of the soil. The 
mother material from which the soil has formed was mostly limestone, plus 
some granite, silicarenite, phyllite, and red rock. Running along the 
gentle slopes of the foothills and valleys to the river shores is a narrow 
plain on which the wetlands soil is composed of rock debris, intercalated 
huangni soil huangni soil, yashini soil, and cold waterlogged fields in 
that order of precedence. Principal characteristics of the soil are as 
follows: 

(1) The red soil layer is generally fairly thick, but the yellow soil layer 
is iairly thin.  Organic content of the surface layer of the former is 
higher than for the latter.  Soil developed from limestone sticks together 
and is not easily broken up.  Results of fertilization show up only slowly. 
Soils made from sandy shale often contain intercalated rock tailings or 
debris.  Tea oil plants grow well in it. S 

(2) Shading by mountains and the effects of springs have produced a certain 
proportion of cold waterlogged fields in which cereal grain seedlings grow 
rather slowly. Yashini soil is clayey and forms clods easily that fre? 
quently have to be broken up.  Generally this soil is fairly rich in 
nutrients but it requires the digging of ditches to drain away water- 
logging, fertilization with phosphate, and improvements in the famine 
system to nurture fertility. s 

The western Hunan mountainlands are found mostly on the west side of the 
mainstream of the Zi Shui and in the basins of the Yuan and Li rivers. 
The landscape's one of clusters of mountain ranges with steep slopes and 
deep valleys interspersed with some basins.  The lithogeology is mostly 
phyllitic shale, sandstone, slate, limestone, Nantuo drift sheet, red rock 
and Quarternary Era boulder clay strata.  The region may be divided into  ' 
northern and southern parts. 

VI.  Southwestern Hunan Mountainland Yellow Soil, Red Soil (Purple Soil) 
and Huangni Soil Region 

Because the terrain rises and falls greatly, the vertical zoning of the 
natural soil is obvious.  The order of paddyfield soils going from high to 
low terrain is rock debris soil, huangni soil, cold waterlogged yashini 
soil and sandy soil  In hill basins the soil is made up of yellowish red 
soil (or purple soil) and huangni soil (or zini soil).  Characteristics of 
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the natural soil are as follows: Obvious stratification, the upper part 
being a thin humic layer and the lower part being an orange or light yellow 
layer running from 30-50 centimeters to 100-150 centimeters thick below 
which lies weathered mother rock material. The hill region is made up 
mostly of Quartemary Era alluvium and weathered limestone. The soil is 
mostly clayey and the soil layer is fairly thin; however, soil nutrient con- 
tent is fairly plentiful and acidic. 

VII. Northwestern Hunan Mountainland Yellow Soil and Huangni Soil Area 

The pattern of soil distribution in the northwestern Hunan mountainlands, 
its characteristics and fertility are fundamentally similar to the soils of 
southwestern Hunan. However, the topography of northwestern Hunan is 
higher and largely made up of a series of mountain peaks, mountain 
plateaus, and karsted hills and lowlands. Conditions for the impounding 
of water are poor so a large percentage of the land is drylands. 

(2) Types and Characteristics of Soils 

Frequently encountered types of paddy soils and drylands soils and their 
characteristics as shown in general survey data are presented and analyzed 
in succeeding Tables 10, 11, and 12. It is worth noting that fertility of 
all types of soils is discussed in relative terms. With the passage of time 
and as a result of a series of measures such as cultivation and fertiliza- 
tion, scientific farming and capital construction of agriculture, formerly 
low yield fields may be converted into high yield fields, and high yield 
fields can be made to produce even higher yields. 

In Hunan Province, high yield rice paddy soils are generally found on 
river valley plains among the hills and in areas around lakes, particularly 
in areas near cities, towns, and rural villages where sunshine, availability 
of manure and water, and the labor force permit. Indicators for high yield 
paddyfields include depth, softness, tilth, and fertility of soil. Gen- 
erally the cultivated layer is 6-7 cun deep, and the ratio of clay to sand 
is 7:3 or 6:4. Most such soils are good quality intermediate or heavy 
soils, with an organic matter content of around 3 percent, an 0.2 percent 
total nitrogen content, an 0.15 total phosphate content, and a phosphate 
content of more than 2.5 percent. The pH of the soil is close to neutral, 
and moisture content can vary.  In addition, the surface of fields is level, 
and soil granules are moderate in size.  These conditions are determined not 
only by natural causes but also by a series of measures such as intensivity 
of cultivation and nurturing of fertility, free and easy irrigation and 
drainage, sensible crop rotation, and combining of use and nurture of the 
land.  Clearly a very great potential exists for improving the fertility of 
fields in Hunan Province. 
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Table 10.  Statistical Analysis of Wetlands Soils 

(a) 
■ (n) * (q)   *.   .     .  »            *             * 

(Bf) P2OSX 
4ft 
KzO% 

MM 
Jf/ffl   ff/m 

»    (y)       * 

(d) «1 

SIE 

E 

2,638,924 6.14 5.2—6.1 2.369 0.155 0.077 2.525 10.4 28.2 Sät***.                            (2) 

(e) 

S 
1,500,682 3.49 6.3 1.687 0.137 0.094 2.427 24.5 24 

ra*T£;fifSä£¥iiiCJä»!)i«£±, 

»PH 
(t) 

1,493,247 3.47 7.8 1.976 0.150 0.105 3.094 7.2 31.2 

Scö;                              (ab) 

(g) iP 

JE 

583,364 1.36 7.7 1.035 0.071 0.111 2.405 7.3 10.2 

«K, Sett 

00 S8 

IB 

SB 
» 

1,933,024 4.5 7.7 1.854 0.137 0.114 2.989 7.6 22.2 

± 
(i) 1,441,521 3.35 6.0~6.7 4.284 0.245 0.137 1.792 9.6 37.7 

ill £« BSEOTIS «if H. 

«».JRi»,»'?             (ae) 

0) 

m 
(k) 

■JS 

iß 

1,629,883 3.79 5.8~7.5 3.516 0.198 0.102 1.758 7.2 37.3 

ft                                    (Ef) 

204,514 0.48 5.8~6.3 2.195 0.147 0.082 2.238 11.4 28.6 

*ffi                              (ag) 
(1) ± 

ft 
m 

1,075,349 2.5 6.9 2.529 0.183 0.102 1.539 5.1 64 
Sft.                          (ah) 

(m) __L 
12,502,508 29 

Key: 
a. Category 
b. High yield soil 
c. Kind of soil 
d. Sandy chao soil 
e. Chaoni soil 

m. Total 
n. Area 
o. Total .(iu) 
p. Percentage of paddyfields 
q. Nutrient content c o ., 7 q* nutrient content 

f. Soil intercalated with sand   r. Acidity (salinity) 

h' l™d.™teTcalated  with soil   8. Percentage of organic matter 
a. Argij.j.a t ppT(,p.h!1M nf  + „+„,      .«_  h. Argilla 
i. Black sandy soil 
j• Heini soil 
k. Blue sandy soil 
1. Tuni soil 

t. Percentage of total nitrogen N% 
u. Total phosphate P2O5 
v. Total potash K2O 
w. Quick acting phosphate (jin per mu) 
x. Quick acting potash (jin per mu) 

[Key continued on following page] 
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y.  Dis tribut ion 
z.  In bends of the mainstreams and tributaries of the four rivers; 

below sandy soil fields, and in places prone to flooding. 
Hengyang, Hengnan, Xinshao. 

aa. Atop sandy chaoni on plains on both banks of the mainstream and^ 
tributaries of the four rivers, and beneath tuni soil or huangni 
soil. Qianyang. 

ab. Mostly in Nanxian, Huarong, Anxiang, and Yuanjiang counties; gen- 
erally found between ni soil and chaoni soil at heads of rivers. 
Yuan Jiang. 

ac. Between sandy chao soil and soil intercalated with sand. Found on 
the edges of fast current flood peaks and at the convergence of the 
four rivers. Lake region and Yuan Jiang. 

ad. Shores of inner lake on lowlying flatland areas slightly distant from 
inhabited areas. Yuan Jiang. 

ae. Ridged fields in mountains and hills, or level fields a slight 
distance from rivers and creeks.  Shupu, Shuangfeng, Changning. 

af. Ridged alluvial hill regions near inhabited areas. Huayuan, Shupu, 
and Liling. Yizhang. 

ag. Sangzhi, Dayong, Yongshun, Longshan, Baojing and Qianyang in north- 
western Hunan; level fields and hillside fields in mountains and 
hills. Yongxing and Dayong. 

ah. Ridged fields or paitian [2226 3944] in hill regions.  Xinhua. 

Table 11.  Statistical Analysis of Wetlands Soils 

(a) 

r 
± 

<=> 

to 

(ft) 

to 

® (m) » (p)     #                 ft                 *                 * 
ft       (x)            # 

(%) 
4ik 

PiOs% 
2Mw 
K.tO% ff/B Fr/m 

(b) 1,861,375 4.7~6.8 2.509 0.163 0.086 1.923 8.6 21.1 
*n*, «, as, R, K#ä   (y) 

964,314 4.5~6 1.510 0.086 0.038 1.183 6.9 52.8 
m       ± 

(z) 

to 

494,451 6.2 1.345 0.072 0.051 1.984 4.0 17.4 

jER**Äiü* + ±*4>*ft*. » 

Tu.                                 (aa) 

m 

aa 
ft 
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1,851,272 6.0~8.4 1.769 0.138 0.124 2.109 27.4 41.4 «PB, ft«, **, *B.*5K.MB, 

«Jk «SU **, MR      (ab) 

43,479 TB, *RU *B.                   (ac) 

m 
to 

426,655 0.90 4.8~7.0 2.404 0.159 0.055 2.262 10.0 40.9 
«Ä**.                          (ad) 

[Continued on following page] 
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Table 11   (Continued) 

£7 
* 

(a), 

E (m)   m 

(n)     I (%) 

(p) » » ft ft 

6,742,273 

(S 
2,979,027 

15,362,844 

15.68 

35.7 

<ttK) I (%) 

4.8—8.5 

NX   |P:06X KjOJ   ff/H lff/ff 

2.207 0.146 0.082 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
8- 
h. 
i. 
j. 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
o. 
P- 
q. 
r. 
s. 
t. 
u. 
v. 
w. 
X. 

y. 

z. 
aa. 

ab. 

1.633 

■»      GO * 

8.0 26.8 
Ui£8ffitt#BÄ»*fcffl, ¥Btt 

»#*, *«ff. (ae) 

fa«m*R,**f|sJS«*. (af) 

Category 
Intermediate yield soils 
Kind of soil 
Sandy huangni 
Sandy hongni 
Sandy baini 
Dayanni [large pore soil] 
Dayan huangni [large pore huangni] 
Baishanni 
Huangni 
Shallow intercalated blue and yashini soil 
Total 
Area 
Total (mu) 
Percentage of paddyfields 
Nutrient content 
Acidity (salinity) 
Percentage of organic matter 
Percentage of total nitrogen N% 
Total phosphate P2O5 
Total potash K2O 
Quick acting phosphate (jin per mu) 
Quick acting potash (jin per mu) 
Distribution 
Found on the gentle slopes of mountains and hills and along streams 
in Lxnglmg, largely in western, eastern, and central Hunan on 
terraced fields and erpaitian [0059 2226 3944] in places such as 
Yongfeng, Hengyang, Shaoyang, Qianyang, and Changsha. 
Same as next above. Qianyang and Longshan. 
Small amount of distribution on hill slopes and in middle and upper 
portions of mountainlands in Shaoyang Prefecture, and in Rugui 
Changsha, Xiangyang, Yueyang, Ningxiang, and PingJiang counties. 
On paitian and ridged fields in purple soil area of hills.  Changning 
Hengyang, Hengnan, Qidong, Qiyang, Dongan, Liuyang, Youxian, Taoyuan, 
Snupu, and Mayang counties. 

[Key continued on following page] 
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ac. On middle and upper portions of ridged fields, gently sloping terrain, 
scattered in Hengnan, Laiyang and Mayang. 

ad. On gentle slopes of mountains and hills and on tablelands, mostly in 
Huayuan, Ningyuan, Huaihua, and Daoxian counties. 

ae. Paitian in fairly low mountains and hills and on river shore raised 
fields, on broad expanses of flat fields where water conservancy 
conditions are good. 

af. The former is found in fairly high mountain and hill ridged alluvium, 
and the latter is shallow yashini soil where the catchment role is 
fairly slight. 

Table 12.  Statistical Analysis of Wetlands Soils 
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Key: 
a. Category 
b. Low yield soils 
c. Kind 
d. Sandy soil 
e. Dayan [large pore] sandy hongni 
f. Maganni and intercalated dayanni [large pore soil] 
g. Baijiaoni 
h.  Baini 
i.  Intercalated huangni 
j. Huangni wetlands 
k. Rock debris fields 
1. Cold waterlogged fields 
m. Deep intercalated yashini soil 
n.  Total 
o. Area 
p.  Subtotal (mu) 
q. Percentage of paddyfields 
r. Nutrient content 
s. Acidity (salinity) 
t. Percentage of organic matter 
u. Percentage of total nitrate 
v. Percentage of total phosphate P2O5 
w.  Percentage of total potash K2O 
x.  Quick acting phosphate (jin per mu) 
y. Quick acting potash (jin per mu) 
z. Distribution 

aa. In areas of rapid flow silting along the shores of streams, and in 
lake regions where flood waters on lowlying land are lifted to pro- 
tective embankments, as at Hanshou, Huitong, and Yuanjiang. 

ab. On tops of hills and low mountains, and on ridges of high paitian as 
at Hengnan, Chenxian, Laiyang, Yuanling, Qianyang, Shupu, Lingling, 
and Zhijiang. 

ac. Hengyang, Hengdong, Hengnan, Shupu, Huxi, Mayang, and Chenxi. 
ad. Higher areas of river valleys and plains; substantial amounts below 

hills and dammed ponds. 
ae. Erpaitian on hills as in the autonomous zhou, at Hengyang and in 

Chenxian. 

af. Shore fields in hills, erpaitian, and uplifted fields as at Shuangfeng 
Yongxing, and Chenxian. 

ag. At places where mountain foothills and drylands meet in yellow soil 
areas, and in eroded areas. Central Hunan, southern Hunan, Guzhang, 
Changsha, and Yongshun. 

ah.  In all mountain area counties, in Chenzhou, Qianyang and Shaoyang 
prefectures, in the autonomous zhou, in terraced fields on slopes 
in valley trough fields, in gaochong [7559 5897] and the ends of 
small ridges, and in Chenxi. 

ai.  In long narrow abraded ridge [5897 1096] lowlying places and in low 
places in river valleys at the foot of dams and high cliffs as in 
Daoxian, Yongxing, Rucheng, Guidong, Qianyang, and Shaoyang counties. 

aj.  On relative low parts of ridges, in Shupu, Hengyang, Xinhua, 
Xiangxiang, Yizhang, Laiyang, and Yiyang counties. 

ak.  Intercalated qingni totals 6,549,402 mu, or 15.23 percent of paddy- 
fields. J 
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Low yield field soils in the province may be divided into two general cate- 
gories. One is cold, wet, toxic paddyfields (such as cold waterlogged 
fields, muddy fields, deep yashini fields, and ore poisoned fields).  In 
addition are sandy and clayey infertile paddyfields (such as heavy sand 
fields, intercalated huangni soil and intercalated baini soil).  One factor 
or possibly several factors may cause low yield fields. For category I 
wetlands, generally improvement methods include the draining of waterlogging 
and elimination of toxins, bringing in of soil from elsewhere and mixing in 
of sand, removal of water to sun the fields, growing of green manure in 
winter, and fertilization with phosphate. For category II fields, methods 
include turning in of soil brought from elsewhere, growing of green manure, 
and increased fertilization with organic fertilizer and phosphate ferti- 
lizer for gradual improvement in physical properties and fertility. 

In Hunan Province, red soil and yellow soil account for 50-60 percent of the 
total soil area. Red soil is found mostly in the hills and basins to the 
east of Xuefeng Shan, and yellow soil is found mostly in mountain regions. 
Red and yellow soil wastelands and drylands are composed mostly of red (and 
yellow) soils containing rock debris, dead loess, loess, mature loess, 
yellow sandy soil, and rock debris soil.  Once mature yellow soil and yellow 
sandy soil have been improved, the mature layer is thick, and soil culti- 
vatability and structure are good; nutrient content is fairly high, and the 
soil becomes a high yield dryland soil.  (Table 13) Most dryland red soil^ 
has a pH of less than 5.5 and an organic content as low as 1 percent.  It is 
deficient in nitrogen, phosphate, and potash; its structure is poor; and its 
capacity for storing and retaining water is weak.  In addition, much of it 
is on farmed hillsides, which are fairly universally acidic, infertile, 
leather, dry, and scoured.  Red and yellow dryland soils account for more 
than 80 percent of the province's total soil area.  They require all-around 
planning, comprehensive use, and active improvement. 

2.  General Statement on Types of Plant Cover and Forest Resources 

Hunan Province is located in the center of the sub-tropical broadleaf ever- 
green region where water and heat resources are abundant, where the area is 
vast, and where mountains and hills rise and fall. As a result, types of 
vegetation are fairly numerous and plant communities intermingled. There 
are more than 5,000 plant varieties in the whole province, which is more 
than one-seventh the total for the country as a whole. 

(1) Types of Plant Cover 

Zonal plant cover within the province consists of broadleaf evergreen 
forests, deciduous leaf-broadleaf evergreen forests, and sub-tropical 
coniferous forests and bamboo forests as representative types.  There are 
variations from one region to another as a result of latitude, topography, 
and water and heat conditions. A look at horizontal distribution shows a 
considerable number of tropical broadleaf evergreen forests in southern 
Hunan close to the South Asia tropical zone, including woody varieties such 
as southern thick husk cassia [0624 3011 2710], Nanling evergreen 
chinquapin, lujiaokao [7773 6037 2723], red cassia tree, hushili [5170 
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Table 13. Area by Area Statistical Table Showing Dryland Soil Fertility 

(a) 3 r     ± * (b) * 7*        ± * (c) * r    ± * 

±(d)  » He) * % ±(d) «• aa[e) w % ±   (d)* ■Ce}* % 

(f) m   &   ± 725,575 5.53 4^h ± 1,253,555 kq±*± 606,197 4.62 

(8) m  n ± 419,130 3.19 dm~h ± 320,325 2.44 krh ± 149,898 1.14 

(h) m »• ± 529,742 3.83 ^nk ± 375,909 2.86 #V ± 59,931 

(i) ft % & ± 1,228,957 9.36 *(o) ± 2,662,299 20.27 &>* ± 1,451,284 11.05 

(j) 5!i   St   ± 1,420,271 10.82 M- ± 999,142 7.61 k% «a 146,728 1.12 

fev)ff ± 60,732 0.46 

W» ± 392,043 2.98 

W» ± 320,597 2.44 

00 if          «• 4,323,405 5,611,230 3,187,410 

% 32.9 42.7 24.4 

Key: 
a. High yield soils 
b. Intermediate yield soils 
c. Low yield soils 
d. Kind of soil 
e. Area 
f. Black sandy soil 
g. Black loess 

Sandy chao soil 
Intercalated sand and soil 
Mature loess 

k. Total 
1. River silt 
m. Flint soil 
n.  Dayan [large pore] soil 
o.  Loess 

Sandy loess 
Rock debris soil 
Slightly sandy soil 
Coarse sand soil 

t. Dead loess 
u. White intercalated soil 
v. Magan soil 

Red sandy soil 
White sandy soil 

h. 
i. 
j. 

w. 
x. 
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3044 2929], myrtle, and Rangoon creeper. Caulifloria and flare of roots 
has also been found. Moving northward slowly, natural plant cover found in 
central and eastern Hunan predominantly consists of Castanopsis sclerophylla, 
Quercus glauca and members of the evergreen chinquapin family. Masson pine, 
tea oil plants, azaleas, and tiemangqi [6993 5345 5487] form a classic 
central sub-tropical hill type masson pine forest community. Though 
caulifloria has not been found in central Hunan and in the Xuefeng mountain 
and hill region, there is some embryonic root flaring. In the hills around 
the lakes of northern Hunan, deciduous varieties such as white oak [Quercus 
alba], small leaf li ji mu [1420 5509 2929 2606 4949 2606 Loropetalum 
chinense], black dye trees [Platycaria strobilacea], Chinese sweet gum 
[Liquidambar taiwaniana], dentate oak [Quercus dentata], and yellow sandal- 
wood [Salbergia hupeana] predominate. Castonopsis sclerophylla and Quercus 
glauca occur here only in valleys on the leeward side of mountains. Mixed 
forests of evergreens and deciduous broadleaf trees form a transition from 
the central sub-tropical zone to the northern sub-tropical zone. The same 
is pretty much true of the Xuefeng mountain region of western Hunan, and of 
the northwestern, central, and eastern regions of the province. However, in 
southwestern Hunan, some tree species from south China, eastern Guizhou 
Province and northern Guangxi Province intrude as, for example, South China 
evergreen chinquapin, luofu chinquapin [5012 3187 2723], monocoque cassia 
[4289 3011 2710], and Hunan mountain walnut.  Because of the numerous 
mountains in northwestern Hunan and its location slightly northward, 
temperate zone varieties are fairly numerous, second only to those found in 
the lake region of northern Hunan. Many varieties from Sichuan, Hubei, and 
Guizong are found here, as well as relic plants or rare tree varieties such 
as metasequoia [Metasequoia glyptostroboides], Emmenopteris henryi, Davidia 
involucrata, and maohongzhuang [3029 4767 2866]. The foregoing substantially 
reflect that the province's botanical sub-system follows zones of latitude 
and follows a pattern of gradual transition from south to north.  A look at 
vertical distribution of plant cover shows altitude distribution of broad- 
leaf evergreen forests to decrease gradually with latitude from south to 
north.  For example, on Mang Shan (whose main peak, Shikengkong, is at an 
altitude of 1,902 meters) in southern Hunan, broadleaf evergreens are found 
at an altitude of 1,200 meters above sea level. Moving northward to the 
Xuefeng Shan range (whose main peak, Luowengbamian Shan, is at an altitude of 
1,934 meters above sea level), they occur up to 1,000 meters. Farther north 
to the Wuling Shan region (where Badagong Shan is 1,820 meters above sea 
level), they drop down to 800 meters. In the Hunan central hill region, a 
part of the Nanyue system (at 1,290 meters above sea level), broadleaf ever- 
green forests on Gu Shan, which is influenced by cold currents, are found at 
only above 700 meters above sea level.  (Table 14) 

As a result of human activities over the years, most of the forest cover in 
the province today is secondary growth. The principal types of plant cover 
are as follows: 

(1) Broadleaf evergreen forests: Such forests should be the classic zonal 
plant cover found everywhere in the province at the proper altitude above 
sea level, but today only small numbers of remnants survive in remote 
mountainlands.  These are major headwater forests and timber forests supply- 
ing wood for farm implements and for special purposes. 
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Table 14. Vertical Distribution of Plant Cover on Mang Shan, Heng Shan, 
and Xuefeng Shan 

(e) 
(b)P            üj (c)B           lll(*S) (d) S    *J    lii(^SKAM'lll) 

(f) m IE m & a * *i 1800—1929 1100—1290 1500—1934 

(g) «- in- H in- a s # 1400—1800 800—1100 1250(»1Ü)-1500 

(h) »«. «"H-sun-ax* 1200—1400 600—600 1000—1250(2111) 

(i) *      *      1      *      ff 400—1200           ^ 6oo(se^^) 400—1000(355^fö.^-"V?«f> 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 
i. 
j- 
k. 
1. 

Elevation (meters) 
Mang Shan 
Heng Shan (southern hills) 
Xuefeng Shan (Luowengbamian Shan) 
Survey of vertical bands 
Mountaintop shrubs and meadow grass 
Mixed coniferous and deciduous forests 
Mixed evergreen and broadleaf deciduous forests 
Broadleaf evergreen forests 
Yun Shan 
Currently pine and fir 
Currently pine, fir, and bamboo 

(2) Coniferous tree forests: The masson pine forests and fir tree forests 
found everywhere in the province are large man-made or semi-man-made.  Second 
are small numbers of cypress forests in limestone rock areas.  Both are 
important timber forests. 

(3) Mixed evergreen and broadleaf deciduous forests: Such forests are 
found in mountainlands, hill regions and limestone rock low mountain areas 
at proper elevation above sea level, and are made up of headwater forests, 
timber forests, and woody plant food forests. 

These are usually mixed 
, and miscellaneous trees, or 

(4) Mixed coniferous and broadleaf forests: 
forests containing masson pine, Chinese fir. 
with growth of moso bamboo as well. Such forests are un unstable transi- 
tional community. However, at certain elevations, they constitute fairly 
stable communities. 

(5) Economic forests:  Tung trees are a small deciduous shrub and a sun- 
loving specie found mostly at below 1,000 meters above sea level in well 
drained, neutral or slightly alkaline soil areas. They are concentrated in 
northwestern Hunan.  Tea oil plants are a small evergreen shrub found in 
fairly large numbers in red soil low mountain and hill regions of southern 
Hunan. 
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(6) Bamboo forests:  Such forests contain mostly moso bamboo and are found 
in the hill and mountainlands to the east of Xuefeng Shan. They are impor- 
tant timber forests and provide raw materials for paper manufacture. Most 
are man-made or semi-man-made, and contain a mixture of evergreen and 
deciduous tree species. 

(7) Wasteland scrub and grassy slopes: Most such areas have resulted from 
frequent destruction of forest plant cover and are extremely unstable. 

(8) Hydrophyte and aquatic plant colonies: These are found in lowlying, 
wet lake regions and consist mostly of common reeds, reeds [ampholis 
yedoensis], and water chestnuts. 

(2) Forest Resources 

Hunan Province has about 2,000 kinds of woody seed plants including about 
800 kinds of bushes (including small shrubs) and more than 500 kinds of 
useful timber trees.  Species vie with one another, the cinnamomum camphora 
family being dominant followed by the sladeniae, orchidaceae, the ilex 
family, the rose family, and the shanji [1472 4335] family, all of which 
are fairly widespread.  There are more than 40 kinds of bamboo, the dominant 
one being Japanese timber bamboo [Phyllostachys bambusoides], with moso 
bamboo output holding an important position.  Rare trees consist of more 
than 40 species including bud-bearing Chinese hemlock [7022 5383 6993 2619], 
Chinese hemlock [Tsuga chinensis], Guangdong pine, Hunan oak [Quercus silva], 
Yunshan linden, Hunan linden, Yunshan baili [0184 2867 0184 2867], and Hunan 
tea oil trees. An inventory of forest resources done in 1976 shows the 
province to have a 109,055,400 mu forest area, or about 58 percent of the 
total land used for forestry, and forest reserves totaling 187.71 million 
cubic meters.  The overall forest resources situation may be characterized 
as follows: 

(1) Few natural forests and a large proportion of secondary growth forests 
and man-made forests, forest resources being fairly slight overall. For 
historical reasons, zonal broadleaf evergreen forests amount to less than 10 
percent of the province's forest area. Primeval forests, in particular, are 
very rare. At the present time, such forests are found at scattered sites 
at mid-level and atop Mang Shan in Yizhang County, on Badagong Shan in 
Sangzhi County, at Zhangjiajie in Dayong County, at Xiaoxi in Yongshun 
County, on Ziyun Shan and Shunhuang Shan in Xinning County, on Lianyun Shan 
in Pingjiang County, on Dawei Shan in Liuyang County, at Gaozeyuan in 
Jiangyong County, and on Yangming Shan and Heng Shan in Shuangpai County. 
This is an approximately 1 million mu area and is only about 0.32 percent 
of the province's total forest area. 

Coniferous forests make up most of the forested area, account for most of 
the forest reserves, and are the forests that are mostly felled in the 
province.  They account for somewhat more than 55 percent of the province's 
forested area (Table 15). Masson pine accounts for half the province's 
timber forest area and for more than 43 percent of forest reserves, and 
masson pine forests have developed mostly from airborne seeds.  Chinese fir 
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accounts for 37.6 percent of the province's timber forest area and for 31.5 
percent of its reserves. There are both secondary growth and afforested 
Chinese fir forests.  Cuttings have been taken from the "Yao [3852] fir" of 
Jianghua County, a long-famed "East Lake wood," and seedlings of "guangmu" 
[1684 2606], a "West Lake wood," have been planted; thus experience and 
proper environmental conditions for the growing of fine quality fir are had. 

Table 15. Statistics on Timber Forest Area and Reserves of Dominant Tree 
Varieties 

(a) 
3H    I 

(d)*5                * (e)S     *     fö (f)R     IH-     # (gja     • * . *    (h)   tt 

4xk #J* Axk 4) fa rf1* 4i k i1^ 4^k #•>* Ä 
(b) »      ft 

V   '      (JO 

2544.19 4644.27 3358.2 6431.4 840.12 3645.7 30.42 44.32 6773 14765.6 

37.6 31.5 49.6 43.5 12.4 24.7 0.4 0.3 

Key: 
a. Particulars f. Broadleaf forests 
b. Amount g- Cypress 
c. Percentage of  total h. Total 
d. Chinese fir i. Area 
e. Masson pine j- Reserves 

In addition to timber forests, economic forests such as tea oil, tung tree, 
and moso bamboo hold a definite position.  Economic forest area totals 
30,984,800 mu, or 28.41 percent of the province's forested area.  Tea oil 
trees account for 69.41 percent of economic forests; tung trees for 10 94 
percent, and tea plants for 12.45 percent, all of them holding important 
positions m China.  The bamboo forest area totals 8,473,700 mu with a total 
of 891,728,900 stalks of bamboo, 95.7 percent of the area and 73.3 percent 
of the number of bamboo stalks being moso bamboo.  Hunan is one of the 
provinces in which moso bamboo is found fairly widely. 

Hunan Province has 187.7 billion cubic meters of standing timber reserves. 
This is only 1.9 percent of total forest resources for China as a whole, 
Hunan ranking 12th among 30 provinces and municipalities (including Taiwan) 
Timber reserves average 3.1 cubic meters per capita, 6.2 cubic meters lower 
than the national average.  Hunan has 1.95 mu per capita of forested area, 
less than m neighboring Jiangxi and Guangxi provinces. 

(2)  The area devoted to forestry is fairly large, but distribution of 
forest area is unbalanced.  Hunan devotes 186,958,600 mu, or about 59 percent 
o. its total area, to forestry. As a result of substantial differences in 
natural conditions from place to place, plus the effects of man's social 
activities over a long period of time, not only do regional differences 
exist in distribution of forests, but variations within regions are also 
even more striking.  For example, timber forests are concentrated mostly in 
mountain regions of western, southern and eastern Hunan.  Northwestern Hunan 
is a major economic forest area in the province for the production of tung 
oil, eucommia bark, Chinese chestnuts, Chinese tallow, and walnuts.  Its 
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timber forests consist not only of Chinese fir, pine, and oak, but cypress 
is also fairly widespread. However, timber forest reserves for the 10 
counties in the western Hunan autonomous zhou (15,008,500 cubic meters) are 
virtually equal only to the timber forest reserves of just Yuanlxng County 
alone (12,743,000 cubic meters). The forest zone in the middle and upper 
reaches of the Yuan Shui in southwestern Hunan accounts for 30 percent of 
the province's total timber reserves, and it has become one of the key 
Chinese fir production areas in the province. Hunan Province s southern_ 
mountainlands contain 25 percent of the province's forest reserves. Various 
kinds of forest trees occur both over wide areas and in relatively concen- 
trated areas. This includes Chinese fir and moso bamboo, which are con- 
centrated in the mountain ranges of the western part of the province, and 
masson pine and broadleaf forests, which are concentrated in the south- 
eastern mountain region.  The mountainlands of eastern Hunan were old revo- 
lutionary bases during the period of the Great Revolution, and forest _ 
resources here have sustained serious damage from the Kuomintang. A mixture 
of all sorts of forest trees and bushes grow here, and the forests present a 
picture of extremely uneven growth. Timber output per unit of area is low. 
The red soil hill area of most parts of central Hunan and everywhere in 
neighboring mountains has been the site of frequent socioeconomic activity, 
and forest cover was destroyed fairly early. Except for some Chinese fir 
and moso bamboo forests, an overwhelming majority of areas contain sparse 
masson pine woodlands, and tea oil and tea plants are found m fairly con- 
centrated areas. Forest trees on plains around lakes are found mostly m _ 
shelter forests today. Vestigial natural second growth deciduous forests in 
hill regions around lakes consist mostly of cold tolerant tree species m 
mixed forests spotted here and there. Other growth consists of sparse masson 
pine forests and tea plants planted by man. 

(3) Amount of cutting outstrips amount of growth, and forestland yields per 
unit of area are low.  Statistics show that in the 15 years from 1950-1964, 
output of timber averaged 2,074,000 cubic meters per year, and commodity 
output of nan [2809] bamboo totaled 9,864,000 stalks.  If timber used by the 
masses is added to annual state plan fellings, a total of 5 million cubic 
meters must be felled. However, figuring a growth rate for reserves of 3 
percent annually, only 4.5 million cubic meters can be grown each year; thus 
the amount of felling outstrips the amount of growth. Furthermore, an area 
of about 2.5 million mu is felled annually, and this is very much more than 
the afforested preserve area. A look at the age of existing forestlands 
shows reserves in intermediate and young forests to be about equal to 
reserves in mature forests; however, 84 percent of all forests are inter- 
mediate and young forests, while only 16 percent are mature forests, so 
there is a great gap between the two. Table 16 shows that the amount of 
felling in forest areas near water and near roads is greater than in remote 
areas. In most places, replanting lags behind felling. Furthermore, cur- 
rent forestlands average reserves of 2.13 cubic meters per mu, which is only 
40 percent of the natural average of 5.27 cubic meters per mu, placing Hunan 
in 20th place in the country. 
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Table 16. Age Structure of Timber Forests 

Area: 10,000 mu 
Reserves: 10,000 cubic meters 

(a) 
ffi£*Ä 

(b)      *tttt#ttfl|f«u ff* 
Cg) (h) 

V      R 
*    (c)   tt <dfc     ti     # (e)+    ft    #, (f*      *      * 

HPfc #4* A1* tffe ^ ^V ^4". 4 k 
18772 6918.39 14987.25 4559.61 2714.1 1272.48 4760.03 1086.31 7493.12 2447.49 1337.0 

% .100 100 65.4 17.6 18.6 32.1 16.0 50.3 

Key: 
a. 
b. 

c. 
d. 
e. 

Total standing reserves 
Area and reserves of forestland 
at various ages 
Total 
Young forests 
Middle aged forests 

f. 
g. 
h. 

i. 
j. 

Mature forests 
Sparse forest reserves 
Timber reserves growing in 
dispersed places 
Area 
Reserves 

(3) Wild Plant Resources 

^?/rOV,lnCe haS ab°Ut 1'°00 Sp6Cies of wild Plants °f economic value. 
conditLnf ,h!SerVf Vary *? concentration and dispersal as environmental 
conditions change from south to north, and from mountains to hills to 

override area's" "* nUmer°US; ^ "* *"*  ** "^ WayS; and the* occur 

More thfn^on1 PlantS* ,T^re arS ab°Ut 80° varieties of medicinal plants. 
nurch^S J ,reCieS °f fre^uently used medicines and important herbs are 
?ZM! \  7    fate; Mo8t fam°US °nes are rhizome °f Chinese goldthread 
laT.  LSlnKnS1S k tX?el  °f el6Vated Sastrodia [Gastrodia elata]? stem of 
noble dendrobium [Dendrobium nobile], bark of official magnolia Magnolia 
officinalis], Astraotylis Lancea Formalyrata, huangpi [7806 4122], bark of 
eucommxa [Eucommia ulmoides], wuyu [0702 5505], root of purple-flowered 
S^w^i rPe"cedanu» de^rsivum], and bulb of f rittilary [Fritillaria 
tSn 200 2l    Purveys have shown the Mang Shan region to be rich in more 
S^m?  PfJeS °f .Chinese medicinal herbs. Large amounts of official 
S1f  and huangpx are grown in Jianghua, and a considerable amount of 
noble dendrobium, mountain dangshen [Codonopsis pilosula], Chinese yam, 
M^6 h a"gellCa' a"d sealwort [Polygonatum sibiricum] grows there. Medi- 
Hunan" ^llS/T°,  r  °n ?adaS°ng Shan in Sangzhi County in northwestern 
™ lnci"de tuber of elevated gastrodia, rhizome of Chinese goldthread, 
[M^honia forTS:.r8K0liaVr ^^ tSchisandra chinensis], Chinese maSonia 
iSi° S-i  *   L bark °f eucommia» rhizome of chuanxiong [Ligusticum 
Se tha^loo3^3^^18 LfCea Formal^ata, dangshan, and polygonatum 
More than 100 varieties of these herbs grow wild or are cultivated. The 
IZfniTi   g"S!lands°f the Mufu-Lianyun mountainlands contain tracts of 
medicxnal plants such as rhizome of chuanxiong, tuber of hyacinth bletilla 
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[Bietlila striata], root of purple-flowered peucedanum, and the rather high 
priced Evodia Rutaedarpa.  The sealwort, daxueteng [1129 5877 5671], Chinese 
angelica, lillies, and Paris polyphylla produced in Nanyue County are also 
famed far and wide. 

(2) Starch plants.  There are an estimated more than 60 species of these 
plants from which sugar can be produced or that are used for the fermenta- 
tion of alcoholic beverages.  They include members of the Fagaceae family 
and of the Chinquapin family, of the Quercus family, and of the chestnut 
family as well as of other families, and include wild oats, wild water 
chestnuts, gingko fruit, fruit of Cherokee rose [Rosa laevigata], wild 
Chinese hawthorn, ground loquats, wild persimmons, and red bayberry [Myrica 
rubra] to a total of more than 40 species. There are more than 20 species 
of plants in which the portion below ground contains starch such as Chinese 
chestnuts, lillies, brake ferns, tuber of multiflower knotweed [polygonum 
multiflorum] and geteng [5514 5671]. 

(3) Aromatic oil and tannin plants.  These include more than 20 species of 
aromatic oil plants such as the fruit of the cubeb litsea tree [Litsea 
cubeba], zingiber [Zingiber officinalis], camphor trees, phoebe nanmu trees, 
bark of official magnolia, masson pines, cypresses, oranges, tangerines, 
pomelos (pomelo skins), artemesia, peppermint, wild lemongrass, and rhizome 
of nutgrass flatsedge [Cyperus rotundus]. Tannin plants, the roots of whxch 
are gathered, such as small fruit wild rose, and fruit of Cherokee rose 
[Rose laevigata]; the barks of which are gathered including masson pine, 
Chinese hemlock, red bayberry [Myrica rubra], Mongolian oak [Quercus dentata], 
members of the Castanea family, and beech trees; and the fruits of which are 
gathered such as wild kaki persimmons [Diospyros kaki, var. silvestris], and 
Caesalpinia digyno. There are also more than 40 kinds of fruits and fruit 
skins that may be used such as mountain walnuts.  All the foregoing plants 
are raw materials for the chemical industry. 

(4) Fiber plants.  Plants in this category of fairly high economic value 
include reeds, which grow virtually everywhere in northern Hunan and in 
shallows around lakes.  They are found in 12 counties (or municipalities) 
in lake regions over an area of 896,200 mu.  Current output is 565,400 tons, 
88 percent of which is used for the manufacture of paper.  They are a first 
rate raw material for the manufacture of paper, having a high pulp rate and 
white color.  Their roots and stems may be used for medicines; their 
inflorescence may be used for brooms; their flowers may be used in cushions 
and pillows; and their stalks and stems may be used as thatch, and for the 
weaving of curtains, mats, and baskets. They are also a fine material used 
to strengthen dikes against high water.  In addition, Chinese parasol tree 
bark and piemarker may be used to make twine, and wanhua [5451 5363] (or 
dimianpi [0866 2258 4122]), and Nanling wanhua are high quality materials 
for the making of paper. 
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Chapter 2. History, Present Status and Development of Agriculture 

Third Section. Present Status and Patterns of Agricultural Production 

As the result of the intermixture of natural conditions, socioeconomic 
factors, and historical development, Hunan Province's agricultural produc- 
tion has come to have the following characteristics in terms of land use 
geographic distribution, and structure and development of individual 
sectors. 

1.  Relatively Scant Cultivated Land and Vast Amounts of Land Usable for 
Forests 

Apart from the 23.64 percent of the 317.7 million mu of land in the province 
used for other purposes (including for cities and towns, residential sites, 
industrial plants and mines, roads, streams, lakes, the shallows of bodies 
of water, and rocky mountains), plus 1.25 percent of water surfaces used for 
breeding, 75.11 percent is used for farming and forestry (Table 17). This 
includes 58.83 percent used for forestry and 16.28 percent used for farming 
or an average of about 4 mu per capita of agricultural population used for 
forestry, and only around 1 mu per capita used for farming. 

I. Cultivated Land Use 

First the topography is complex and the land reclamation index is not high 
For the province as a whole, the reclamation index averages around 16 per- 
cent; in northern Hunan it is 28.1 percent, including more than 60 percent 
for the lake region.  In central Hunan, it is 21 percent, including 30 per- 
^nt f,I o Chan§sha-Hengyang Basin.  In southern and western Hunan it is 
1J and 10.8 percent respectively, including between 15 and 21 percent for 
flat and gently sloping places.  Thus, northern Hunan stands first in the 
extent of development and use of cultivated land (Table 18) followed by 
central Hunan, southern Hunan, and western Hunan in that order. 

Second, the far greater percentage of wetlands to drylands is a common 
feature of the way of using cultivated land throughout the province. Wet- 
lands and drylands constitute 78.2 and 21.8 percent of the province's total 

ÜÜ u^ed land area*  In terms of reSion> central and northern Hunan have 
the highest percentage of wetlands in the province while western and northern 
Hunan have a high proportion of the province's drylands. However, the 
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drylands of the western part of the province produce mostly grain, while 
the drylands of the northern part of the province are devoted mostly to 

development of cash crops. 

Table 17.  Structure of the Whole Province's Land Area (1977) 
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18695.86 

10905.54 

2763.57 

5026.75 

2030.64 

5878.04 

«t 
(c) 

100 

16.28 

12.74 

3.54 

58.83 

34.32 

8.7 

15.82 

6.39 

18.5 

Key: 
a. Kind of land l. 

b. Area (10,000 mu) J- 
c. Percentage k. 

d. Grand total 
e. 1. Cultivated land 1. 
f. Including: m. 

R« Wetlands n. 
h. Drylands 

2. Land used for forestry 
Forested land 
Sparsely forested, scrub forests, 
and immature forest afforested land 
Barren mountain slash areas 
3. Water surfaces 
4. Other 

Third, the amount of cultivated land decreases with each passing year, and 
the average per capita area is not great.  In 1950 the P1^^«^. 51.36 
million mu of cultivated land, and in 1957 it reached a hlgh point<of_58.03 
million mu. During the 1960's, the amount remained at around 54 mxllxon mu, 
but since the 1970's, it has been around 52 million mu each year. The  _ 
average amount of cultivated land per capita of agricultural population in 
the province was 1.8 mu in 1957, and about 1.16 mu in 1975. This ^eluded 
1.44 mu per capita in northern Hunan, 1.18 mu in western Hunan, and 1.11 mu 
in southern Hunan.  In densely populated central Hunan, it was 1.01 mu, with 
the degree of intensivity of farming being greatest in central Hunan. 
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Table 18.  Percentage of Cultivated Land Utilization for Individual Regions 
of the Province (1979) s-«-""*. 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

» 
(a) (f) *       (h)      H *      (i)        ± 

(k)<%> (iy«> (m) <«> 
m * 14.26 24.64 23.64 75.00 28.23 25.00 

m + 25.16 32.12 34.38 83.69 24.01 16.31 

m * 22.91 18.10 18.75 80.98 15.78 19.02 

m m 37.67 25.14 23.23 72.23 31.98 27.77 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 
i. 
j- 
k. 
1. 
m. 

Region 
Northern Hunan 
Central Hunan 
Southern Hunan 
Western Hunan 
Percentage of total land area in the province 
Percentage of total cultivated land area in the province 
Wetlands 
Drylands 
Percentage of wetland area in the province 
Percent of cultivated land in the region 
Percentage of dryland area in the province 
Percentage of cultivated land in the province 

^Z    f   ■  i6 tT-mtng  !Ttem ±S fairly comPle*> and the multiple cropping 
index faxrly hxgh.  This is both a reflection of the extent of use of 
natural resources in the province, and also a prominent manifestation of 
tr;f 

The.Provinf s Paddyfield farming system may currently be placed 
xn two categories as follows: 

SLi ^arf °! Syf6m °f Predominantly two crops of rice. This is a system 

two ZtT7 and ^ W6tland Cr°PS' i'e" a dryland cr°P **  winter, and two paddy rxce crops in summer, two or three crops being grown each year 
Thxs system xs found in both new and old rice growing afefs, and the^oUow- 
xng several crop rotation systems are used for the most part: 

a) The rice-rice-green manure system: This system grows two crops of oaddv 
and one crop of Chinese milk vetch.  This is an important farming'system* 

raised     ?fread' that US6S the land to nurture the land, and that raxses grain yields per unit of area and gross output.  In most years it 

£ tt^pÄ'J«^ the Pr°VinCe' WhiCh 1S ab°Ut ?5 P"Cent 

thatTJseab?r? SyTm  °f rlce:rice-oil-bearing crop: This is a fine system 

s c   t f w?Se °f '*? 8"Wing Peri°d durin§ a11 four masons! that takes account of both grain and oil, and combines soil use with soil nurture 

paddyla'nd? " ^ '***  * mllli°n "" ** the Pr°VinCe> or about " Percent of 
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c) Three crop system of rice-rice-wheat: This entails the planting of 
wheat after two crops of paddy. It is currently practicable only on a 
small area possessing fine production conditions. 

The double or triple crop system in Hunan Province is fairly widespread east 
of Xuefeng Shan and north of Yangming Shan. Double cropping of rice xs 
least in northwestern Hunan.  (See Table 22) 

(2) The predominantly single crop of paddy farming system. This system is 
used on about 20 percent of the province's paddyfield area, where xt is used 

in the following several ways: 

Rice-green manure-rice-oil-bearing crop farming system: This means that 
following a summer crop of intermediate rice or a single crop of late rice, 
Chinese milk vetch and rapeseed or barley and wheat are grown in winter. 
In areas where a single crop of paddy predominates, green manure is grown 
in winter to provide ample organic material for the paddy during the 
following year. Winter growing of barley and wheat or rapeseed helps raise 
oil-bearing crop and grain outputs. Currently a small number of places 
still practice the growing of a single crop of paddy and the flooding ot 
fields with water during winter. 

Of the foregoing two farming systems, the former saw great development 
following liberation, and has become a mainstay of Hunan Province s paddy- 

field farming system. 

Most places grow two dryland grain crops each year. Places in western 
Hunan have blazed a new trail of "three crops in two seasons ; x.e., a 
crop of spring grain and a crop of summer corn intercropped with sweet 
potatoes (or else two crops of gaoliang).  In view of differences in crop 
characteristics and natural conditions, in addition to the use of major 
forms such as the growing of spring grain, and the intercropping of summer 
corn with sweet potatoes, some fairly high and cold mountain regions with 
infertile soil have begun to grow potatoes intercropped with corn, and to 
practice the growing of spring grain with the intercropping of corn and 
soybeans in the matching up of crops. 

Accompanying the need for development of the people's production and live- 
lihood, and gradual improvement in production conditions has been a stage 
by-stage improvement in the multiple cropping index.  In 1950, the index 
averaged 171.4 percent; in the 1960's, it was 197.1 percent; and during the 
1970's, it was 234 percent.  In 1979, the multiple cropping index for the 
whole province was 242 percent. Broken down by region, it was 254 percent 
for central Hunan, 259 percent for northern Hunan, 221 percent for southern 
Hunan, and 220 percent for western Hunan. 

II.  Use of Land for Forestry 

Hunan Province currently uses 186,958,600 mu, or 58.8 percent of its total 
land area, for forestry.  This land is found in places that are just the 
opposite of cultivated land areas, increasing from the north central hxll 
basins toward the surrounding mountain areas.  (Table 19) 
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Table 19. Percentage of Forestland, Forest Reserves, and Cover Rate for the 
rrovince 

#. ka m m (b) 
* # % m fi Ä   w   S   tt   $ 

(d) & * 100 100 32.63 

(e) m * 8.07 2.24 18.95 

(f) m + 25.7 9.35 33.72 

(8) * « 27.34 27.22 45.3 

(h) m m 38.67 60.27 41.91 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

Forestland area 
Timber reserves 
Forest cover rate 
Province as a whole 

e. Northern Hunan 
f. Central Hunan 
g. Southern Hunan 
h. Western Hunan 

for forest™ T      ° ? 109>055'4°0mu» °r 58.33 percent of the land used 
for forestry. Timber forests cover 67,729,300 mu or 62.1 percent of the 
area and account for the largest proportion. Half of these forests are 

?0S985 oST™    ?^Se  f±r h°lding SeC°nd Place'  Economic f°rests cover 
IhlltJl 1     ',  T BAl  PerC6nt °f the t0tal- More than three-fourths of 
tiLtl    * L        n UP by t6a o11* tung oil and tea accounting for one- 
seventh of the total area.  Bamboo forests cover 8,473,700 mu or 7.78 per- 
ttlL        te l°- J

M?S° bamb°° Predominates. The rest of the area is 

(SbLU20)y  reW°    r6StS' Sh6lter f°reStS' and Special purPose forests- 

2eri4 7r!ero: lCTfI°^StS,  fd iXmatUre  f°reStS °n ««orested land also 
Ztrltli  T? ,        the land deV°ted t0 f°restry in the province, and 
areas in tS f   ^T^rJ" 26'9 Percent«  ** addition" there are blank 
awSine It f°U\heSldr  [beside "ads, creams, villages, and houses] 
nrn^f t  Plantln§ of trees. Thus, the task of managing forests, 

very laJgf one?8'8'    greening °f hmBa  mountalns in «J province is a 

III. Use of Water Surfaces 

Hunan Provincehas 20,306,400 mu of freshwater surfaces such as rivers, 

area In^hHrn^' "*  ST*8 acCOUntin§ for 6-4 P«cent of the total land 
ceSr^.H < PSTTe' •   Percentage is smallest, and it is mostly con- centrated in the Dongting Hu area. 

Rivers account for 9,635,000 mu or 47.45 percent of the total water area- 
lakes cover 6.3 million mu (4.23 million mu of external lakes Ind 2.07 ' 
million mu of internal lakes), or 31.03 percent of the water area. 

Ssss'^oTiJiS -Sis -or 10-58 perce—— —ab- 
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Table 20.     Composition of Forests in Hunan Province  (1977) 

# * .(a) * 

3, 

ft 

Cd) » 
(e) i.ffi*t# 

(f) Ä + i # 

(g) 

(h)  

(i)  
(j) 2.BSP» 

(k) 3.S8F# 

(1) £+. * 

(m) ?_ 
(n) «_ 

(o) * 

(P) * 
(q) *»tt   * 

(r) X»   < 

(s) 5.IS# 

(t) 6.£ffl# 

J*. 

Pi- 

tt 

* 

fö 

« 

* 

as 

pf- 

* 

It 

(b) 

10905.54 

6772.93 

2544.19 

3358.20 

840.12 

30.42 

27.53 

3098.48 

2456.7 

229.74 

261.29 

88.18 

62.57 

847.37 

811.01 

152.61 

6.62 

*fc) * 

100 

62.1 

23.32 

30.89 

7.7 

0.27 

0.25 

28.41 

22.53 

'2.11 

2.40 

0.81 

0.57 

7.78 

7.43 

1.39 

0.06 

Key: 
a. Kinds of forestlands 
b. Area  (10,000 mu) 
c. Percentage of forestland 
d. Total 
e. 1. Timber forests 
f. Including: Chinese fir 
g. Masson pine 
h. Deciduous trees 
i. Cypress 
j. 2. Shelter forests 

k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
o. 
P' 
q- 
r. 
s. 
t. 

3. Economic forests 
Including: Tea oil 
Tung 
Tea 
Fruit trees 
Other 
4. Bamboo forests 
Including: Moso bamboo 
5. Firewood forests 
6. Special purpose forests 

In 1979 3 972,900 mu of water surfaces was used for breeding, and 120,900 mu 
was used for the growing of lotus. This was 76.4 and 2.33 percent respec- 
tively of the 5.2 million mu area usable for breeding and growing. Usable 
water surfaces have yet to be used to the full. 

2. Abundant Varieties of Resources and Numerous Kinds of Production 

Hunan Province has fairly plentiful crop, tree, livestock and poultry, and 
aquatic product species, and is favorable for the introduction and 
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domestication of plants from the north and south. Numerous undertakings havp 
been developed for some time in the growing and breeding sectors for divers" 
fied agricultural production. As a result of differences in conditions from 
Place to place there has been a tendency toward relative regional concen- 
ä£Tr        *lfferent varieties of resources and kinds of promotion! wit" a 
definite pattern to their distribution. '   n a 

I.  Grain Crops 

peJcentaLSortoL?iSt0riCal ^ ShOWS the area SOWn to ^rain "°P* as a percentage of total area sown to have been as follows: 84.9 percent in 1949 

pe;cinteinei975n andV^ '""* inQ
196*. 70.62 percent in ^971 69.43  ' 

percent in 1975 and 68.44 percent in 1979. The area sown to grain crops 

large6in thfoverM T*T  ^f' "^  ^ ^ and «mSStS. it  8 \ ^ ? overall structure of all grain crops, and the basic position 
they hold in agriculture has been very apparent. Position 

rief wheat TS^St °f m°re thSn 18 different varieties including paddy 

■^^^^Ln.rc.Si SS1& im6; pMarrtar > 
^St'ofTdd8' an^ •" ^ Lt  ^ P-^ elf Doth

da2*™' ana output of paddy rice is greatest. 

ia'rJIntermL6; t^" T?^ °f PEddy riCe haS * lonS history> and today 

maiorit: of thf nribU-i0n? Paddy rlCe iS the ^°r Cr°P *n an overwhelming 
^-3orjeLprs:e^s^ie''which have become -*« *■** ■**« 

^"^««"Stn.«^8' th: area-SOWn t0 P3ddy ^^th. province 
planted in iTfZ area sown to grain crops, and double cropped rice was 
£SM?II I ?6rC   °f Wetlands though the amount planted varied sub- stantially from place to place.  (Table 21) SUD 

IreastabfollowLS ?**  "IV"' ^ 3S haVi^ *>eengra«n around lake areas, followed by central Hunan and southern Hunan in that order  Least 
was grown in western and northwestern Hunan. 

(II) Summer dryland grain crops are sweet potatoes for the most Dart with 
more than 6 million mu being planted in mos? years.  Sext comes corn wiS 
the growing of about 3 million mu in most years.  Since growth characteris- 
tics of these two crops differ, they are found in different places  SweeT 

llTzTJllirt dll  Weather and infertile Soil fairirSl ^"heH very adaptable, so they are grown everywhere.  Mostly, however, they are 
found where there is a large amount of dryland such Is  in all of the 

ST-iSn!I larteir8 **?«*»"• ^ "e fairly ***  in «~* ^^ lhe second largest sweet potato growing area is the counties of southern 

lik" wtnet aT
nLand ^in83iang C°UntieS in northeastern Hunan  Corn iiKes wetness and abhors drvne«?«!- -ft -?o cui*-^ €     . aryness, it is suited for growing in mountainlands 
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at an elevation of from 300 to 500 meters above sea level such as the Willing 
mountain region as well as in Jianghua and Jiangyong counties in the Nanling 
mountain region, where production is fairly concentrated. 

Table 21. Table Showing Percentage of Double Crop Rice Sown on Wetlands at 
Various Places in Hunan Province 

«s 
(a) 

K 

(c) »      ® 

K     &     * 

tU 

ill (d) *       « 

(e) S,   as»   ft    £ 

£ * 

(flO 

CD 

20 

12 

21 

¥     JK 

(f) &      W m &     tt 

(g) flgjEftiuftiufefigru «flu £ft> 

20 

14' 

13 

88.2 

84.1 

79.8 

76.8 

73.5 

62.7 

Hi EH IB W, ft9 X 

84.9 

49.0 

58.8 

94.11 

79.« 

30.8 

« £ * E £ 18 

V & » E W % 

91.87 

79.5 

78.7 

87.04 

78.51 

56.34 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g- 

h. 
i. 
3- 
k. 

Region 
Changsha, Xiangtan, and Hengyang hills and basins 
Qianyang mountains, hills, and basins 
Lingling and Chenzhou mountains, hills, and basins 
Yueyang, Yiyang, and Changde hills and plains 
Shaoyang mountains, hills, and basins 
Mountain regions of northwestern Hunan (including Shimen, Cili. 
Anbei) 
Number of counties (or municipalities) 
Wetlands as a percentage of cultivated land area 
Double crop rice area as a percentage of wetlands area 
Area sown to paddy as a percentage of total area sown 

and 

(III) Winter season dryland grain crops: Such crops are mostly wheat and a 
small amount of barley, the harvest area totaling more than 5 million mu. 
Some is found in all regions, but mostly these crops are found in places 
such as Shaoyang Prefecture and western Hunan where there is a relatively 
large amount of dryland, with some production around the lakes and in 
Changde Prefecture. A certain amount is also grown in Yengyang and 
southern Hunan. More than 2 million mu are planted to broad beans and peas. 
Up until liberation, these crops were found mostly in northern Hunan coun- 
ties, but they have gradually come to be grown southward. 

Crop structure is shown in Table 22. 
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Table 22. Table Showing Area Sown to Various Crops in Hunan Province 

(a) 
95                1 

(b)       -   A A    E    f (c)       -    % -fc   A   # 
(d) 

£ A » Si % 
(d) 

Si   fUtfir) 
1 tt  

(f) * ft «I Ä »ttmtR 10965.82 100   . 12501.65 100 

Cg) —» ft ♦ ff id 8318.12 75.86 8556.32 68.44 

00 1.«            £ 5738.44 52.33  • 6760.29 54.08 

(i) *           n 1701.70 15.57 2974.93 23.80 

(j) tffiX - ? ffi 2447.72 22.32 693.03 5.54 

(k) K ? «  s 1589.02 14.49 3092.33 24.74 

CD 2.*          ■       £ 478.90 4.37 400.46 3.20 

(m) 3.»                  * 671.63 6.12 596.81 4.77 

(n) 4.&                  ft 1190.44 10.86 601.25 4.81 

(o) 5.*                   S 238.71 2.18 197.51 1.58 

(P) -,  g    Sr    ft    « 642.03 5.85 960.83 7.69 

(q) 1.«                     # 226.41 2.06 241.23 1.93 

(r) 2.»                   # 355.19 3.23 .     552.88 4.42 

Cs) .   #                £ 42.21 0.38 65.77 0.53 

(t) m    m    ft 266.87 2.43 459.09 3.67 

(u) s.           m 32.37 0.30 23.86 0.19 

(v) 3.»                  31 18.77 0.17 27.36 0.22 

(w) Mam 4.76 0.04 14.06 0.11 

(x) *           * 14.01 0.13 13.80 0.11 

(y) 4.«    ft    Cffffi) 5.41 0.05 21.52 0.17 

GO 5.«                     Bf 21.60 0.20 78.50 0.63 

(aa) »                     « 4.85 0.05 02.94 - 0.50 

(ab) ±           a 16.75 0,15 15.56 0.13 

(ac) G.X-Z&St ft® 14.65 0.13 38.84 0.31 

(ad) H, Ä    ^   #   « 2005.67 18.29 2984.50 23.87. 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

Particulars 
1965 
1979 
Area (10,000 mu) 
Percent of total area 
Total area sown to farm crops 

g- 
h. 
i. 
j- 
k. 
1. 

A. Grain crops 
1. Paddy rice 
Dryland rice 
Intermediate and single crop rice 
Double crop late rice 
2. Wheat 
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m. 3. Tubers v. 

n. 4. Grains other than rice w. 
and wheat X. 

o. 5. Soybeans y- 
P- B. Cash crops z. 

q- 1. Cotton aa. 
r. 2. Oil-bearing crops ab. 

s. Peanuts ac. 

t. Rapeseed ad. 

u. Sesame seed 

3. Hemp 
Jute and ambari hemp 
Ramie 
4. Sugar crops (cane sugar) 
5. Tobacco 
Flue-cured tobacco 
Sun-cured tobacco 
6. Other cash crops 
C. Other crops 

II. Cash Crops 

In Hunan Province, cash crops means oil-bearing crops (rapeseed, peanuts, 
and sesame), cotton, hemp (jute and ambari hemp, and ramie), sugarcane, and 
tobacco (flue-cured and sun-cured). The area sown to cash crops amounts to 
only about 7 percent of the total area planted to farm crops. 

(I) Oil-bearing crops: This includes rape, peanuts, and sesame, the pro- 
portion of rape being greatest. 

Hunan Province is one of the major rape growing areas in the Chang Jiang 
Basin. Rape is grown in every county, and for a long time numerous places 
have grown paddy rice and oil-bearing crops, or tuber crops and oil-bearing 
crops, or cotton and oil-bearing crops either one after the other or inter- 
cropped.  In recent years, the three crop area planted to oil-bearing crops- 
rice-rice in Changde, Yiyang and Yueyang prefectures accounts for about 50 
percent of the total area of the province using a similar three crop 
system  In 1979, 4,590,900 mu was sown to rape in the whole province as 
follows: Counties growing more than 50,000 to 100,000 mu arranged in 
descending order included Liuyang, Pingjiang, Yuanjiang, Shupu, Yiyang, 
Cili, Liling, Miluo, Huarong, Yuanling, Nanxian Dayong, Dongkou, Lmli, 
Longhui, Anbei, Shimen, Xiangyin, Taojiang, Zhuzhou, Zhijiang, Linxiang, 
Wugang, and Hengdong. Those growing more than 100,000 mu arranged in 
descending order were Lixian, Changsha, Taoyuan, Youxian, Nmgxiang, 
Xiangtan, Changde, Hengyang, Hanshou, Wangcheng, Hengnan, and Yueyang. 
Counties growing more than 50,000 mu totaled 36 and accounted for about 65 
percent of the province's gross output of rapeseed.  The general pattern of 
rape growing is generally in the lower reaches of the four rivers and in 
the lake region where little tea oil is produced. Moreover, the double crop 
rice area in these regions is also fairly concentrated, and a fairly close 
relationship exists between the growing of grain and oil-bearing crops that 
promotes the growing of both. 

(II) Cotton: Hunan Province has a more than 300-year history in the grow- 
ing of cotton. At the end of the 19th century, it began to meet the needs 
of China's textile industry, the expansion of plantings around the lakes 
taking the lead. As individual counties began to grow it on areas of vary- 
ing size, production became dispersed and inconsistent. It was not until 
after liberation that vigorous efforts were made to revive and develop 
cotton growing.  In 1979, 2,412,300 mu were sown to cotton, the area of 
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largest sowing being Li County where 240,000 mu was sown, followed by 
Taoyuan and Changde counties, each of which sowed 160,Oo6 mu. Other coun- 
ties growing between 80,000 and 110,000 mu were Huarong, Anxiang, Linli 

XnSn' SMmen" Y ^"l* ^^  betWBe° 5°>°00  *»d 70,000 mu were ' Nanxian, Shimen, Yueyang, Yuanjiang, Nlngxiang, and Yiyang.  Thus counties 
Planting an area of more than 50,000 mu numbered 14 for a iotal of 1 379 000 
mu. Production of ginned cotton was 1,281,700 dan from 57^2 Jercfnt of the 
province's cottonfields and accounting for 68.4 percent of totaloutput. 

The^foregoing makes clear that the province's cotton growing counties are 
mostly concentrated on tracts around the lakes of the northern part of the 
?uaT^

e-an? °n the alluvial Plai»s of the lower reaches of the X Shui and 
Yuan Shui where yields are fairly high.  Since cotton is a crop having deep 

fertiirsoiiqanrng ^^^  betWeen rows» and since it likes iLsl   ' fertile soil and much sunlight, it thrives well on lake plains. 

hJstorvHnfPJin-1Uding.ramie' JUt6' Snd ambari hemP>: Hun*n has a long 
province ^ZTtl^'  "* V ^ Pre"y mUCh ^erywhere in thl province   Yuan hemp from northern Hunan enjoys a fine reputation anH 

u s6taS ^ ?he"pJagUi heT'" End "Baijia° Ll?"  ^om^o^hernXnar-s outstanding.  The Pmgj iang-Liuyang area of eastern Hunan uses ramie for 

12Z      *  UTr Cl°th'" Wh±Ch ±S n0ted far and w"e.  DayonJ County Z 
His orJcairi6%S

o
a ^ ^T^  °f hemP and tung (cake fettiMzL)! 

.™5  A      
7 16t.

countxes have bee* major producing areas, and ramie was 
produced everywhere in them, but Yuanjiang has taken first place in output 
producing about 60 percent of the province's total output in most years 

Inasmuch as ramie is a perennial plant that grows for many years and i-w 
llTllZ  "SVT""""8

 and great humidity, windspeedfof below 5-forct 
most huL^dV am' °r f-ajey  l0am dUring the Peri°d of its development?' 
Trolill \l      I  terraces of river valleys in Hunan Province are suitable for 
sealonf. rlinf!n   ^ " & Pronounced alternation between wet and dry 
JieldTper ufit J* C°^°US/^\the ^arly period of ramie development; 
yields per unit of area are fairly high, and the second and third crops of 

Zd^Tr?7 Va^±ng de§reeS °f dr°Ught-  Southern Hunan as abundant heat and a long effective growing season, suiting it to the 2row- 

ealtelntuna'n th" ""^ ^ 5U3 ^ "nd &±^Lt ^  ^161 5594 f.     In 
valleys     a l    J'" T^ that Parallel ValleyS break the ***'.  the valleys are fairly moist, and there are numerous kinds of soil. North- 
western Hunan is a green ramie growing area where humidity is fairly high 
and where the effective growing season is somewhat longer than in northern 

soirUisWfe:rtiLHUnr- -In the ramle grOW±ng regi°n °* —the™ L^ t£ 
f«ili feftlle and  moist» water is abundant, and the effect of the wind is 
fairly great, ramie fibers being spotted from much wind.  Ramie varieties of 
fairly good quality include Bailiziqing, Luzhuqing, and Xiangzhu No 1 

Statistics show that in 1979 ramie was grown over a 138,000 mu area for a 
gross output of 257,200 dan, or an average 186 jin per mu. Fairly heavy 
producing areas were Yuanjiang, Nanxian, Hanshou, Yiyang? Chalinf 5iaS 
Huarong, Youxian, Fenghuang, Dayong, Linxiang, pingjiang Xiangyfn SzW 
Laiyang, Hengyang, Liuyang, Guiyang, and Lux! 'counSesfs well^s Lixian §' 
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and Taoyuan counties, which accounted for 80.8 percent of the total ramie 
growing area in the province and 90.3 percent of gross output. The first^ 
six named counties alone accounted for 61.1 percent of the province s ramie 
farms and 75.6 percent of gross output, and Yuanjiang County alone grew 
48,800 mu to produce 121,400 dan for first place in ramie production m the 

province. 

The growing of jute and ambari hemp newly developed following liberation. 
These are annual, heat-loving crops that are able to tolerate flooding and 
withstand waterlogging, and are highly adaptable.  They are suitable for 
growing around the edges of rivers and lakes, on embankments, and in hilly 
areas  In 1979, 140,600 mu of the province was planted to jute and ambari 
hemp,'and gross output was 1,006,300 dan. Major producing areas were 
Nanxian, Huarong, Hanshou, and Huyin counties, which accounted for 82.57 
percent of the jute and ambari hemp growing area and for 88.89 percent of 
output. Nanxian County alone grew 59,700 mu of jute and ambari hemp and 
produced 480,400 dan to place it in the first rank of production. Most of 
the province's jute and ambari hemp is grown in the lake region. 

(IV) Sugarcane: The southern part of the province has grown sugarcane for 
a long time, and the "Dao County sugarland" is rather well known. However, 
much of what had been grown in the past was fruit cane, which develops 
slowly. Following liberation, superior species were gradually introduced 
and sugar refining techniques improved. In the 8 years prior to 1958, the 
average area sown to sugarcane annually was about 43,000 mu.  In the 3-year 
period 1958-1960, the annual average was more than 140,000 mu as the grow- 
ing of sugarcane spread from southern Hunan to western Hunan and on to the 
lake region of northern Hunan. Nevertheless, throughout the 1960 s the area 
planted to sugarcane in the province annually averaged only 40,000-odd mu, 
but a gradual comeback has taken place since the 1970's.  In 1979, the area 
sown to sugarcane in the province totaled 215,200 mu, or 397.78 percent of 
the 1965 amount, and output totaled 13,255,000 dan, which was 611.65 percent 
of the 1965 amount. Today sugarcane is centered in southern and northern 
production areas.  The first area is the basins among the mountains of 
southern Hunan where heat and moisture conditions are fairly good, the grow- 
ing season long, and people are in the habit of growing cane.  In 1979, this 
region had 26.25 percent of the cane growing area and produced 21 percent ot 
the cane, most of it in Jiangyong, Daoxian, Ningyuan, Lingling, Qiyang,  _ 
Linwu, Chenxian, and Yizhang counties. The other growing area is the plain 
of Dongting Hu in northern Hunan where the soil is fertile and moist, and 
where most of the growing is done on state-owned farms.  In 1979, 43.4 per- 
cent of the province's sugarcane growing area was located here, and the area 
produced 53.6 percent of all sugarcane grown in the province, most of it on 
Dayong Hu, Western Dongting, Qianniang Hu, Quyuan, Jinpen, Qianshanhong, 
Chapanzhou, and Beizhouzi farms. A substantial amount of total output also 
came from Hanshou and Liuyang counties, from Shaoyang Municipality, and from 

Shupu, and Huayuan counties. 

(V) Tobacco (including flue-cured and sun-dried tobacco): The province has 
a long history in the growing of tobacco, but most past production was of 
sun-dried tobacco.  It was not until after 1965 that output of flue-cured 
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to tobLIo totaled ?85  000 ^^ ,  * ^  *** "" °f the Pr°vlnCe P^ted 
363 43 *S SM Jn '        mU' °UtpUt t0taled i'220»^ dan.     This was 
1965      In Ml        /erCent !:esPectlvely of the growing area and output for 
]ll'n J?     lmS °f re8lonal distribution,  Linzhou and Lingling prefectures 
in southern Hunan together accounted for 47.83 percent of the total area 
sown to tobacco and for 53.34 percent of total output for the provLce    an 
overwhelming percentage being flue-cured tobacco.    Most of the tobacco'was 
grown ln Guiyang,  Laiyang, Yongxing,  Chenxian, Xintian,  Jianghua    DaoxiaT 
and Dongan counties.     Qianyang Prefecture and the Tujia and Miao'Nationalitv 

tScTin thf °f WeSte- Hunan ** 15.35 percent of the total area sown tl 
ecuallv divSp/wlnCe £* Pr°dUCed n'88 Percent of outPut> which was 
areas we~ 7M v" *lue-CUred and sun-dried tobacco.     Major producing 
areas were Zhijiang,  Xmhuang,  Yuanling,  Longshan, Yongshun,   Sangzhi    and 

18
PT8 COUntieS'     Sha°yang Prefectu- had 8.6l'percLt of the^ovincf's 

SSS Zugang    andeashf ^ **"?" °f °UtpUt' m°St °f * in ^°> 
JÄ:  Si  LinirSiaT Y::nang°thandPLaCeS SUCh aS.Hen^> duced some. *J-Lni:L»  ^ngxiang,  Yuehang, and Liuyang counties also pro- 

III. Animal Husbandry 

rural Dv?ntiCated ^  H°gS *" an imPortant barnyard animal raised in 
Central H^^^ thr°UShout the province, local breeds predominating. 
Central Hunan ls the major area for production of three superior breed hoes 
one of which is Great Enclosure hogs, so named because they are raised wiSi. 

Changsha County. They mature early, fattening as they grow, tolerate coarse 
fodder, are very fecund, and produce both fat and lean meat NinSiane hoes 
originally came from the area along the Liusha He and Caochong in^inSianf 

easily' a?hevroV,
1SO ^T V?"^ ^ *°88'  Th^ ™twe earlj and £tSn 

ten£' £S<?  T *  l0t °f ^ ^  their flesh is finely textured and tender.  Shazilmg hogs are grown around Shaziling in Changcheng in the 
suburbs of Xiangtan and at Hutan Commune.  They mature earlyanl fatten 
readily produce a fairly large number of shoats, are fairly tolerant of 

CaZSll°r      V  r" ?"? a  delicious "«*•  The aforementioned kinds of hogs 
(and particularly the last two) account for a substantial percentage of all 
hogs grown in the province and are fairly widespread. Mos? places in 
Shaoyang Prefecture are in the habit of raising Ningxiang Ws as well as 

ca°Stie:8that°hfShan ^VS* "****<**  h°gS  Because °f th^ JnJ f 1 od calamities that have occurred historically in the lake region of northern 

frSoyurhiLkwi?rieLarefairiycompiex- Locai**ä^S as laoyuan black hogs (also known as Yanquan black hogs) are stronelv 

to foraLl C°aHSe f?dder-  Th6y may be 6ither fed f-sh fodder "'allowed 
built and a"re foeund ITal^ Z™ &  "'^ 8°°d b°dy Sha^>  ^  stu^ily 
of Nan Suntv it  E? , v   "^ COUnties-  In addition, the mottled hogs 
verv iS^V   \la^ regl°n are a fairly 8°od economic type hog.  The 
very mottled hogs, the Zixing old market hogs, and the Shiai Market ho^^nf 
Dongan in southern Hunan are superior provincial hog breeds l£st hogfin 
northwestern Hunan are black hogs, and black hogs f o Luxipu market fre 
famed  Mostly very mottled hogs and a small number of white ho7s  are grown 
in central and southern Hunan.  Mottled hogs from Longtanln Shuju! mottled 
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hogs from Liangsan in Xinhuang and from Dongshan in Suinxng, and black hogs 
from duping in Yuanling also have distinctive features n Simultaneous wxth 
the selective breeding of local superior hog varieties, all jurisdictions 
are also introducing superior breeds such as Yorkshires and Landraces for 
crossbreeding, and are actively engaging in the export of pork. 

In 1979, a total of 37,459,600 head of hogs were raised throughout the 
Province, 40.20 percent of them in central Hunan, 23.03 percent xn western 
Hun!" 20.03 per

P
cent in northern Hunan, «jd 16.74 percent in southern Hunan 

Of the total, 1.1 million head were raised in Nxngxxang, 710,000 to 1 mxllxon 
head in Changsha, Lianyuan, Shaodong, Taoyuan, Wangcheng, Pxngjxang, 
XiaLtan Liuyang, and Lixian counties, 610,000 to 700,000 head xn Changde, 
Xianggang' Hengy^ng, Xinhua, Hengnan Longhui, Qidong -dY^ang countxes, 
510 000 to 600,000 head in Shaoyang, Shuangfeng, Yueyang, Cxlx Jouxxan, 
Qiyang, Liling Xinshao, and Dongkou counties, 410,000 to 500,000 head xn 
AnXif'laojxang, Lingling, Shimen, Chaining, Hanshou, W^^lto?' 
Yuanjiang, Xiangyin, Wugang, Miluo, and Huarong countxes'^^f £ 
400,000 head elsewhere. Hunan Province is a major base in China for produc 
tion of marketable pork, and central Hunan is the major producxng area xn 

the province. 

(II) Plow oxen. Plow oxen are mostly either oxen or water buffaloes water 
buffalo providing most of the animal power in Hunan Province. During the 
early period following liberation, 39 percent of the Pence's more than 
2 33 million head of plow oxen were water buffaloes.  In 1979, 48.8 percent 
of the 3,271,600 plow oxen were water buffaloes. The province s water 
buffalo are fairly rugged, and Category I and II water buffaloes can do a 
lot of work, plowing 4 to 6 mu a day.  Lakeshore water buffaloes are tall 
and able to do a lo? of work. They are one of the province's superxor 
breeds. Mountain and hill region water buffaloes are somewhat second rate 
and those from southern Hunan are quite inferior  Oxen usually do not have 
large bodies and are suited to working in mountain areas  Western Hunan 
oxen are strong and sturdy, and are able to work for fairly long periods of 
Sme  In 197^ draft oxen able to work accounted for 70.71 percent of all 
plow'oxen in the province, each head being responsible for an average of 
about 22 mu of cultivated land, or for 26 mu in northern Hunan, and around 
14 mu in southern and western Hunan.  Each ox in central Hunan ««responsi- 
ble for an amount of land between the northern and southern Hunan figure. 

In addition to oxen, Hunan Province has an estimated 9,811 head of horses 
donkeys, and mules, most of them in Changde Prefecture, which has 36 percent 
of the total number.  The second largest numbers are m Yxyang Yueyang, 
Shaovane and Qianyang prefectures, where they are used for haulxng and as 
drafl atxmSs. AsVthe end of 1979, 876,600 head of sheep and goats were 
in inventory, 99.7 percent of them goats, which were located mostly xn^ 
Changde, Lianyuan, Shaoyang, and Qianyang prefectures, and in the province s 

autonomous zhou. 

(I) Forests: Hunan has a temperate climate and copious rainfall; its soil 

IV. Forests, Tea, Fruit, and Mulberry 

(I) Forests: Hunan has a temperate el   . 
is fertile, and it has many kinds of trees suiting it to the growth of 
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diverse kxnds of forests.  It is one of the main forest regions south of the 
Chang Jiang. Among the eight southern provinces in the "pine, fir and 
miscellaneous other forest region," Hunan Province's forest resources are 
regarded as plentiful. Mostly its forests are timber forests oTpine, fir 
andean bamboo, and special purpose economic forests of tea oil and tung ' 

of6t-^wng °f f°JT  res°urces in each c°^ty ^ terms of four categories 
IL ntil™mOS°  J    ' t6a 0il' End tUng tree res^ves and area as of the end of 1976 is shown in Table 23. 

Table 23. Ranking by County of Timber Reserves in the Whole Province 
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Key: 
a. 

b. 

c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

g- 
h. 
i. 

j- 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
o. 

P- 

Amount of reserves (10,000 
cubic meters) 
Number of counties 
(individual counties) 
Name of county 
Yuanling* 
Suining* 
Huitong* 
Daoxian* 
Jingxian* 
Anhua 
Rucheng 
Zixing 
Lingxian 
Chengbu* 
Jianghua 
Shuangpai 
Liuyang 

q. 
r. 
s. 
t. 
u. 
v. 
w. 
X. 

y. 
z. 

aa. 
ab. 
ac. 
ad. 
ae. 
af. 
ag. 

Qianyang* 
Huaihua, Yongshun 
Shupu, Zhijiang 
Yizhang, Yongxing 
Pingjiang, Guzhang 
Chenxi, Sangzhi 
Liling, Dongkou 
Lanshan, Qiyang 
Xinhuang 
Longshan, Chaling 
Shimen, Cili 
Mayang, Daoxian 
Guidong, Dayong 
Ningyuan, Xinning 
Taoyuan, Xinhua 
Baojing, Shaoyang 
Other counties 

The foregoing table shows a total of 187 million cubic meters of living 
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total forest reserves (63.7 million cubic meters). The 17 counties in the 
middle and upper reaches of four tributaries to the Xiang Jiang, the Xiao, 
Chun, Lai, and Mi rivers together account for 24 percent of the province's 
total forestland area (23,018,000 mu), and for 25 percent of total reserves 
(47,177,000 cubic meters). 

Table 24.  Ranking by County of the Province's Moso Bamboo Reserves 

Reserves 
(10.000 stalks) 

Number of 
counties  

Names of 
counties 

>3,000 

Taoj iang 
Liuyang 
Suining 
Xinhua 
Anhua 

2,000-3,000 

11 

1,000-2,000 

15 

Taoyuan, Dongkou Laiyang, Andong 
Xinyi, Longhui Rucheng, Qianyang 
Hengyang, Chengbu Chaling, Zixing 
Youxian, Xinshao Chenzhou, Lingling 
Lingxian, Huitong Yiyang, Changning 

<1,000 

Other 
counties 

Shuangpai Hengshan Pingjiang, Lanshan 
Lianyuan, Shuangfeng 
Linxiang 

The foregoing table (24) shows the province's principal moso bamboo growing 
area to be a basically pearl-shaped mountain and hill region around central 
Hunan that frequently occurs in conjunction with mountainlands in which a 
weathered stratum of granite, sandy shale, and slate is fairly well developed 
and where there is much rainfall.  The province's moso bamboo area ranks 
fifth in the entire country, and gross output ranks third. 

Table 25. Ranking by County of the Province's Tea Oil Growing Area 

Area >100 80-100 50-80 30-50 <30 
(10,000 mu) 

2 Number of 2 9 21 
counties 

Name of Laiyang Taoyuan Liling, Yongxing Qiyang, Changde Other 

counties Liuyang Pingj iang Changning, Huaihua Zhuzhou, Qianyang coun- 
Shupu, Lingling Chenzhou, Chenxi ties 
Yongshun, Daoxian Zixing, Hengyang 
Hengdong Ningyuan, Yuanling 

Huitong, Chaling 
Lanshan, Guiyang 
Longshan, Linxian 
Dongan, Hanshou 
Youxian, Mayang 

Forty-three counties in the province have a tea oil area of more than 150,000 
mu (as shown in Table 25), most of them in the Xiang Jiang basin and in the 
red soil hill region of the Yuan Shui basin. These counties stand first in 
the country both in terms of area and output. 
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Table 26.  Ranking by County of the Province's Tung Tree Area 

20-40 5-15 1-5 
Area 

(10,000 mu) 
Number of 
counties 

<1 

12 

Name of 
county 

Longshan, Yongshun Luqi, Guzhang Mayang, Fenghuang Other 
Baojing, Shimen Yuanling, Huitong Qianyang, Shupu coun- 
Dayong, Cili      Sangzhi Jishou, Xinhuang  ties 

Lixian, Xinning 
Zhijiang, Chenxi 
Taoyuan, Shaoyang 

The foregoing table (Table 26) shows most of the province's tung trees to be 
in western Hunan, and particularly in northwestern Hunan, where they have 
developed widely in the yellow soil made of limestone and sandy shale mother 
material which generally ranges from neutral to slightly alkaline. This 
soil condition, plus the more than 200 millimeters of precipitation during 
July and August, the period when tung trees are vigorously growing fruit and 
increasing the amount of oil they produce, assures high and consistent tung 
oil yields.  The 10 counties between Longshan and Cili counties contain more 
than 80 percent of the province's total tung oil area.  During the 1950's the 
province produced about 400,000 dan of tun oil annually, making it second 
only to Sichuan and number two in the whole country.  In recent years, annual 
tung oil output has been only around 200,000 dan, and the province has 
dropped to fifth place in the country. 

(lTL TnV    H™an *?,  in the western Part of the country's "tea region south 
of the ChangJiang." Climate in this region is temperate, and much red and 
yellow soil is found in its low mountains and hills and on gentle slopes at 
an_elevation above sea level of less than 1,000 meters.  Such places are 
suited to the growth of tea bushes, which are perennial, have deep root 
systems, and love mildly alkaline soil. The growing of tea in Hunan 
Province began during the Han Dynasty and developed during the Tang and the 
Song reaching its peak during the 1930's. Tea varieties are also numerous 
and varied.  Black tea produced in Anhua, Xinhua, Shimen, Pingjiang, and 
Dongkou counties has been renowned in international markets.  Black tea from 
Anhua, Hanshou, and Ningxiang counties, and aged green tea from Linxiang 
have enjoyed a special market in border regions. Green tea produced in 
Xiangymand Yueyang counties as well as in Guzhang County is flavorful and 
mellow; it sells well in China.  The province mostly produces black tea 
today, plus a certain amount of green tea.  Famous teas from various places 
such as Junshan Yinzhen," "Beigang Maojian," "Gaoqiao Yinfeng," "Xiang 
Boyuan, ^ 'Shaofeng" and "Anhua Songzhen" from Shaoshan, plus "Guzhang 
Maojian,  Jianghua Baimaojian," and "Weishan Maojian" maintain and develop 
their traditional features. 

Most of the province's tea plants are bushy with tight branches, and the 
province has plentiful specie resources. A survey done in 25 counties 
including Anhua and Xinhua showed 98 communities or types. Representative 
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local varieties include Yuntaizhong from Anhua (a substantial number of large 
leafed plants, becoming medium sized leaf communities when introduced to 
other hill regions), bitter tea from Jianghua (small shrubs with large 
leaves), and early tea from Guzhang. Recent years have also witnessed the 
discovery of precious resources such as Chengbudong tea, Lanshan green leaf 
bitter tea, and Rucheng Baimao tea. Research on and use of bitter tea from 
Jianghua has brought the quality of the province's broken black tea up to 
new levels set by the second set of national standards. Newly bred Xiangbo 
green, Gaoqiao early, Zhuye uniform, and Changbo green have their own indi- 
vidual characteristics.  In addition 10 additional tea plant varieties have 
been introduced including Dabai from Fujian, Shuixian from Guangdong, and 
Dayezhong from Yunnan, and the area planted to superior varieties is increas- 

ing. 

Following liberation, tea production in the province experienced a 
renaissance with the planting of tea over different size areas in all the 
counties of the province.  In 1979, the province had 2,511,000 mu of new 
and old tea plantations and produced 1,146,700 dan of tea. This was a 
2.84-fold increase in area and a 2.01-fold increase in output over 1965. 
Thirty-three counties produced more than 5,000 dan of tea annually, and 24 
of them were principal producing areas (with an area of more than 20,000 mu 
and an output of more than 10,000 dan of tea). Tea plantations in these 
counties covered a 1,642,600 mu area and produced 931,000 dan of tea. Thxs 
was 65.42 percent of the area planted to tea in the province and 81.19 per- 
cent of output.  Ranking of these counties in order of their tea output was 
as follows: Linxiang, Anhua, Taojiang, Yiyang, Lianyuan, Ningxiang, Hanshou, 
Shuangfeng, Pingjiang, Dongkou, Liuyang, Xinhua, Xiangyin, Shaodong, Miluo, 
Changsha, Xiangxiang, Yueyang, Taoyuan, Linli, Wugang, Longhui, Changde, and 
Liling.  Secondary producing areas were Youxian, Shupu, Shimen, Yuanlmg, 
Yuanjiang, Xiangtan, Zhuzhou, Chaling, Laiyang, Qiyang, and Lanshan counties, 
counties produced odd lots of tea. 

Hunan's main and secondary tea producing areas are concentrated in the 
central and northern parts of the province, with principal producing areas 
located to the east of the Xuefeng Shan and the Wuling Shan and to the north 
of a line running through Shaoyang, Hengshan, and Youxian. This is partly 
the result of natural conditions such as Anhua County's location in the 
mist-shrouded mountains and hills along the gorges of the lower reaches of 
the Zi Shui. Anhua, together with neighboring counties around it are in the 
center of the area of heavy rainfall in the province. Pingjiang and Liuyang 
are also located in a heavy rainfall area. Linxian gets relatively less 
rainfall, but most of that area has a deep layer of soil developed out of 
weathered shale, which favors growth of tea bushes. Of more importance is 
that tea is a cash plant that is highly marketable. As the people's stan- 
dards of living have risen, their need for tea has increased.  In addition, 
there is no shortage of workforces in tea producing areas; needs for grain 
have been substantially met; there is a tea growing tradition; and avail- 
ability of water and land transportation permits collection and distribution 
of tea. As a result, in recent years tea production has developed very 
rapidly in the hill regions of central and northern Hunan. 
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(Ill) Fruit trees: Hunan Province has abundant fruit tree resources  The 
major citrus producing areas are in the basins and valleys on both sides of 
the Xuefeng Shan, with some production in central, southern, and northern 
Hunan. Baybernes are found throughout southern Hunan, and Jingxian County 
baybernes are a superior variety. Loquats are found throughout north- 
western Hunan  Yuanjiang loquats are an early ripening specie. Chinese 
chestnuts are found mostly in northwestern Hunan. The mountain walnuts of 
southwestern Hunan are famous.  In addition, the province also produces 
persimmons, pears, peaches, sweet and sour plums, and dates. 

i™ ZZinZe  isi°cated in the central Pa" of the sub-tropical citrus grow- 
ti-lt the Srea SUlted to the growinS of cit™s is widespread and 
varieties numerous.  Superior varieties of oranges that have been examined 
Shunn

P^I^     development include: Bingtang oranges, Pushi sweet oranges, 
Shupu sweet oranges, Dahong sweet oranges, Jingxian blood oranges, and 
Shaoyang navel oranges. Delicious superior Wenzhou Mandarin orange 

fr™6.*63 inClUd? la°ShU  N° 1 fr°m L°nghui and chan§sha, and Zhongshu No 1 
from Shaoyang and Hengyang. Other local varieties include southern 
tangerines with few seeds from Yuanjiang, Yongshun sweet tangerines, 
Changsha and Hengnan honey oranges, kumquats from Lanshan and Liuyang, 
Anjiang pomelos chrysanthemum shaped heart pomelos from Dayong, and sweet 
pomelos from Cili, all of which are fairly well known. 

Fruit production in the province emphasizes citrus, and a large area is 
planted to citrus fruit. In 1979 citrus orchards covered 848,400 mu or 
74.5 percent of the total orchard area, up 8.27-fold from 1965.  In 1979 

ÄoT 1'229'T dSn' °r ab°Ut 52'2 Percent °f total f-it outline 440,000 dan «ore than in 1975.  Currently 97 percent of all counties (or 
municipalities) are developing citrus production to varying degrees.  In 
Vnnn A    

C°U^ies (and municipalities) had a citrus output of more than 
-$,000 dan.  Those with an output of from 10,000 to 100,000 dan included 
Liyang, Wugang, Xinning, Xinhua, Xinshao, Shaodong, Daoxian, Qianyang, 
S1: Lla«y™*>   Shaoyang, Hengshan, Hengdong, Hengnan, Zhuzhou, Shimen, 
llT^'J "et  Ll?gling' Dongan> Ji^gyong, Qiyang, and Shupu counties, 
itZ  fnn nnn'/  8Sha' and Zhuzh°U cities- Those with an output of more 
than 100,000 dan were concentrated mostly in the Yuanjiang, Dongkou, and 
Shaoyang City area, and accounted for one-third of the province's total 
output.  This demonstrates a basic wide area distribution with concentration 

develop area*     areSS are expandln§' and old areas are steadily 

(IV)  Silkworm mulberry: Formerly a considerable amount of silkworm mul- 
berry was grown on lake plains, but expansion to Xiangtan Prefecture and 
to other counties occurred subsequently.  The growing of silkworm mulberry 
is not generally concentrated in particular areas, but rather rises and 

llilSn*S A    J^7n^  °f fam CropS exPands- After 1962 mulberry groves 

7 800" LZn al45'°?o7r 6aCh yeSr and °UtpUt °f Silkworm coco°n* 'as around 7 800 dan.  Since 1972, output has averaged 9,000 dan annually.  In 1979, 

outout wn%
8™nT are^°f the Pr°VinCe t0taled 127>400 mu and co-°°n output was 32,300 dan.  This was a 7.24-fold increase in the mulberry grow- 

ing area, and a 5.43-fold increase in cocoon output that surpassed the 
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all-time record since liberation.  In the same year, 14 lake counties 
accounted for 30 percent of the mulberry grove area and for 42 percent of 
cocoon output. Eight counties produced more than 1,000 dan of cocoons. 
They were Yueyang, Huarong, Changde, Lixian, Xiantan, Xiangxiang, Liuyang, 
and Chaling. Huarong's output was more than 5,000 dan.  Seven counties in 
Xiangtan Prefecture accounted for 36.2 percent of the province's mulberry 
grove area and for 34.4 percent of its cocoon output. Xiangtan, Xiangxiang, 
Liuyang, and Chaling counties each produced more than 1,000 dan of cocoons, 
with Liuyang County producing more than 4,000 dan. 

V. Aquatic Products 

Hunan Province has fairly plentiful aquatic products.  Surveys show a total 
of more than 165 species of fish in Dongting Hu and parts of the Xiang, Zi, 
Yuan, and Li rivers.  There are more than 20 types of principal economic 
fish species including black carp [Mylopharyngodon piceus], grass carp 
[Ctenopharyngodon idellus], silver carp, variegated carp, common carp 
[Cyprinus carpio], crucian carp, bream, Chinese whitefish, Xenocypris 
argentea, minnow fish [Elopichthys bambusa], catfish, long-tailed anchovies, 
and whitebait.  In addition, the province produces rare fish such as Chinese 
paddlefish, A. sinensis, hilsa herring, and Mandarin fish, and valuable 
aquatic animals such as black finless porpoise, giant salamander, and 
Lipotis vexillifer. 

The Dongting Hu system is well developed with numerous river mouths. It is 
crisscrossed by streams, and grass covered sandbar islets abound.  Each 
spring and summer the lake's waters rise and large numbers of parent fish 
from rivers and lakes congregate around the grassy islets and at the mouths 
of rivers for breeding, making this the largest fish breeding ground in the 
province.  The time for catching fish each year (March-May) is called the 
"spring flood," and it has been during this period in recent years that a 
large percentage of total catches for the year have been taken, as for 
example 13 percent for Yueyang County, 30 percent for Yuanjiang County, and 
30 percent for Hanshou County.  Since the soil on the lake islets is fertile, 
reeds and aquatic grasses proliferate, and food organisms are abundant. 
Once the waters rise during spring and summer, the lake islets are drowned. 
Not only do young fish bred in the lake congregate to feed here, but also a 
considerable number of young fish that reproduce in the Chang Jiang and the 
four rivers also migrate into the lake to feed and fatten. Consequently 
Dongting Hu is one of the main feeding lakes for young economic fish in the 
Chang Jiang Basin. This period for catching fish each year (June-August) 
is termed the "high water." Volume of catches taken during this period in 
recent years as a percentage of catches for the total year amounted to 53.4 
percent for Yueyang County, 20 percent for Yuanjiang County, and 15 percent 
for Hanshou County. Once autumn arrives (September-November), the lake 
waters gradually recede and the weather gradually turns cold. Migratory 
river and lake fish leave the lake to return to rivers as the waters recede. 
The permanent fish inhabitants of the lake gradually go into deep parts of 
the lake or into deep parts of rivers to overwinter.  This period for 
catching fish each year (September-November) is termed "falling firewood." 
Catches during this period as a percentage of the annual total have been 
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25.4 percent for Yueyang County, 25 percent for Yuanjiang County, and 20 per- 
cent for Hanshou County. The catching of fish during the period when they 
have submerged to overwinter is termed "winter catch" (December till February 
of the following year). Catches taken during this period in recent years as 
a percentage of the annual total have been 25.4 percent for Yueyang County 
25 percent for Yuanjiang County, and 20 percent for Hanshou County. Formerly 
the basins of the four rivers also produced many kinds of fish, as for exam- 
ple the Xiang Jiang's prolific production over the years of silver carp, 
variegated carp, grass carp, black carp, bream, common carp, Xenocypris' 
argentea, and minnow fish. These rivers also provide fine environmental 
conditions in river beds for spawning and reproduction. For various reasons, 
very great changes have taken place in the province's resources. A look at 
volume of catches, volume of fry caught, and kinds of fish caught shows 
a trend toward decline in a curve.  In recent years, all jurisdictions have 
used inland lakes, reservoirs, and ponds for the breeding of domesticated 
fish, with development being fairly rapid in the lake region and along the 
banks of the Xiang Jiang. 

Table 27.  Table Showing Growth of Fish Rearing by Years 

*p 
(a) 

to 
(b) 

. at * * w 
(c)      & T                   ft OTffl) 

(d)*           tt le)Ä*i *   * (f )£ &  ]*(.%) 

1949 86.8 15.84 18.2 

1957 225.20 238.70 163.70 68.2 

1965 364.17 163.11 108.71 66.C 

1971 385.47 181.32 138.74 76.5 

1975 403.04 - 208.16 176.46 84.6 

1979 397.29 260.61 227.77 87.4 

Key: 
a. 
b. 

c. 

Year 
Water surface breeding area 
(10,000 mu) 
Fish output (10,000 dan) 

d. Total 
e. Inelud ing: breed ing 
f. Percentage of fish output 

Total fish output shown in the foregoing table (27) includes both catches 
and breeding for the purposes of comparison.  Over the years Hengyang 
Prefecture has held first place in volume of breeding, followed by counties 
around the lake region.  In 1979, output from fish breeding was 2,277,700 
dan, and the ranking of prefectures was as follows: Hengyang 20.2 percent 
Changde 13 percent, Yueyang 12 percent, Xiangtan 9.36 percent, Yiyang 8.96' 
percent, and Shaoyang 4.37 percent. All other places produced relatively 
little. J 

Aquatic plants and animals other than fish are also very plentiful.  Shell- 
fish number more than 40 species including triangular fan clams [0005 6037 
1581 5738], wrinkled guan clams [4126 4773 0385 5738], and liuli clams 
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[4058 7787 5738], most of which are found in the lake region.  Snail varie- 
ties are numerous and are found over a very wide area.  Common shrimp 
varieties include marsh shrimp [3113 5802] and long arm shrimp [7022 5242 
5802], most of them being produced in the Dongting Hu region. Also produced 
are some valuable aquatic animals such as western Hunan salamanders, Dongting 
Hu white finless porpoises, black finless porpoises, tortoises, and soft 
shelled turtles. Aquatic plants of appreciable economic value include lotus, 
water chestnuts, Gorgon fruit, arrowhead, mat grass, cattails, and rushes. 
Rushes are found all over the Dongting Hu region, and rushes grow particu- 
larly thickly at Piaowei, Beizhou, and Jianxin on eastern Dongting Hu and 
outside Chunshan farm, as well as at Dawan and Laogang. 

3.  Striking Lack of Diversification in Structure of Agricultural Economy 

All sectors of the province's agriculture as well as an overwhelming majority 
of its elements have developed to different degrees. Proportional output 
value of all agricultural sectors during the past 10 years has been as 
follows: relative stability in the farming industry, increases in animal 
husbandry, lessening in forestry and sideline occupations, and fluctuation 
in the fishing industry. Farming has held prime position with forestry 
bringing up the rear, a gap existing between the two.  (Table 28) 

Table 28.  Structure of Output Value of All Agricultural Sectors in the 
Province 

(a) 
m       si 

1949^ 1965*? 1971^ 1973^ 1975^ 1979*F 

(%) 
1&k 

Cfc7D> <fc5c> 
At) 
(%) <£5E> 

(b) &&&rm 15.84 100 32.51 100 63.77 100 74.07 100 80.16 100 94.16 100 

(c) *       ± 12.05 76.07 21.07 64.81 43.42 68.09 50.48 68.15 54.41 67.88 65.47 69.53 

(d) #      & 0.24 1.52 1.31 4.03 2.72 4.26 2.77 3.74 2.86 3.57 3.13 3.33 

(a) «c          ik 1.42 8.96 4.42 13.60 9.18 14.40 10.93 14.86 11.64 14.52 14.26 J15.15 

(f) fi'J                $L 2.10 13.26 5.31 16.33 7.92 12.42 9.32 12.58 10.61  |13.23 10.52  .11.17 

(g) Ü                Jfc 0.03 0.19 0.40 1.23 0.53 0.83 0.57 0.77 0.64  | 0.80 0.77 1 0.82 
1 

Key: 
a. 
b. 

c. 
d. 
e. 

Category 
Gross output value of 
agriculture 
Farming 
Forestry 
Animal husbandry 

f. Sideline occupations 
g. Fishing industry 
h. Output value (100 million yuan) 
i. Percentage 

I. Output Value of Farming in Which Grain Production Predominates 

The province's farming industry includes the growing of grain crops, soy- 
beans, cash crops, vegetables and melons, and green manure, plus production 
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of other farm crops, which take up all cultivated land and more than 95 per- 
cent of the province's workforces. Farming accounts for more than 65 percent 
of the total output value of agriculture. 

The dominance of paddy rice in the farming industry, with dryland grain pro- 
duction being ancillary, has existed for a long time everywhere in the 
province.  Thus, not only is paddy rice production the mainstay in the out- 
put value of the farming industry, it also holds a crucial position in the 
gross output value of agriculture as a whole.  Since liberation, the ratio 
of grain crops to gross output value of agriculture has been as follows: 
During the 1950»s (1950-1959), an average 48.8 percent; during the 1960's 
(1960-1969), 45.74 percent; and since the 1970's (1970-1975), 49.5 percent. 
Paddy rice has been prominent in the output value of grain crops. For 
example, in 1974 and in 1979 grain crops accounted respectively for 51.41 
percent and 53.78 percent of gross output value of agriculture, with paddy 
rice accounting for 39.65 and 48.48 percent respectively. 

Output value of crops other than grain has also increased and changed in 
varying degrees.  Cash crops as a percentage of the farming industry and 
of the gross output value of agriculture averaged 3.17 percent during the 
1950's, 4.17 percent during the 1960's, and an average 4.57 percent since 
the 1970's, and during the 2 years 1974 and 1975 they averaged 5.16 percent 
of the gross output value of agriculture.  This included 3.02 percent for 
cotton, with the percentage for other similar crops being substantially 
close during the past 2 years. Average value as a percentage of the gross 
output value of agriculture was 0.44 percent for soybeans, 5.78 percent for 
vegetables and melons, 3.7 percent for green manure, 1.18 percent for tea, 
mulberry, and fruit combined, and 0.04 percent for other crops. 

In 1979 the farming industry accounted for 69.53 percent of the gross output 
value of agriculture.  This included 53.16 percent for grain crops and 16.37 
percent for other crops, demonstrating the commanding position of grain pro- 
duction in agriculture and the lack of diversification of the economic 
structure. 

II.  Output Value of Animal Husbandry Dominated by Hog Production 

Up until 1964, the province's animal husbandry industry accounted annually 
for about 11 percent of the gross output value of agriculture.  Thereafter, 
it was around 13 percent, holding third place.  After 1972, it rose to 
second place.  In 1979, the animal husbandry industry accounted for 14.26 
percent of gross output value, with livestock accounting for 12.57 percent 
and poultry for 0.91 percent.  Output value of live poultry and livestock 
was 1.52 percent, and raising of other animals accounted for 0.15 percent. 

Livestock raising has formed the bulk of the animal husbandry industry over 
the years, the raising of oxen and other large draft animals predominating, 
and the numbers of sheep and goats not amounting to much. However, hog pro- 
duction has been appreciable, has developed rapidly, and marketable amounts 
have been substantial. Up until 1968, the province produced fewer than 20 
million hogs a year, but after 1968 the number rose to between 20 and 30 
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million, and the number of fattened hogs removed from inventory rose year 
by year as well.  During the 5-year period 1966-1970, an average 8.66 million 
head were removed from inventory annually, the state annually purchasing 
more than 4.9 million head or 56.58 percent of the total. Between 1971 and 
1979, the state annually purchased an average 8.59 million head, which was 
64.6 percent of the average 13.3 million head removed from inventory during 
the same period.  This provides a general idea of the importance of hog 
production in the gross output value of animal husbandry, and is also closely 
related to the province's advances in grain production. 

III. Output Value of Sideline Occupations, Principally Brigade Operated 
Enterprises 

Rural sideline occupations are of numerous kinds in Hunan Province and 
include mostly gathering, hunting and fishing, plaiting, processing of 
agricultural sideline products, excavating, operation of kilns, construc- 
tion, and hauling. Output value from these occupations has been equal to 
or slightly ahead of that of the animal husbandry industry in the gross 
output value of agriculture over the years, taking third place in the 
province since 1973. 

In 1979, sideline occupations accounted for 11.17 percent of the gross out- 
put value of agriculture.  This included 3.05 percent from gathering, 0.01 
percent from the hunting and catching of wild animals and wild birds, and 
8.12 percent from production brigade and production team sideline occupa- 
tions, demonstrating that commune and brigade enterprises are rising and 
developing. 

IV. Output Value of Forestry Consisting Primarily of Timber and Bamboo 
Production 

Following liberation, during the period 1950 to 1979 the province's output 
of timber products amounted to a cumulative 64.59 million cubic meters. 
Output of marketable moso bamboo was 36.38 million stalks, of rosin 414,200 
tons, of tea oil 22,645,000 dan, and of tung oil 8,513,200 dan. The province 
ranked first and third respectively in the country in output of tea oil and 
moso bamboo.  During the 30 years between 1950 and 1979, the province pro- 
vided the country with more than 62 million cubic meters of timber, more 
than 3 billion stalks of nan bamboo, more than 22 million dan of tea oil, 
and 8.1 million dan of tung oil, and supplied other forest sideline products 
as well. 

Despite a general inventorying of the province's forest resources following 
liberation, failure to set up resource management files and lack of periodic 
re-surveys meant that after a certain period of time, figures for growth 
and decline of resources and for the barren mountain area became no longer 
certain.  Coniferous forests account for 87 percent of the province's 
existing forest resources, with masson pine area and reserves accounting for 
half of all timber forests.  Furthermore, there are numerous forests of 
single kinds of trees, but few mixed forests, and damage from diseases and 
insect pests is serious.  In a considerable number of places, once forests 
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have been felled there has been no prompt replacement of them, and a consid- 
erable area of economic forests such as tea oil and tung tree forests should 
be restored in a rational way.  In addition, the timber utilization rate is 
fairly low and waste serious. Despite a rise in output of timber, with 
steady development of the national economy, the conflict between supply and 
demand has become increasingly prominent. Overall, forestry is a weak link. 
Output value of forestry as a percentage of gross output value of agricul- 
ture over the years was less than 2 percent each year up until 1970.  Since 
the 1970's, it has been a general 2 to 3 percent. In 1979, it was 3.33 per- 
cent for the country as a whole.  Output value of forestry as a percentage 
of the gross output value of agriculture in various prefectures was as 
follows: 7.66 percent for Qianyang, 6.74 percent for the western Hunan 
autonomous zhou, 6.26 percent for Chenzhou, and 5.7 percent for Lingling. 
For all prefectures and cities in northern and central Hunan, it was less 
than the average output value for the province as a whole. 

V. Output Value of the Fishing Industry in Which Breeding Is Dominant 

Under guidance of a program of "taking breeding as the key link with simul- 
taneous emphasis on breeding and catching," the province's aquatic products 
production has expanded rapidly since liberation. This has been reflected 
in a year by year rise in outputs from breeding, and a trend toward decline 
in the curve showing output from catches.  During the 1950's (1950-1959), 
aquatic products output averaged 1,553,800 dan annually, 56.4 percent of' 
which was from breeding and 43.6 percent of which was catches.  During the 
1960's (1960-1969), annual output averaged 1,552,000 dan, 59.4 percent from 
breeding, and 40.6 percent from catches.  During the 1970's (1970-1979), 
annual output averaged 2,079,800 dan, 80.3 percent from breeding and 19.'-7 
percent from catches.  Comparison of the 1970's with the 1960's and 1950's 
shows incremental increases in output from breeding to have been 81.2 and 
90.6 percent respectively, and decreases in output from catches to have 
been 35.1 and 39.6 percent respectively.  Thus, despite year by year 
increases in output from breeding, as a result of substantial decline in 
output from catches, the province's gross fish output was not very con- 
sistent and rose only slowly.  Average annual output for the 1970's was 
33.8 percent greater than in the 1950's and 34 percent greater than in the 
1960's. 

The province's freshwater area amounts to only 6.44 percent of total land 
area, and natural lakes are rapidly becoming silted and smaller.  In addi- 
txon, water project construction on waterways entering lakes has caused the 
flow of water to be interrupted or polluted, with the result that very great 
changes have taken place in fish resources.  Output from catches shows a 
trend toward decline. At the present time, the utilization rate for water 
surfaces that could be stocked with fish is fairly low, and a complete 
scientific management system is lacking.  Output from breeding has yet to 
reach the levels it should, with the result that the fishing industry has 
accounted for the smallest percentage of the gross output value of agricul- 
ture, and there have been fairly great fluctuations.  Except for 1959, when 
fishing industry output value reached a 2.07 percent high, in every other 
year since liberation, the average percentage has been lower than this. 
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During the 9-year period between 1949 and 1957, it did not reach 1.0 percent 
and averaged 0.36 percent. Production of fresh fish during the 11 years 
between 1958 and 1968 totaled 12,406,800 dan.  In addition to quantities 
otherwise disposed of, the state purchased 3,959,900 dan during the same 
period for a marketable rate of about 32.0 percent, and the fishing industry 
provided 1.41 percent of the gross output value of agriculture.  In the 6 
years from 1969-1974, a total of 7,888,600 dan of fresh fish were produced, 
of which the state purchased 2.1 million dan for a marketable rate of 26.62 
percent and the fishing industry provided an average 0.8 percent to the 
gross output value of agriculture.  In 1975 the percent contribution to 
gross output value of agriculture by the fishing industry in individual 
prefectures was as follows: Yueyang, 1.8 percent; Hengyang, 1.44 percent; 
Yiyang, 1.02 percent; Changsha City, 0.98 percent; and all other prefec- 
tures and cities in the province less than the average for the province. 
In 1979, the province's fishing industry amounted to only 0.82 percent of 
the gross output value of agriculture. 

4.  Expansion of Production Produces Curve Rise 

Since the founding of the nation, the province's agricultural production has 
steadily moved forward with a 494 percent rise in the province's gross output 
value of agriculture for 1979 versus 1949, or an average annual 6.1 percent 
increase.  Gross output value of agriculture for 1979 versus 1965 was 189.63 
percent, an average annual increase of 3.6 percent.  (Table 29) 

Table 29.  Speed of Development of Individual Agricultural Sectors for the 
Whole Province 

1949*f- -l?79*p 1965^—1979^ 

(a)&   «   *■ % (bf & m *<>o (c)Ä    65    S?     %     ( b)« * *(%> 

(d)  & & & r «t 594.44 6.1 289.63 7.9 

(e)   £*. * & 543.32 5.8 310.73 8.4 

(f)      .     * ± 1304.17 8.9 238.93 6.4 

(g)             * ill 1004.23 8.0 322.62" 8.7 

(h)             Si Jk 500.95 5.5 198.12 5.0 

(i)             » ± 2566.67 11.8 192.50 .   .   4.8 

Key: 
a. Percent of 1949 e 
b. Annual rate of increase  (%) f 
c. Percent of 1965 g 
d. Gross output value of agri- h 

culture i 

Inelud ing: Farming 
Forestry 
Animal husbandry 
Sideline occupations 
Fishing industry 

Speed of development of four major representative items in the farming indus- 
try and the livestock raising industry, namely grain, edible oil, cotton, 
and hogs, as well as development of commune and brigade enterprises is 
summarized below as follows: 
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Grain production.  During the 20 years between 1950 and 1970, grain output 
averaged more than 21 billion jin per year including 1960 and 1961 when it 
declined for 2 years as a result of temporary difficulties.  In 1971, it 
suddenly began to break the 30 billion jin mark.  In 1979, it reached 44.363 
billion jin, which was a 348 percent increase over 1949 for an average annual 
4.2 percent rate of increase. Grain yields per unit of area were 1,011 jin 
in 1979, which was 2.6 times greater than in 1949, and more than the propor- 
tional growth in gross output of grain. The situation in grain output per 
capita was as follows: 849 jin in 1979, versus 427 jin in 1949 for a 98.8 
percent increase, or an average 422 jin per capita.  Since the 1970's, 
commune and brigade reserves for the province as a whole have increased to 
more than 3 billion jin from the somewhat more than 1 billion jin at the 
outset.  Contributions to the state amount to more than 5.75 billion jin 
annually.  In 1979, the province provided 8.225 billion jin, or 18.5 percent 
of total output.  Between 1970 and 1979, the province's grain output 
increased 5.5 percent annually making Hunan one of seven provinces with a 
fairly rapid speed of development. During the 2 years 1978 and 1979, gross 
output climbed to 41.7 billion jin and 44.3 billion jin respectively.  This 
was a yield of more than 1,000 jin per mu of cultivated land. 

(b)   rtiMi 

•WMtlH) 

ms   mz mu 

Figure 13.  Curve Graph Showing Area Planted and Gross Output of Grain in 
the Province Over the Years 

Key: 
a. Area sown (10,000 mu) 
b. Output (100 million jin) 

Because of the large amount of rain that falls during the sowing and sprout- 
ing seasons, plus the lack of flat land in the province, Hunan Province's 
cotton production cannot compare with that of cotton growing areas north of 
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the Chang Jiang.  However, comparison of the period before and after libera- 
tion shows two great changes as having taken place as follows: One was a 
rapid speed of development, and the other was relative concentration.  The 
lower reaches of the four rivers and the lake plain in northern Hunan 
developed into fairly large area commodity cotton growing regions in the 
province. Many counties in central Hunan's hill and basin lands increased 
their cotton growing areas while many counties in southern and western Hunan 
curtailed their cotton output.  In order to assure a certain cotton growing 
area and total output for the province, as well as in order to foster local 
production for self-sufficiency, when faced to a certain extent with the 
necessity to plant in scattered places everywhere, the tendency was to grad- 
ually concentrate production from around the edges of the province to the 
central and northern parts of it, and particularly to concentrate it grad- 
ually in each of the counties around the lakes. 
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Figure 14. Curve Graph Showing Area Sown, Output and Amount of State 
Procurement of Cotton Over the Years in the Province 

Key: 
a. Area sown (10,000 mu) c. 
b. Gross output and amount of state    d. 

procurement (10,000 dan) 

Area sown 
Gross output 

In the process of expanding cotton production, wavelike ups and downs occur- 
red.  In 1951, 2.39 million mu were sown to cotton, and output totaled 
586,000 dan to beat the all-time high pre-liberation record year of 1941. 
From this time forward up until the early 1960's, only an average 1.3 
million mu was planted each year, for an output of about 400,000 dan. Later 
on remarkable growth took place, and during the last several years, in par- 
ticular, output has increased fairly rapidly.  Despite a reduction in the 
area planted in 1975, output remained about the same as in 1974 totaling 
1.9 million dan, which was double the 1965 output for an annual 6.6 percent 
increase. That year yields of ginned cotton averaged 68 jin per mu for the 
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province as a whole, and in 128 communes in 9 counties (or towns), yields 
were greater than 100 jin per mu providing the country with 1,676,300 dan, 
or 88.2 percent of gross output.  In 1979, a 2,412,300 mu area of the 
province was planted to cotton, 360,000 mu less than in 1975, yet gross out- 
put reached 1,874,400 dan. Acting on the basis of the principle of "suiting 
general methods to local situations for appropriate concentration," during 
the spring of 1980 both the province and prefectures readjusted some of their 
cottonfield patterns.  The cotton growing area of Changde and Yueyang prefec- 
tures increased by 340,000 mu, and 315,000 mu of scattered, low yield cotton 
growing areas were no longer used for cotton.  For some time to come, the 
province's cottonfield area will remain stable at 2.5 million mu, output 
being increased mostly by increasing yields per unit of area. 

The area sown to oil-bearing crops was increased to 4,201,800 mu in 1958. 
Prior to and subsequent to this time, the area was less than this figure and 
fluctuated around it. Maximum output of various kinds of oil-bearing crops 
was as follows: an increase in output of rapeseed from 1.36 million dan in 
1977 to 4,574,000 dan in 1979. Peanut output was 1,235,500 dan in 1969 and 
sesame output was 219,800 dan in 1979.  The years of maximum output for 
these two crops occurred after the close of the 1960's. Rapeseed accounted 
for the greatest percentage of the three oil-bearing crops in both area 
planted and gross output (Figure 15).  Between 1966 and 1970, for example, 
rapeseed accounted for more than 75 percent of the total area sown to oil- 
bearing crops, and reached 83 percent in 1979, when output was 80 percent of 
gross output of oil-bearing crops.  Furthermore, peanuts and sesame seeds 
were used mostly as nonstaple foods while rapeseed accounted for about 22 
percent of the edible vegetable oil used in the province.  Since the 1970's, 
attention has been devoted to expanding the rapeseed growing area and raising 
output.  In 1979, gross output of rapeseed totaled 4,574,000 dan, the all- 
time high and a 168.9 percent increase over 1965.  The overall situation in 
development of edible vegetable oil (including tea oil, rapeseed oil, peanut 
oil, sesame oil, and cotton seed oil) was a gross output of 2,793,100 dan in 
1975, which was 234 percent more than in 1949, or an average 3.3 percent 
annual increase.  In 1975, 479,500 dan of edible oil was contributed to the 
state, more than half the gross output of 1949. 

Hog production has developed fairly rapidly.  During the 3 years prior to 
1966, hog raising averaged less than 16 million head per year.  Thereafter, 
the yearly average was more than 20 million head.  During the 3-year period 
1975-1977, it held at around 30 million head.  Feeding of hogs and grain 
production are closely linked in Hunan Province.  Comparison of Figure 13 
with Figure 16 shows the rise and fall of curves on both to be substan- 
tially identical.  To some degree this reflects the mutual relationship 
between supply and demand and a chain relationship.  For example, in 1974, 
1.828 billion jin of feed grain was used mostly for hog raising.  Estimates 
based on the number of head of larger livestock animals, hogs, sheep and 
goats in the province during 1975 show an output of more than 181.9 billion 
jin of all kinds of manure for the year, hog manure accounting for 76 percent 
of it.  In addition, most areas are in the habit of spreading straw as bed- 
ding for pens, which produces barnyard manure that can provide large quanti- 
ties of organic fertilizer to fields. The 33 counties (or municipalities) in 
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Key: 
a. Area sown (10,000 mu) 
b. Gross output (10,000 dan) 
c. Area sown to oil-bearing crops 
d. Area sown to rapeseed 
e. Gross output of rapeseed 

Figure 15.  Curve Graph Showing Area Sown to Oil-Bearing Crops, Area Sown to 
Rapeseed, and Gross Output of Rapeseed for the Province 
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Figure 16. Curve Graph Showing Figures for Hogs Grown, Numbers in Inventory, 
and Number Removed From Inventory Over the Years for the Province 
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the province that produced grain yields of from 900 to 1,100 jin per mu in 
1975 raised an average 0.7 head of hogs per mu or as many as more than 1.5 
head per mu.  For 4 years in a row, Ningxiang County had "one hog for each 
person, and in 1974 it had "one hog per mu." Total grain output for that 
county m 1975 was 59 percent higher than in 1965 and 24 percent higher than 
xn 1970, while the number of hogs being raised increased 1.8-fold over 1965 
This shows an objective law of more grain-more hogs, more manure-more grain. 
This has been clearly demonstrated in the development of Hunan Province's 
agricultural production.  In 1975 the province raised a total of 31,018,800 
hogs, 78 percent more than in 1965 for an annual 5.9 percent rate of 
increase, an average 0.6 head per mu, and an average 3.7 head per household. 
Eleven counties (or cities) had either one hog per person or one hog per mu. 
During the 2-year period 1978-1979, the number of hogs being raised rose 
respectively to 33,632,600 and 37,460,000 head. 

Commune and brigade enterprises have developed very rapidly since 1970. 
Income from commune and brigade enterprises throughout the province has 
increased by more than 30 percent annually.  In 1976, all people's communes 
and more than 96 percent of production brigades in the province operated a 
total of more than 126,000 commune and brigade enterprises (a 17-fold 
increase over 1958) for annual earnings of 1.5 billion yuan (a 26-fold 
increase over 1965), and accounting for 20 percent of gross earnings for 
the three-level commune system. Development of commune and brigade enter- 
prises has played a fine role in making full use of natural resources, in 
improving the small-scale agricultural economy, in promoting the mechaniza- 
*°?oS« agriculture, and in making the rural economy thrive. As of the end 

of 1979, the province had a total of 126,500 commune and brigade enterprises 
with earnings of more than 2.84 billion yuan or more than 33 percent of 
people s commune gross earnings. 

To summarize the foregoing, what are the several major problems existing 
today in Hunan Province's agricultural production? 

(1) Not Wholly Sensible Pattern of Agricultural Production 

Hunan Province has a diversified and all-around agriculture made up of farm- 
ing, forestry, animal husbandry, sideline occupations, and the fishing 
industry.  In an overall sense it is "large and all-embracing," not lacking 
in any particular. Most communes in every prefecture and county are also 
small and all-embracing," having everything. How to properly plan the 

relationship between unified planning, and to suit overall methods to 
specific situations in accordance with local realities and to properly 
centralize the relationship between commodity production and production for 
self-sufficiency in all jurisdictions is still being explored. 

Hunan Province is a major grain producing region south of the Chang Jiang 
in which paddy rice predominates; it bears responsibility both for self- 
sufficiency in food and for commodity production. However, for a long time 
attention has been devoted to grain to the neglect of everything else.  In 
various different places, grain has elbowed forestry aside in some cases and 
forests have been destroyed to clear the land for farming.  In some cases, 
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the growing of grain has put pressure on the fishing industry as lakes have 
been reclaimed for the transplanting of rice seedlings.  It has not been 
possible to take full advantage of the land or to use materials to the full. 
Economic diversification has proceeded slowly while grain has not been in 
plentiful supply either.  Since the middle of the 1960's, more than 75 per- 
cent of the total wetland area has grown two crops of paddy, and within a 
fairly short period of time this practice has been ill-advisedly spread^ 
without regard for the region or conditions. Practice attests that it is 
better to grow one crop rather than two crops in high, cold mountain regions, 
and two crops do better than three in low-lying wet fields. Most places pay 
scant attention to dryland grain production or production of spring grain. 
They do not watch wetland and dryland crop rotation, or a combination of use 
and nurture of the land.  There are very great variations from place to place 
in the farming system and planning of varieties to be grown. Farming methods 
go in and out of vogue, and there is equivocation.  Since things are done 
without regard for objective laws, the natural environment's ecological bal- 
ance has been destroyed, and the inherent relationship among individual agri- 
cultural sectors has been hurt giving rise to a series of vicious cycles. 
Some places not only use scarce mountain forests for firewood and eat scarce 
fish from nearby waters, but even have low standards for their grain rations, 
producing it at a high cost, gaining few real benefits.  During the 1960 s, 
production costs in the province amounted to about 25 percent of agricultural 
expenses; during the 1970's, the amount rose to more than 30 percent. In 
1975 average grain yields per mu of cultivated land and average per capita 
grain output increased by 85 jin and 13 jin respectively as compared with^ 
1971; however, grain and net income per capita conversely dropped by 18 jin 
and 6.10 yuan respectively.  Even though numerous communes and brigades 
increased output, they did not raise earnings.  In 1976, Hunan Province 
stood fourth in the country in total grain output and sixth in its contribu- 
tion of grain to the country; however, it stood 19th in average per capita 
earnings distributions. 

Cash crops currently account for only between 6 and 7 percent of the total 
planted area, and they are grown in relatively concentrated places, but some 
are very dispersed. Within the same major production area, a situation of 
disarray and confusion exists.  In 1975, cotton was grown in 101 counties 
and cities in the province for yields averaging 68 jin per mu. Maximum 
yields of 144 jin per mu came from Anxian County in the lake region, and 
minimum yields of only 16 jin per mu came from Huayuan County in western 
Hunan, a nine-fold difference between highest and lowest. Taoyuan, one of 
the cotton production base counties in northern Hunan, planned a 162,000 mu 
cottonfield area for 1978 scattered over 60 communes and 95 percent of 
production brigades and production teams in every county where natural con- 
ditions varied.  In some cases the area actually planned exceeded plan one or 
two fold.  Some places suitable for the growing of hemp had to grow cotton. 
Cotton yields averaged between 20 and 40 jin per mu.  In 1978, with the 
exception of Changde, Yiyang, and Yueyang prefectures where cottonfields 
were fairly concentrated, dispersed cotton growing areas accounted for 31.8 
percent of the total cotton growing area but for only 22.5 percent of out- 
put, and total amount of state procurement was only 18.3 percent.  During 
spring 1980, the province reduced some of the low yield cotton growing area 
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in mountain and hill regions, and increased the growing of cotton in the lake 
region of the northern part of the province by more than 300,000 mu.  Some 
counties also readjusted their cottonfield patterns. This worked well in 
increasing cotton output.  There are an additional 500,000 to 600,000 mu of 
dispersed low-yield cottonfields throughout the province awaiting gradual 
readjustment in the future. 

!" the development of forests, some problems exist in forest regions by lack 
of a clear-cut orientation and inability to suit particular trees to particu- 
lar kinds of land. Mang Shan in southern Hunan is one of the province's 

3^deCidUOUS fores^ areas' For a time in the past, some of the mountain 
forests were cut^ with fir, pine or other tree varieties being planted to 
replace them  The long established primeval forest ecological balance was 
thus destroyed in these areas, and this clearly gave rise to a shortage of 
water resources in mountain ravines, and some work zones even had trouble 
getting drinking water. The red hill region of central Hunan is a land of 
tea oil and tea.  It is also suited to quick growing tree species such as 
masson pine as well as to some oil producing trees, firewood forests, and 
fertilizer forests.  But some places have used the hills for the planting 
of large tracts of nothing but fir forests, and the amount of labor used 
during the early stages was more than 10 times as much as is required to 
£?o «• " ?;n ™untain regions.  The total biomass of fir trees near mature 
forests is half as great as that of fir trees of the same age in mountain 
regions.  The percentage of biömass of dried fir timber from hills is low 
but the percentage of stem and leaf biomass is high and the timber output 
rate is low, which shows that the growing of firs on hills is generally not 
as good as growing them on mountains. Northwestern Hunan is an optimum 
ecologically suitable area for economic forests such as tung and Chinese 

t»li7 ^l*   •nd1
it iS alS° Sn imP°rtant tung oil base in the country. For 

various historical reasons, this region's tung oil output has never revived 
to the maximum prewar level. 

(2) Wide Disparity in Proportions Among Sectors 

Sn£UJr,VSUe fr°m farmin§ hSS alWayS h6ld an °verwhelmingly predominant posi- 
«i^r    gr°S! °UtpUt V3lUe fr°m farminS» forestry, animal husbandry, 
sideline occupations, and fisheries, all other sectors accounting for only 
small proportions of output value.  This has reflected the clear lack of 
diversification of the economic structure in agriculture, and the very great 
proportional imbalance within it. y  S 

During the 10-year period from 1966-1975, generally the following situation 
obtained with regard to the gross output value of agriculture for the 

nusb3™ f  ^nf aCCOunted for 67 Percent» forestry for 4 percent, animal 
husbandry for 13.5 percent, sideline occupations for 14.5 percent, and the 
fishing industry for about 1 percent.  In recent years output value of both 
taming ^and animal husbandry have risen slightly while it has declined 

more°th10nlJ f l°d    ^ °therS' the disParity running from several fold to 
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Within farming, output value of grain crops has consistently held a command- 
ing position. During the aforementioned 10-year period, grain accounted for 
50?8 percent of the output value of farming while other crops (including 
soybeans, melons and vegetables, green manure, tea, mulberry, and fruit; 
collectively accounted for 11.3 percent. Cash crops accounted for only 4.9 
percent. In recent years, cash crops have been planted on only 9 percent of 
cultivated land and have accounted for only 9.8 percent of gross output value, 
both of which are below the national average. The percentage of commodities 
has generally been only about 65 percent of output except for a small number 
[of commodities] that has been higher. 

Hunan has vast mountainlands, but insufficient attention has been given their 
use.  The kinds of trees in forested areas are of single kinds, and trees in 
the same forest are at various ages of development. No improvement has been 
made to most sparsely treed or remnant forests, or to scrub forests. Many 
barren mountains suitable for afforestation and many blank spots in the four 
besides [beside streams, roads, villages, and houses] have not been planted 
to trees, and the red hill lands even more obviously lack vegetation cover. 
As a result of the gross overcutting of forest trees, the number of counties 
in the province that produce timber has dropped from 88 during the period 
immediately following liberation to the present 68, and the number of coun- 
ties that supply timber to the country has declined from 61 to 43.  lhe 
number of counties simply selling timber has increased from 12 to 34. Asa 
result forestry production has fallen into an abnormal state in which felling 

exceeds afforestation. 

The mainstay of animal husbandry production is the raising of hogs. Local 
hog species are numerous and complex, and most are characteristically very 
fatty or are a mixture of fat and flesh and of little significance in 
foreign trade.  In addition, hog output is inextricably bound up with gram 
production, so the raising of hogs is clearly governed by fluctuations m 
the availability of grain. The province has a considerable amount of grass- 
land resources and plentiful crop stalks and stems that are not used to the 
full. There has not been enough attention to developing grass eating live- 
stock such as cows, sheep and goats, and rabbits, and the pace of animal 
husbandry production has not been fast. 

In commune and brigade industrial sideline production, insufficient attention 
has been given to the suiting of general methods to local situations, to 
acquiring raw materials locally, to the processing of products, and to using 
things in multiple ways.  Numerous contradictions exist between farming and 
sideline occupations, and among production, supply, and marketing. Earnings 
are low; accumulations are few; and a strong foundation does not yet exist. 

In the fishing industry, the catching of fish is on the decline while the 
breeding of fish is on the rise. Nevertheless, water surfaces that could be 
used are not being used to the full; intensive use of water surfaces is even 
less; and yields per unit of area are low and inconsistent. 
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(3) Substantial Fluctuations From One Year to Another 

During the 30 years since the founding of the nation, the province's agri- 
cultural production has risen in a curve containing ^eaks and troughs?8 It 

anothirSin X    *"*  ^ ^ ^ t0 ^ *nd fr°m °ne s--n to another within the same year instead of maintaining steady increases. 

stateristicfl0df^^fd dr^8ht distferS have had a widespread effect.  Incomplete 
Percent of thf^     ? Past 30 years show an average 3.21 million mu, or 8 
a Til  miUionif T*       ^ ""' affeCted by fl°°ds annually causing 
20 percent o? tne S?T " ^ T****'    ** ^^ *'15  milli°n mu' °^ 
ing in a 1 62 MnTn     "f' *?* ****  affeCted by droU§ht annually re^lt- lng in a 1.62 billion jin reduction in output. Taken together, the two kinds 

o SraS b^fa1^3"1^' an U-36 milli°n mU »"■ "ith about 5S
WperC:n drouSt lv ; g  dlSaster area-  Generally speaking, there is one maior 

cent reduItiL /Tv' ?* ™  ""^ fl°°d 6Very 5 years causin§ a ? *> 8 per- 
outputf th^?        grain °UtpUt f°r each year <f ^^ in terms of 1976 
(Table 30$      rUnning t0 " "^ ** 5'3 billi°n ^  in most serious years. 

Table 30.  Effects of Serious Floods and Droughts in Hunan 

If) K   V, 

(i)  * a* 

(j) * 
(k)  * 

(b)   * * 

lg)*   P 

321 

1196 

1954 

4.76 

44.03 

1954 

(c) 

(f)W   & 
CJJSf) 

815 

2981 

1960 

(gF    >" 

16.2 

52.78 

1971 

Cd) * it 

(f)M   R 

1136 

3081 

1960 

(g)*    ^ 

20.8 

53.33 

1971 

Key: 
a. Kind of disaster 
b. Flood 
c. Drought 
d. Total 
e. Damage 
f. Area (10,000 mu) 

3- 
k. 

Reduction in output (100 million 
jin) 
Particulars 
Average 
Maximum 
Year 

The "three cold spells" (the spring cold spell during March and April low 
temperatures during May, and the cold dew winds of Somber) each ytr 

Sral orodn^3  T %"***  fre1uently c^e grievous losses fo/ajricul- 
tural production. Annually about 100 million jin of early rice seeds rot 

?ottfdrinLw t
e PartTlarly cold SP*^ of 1972, more than 3oS million "in 

early rice ^Vat^es du^ ** hurt normal growth and development of 
early rice.  The first powerful cold wave intrusion of May 1959 caused 

oTälTfetlTttllL^T'l^  Wh°Se y°Ung Panicl6S ™  t22 in the stage 
^L        V T^ and bootlng> causing a loss of 200 jin per mu. The cold 
dew winds following the onset of autumn also frequently cause deterioration 

incr^Tin^ "T^T *" *****  Cr°P late *±C*>  which leads to a" increase m the number of empty glumes and a decrease in yields. Disease and 
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insect damage each year cause a 1 to 1.5 billion jin loss in paddy nee out- 
put alone. Thanks to natural causes and insufficient human attention 
"three lows" result everywhere, namely low yields from dryland gram, low 
yields from spring grain, and low yields from late crop rice. 

In many places forests have been destroyed by the reckless clearing of land 
to expand farming.  In 1958, 27.7 percent of the province s tota1 an a a 
was eroded, 9 percent of it seriously. Despite efforts to heal the damage, 
the scars still remain and the damage continues. Each year 170 million tons 
of topsoil is washed away throughout the province. This is the gross weight 
of the cultivated soil layer from 800,000 mu of land. During the 11-year 
period 1967-1977, the four rivers annually carried an average of about 39.1/ 
million tons of silt into Dongting Hu, a 34.2 percent increa -as compared 
with the previous 11 years.  Each year, on the average, 165 million tons of 
silt enters the Chang Jiang at the Three Gorges, causing an increase of more 
than 60,000 mu of delta deposit each year at Dongting Hu  This silting plus 
Ws reclamation of land from the lake resulted in the lake covering an area 
Tonlyl.^O square kilometers in 1977. This was a 37 percent reduction in 
area and a 39.2 percent reduction in water storage capacity from 1949. Dur 
inflate summer and early autumn, the rivers reach flood crest and the lake 
region becomes prone to flood and waterlogging calamities. As a result of 
silting, 12 large reservoirs in the province (including the Tuoxi and 
Baiyutfn reservoirs) have had their capacity reduced from the designed 7 137 
billion cubic meters to 114 million cubic meters. Each year °ne-sixth of the 
province's wetland area becomes covered with silt and yellow mud  Today 36 
percent of cultivated land is unable to deliver a harvest despite drought 

or flooding. 

In Hunan Province, flooding and drought are the principal natural disasters, 
which explains the serious degree to which the natural environment has been 
lamaged!" In addition, lack of farmland capital construction and weakness in 
technical measures to withstand disasters has meant even less ability to with 
stand drought and floods.  Statistics show that in the 30 years since lib- 
eration! grain output increased in 19 and decreased in 7 fluctuating around 
3 and 4 billion jin.  Cotton output increased in only 9 years and decreased 
in 13, rising and falling around the 300,000 to 400,000 dan mark. 

(4) Marked Differences From One Region to Another 

The province's 56 counties (or cities) that lie in mountain or semimountain 
regions cover 60 percent of the province's total land area and contain about 
43 percent of its cultivated land. The 49 counties Cclt*e% ^'^ " 
hill and flatland areas cover 40 percent of the province's total land area 
and contain 57 percent of its total cultivated land. 

In 1979, the province's grain yields averaged 1,011 jin per mu, while yields 
in mountain regions were about 120 jin per muless than the provincial aver- 
age. In four counties yields averaged less than 700 jm.^Jn QJanyang age.  in lour cuuuuico jrj.tj.uo t*.*,-.— 0—        -     .   . IJ     ~„„AA 
Prefecture and in the autonomous zhou in western Hunan, gram yields averaged 
only 570 jin and net income averaged only 82.6 yuan per capita. This was 30 
jin and 9.70 yuan lower respectively than the provincial average.  In b.4 
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lllitT        P5°d!^lon teams'  Srain yields averaged less than 400 jin per 
thanl6 yuan" I     -VeVT\°f pr°duCtion teams average net  income'was'Kss than 50 yuan.    During the 5-year period 1970-1974,  the province's market- 

er cent afn/ate aVeraged.b6tter thaU 2° Percent> while " was aboutl* 
tlon tell MTreSions'     ^ state had to sell grain back to produc- 
tion teams in some counties after state purchase quotas had been fulfilled 
so their net contribution was slight. J-uj.rniea, 

iH97lXbl8^n\COtt0n'  "? h°g production for individual prefectures 
holdta! i tl     }      °WS Cent!al Hunan and m°St parts of northern Hunan 
.onfrg \leadin8 POBitxon, while western Hunan and the mountain regions of 
southern Hunan lagged behind.     This is a damaging legacy resulting™ t£f 

not'Sät1 LndSf ^r rrurvf the ™-s ss^ri,^ not permit full benefit to be derived from local advantages. 

region'outnut^fv * J^f1*7,^^ large regl°nS' but even within the same 
county and T«rt™ fjelds.and Crops are ve^ unbalanced.  Between one 
and bLSl      '/h6re 1S a °ne °r tW° fold difference in some units, 
fn^ f?f    Production team and another there may be a three or four 
below BOO"61106-  ^ 1979'/5-56 Percent of all counties had grain yields 
ProTcMon'S Per ^ Snd 4'44 PerCent had ^in yields below 700 jL 
percent o? It?*  ^ & Mt inC°me °f m°re than 150 ^an number only 4.75 
ttlnTo  yuan  n  T^ t6amS' ^ *6'18 perC6nt had net income« of less 
brigades^ not IZ?  thJ J"*? °f l0W yi6ld imP°verished communes and 
tSrfnd another    ' ^ deVel°pment is ^  bai-ced between one prefec- 
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Key: 
a. Prefecture 
b. Whole province 
c. Shaoshan 
d. Xiangtan 
e. Yueyang 
f. Yiyang 
g. Changde 
h. Lianyuan 
i. Shaoyang 
j. Hengyang 
k. Chenzhou 
1. Lingling 
m. Qianyang 
n. Autonomous zhou 
o. Changsha City 
p. Zhuzhou City 
q. Hengyang City 
r. Xiangtan City 
s. Shaoyang City 
t. Proportion of agricultural population 
u. Proportion of gross grain output 
v. Proportion of gross cotton output 
w. Proportion of total number of hogs raised 
x. Proportion of total number of hogs in inventory 
y. Average output per capita of agricultural population 
z. Percent of province as a whole 

aa. Team ranking 
ab. Grain 
ac. Cotton 
ad. Hogs raised 
ae. Number of jin 
af. Number of head 

"* to'«! 1lToaf aheaYeCreaSe "" PreVi°US ye" la 8r°SS °^« ■« 
ah.  Hogs in inventory 

ai. Note:  Shaoshan Prefecture is now a part of Xiangtan County. 
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Fourth Section. Direction and Avenues of Development of Agricultural 

Production 

Hunan Province has made unprecedented achievements in agricultural production 
?n the course of building the four socialist modernizations, and has laid a 

^rÄS tSSTS. speir^e^mint :/Sri^al- 
Jr0oduction:ein SSLlS-f-SLS. of agricultural production and raising 
labor productivity rates, and in how to concert development of the entire 
national economy with the people's ever increasing needs. The crux of the 
Noblem lieHrthe still verj low level of agricultural modernization in 
He  lack of thoroughgoing change in the tr^itl^Uy.undi-verB^^^« 
of the agricultural economy, in the insufficient clarification of the charac 
teristics of major resources and of their composition and distinctions and 
in the failure to establish a stable agricultural ecological system. These 
situations are facing a new historical turning point, requiring the elimina- 
tion of disadvantage! and the promotion of advantages, and the carrying out 
of a new transformation and development. 

1.  Strategic Program for Development of Agricultural Production 

Agriculture is the foundation of the national economy, and high speed develop- 
ment of agriculture is a fundamental condition for guaranteeing realization 
of the four modernizations. Under guidance of a program of simultaneous 
development of farming, forestry, animal husbandry sidel^^^^m^°

nS
s^_ 

forestry and of "taking grain as the key link, all-around development, suit 
ing ofgeneral methods ?o specific situations, and appropriate centraliza- 
tion!" It is necessary to proceed from the province's existing foRation 
and characteristics. It is necessary to carry out a combination of £arming, 
forestry, and animal husbandry in a rational pattern; to continue a firm 
grip -grain production, vigorously develop economic "™^£™^d 

various kinds of commodity production bases and intensify f c^al "ans 
formation; to engage in intensive agriculture directing main efforts toward 
yields per unit of area, to increase output of products, and to raise labor 

productivity rates. 

Building an Agricultural System That Integrates Farming, Forestry, and Animal 
Husbandry: Mountains and hills rise and fall and rivers crisscross Hunan 
Province  From large areas to small tracts, a three-dimensional pattern of 
mountain;, water, and fields exists everywhere providing objective conditions 
for integrated development of farming, forestry, and animal husbandry  The 
essential links are provided for using forests to protect farms, animal 
husbandry to advance'agriculture, agriculture to foster sideline occupations, 
ana sideline occupations to support agriculture. Only through the Integra 
Son of farming, forestry, and animal husbandry to advance each other, and 
Se creatiof and maintenance of an ecologically balanced natural environment 
will it be possible to attain green mountains and limpid waters lush forest 
and plentiful grain, and the thriving of the six livestock animals. By con- 
tinuS along these lines, as a result of conversion of biological energy and 
the material cycle, it will be possible to establish a normally revolving 
"fo0rchain" and preserve the ecological balance. This would not only help 
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regulate and cleanse the natural environment,  but once output of various 

llntt S T*-VtentifUl'  and ParticularlY with development of animllhu" 
tS strSuJe1Sofrtr " T" -.increases  in °ther animal and plant fids, 
and HIZ ! \£    the.pe°Ple s diet w°uld improve,   and both market  supply 
and needs of the national economy could be assured. 

tion-GrJunan Provincet^™ !nd.Active development of Economic Diversifica- 
tion.     Hunan Province s climate is  temperate and humid,  and it has a lorm 
growing season.     Both north and south are a transitional zone for natural 
conditions.     Historically the province has been one of  the major paddy Pro- 
ducing areas of the south,  and it is also suited as well for the growinfof 

foC" ea da-narSitied 7°^  "f '^ ^ ^^ ™^ ^troducMoToT °f 

forests' water    1    ^ ^T^'   ^ partS of the provi^e contain abundant torests, water conservancy  (power),  and mineral resources.    Thus    energetic 
development of economic diversification both fits in with objective condJ- 

contin Tr  ^ ^ °f ** ^ ^^ for agriculture.     Firm grip mul 
wl      V° be maintained on grain production.    Mountain regions must erow 

surolui:    7 J1C? and dryland §rain Cr°PS t0 attain -lf-sufffciencrwith some 
There" iLtu Pla^\fnd hil1 ******* ^ould provide more marketable g~ra in 

development of woody edible oil plants,  a combination of felling and replant- 

S?h developZt ofahor °H ^I^ "T °f f0reSt pr°duCtS'     t^SS? ~c« ^evelop^ent of ho§ and poultry production,  use must be made of grassland 
resources,  of crops stalks and stems,  and of other fodders for energSc 

SbiS^It is
8raSS"eating anlmalS SUCh aS Cattle'  Sheep and go's? and 

liotlct'JL fSary t0 increase the ^ter surface utilization rate,  to 
L      n.-q Pr°dUCt resources>  to accelerate fishing industry production 

ment L usToSf  ?**? °l "T^ Pr°dUCtS-     There mUSt be ratlial™^S^* 
"cal circumstL^af "T^ reSOUrces>  adaptation of general methods to 
local circumstances for development of commune and brigade enternrise^    „nn^ 

streZTe^oYT-rinS "* ^^ ™> °f as-ulKr^idel        prod^s, 
r™*gi Ug f llnks amon§ agriculture,   industry,  and commerce,  expansion of 
capital accumulation,  and improvement of agricultural reproduction Spabil- 

Province hafTf TappirVf .Soil Potential for Increased Yields:     Hunan 
Province has a large population relative to available land.     There  is only 

reTcteä l?thr* Capita-  anVh? Saturati0» Point has been substantial" 
yields of f'^ reclamatlon °f all land suitable for agriculture.    Average 
yields of  farm crops  in terms of area sown in 1979 were 518 5  iin ner ™, 
for grain including 592 jin per mu of paddy,  and 243^ per mu of?    aI 

cotton    lSoWheat and r±r-     F°r CaSh -opsl'ylelds were 78 Jin p^f mu Sr 
Per mu'for « f ^ "" t°* rapeseed>  186 *** ^ *u for ramie,  and 6?164 jin 
per mu for sugarcane.     Farm crop yields per unit of area are L* Mnl        I 

p^ntTlT 7-eldS VSry aS -"* aS tW° « th-e foldrshowing    hat8the nd 
potential for increased yields is still very great.    Thus,  thl farming 
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industry should not seek to clear new land to increase the cultivated area 
or to reclaim lakes to make fields, but should strive instead to stabilize 
and build up existing cultivated land, adopt intensive farming methods, and 
take the path of primarily increasing yields and gross output. 

The province's mountainlands account for half its total area, and mountains 
and hills together cover 70 percent of the total area, or an average of 
about 4 mu per capita. Forest reserve figures for the province for 1977 
averaged 2.13 cubic meters per mu, which was only 40 percent of the national 
average, placing Hunan in 20th position in the country. Within timber 
forests reserves of Chinese fir average 2.39 cubic meters per mu. However, 
at the Taowei work area on Jianghua Forest Farm, reserves average 15 «Aic 
meters per mu and as much as 32.7 cubic meters per mu for a 470,000 mu 
Chinese fir area. At Guangping Commune in Huitong County, Chinese fir 
reserves are 30 cubic meters per mu. Clearly the difference between high and 
low is ereat. There are 50.27 million mu of barren mountains and slash lands 
in the province that are urgently in need of afforestation, and there are 
27.63 million mu of vestigial and scrub tree forests currently requiring 
improvement. For the province as a whole, a very great potential exists for 
^proving both timber reserves per unit of area and total reserves. In addi- 
tion! potential also exists for improving and developing '"*^ *^£±*

rom 

inventory rates, dressing rates, egg production rates, and yields per unit 
from the raising of livestock and poultry and the breeding of aquatic 

products. 

Making the Most of Local Advantages and Instituting Sensible ^terns: 
Elevation of the terrain east and west varies from 300 to 500 meters, and 
there is also a difference of 5 degrees latitude between north and south. 
There is a rather clear regionality in the province's natural conditions, 
characteristics of resources, historical traditions, economic foundation 
and kinds and present levels of agricultural production. ?°* ^^f 
of a line through the eastern foothills of Xuefeng Shan, single crop paddy 
predominates! fairly little dryland grain is grown, and ^ass-eating poultry 
are fairly numerous. East of the line the double crop paddy area is wide- 
spread, the marketable product rate is high, large numbers of hogs are 
raised and cash crops are fairly great. /°restlands are ^5°«%^ 
surrounding mountain regions. Western and southern Hunan h^e 87 5 percent 
of the province's total timber reserves, and produce 91.2 percent of its 
tunfoifand 58 percent of its tea oil output. Various kinds of vegetation 
covL! distribution of superior tree varieties, and restrictions -P-ed by 
water heat terrain, and soil mother materials are obvious.  In order to 
Tev^pn^ral production and socioeconomic potential fully and rationally, 
it is necessary to take into account objective laws governing agricultural 
production conditions and regional differences, to suit general methods to 
local circumstances, to have a rational pattern of production and to study 
and determine both the structure of agricultural production and individual 
Proportions of that structure. Unsuitable existing production pattern.j must 
be gradually readjusted. For example the growing of cotton must be shifted 
northward and the growing of sugarcane shifted southward. Locations ° 
forest areas should be set, and expanses set aside for animal husbandry.  In 
Hunan Province, neither farming nor breeding industries should be overly 
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concentrated; however, concentration should be appropriate for different 
production sectors and suitable ecological conditions for them. All sorts 

withinff ^r   ti0? baSeS Sh°Uld be establisbed> and a foundation laid 
production     areSS f°r gradUal regionali-tion and specialization of 

2. Principal Avenues for Development of Agricultural Production 

BasesReadJUStment °f Patt6rnS "*  Establl^ment of Commodity Production 

tTtr^TCt±T  °f -attaCk Sh°Uld be SSt for afferent areas under the guid- 
ce^tralL'd plfnninrteT8ra,ti0n-0f/arming' f°reStry and anlmal husbandr^ and 
IZa  a,,^!d Pla"nin8* Land sulted to farming should be used for farming' 
land suited to forestry should be used for forestry; land suited to animal 

should 2   ft h\US?  f°r anlmal husba^ry; and^and suited to fisheries 
there should'Lr flSherjeS' A sinSle ind-try should predominate^ 
used to the f,m   ?w d^versificati°n as well, with all relevant resources 
other  Existing TJ    I    T ^ ^ mUtUally Promoti^ -d complement each 
and therfshouS hf   ^f ^f* Sh°Uld be readJ^ted in a planned way, 
for esSblishmint of / P  T °f Sf^ ™th°dS  t0 SPecific situations ror establxshment of a group of commodity production bases. As a result- 
some production systems will enjoy a preferential position! and there will be 

P"!e c—tration to help achieve equitable use of'various agrlcil- 
new tit ' 1°  ^^ administ^tion and management and the promotion of 
new techniques, thereby further increasing output and quantities of goods! 

I.  Grain and Cash Crop Production Bases 

-Xr^houL^ti^lv11 the
f
D°ngt^ HU ««*-■     Other f^wSÄ 

eflorrtf ^trSutlllLrr^tuntr;? *" ^ ^ ^^ ^ « 

llZ VTliV-1'  HUnan Province's ann^l state purchase quota has been more 
than 5.8 billion jin,  and  in 1979,  the whole province provided 8  756 Mni 
3in of marketable grain for a 17.5 percent  commodity rate   (Tabled). 

lT^lil%latTaltl
e Gla±n Ba?*COUnt±eS:     °ne general requirement  for a 

of mtlZtt^l ,       ty 1S abil±ty t0 provide more than 100 million iin 
an awra^e i%grain/nd

1
a.COiran°dity rate °f  20 Percent-     On the basis of 

proSdinf 200   'mU        CUltlVated land Per capita of agricultural population 
desSnatld 19 l?£ T ,°lmarketable S™™>  Hunan Province has frequently 

ss.'s ä" ,for.i9?4 and i975^ "™ Lruntir:nTment 
cities in the province as having provided less than 50 million iin 25 coun- 
ties as having provided between 50 million and 100 million iin and 22 

co°mbiLetio" ofaVlT r°-lded m°re than 10° milli0n J-.  Sunties wJth a 
fairlvIn!   St      C1fCUmStances and an agricultural foundation providing 
fairly good conditions for developing grain bases number 38.  (Table 33) 
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Table 32. Grain Contributions to the Country by Individual Prefectures in 

Hunan Province 

Ca)      m 

(fcff)         (c 

(b) »                  * It 
(e) 

)* tt   <fcJt>   id)*   &■ r   % tt»(K) 

(f)   * « 443.63 87.56 19.74 100 

Cg)    ■ Hi 0.91 0.17 18.60 0.19 

(h)    m * 48.88 10.52 21.52 .12.01 

(i)     s n 40.08 9.38 23.40 10.71 

(j)   * m 45.92 9.50 20.69 10.85 

(k)   * « 61.11 17.35 28.39 19.81 

(1)   * PB 28.82 4.45 15.44 5.08 

(m)    * s 34.51 3.83 11.10 4.37 

(n)     « H 47.53 9.79 20.60 11.18 

(o)     * « 33.17 5.54 16.70 6.33 

(p)     * R 28.55 4.46 15.62 5.09 

(q)     » pa 29.06 5.16 17.76 5.89 

(r)    «a u g ife « 19.34 2.49 12.87 2.84 

(s)     ft » Ttf 16.84 3.26 »   19.36 3.72 

(t)     * w ff 5.85 1.25 21.37 1.43 

Cu)     * 1« itr 0.92 .0.10 10.87 0.11 

(v)    * R) ft" 1.00 0.21 21.06 0.24 

(w)    » K IP 1.14 0.09 7.89 0.10 

• t  t    •                     *   4             <-• j-t-rl 

Note: Figures for grain contributed do not include 38.05 million jin con- 

tributed by state-owned farms. 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

g- 
h. 
i. 
3« 
k. 
1. 

Gross amount (100 million jin) 
Amount contributed 
Total (100 million jin) 
Percent of total 
Percent of marketable grain 
for whole province 
Whole province 
Shaoshan 
Xiangtan 
Yueyang 
Yiyang 
Changde 
Shaoyang 

m. Lianyuan 
n. Hengyang 
o. Chenzhou 
p. Lingling 
q. Qianyang 
r. Western Hunan autonomous 

region 
s. Changsha City 
t. Zhuzhou City 
u. Xiangtan City 
v. Hengyang City 
w. Shaoyang City 
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Table 33.  Basic Situation in 38 Counties 

(a) (b) 
m    * 

(c) (d) (e)    — 
a     er 

Cf) Ä          ft 
—TRT—"  

38 14 12 7 5 

(g) ; 
*#'tt(3TA> 
/-\—■  

2445.03 846.13 967.09 373.69 257.82 

\H±  ft  % 
—7TP\  

54.71 18.94 21.64 8.36 5.77 

fu" {• i \     
2938.60 1172.11 1061.31 428.43 276.75 

* 
"TFT ~:— 

56.59 22.57 20.44 8.25 5.33 

(■n      
1924.44 826.97 711.15 258.3 128.02 

V2T± *(%) 
/T.\  

64.34 27.65 23.77 8.64 4.28 

(n) 2526.69 946.29 946.31 395.16 238.93 

*£* 
;■    v  

56.98 21.34 21.34   - 8.91 5.39 

(o)    £ ^ TKS/T) 
f I ■) — 

2219014 850522 874242 314263 182987 
viT£ #(%) - 60.55 23.21 23.77 8.58 4.99 

(q)    «     &      B      j* 
 frrt  

878 899 921 795 766 

(r)    I %   tKTfff) 
ft)—  

474436 233376 160641 48976 31452 

« 
"ft)  

70.79 34.82 23.97 7.31 4.96 

jg 
¥    ®    % 

-fort—  
21.32 27.44 18.44 15.58 17.19 

>30%©S» 

TvV ~ 
4 4 0 0 0 

(s)    & 
(w)       

8 ' 7 0 0 1 

* 
20-25% WS ft 

(x)    "-  
12 2 5 4 1 

15-20fcftÄft 14 1 7 3 3 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 
i. 
j. 
k. 
1. 

m. 

Total 
Northern Hunan 
Central and eastern Hunan 
Southern Hunan 
Western Hunan 
Number of counties 
Agricultural population 
Total (10,000 people) 
Percentage of total 
Cultivated land 
Total (10,000 mu) 
Percentage of the province 
as a whole 
Including: farmland from 
which a harvest can be assured 
despite flood or drought 

n. 
o. 
P- 
q. 
r. 
s. 
t. 
u. 
v. 

w. 

X. 

Land occupied by grain crops 
Total grain output 
Total (10,000 jin) 
Grain yields per mu 
Marketable grain 
Marketable rate 
Average (%) 
Number of counties >30 percent 
Number of counties with 25-30 
percent 
Number of counties with 20-25 
percent 
Number of counties with 15-20 
percent 
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(1) Northern Hunan: Changde, Lixian, Taoyuan, and Anxxan countxes (each 
producing more than 200 million jin. Based on state gram procurement 
fleures for 1974-1975. The same applies subsequently); Nanxiart, Yuanjxang, 
Huarong, Hanshou, and Yiyang (each producing more than 150 million jxn); 
Xiangyln, Yueyang, and Linli (more than 100 million jin); and Unxiang and 
Mluf (80-90 minion jin). The foregoing 14 counties were orxgx^ £"£ 
nated marketable grain counties. They have a common feature xn that ^ey are 
lareely in the Dongting Hu plain zone where soxl xs fertxle, water plentxtul, 
earden style agriculture carried out over a fairly wide area, and average 
amount of cultivated land per capita is relatively great, suiting the areas 
to further consolidation and improvement. 

(2) Central and eastern Hunan: Changsha and Ningxiang (between 190 and more 
than 200 million jin); Xiangtan, Liuyang, Youxian Hengnan Hengyang 
Xianexiane and PingJiang (more than 100 million jin); Taojxang, Chalxng, 
and Sngaong "more San !o million jin)  Changsha, Ningxiang, Xxangtan and 
Henedong were originally designated marketable graxn countxes. Most of these 
countiel are in hills and basins where workforces are abundant and the degree 
of intensivity of agriculture is fairly high. However, population xs fairly 
dense and Ihere is little surplus land. Increased output will depend on 
tapping potential for further increases in yields per unxt of area. 

(3) Southern Hunan: Lingling (more than 100 million jin); Laiyang, Dongan, 
Chenxian, Changning, Zixing, and Qiyang (more than 50 mxllxon jxn)  The 
first two counties were originally designated graxn countxes. Thl* region 
is located in mountainlands and hills interspersed wxth basxns. Land,heat 
and water resources are good, but more fertilization and buxldxng of water 
conservancy is required in an effort to increase yields per unxt of area 
from land already under cultivation. 

(4) Western Hunan:  The five counties of Shupu, Huaihua, Qianyang, Longhui, 
and Dongkou (more than 50 million jin).  These counties are mountain, hxll, 
and bastlands on both sides of the mid section of Xuefeng Shan where farm- 
land capital construction and improved farmxng technxques are requxred. 

(II) Cash Crop and Mulberry, Tea, and Citrus Bases: Cash crops are very 
LI  selectivewith regard to natural conditions.  In planning Y^xes to 
be erown general circumstances must be suited to specxfxc locales and the 
m^n emphafis highlighted.  In order to improve output «Jft«^

bJ^£gt 

rates firm attention must be given to the buxldxng of bases. The followxng 
matters mu^t be properly handled in doing this:  (1) The relatxonshxp of 
parts to the whole.  Following rational readjustments, to the maxxmum extent 
Possible various cash crops must be placed where natural conditxons are best, 
where people are accustomed to growing them, where yields per mu are high, 
where quality is good, and where transportation is relatively convenxent. 
Certain counties should be designated key points for development of one or 
two or of III  or three cash crops for gradual building of productxon bases 
hat £oduce consistently high outputs. This will help ^t^tr-ogttea-g 
of leadership, in the accumulation of experiences xn ^^^/A^lf 
tion, in increasing marketable product rates, and an assuring f^1^ of 

state plans.  (2) Relationship between grain and cash crops. Graxn output 
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must be increased and economic diversification must be developed as well 

full  They requxre rational readjustment of crop patterns and satisfJto^ 

us  Uof°land° Zl£CtS  b6tWeen gra±n °UtpUt and -onomL dLrsi iLtion' ny use of land, workforces, capital, and fertilizer.  It reouires full ZZ ~f 

luH7CrtS'  taklng ?* r°ad °f hl8h ^ields from both, andqal"out efforts to 
coUmmoditye "* A^"^ .^wtim  int0 centralized continut^ ract 
commodxty bases.  (3) Each jurisdiction is also to produce for self- 

Te    -^fi^enJvktng-Pr0dUCti0n °f mark6table P-^ctsdwJthfp0rod:c ion for seit suffxcxency to xncrease outputs of more products.  (4) in concertina 
long-range and current goals, it is necessarv Wh IV A      1        concerting 

I £::iz*:i:h
to

otzTe the ^—^ «* «**-* p^g SO^L 

dev^Lp^t „£^: L " t^sPf°StCeInf ^ «T"«*™  Soing into 
-*-.*. develop^ of"l?J*ann'raMe' onncSo ^encraTand"^^ 

farms should build cotton edible oil *VA  I province s state-owned 
as noq.ihiP  c t    I      °n' eülbi-e  on. and sugar production bases as quickly as possxble.  Suburban areas and nlace«? npa-r ^^„„..vj i   ■,  . .    4"-"-*~"-y 

stances t^ ritl f™*™  Sh°Ul,J "1S° SUlt 8eneral •***<>«•  to specific clrcn»- 
"rSops.      r° 8riP °n P™""""" °f <*tegory I and Category II atapU 

Wine province has 15 counties growing cotton on more than 50 000 mu nf 

cenfof thf IT   hfVestS' the lake region should account for about 70 per- 
cent of the province's gross output of cotton.  (3) At the present sta** 
some cottonfields in the province's autonomous zhou, as well as in cenSal 
and southern Hunan, are being shifted to the growing of other crops and 
more cotton is being grown in the lake region! EmpLfis^t braced on 
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the building of cotton growing areas in Lixian, Changde, Linli, Shimen, Cili, 
Anxiang, Hanshou, Nanxian, Taoyuan, Yuanjiang, Yiyangs Huarong, Yueyang, and 
Linxiang counties, and at Qianlianghu and Chunshan farms, as well as in 
Ningxiang, Lingling, Laiyang, Hengnan, and Hengyang, which are 21 major 
cotton growing counties and farms. Future readjustments must also be made 
in the five rear ranking counties where the cotton growing area is dispersed 
and produces low yields. Yuanjiang should devote itself mostly to China grass 
production, and should build an additional group of key cotton producing 
counties of more than 100,000 mu, should strive to keep the cotton growing^ 
acreage stable, and should concentrate efforts on increasing yields per unit 
of area and on improving quality. 

2. Oil-bearing crops: Rape is one of the province's principal oil-bearing 
crops, accounting for 22 percent of the province's edible oil in normal years. 
As a winter crop, and particularly as part of a three crop system of rape- 
rice-rice in paddyfield areas, the growing of rape not only increases the 
multiple cropping index, but also helps other rotated crops to keep ahead 
of the farming season, to combine use and nurture of the land, to build soil 
fertility, and to promote grain production. Present crop patterns may be 
used as a basis for planning a 16-20 percent expansion of the growing of rape 
on cultivated land in all parts of the province. Northern Hunan, central 
Hunan, and other hill and basin areas should be locations for building rela- 
tively concentrated continuous tract rape production areas. 

Peanut growing should be developed on the existing foundation in the 15 coun- 
ties of Anhua, Xinhua, Lianyuan, Shaodong, Shaoyang, Longhui, Dongkou, Wugang, 
Xinning, Lingling, Daoxian, Ningyuan, Jiangyong, Dayong, and Yongshun, most 
of which are in the red soil hill dryland region of the upper reaches of the 
Zi Shui.  Sesame growing should be concentrated mostly in Changde, Yiyang, 
and Yueyang prefectures in northern Hunan. 

3. Hemp: Hunan has a fairly long history in the growing of ramie, and 
since liberation it has also developed production of jute and ambari hemp. 
Increase in ramie production can expand raw materials for the textile indus- 
try. Ramie output from Yuanjiang County, the area in which ramie production 
is concentrated, amounts to more than 58 percent of ramie output for the 
province as a whole.  Emphasis should be given to construction of six base 
counties in Yuanjiang, Hanshou, Yizhang, Dayong, Fenghuang and Jiahe coun- 
ties, and to appropriate expansion of some bases. 

Areas around the lake are major producing areas for jute and ambari hemp. 
This includes Huarong, Xiangyin, Nanxian, and Hanshou counties, which are 
key ones for development of jute and ambari hemp production.  In years of 
normal harvest, these four counties produce about 90 percent of the 
province's ambari hemp and jute output. Other lake region counties should 
also use some sandy soil for suitable expansion of hemp production. 

4. Sugarcane: Major sugarcane producing areas should be located in Hunan's 
southern prefectures where heat, soil, and water conditions, and the 
experience of the masses in growing sugarcane are right. Jiangyong, Daoxian, 
Lingling, Ningyuan, Chenxian, Yizhang, Linwu, and Qiyang counties, and the 
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suburbs of Shaoyang are suited to the growing of susarcane  Tt- I0 aio„ 

Se^oSirr^n ±n LiUrg' LiXlan' ^^:fH^uaTa;d ££ c^ntS™ The Qxanlxanghu, Quyuan, Datonghu, Beizhouzi, Jinpen, Chapanzhou, 
Qxanshanhong, and Xidongting farms in the lake region should also grow a 

iTcTrT,  am°Unt ±nSOfar SS SUgar refiner^ opacity permits since thSy Ire 
located near existing sugar refineries. Daoxian, Jiangyong, and Ningyuan 
countxes are also suited for future development of sugfrcane production 

5 Flue-cured tobacco: Production of flue-cured tobacco is centered in 
southern and west-central prefectures of Hunan Province. Production has 
developed xn southern Hunan since liberation.  Quality is good with 

fr^whichl 2aT|r.r^ T^ fX™* «*— 
County has used coll ^^'^'^i^^arS^SS8 

tobacco and hybrid rice as successive crops, harvesting bumper crops of both 
grain and tobacco.  This has also played a role in improving Lw yield Melds 
Flue-cured tobacco bases should be built in Guiyang, LaiyanJ CheSian 
Xxntxan, Ningyuan, Jianghua, and Lanshan counties,^ith proper expansion of 
acreage and active improvement in both yields per'unit olarea £T£aSt£ 

6 Silkworm mulberry: New expansion in the province's growing of silkworm 

been slow Kd c^H? ,th\197°*S' but the <™r11  speed o8f developmS las 
been slow and conflicts between supply and demand prominent.  Existing bases 
and production conditions continue to make the lake area and north central 

LiuvLri  6 arS^S """I  SilkW°rm mulberr^'  ^^ counties, nameirSong Lxuyang, Yueyang, Changde, Lixian, Xiangtan, Xiangxiang, Chaling Linexian 

bas^s8 Bels£
nSha0rand ^^  Sh°Uld bU±ld ^«ÄÄ bases.  Bexshengqu Commune in Liuyang County and Jiangzhou, Songshi Xinhe 

Jinggang, and Panajia communes in Huarong County have relied on the'masses' 

gra^harve^s^ I" "^I?"7 *****  abOUt * brandnew situati°» «  ^P- graxn harvests, flourxshxng mulberry, and high cocoon yields. 

7.  Tea: The province's tea production has developed fairly raoidlv in 

ITTt/^llZ " eXif ing historical foundation.' In 1976^ tea was grown 
on 2.59 mxllxon mu, and both gross output and quantity purchased bv the 

l1f9\Ir:agr:ash2n51800'i°1
00 ^ *T than ^^all-time'higV^corL^The 13/s acreage was 2.51 million mu and gross output was 1,146 000 dan    with 

Farm    Ihi°rrVakrn8 ^^     *"<"* ylS" m°'Sls =-h as the ffijlang Tea 
Sr;„««f

C^an lea Farm, Anhua Experimental Tea Farm, and the Provincial 
Tea Institute steadily oame Into view, and oommuna and brigade tea far™ 

ou put oy£ 50loPo1-     IhC T^T Pla,med " tM "ase —"- wl h rinnual 

SL-SS Sifhe es S.-Sä"ä^=S-^ST 

t::-quarilt^n8 tM " me6t n8edS in b°^™°. and dge::tl„ratatentartoC 
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8.  Citrus fruit: Hunan Province has spacious semi-tropical zone red soil 
hills in which citrus resources and growing conditions are rather good.  In 
1966, citrus output was more than 970,000 dan, and Xuefeng honey oranges 
have found acclaim in international markets. The existing foundation should 
be used to take firm grip on revival of old producing areas in the valleys of 
the Yuan Shui and the Xiang Jiang, and develop new areas in southwestern 
Hunan as well as farther south in central Hunan.  Simultaneous emphasis on 
oranges and tangerines has been a tradition in the province's production, and 
in view of cyclical low temperatures and freeze damage during the winter 
season, in addition to strengthening preventive measures, general methods 
should be adapted to specific circumstances in the siting of orange groves 
and in deciding the distribution of varieties, with appropriate concentra- 
tion of growing in continuous tracts.  In the main, groves should be in 
southern Hunan along Yangming Shan and south of Da Shan.  In the basins and 
valleys of the upper reaches of the Zi Shui and Yuan Shui, ice rarely occurs 
and does not last long. Places that have had a minimum temperature no lower 
than -7°C over the years should be used mostly for the growing of sweet 
orange superior varieties in combination with the growing of Wenzhou honey 
oranges and superior varieties of pomelos. Other areas should be used mostly 
for the growing of Wenzhou honey oranges.  Energies should be directed to the 
building of 15 orange and tangerine production bases in Qianyang, Shupu, 
Xinning, and Dongkou counties, Shaoyang City, Dongan, Daoxian, Qiyang, 
Hengshan, Yuanjiang, Liuyang, Lanshan, and Jiangyong County, and in Changsha 
and Zhuzhou cities. Liuyang and Lanshan counties should grow mostly kumquats, 
and Jiangyong should grow mostly superior variety pomelos. 

II.  Separate Tract Development of Forestry 

The building of forestry should follow a program of "taking the running of 
forests as the foundation, with vigorous efforts devoted to afforestation and 
universal protection of forests so the green mountains will long remain and 
continue to be used forever." There should also be all-around planning and 
an equitable distribution of forests based on natural characteristics of all 
areas and socioeconomic conditions. 

(I) The mountain plateau and hill region of western Hunan.  In this region 
rainfall is plentiful, humidity high, the mountainland yellow soil well 
developed, and the structure of the soil comparatively friable, conditions 
making the area suitable for the growing of tung trees, Chinese tallow trees, 
Phoebe nanmu trees, eucommia, lacquer trees, Chinese toon trees, and diaolimu 
[066C 6849 2606], all of which like neutral to slightly alkaline soil. This 
region is suited to vigorous development of economic forests consisting mostly 
of tung oil trees, and continued attention should be given to the building of 
marketable tung oil bases. Bases should be built and continue to be developed 
on the existing foundation at Nuzhen (to grow wax insects), for Phoebe nanmu 
at Maoping, for lacquer trees at Daan, for Chinese tallow trees at Sangzhi, 
for walnuts at Fenghuang, and for eucommia bark, Chinese chestnuts, and cork 
chinaberry at Cili. 

Hunan has a fairly large number of barren mountains suitable for growing a 
mixture of coniferous and deciduous trees, and for afforestation with 
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watershed forests and timber forests.  Trees that should be planted include 
cypress (mostly in limestone mountain and hill regions), Chinese fir, pines 
Chinese toons Phoebe nanmu, Chinese sassafras, white oaks, sawtooth oak, and 
houzhang [3729 2874]. For mountainlands above 800 meters, armand pines 
Chinese tulip trees, Betula Inminifera, Chinese aspens, and shiny leaf ' 
qinggang [0342 0673 7230 1481], all of which like cool temperatures may be 
used.  Care should be improved to achieve self-sufficiency in timber with a 
surplus. 

(II) Southwestern Hunan mountainlands and hill region.  Here the climate is 
temperate and humid, with a relatively few number of hours of sunshine and 
many cloudy days.  The mountainland yellow soil is well developed and suited 
to the growing of Chinese firs and Phoebe nanmu.  Water transportation is also 
convenient, making this a major base in Hunan Province for the production of 
marketable timber.  The Chinese fir forest base centered on Huitong should 
also be consolidated and developed. 

This region has numerous barren mountains suitable for forests where a com- 
bination of sassafras trees, Phoebe nanmu and high mountain species may be 
grown.  On the precipitous slopes along rivers, forests that are able to 
lock up water must be retained.  Tung tree and tea oil trees are also widely 
distributed and old forests of such trees should be revived and replaced. 
Bases should be built and intensive development given the mountain walnuts 
o± Huitong and Jmgxian counties, the lacquer trees of Chengbu County, the 
chestnuts of Yuanling, the pomelos of Anjiang, and the citrus fruit of Shupu. 

(Ill) Southern Hunan mountainland and hill region. The main task here is 
afforestation and development of timber forests and economic forests. Since 
water and heat resources are fairly abundant, and vertical changes apparent, 
forest tree overwintering conditions are generally better than elsewhere. 
In the future it will still be necessary to place the growing of Chinese fir 
timber forests in primary position, link felling to growing, and consolidate 
and develop existing bases. 

Active improvement of barren mountains linked to the selection of camphor, 
sassafras, bamboo, tung, tea oil, and cubeb litsea trees, and expansion of 
forest resources.  In this region, tea oil trees are fairly well concentrated 
on continuous tracts making for prompt restoration and replacement of old 
mountain trees and appropriate expansion of the growing area.  In the south- 
western limestone region, consideration may be given to the development of 
marketable tung oil bases.  Mang Shan is a base for special purpose forests 
in the province.  It has numerous rare and valuable tree species such as 
Chinese hemlock, Guangdong pine, and huangchou [7806 4464], which should be 
earnestly protected, felled in a rational way, and scientifically dealt with. 
The region has numerous streams making convenient the floating out of timber. 
Both banks of streams and reservoirs are suited for the growing of trees to 
lock xn water.  Southern valleys receive much rainfall and ample heat. Valu- 
able southeast Asian tropical plants may be introduced including various 
species of eucalyptus (white bark eucalyptus [4101 4122 0043], broadleaf 
eucalyptus [1684 0673 0043], valley eucalyptus [6253 0043], thin leaf 
eucalyptus [0673 0673 0043], and wild eucalyptus [6851 0043]), thick growing 
bamboo varieties, and other quick growing tree species. 
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(IV) Central Hunan hill region. Most of this region consists of hills and 
basins with the exception of Heng Shan as well as Longshan in the west, and 
the Mufu and Lianyuan mountainlands in the northeast at an elevation of more 
than 1,000 meters. Heat is abundant, and there is a marked distinction 
between dry and wet seasons. The soil is largely red soil.  In some areas, 
forest trees are sparse and erosion serious.  The area is suited to vigorous 
reafforestation with forests to conserve soil and water.  It is also suited 
to the building of economic forest bases, notably tea oil trees, and for 
appropriate development of some timber production for self-sufficiency. 

Transformation of the hills and mountainlands requires action at several 
levels including placing a hat (afforestation) of mountain tops, leaving a 
zone at mid-level (a belt for interplanting of farm crops and forests), and 
terrace farming at the foot of mountains or hills. Places not readily suited 
to reclamation and cultivation should be afforested and closed to human entry, 
closely linking the harnessing of mountains, waters, and soil. General 
methods should be adapted to local situations for afforestation with various 
kinds of oaks, paulownia, locusts, false indigo, Melia azederach, horse 
chestnut, tung, tea oil, etc. Most of these tree species are strong germina- 
ters and provide the "five materials" (wood, fuel, fertilizer, fodder, and 
oil), and are also able to conserve soil and water. Masson pines tolerate 
drought and infertile soil and should be grown widely.  Vigorous advocacy 
should be given afforestation of mixed forests.  Other timber tree species 
that may be used are Chinese fir, oaks, camphor, sassafras, castanopsis, and 
gambiers.  The scenic Nanyue and Yuelu mountains should be closed to human 
entry and attention given to preservation of valuable tree species there. 

(V) The northeast Hunan low mountain and hill region.  This includes the 
Mufu and Jiuling ranges, the Lianyun Shan and other fringe low mountains and 
high hills.  We must properly range the existing secondary growth forests 
of Chinese fir, pine, bamboo, and oak on the basis of the principles of nur- 
ture, protection, care, and use, the canopy density being maintained at 
above 0.5.  In Pingjiang and Liuyang counties, where there are large quanti- 
ties of tea oil trees, revitalization should be done promptly and the base 
expanded appropriately. Various measures such as afforestation, human efforts 
to advance natural replacement, and closing off the mountains to nurture 
forests can be adopted to barren mountain areas to bring about their rapid 
greening.  Some production of marketable timber may also be done over a 
period of time. 

(VI) The northern Hunan low hills and plains region. The lake area is prone 
to threats from flooding and waterlogging, and winds there are fairly strong 
too. Vigorous efforts should be made to grow shelter forests. Trees that 
should be selected for planting are Chinese toon, Camptotheca acuminata, 
metasequoia, Chinese ash, willow varieties, paulownia, and locust, plus 
mulberry, varieties of bamboo, jipo willows [7741 1237 2692], Bischofia, 
Chinese tallow trees, and reeds. Building of windbreak forests is particularly 
important on the western and northern sides of the lake region. Wavebreak 
forests should be sited along the lowlying terrain to the southeast of the 
lake region.  The principles of suiting general methods to specific situations 
and building defenses against threats should be followed to lay out various 
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kinds of forest belts.  On the low hills around the lakes, tea oil trees, 
tung trees, and tea bushes as well as pines, oaks, locusts, camphor trees, 
and sassafras trees may be planted to attain a measure of self-sufficiency 
in timber over a period of time. 

Only slightly more than 1 million mu remain of the province's primeval forests. 
They dot remote mountain regions like stars. Numerous valuable plants have 
declined dramatically, and some are even on the verge of extinction. Methods 
must be found to salvage them. A substantial amount of primeval forests and 
other valuable plant and animal life remains on Badagong Shan in Sangzhi 
County, at Zhangjiajie in Dayong County, on Shunhuang Shan in Xinning County, 
at Gaozeyuan in Jiangyong County, on Mang Shan in Yizhang County, and on 
Dawai Shan in Liuyang County. Natural preserve areas should be established 
at these places. 

III. Animal Husbandry, Poultry Egg and Aquatic Products Bases 

The hills, river valleys and plains, and the lake region offer many advantages 
for development of animal husbandry, poultry, and aquatic products. The 
cultivated land area is large; grain is plentiful; the people's grain consump- 
tion level is fairly high; there are numerous agricultural sideline products, 
stalks, stems, husks, and leaves of crops; fodder resources are plentiful; 
there are many hog strains, and people are accustomed to raising hogs. 
Mostly hogs and poultry should be raised, with development of grass-eating 
livestock at the same time.  In places where there are many grassy mountains 
and grasslands, little cultivated land, and where pasturage conditions are 
good, a foundation exists for production of cattle, sheep, and goats.  Mostly 
grass-eating animals should be grown in such areas, with concurrent attention 
given the growing of other livestock. Hill regions should develop both 
omnivorous animals and herbivorous animals at the same time. All jurisdic- 
tions should develop aquatic products on the basis of characteristics of 
waterlands, distribution of water surfaces, production capabilities, and 
aquatic products resources in their own areas. 

(I) Marketable hog bases.  Three large tracts may be delineated for appro- 
priate concentration of marketable hog bases in continuous tracts as follows: 

1. Northern Hunan tract: Yueyang, Linxiang, Huarong, Miluo, Xiangyin, 
Yiyang, Yuanjiang, Nanxian, Changde, Hanshou, Taoyuan, Linli, Lixian, 
Anxiang, Shimen, and Cili counties. 

2. Central Hunan tract: Ningxiang, Hengyang, Hengshan, Hengdong, Hengnan, 
Changsha, Wangcheng, Xiangtan, Zhuzhou, Xiangxiang, Changning, Qidong, Qiyang, 
Shaodong, Xinshao, Xinhua, Lianyuan, Shuangfeng, Taoyuan, and Anbei counties. 

3. Eastern Hunan tract: Pingjiang, Liuyang, Liling, Youxian, and Chaling 
counties. 

The foregoing 41 counties had 62.65 percent of all hogs in inventory in the 
province as of the end of 1977, and a 62.6 percent overall removal from 
inventory rate. All but 12 of the counties sold to the state between 100,000 
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and more than 150,000 head of fattened hogs. They provided 62.4 percent of 
the province's total marketable hogs purchased by the state, a 54.8 percent 
marketable rate. 

A superior variety breeding system has to be set up and perfected, with 15 
places including Ningxiang, Changsha, Xiangtan, Taoyuan, Hengyang, Shupu, and 
Xinhuang becoming superior breed hog production bases and designated as pro- 
tected development areas. Hybrid heteroses should be used to raise the 
removal from inventory rate and hog weight. 

(II) Cattle, sheep, and goat bases.  In Hunan Province, large livestock 
animals means cattle for the most part. Western and southern Hunan are 
cattle producing areas, and oxen are suited to high mountains with steep 
slopes, small hill plots, and places with numerous stones and drylands where 
the soil cover is rather thin. Central Hunan and parts of eastern Hunan are 
self-sufficient in a mixture of oxen and water buffaloes.  In northern Hunan 
and along both banks of the middle and lower reaches of the four rivers, the 
terrain is low and flat, and the soil covering is fairly deep. Water plants 
grow in profusion, and numerous water buffalo are found there. These areas 
may be divided into three tracts on the basis of quantity and quality of oxen 
and water buffaloes in all areas, suitability for farming, degree of produc- 
tion of marketable animals, and future trends of development taken together 
with pasturage and fodder conditions for the raising of cattle. 

1. Western Hunan marketable beef and lamb base:  This includes almost all of 
the western Hunan autonomous zhou and Qianyang Prefecture, and parts of 
Shaoyang and Changde prefectures for a total of 28 counties (Jishou, Luxi, 
Huayuan, Baojing, Guzhang, Fenghuang, Yongshun, Dayong, Sangzhi, Longshan, 
Chengbu, Dongkou, Suining, Wugang, Xinning, Qianyang, Huitong, Tongdao, Shupu, 
Zhijiang, Huaihua, Xinhuang, Mayang, Yuanling, Chenxi, Jingxian, Cili, and 
Shimen). Here there is almost 10 million mu of pastureland and the frost- 
free period is long. These are also western Hunan's oxen and Luqi ma goat 
producing areas, which provide a definite foundation for cattle and goat 
production. In 1978, 37.5 percent of the province's total number of cattle 
in inventory were located here, and 63 percent of the total number of cows in 
the province were located here, most of them oxen.  Sixty-four percent of the 
province's sheep and goats in inventory were here.  The 10 counties in the 
western Hunan autonomous region are classed as national beef cattle bases, 
and Shimen and Lianyuan counties are classed as national goat skin bases. 

2. The southern Hunan beef cattle base:  This is located in Jianghua, 
Jiangyong, Lanshan, Ningyuan, and Shuangpai counties in Lingling Prefecture, 
and in Guidong, Guiyang, and Chenxian counties in Chenzhou Prefecture where 
there are more than 5 million mu of grassy mountains and grasslands for 
pasturage, and where beef cattle bases can be built. 

3. The northern Hunan lake shore water buffalo base: This base consists of 
17 units in 12 lake area counties plus Qianlianghu, Chunshan, Xidongting, 
Miluojiang, and Jianxin farms. There are about 1.5 million mu of grasslands 
on lake islands where cattle may be pastured.  Water plants are abundant, and 
quality is rather good. Lake water buffalo are local superior breed draft 
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animals from south of the Chang Jiang with large bodies, great strength and 
endurance. The main future course of their development should be purifica- 
tion and rejuvenation of the breed, and establishment of breeding areas. 
Second should be hybridization of superior varieties for development of 
animals that can both work and provide milk. 

(Ill) Poultry and aquatic products bases 

1. Poultry egg commodity bases: Sixteen lake region and nearby counties, 
and 18 central Hunan and nearby counties have traditionally raised poultry 
flocks, producing a large volume of chickens, ducks, and geese.  In 1977 
they provided the state with 81 percent of all marketable eggs provided by 
the province.  Collective poultry raising endeavors should be actively 
developed on the existing foundation, with prefecture and county founding 
of superior breed breeding bases. The present seven superior breed poultry 
producing areas for production of Taoyuan chickens, lake area spotted ducks 
Lmwu ducks, Wugang geese, and Shupu geese should be designated protected 
areas, with establishment of superior breed farms.  Further work should be 
done in purifying and rejuvenating breeds for steady increase in poultry eise 
production. J    BB 

2. Aquatic products bases: Hunan Province has more than 20 million mu of 
water surfaces, more than 5.2 million mu of which may be used for breeding 
(1.5 million mu of inland lakes, 1.5 million mu of reservoirs, and 2 2 
million mu of ponds). At the present time, one-fourth of water surfaces are 
not being used, and output of those that are being used is low.  Use of 
water surfaces should emphasize the rearing of aquatic products, with special 
emphasis given intensive breeding.  Places having requisite conditions should 
go infor a combination of rearing and breeding, protection and increase in 
aquatic product resources, improvement of the water surface utilization rate 
and of water body productivity. 

Hill and mountain regions: Twenty-two counties are in the hill and mountain 
region, and they have 1.93 million mu of water surfaces, 1.63 million mu of 
which may be used for the rearing of aquatic products.  They need to be pro- 
vided with fry and given technical guidance. Eleven large reservoirs are 

i« ld in the t0tal (apart from the ^i^1 fishery lake), providing 
.355,000 mu of water surfaces for the rearing of fish.  Medium size reser- 
voirs provide an almost 280,000 mu of water surfaces for the rearing of fish 
Problems requiring solution are providing fish food, preventing the escape of 
tisn, and eradication of pests and overfishing.  One crop paddy areas of 
western Hunan capable of rearing fish should be revived and developed for the 
rearing of fish in paddyfields. 

Suburban areas:  There are about 50,000 mu of water surfaces in suburbs that 
provide a basis for intensive rearing of fish in ponds. Old fish ponds should 
be sensibly improved and adequate fish food provided for them.  Changsha, 
Hengyang, Qidong, Qiyang, Shaoyang, and Shaodong all have rather abundant 
experience in the rearing of fish and are suitable places for establishing 
the rearing of fish in ponds for consistently high yields. 
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The Dongting Hu region: In this region, state-owned fish farms and commune 
and brigade fish farms should be used as a basis for building marketable fish 
bases and the specialization of production.  In inner lakes, the lakes must 
be brought under control and fields elevated, and lake fields separated. 
Water surfaces suited to the growing of lotus should have bases established 
for the growing of Hunan lotus.  Growing of reeds should be developed in 
shallows of outer lakes in the building of bases to provide raw materials for 
making paper. 

Navigation on rivers and lakes, the basins of the four rivers, fish migra- 
tion, spawning and reproduction, and overwintering grounds should be pre- 
served to the maximum extent possible.  Effective action should be taken to 
prevent industrial pollution and damage to the fishing industry through 
overfishing, and the ecological balance of bodies of water should be revived. 
Preserve areas in suitable bodies of water should be designated for rare and 
valuable aquatic product resources such as whitebait, river eels, baiqi [4101 
7662], tortoises, and soft-shelled turtles, as well as black carp, grass carp, 
silver carp, and variegated carp. 

(2) General methods should be adapted to specific circumstances to develop 
resources potential. 

I. Readjustment and Reform of the Farming System 

A rational farming system is one that makes full use of light and heat 
resources and institutes all-around measures of a strategic nature for com- 
bining use with nurture of the land and promotes ecological balance.  This 
plays a very important part in overall agricultural production and brings 
about diversification, high yields, and increased earnings. 

Since the founding of the nation, accompanying the launching of farmland 
capital construction in the province has been a gradual change in the farming 
of crops and crop patterns from single cropping to double cropping, from tall 
stem plants to short stem plants, from flooding of the fields in winter to 
growing winter crops, and from conventional varieties to the growing and 
promotion of hybrid varieties.  These measures have resulted in considerable 
improvements manifested in increased yields. However, some places not fully 
in possession of proper conditions have lopsidedly emphasized increase in the 
multiple cropping index.  But disparities in the amount of heat, moisture and 
soil fertility have made it impossible for farming techniques and plant pro- 
tection to keep pace, and use and nurture of the soil have not been well 
linked.  This has resulted in a rise in production costs, and aggravation of 
soil gleying and development of secondary gleying.  Soil fertility has 
declined and outputs have wavered, fluctuated, or even dropped.  Consequently, 
rational readjustment and reform of the farming system is needed. 

(I) Elevation above sea level and heat conditions 

Paddy rice likes warmth, wetness, and short days of sunlight. Its sensitivity 
to temperature reveals, in a qualitative sense, the close relationship between 
temperature and paddy development.  In a quantitative sense, cumulative 
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temperature value demonstrates the specific heat requirements of different 
kinds of paddy. Normally, double crop paddy requires a temperature equal to 
or greater than 10°C and a cumulative temperature of about 4,700-5,300°C for 
safe growth, or alternatively a temperature that is equal to or greater than 
15°C and cumulative temperatures of more than 4,100°C. Thus, local heat con- 
ditions are one important consideration in reform of the farming system. 
Amount of heat diminishes as altitude rises.  On separately standing peaks in 
Hunan Province, for every 100 meter rise in elevation a drop of about 200°C 
occurs in dynamic cumulative temperatures for days when the average tempera- 
ture has stabilized at 10°C or above 15°C. For a continuous mountain chain, 
the drop is about 120-150°C.  For mountain basins or for hill and table lands 
at 500-600 meters above sea level, cumulative temperatures when the daily 
average temperature is above 10°C are between 4,700 and 4,900°C. For above 
15°C days, cumulative temperatures are 4,200-4,300°C.  Cumulative tempera- 
tures drop greatly at 800-900 meters above sea level.  Cumulative tempera- 
tures for days above 15°C drop below 4,000°C (Table 34). However, the cumula- 
tive temperature value for paddy rice varieties increases as elevation 
increases. The growing season lengthens, and actual cumulative temperatures 
needed increase greatly.  In addition, the increased height of the terrain, 
the greater number of clouds, the fewer sunny days, the cold water in high 
mountains, and infertility of the soil mean more unfavorable influences for 
the growing of paddy rice. 

Table 34. Comparison of Temperatures (°C) Limits at Different Elevations 
Above Sea Level 
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* « X X 
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(d) m w 185 24/3 18/11 5546 13/4 26/10 4752 

(e) t* i& 608 25/3 17/11 4926 14/4 21/10 4312 

(f) * * 866 27/3 11/11 4618 18/4 16/10 3f61 
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Key: 
a. Place 
b. Hengyang 
c. Nanyue 
d. Chenzhou 
e. Rucheng 
f. Guidong 
g. Longshan 
h. Xuefengshan 
i. Dongshanfeng 

k. 

1. 
m. 
n. 
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Elevation above sea level (meters) 
Average daily temperature of above 
10°C 
First day 
Final day 
Cumulative temperature 
Average daily temperature of above 
15°C 
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Preliminary calculations show 3.42 million mu of paddyfields in the province 
as being above 500 meters above sea level (Table 35). Though this is only 
8.4 percent of the province's total paddyfield area, it is an important 
matter that cannot be ignored in reforming the mountain region farming system. 

Table 35.  Statistics on Wetlands at More Than 500 Meters Above Sea Level in 
the Province 

(a) * E (g) 56 ft          C») 00   * ffi (%) 

(b) £ tt- 342D571 100 

(c) m 25 2488501 72.7 

Cd) flu 

(Si 

791693 23.2 

(e) 110880 3.2 

(f) m * 31497 0.9 

Key: 
a. Place 
b. Total 
c. Western Hunan 
d. Southern Hunan 

e. Central Hunan 
f. Northern Hunan 
g. Area (mu) 
h. Percentage 

In recent years, some places in the province's mountain regions have reformed 
their farming systems on the basis of differing topography, thereby gaining 
heartening results.  In western Hunan, except for mountain basins such as 
Shupu and Qianyang at an elevation above sea level of about 200 meters, most 
other places are at an elevation of 400-1,000 meters. There are range upon 
range of mountains; the mountains are high and the valleys deep; and the 
difference in elevation of fields is great. Ever since 1974, Shimen County 
has grown two crops of paddy in places at a low elevation above sea level 
where sunlight, heat, and water conditions have been favorable. At places 
fairly high above sea level, the county has changed to the growing of a 
single crop of intermediate paddy and has developed the growing of dryland 
crops for a tremendous increase in the county's grain production.  In southern 
Hunan too, the topography undulates greatly.  In southeastern Hunan, in par- 
ticular, 40 percent of the total area of Linxian County is higher than 700 
meters above sea level. In Rüchen County, it is 55 percent; and in Guidong 
County, 90 percent.  Guidong County used to grow two crops of paddy, but 
large area yields were very low.  In 1977, it grew 77,000 mu of intermediate 
hybrid rice for yields averaging 815 jin per mu. The foregoing illustrations 
lead to the overall conclusion that the elevation for growing two crops of 
paddy in Hunan is below 400 meters in western Hunan, and below 600-500 meters 
in southern Hunan. When paddy is grown at these elevations in conjunction 
with a proper farming system, increased yields can result. 

(II) Selection and use of kinds of soil 

In addition to considering elevation above sea level, and vertical differ- 
ences in atmospheric temperature in reforming the farming system and crop 
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patterns, it is also necessary to plan production by suiting general methods 
to specific circumstances in accordance with different kinds of cultivated 
land. 

Flat fxelds in basins: This includes fields with embankments reclaimed 
from bodies of water in the lake region and the lower reaches of the four 
riyers, river valleys in hill areas, fields with upraised paths through them 
and large flat fields [0641 3944], as well as sinkhole fields in mountain 
basins.  Except for those that are lowlying and accumulate water and those 
with fairly thick mud, most are suitable for a two or three crop farming 
system, and efforts should continue to be made to stabilize such farming 
systems.  In hill river valleys and plains and in lake regions, mostly a 
system of rice-rice-green manure is used, and systems are being actively 
promoted for rice-rice-oil-bearing crop (rape), or rice-rice-beans.  In 
experimental fields in Nanxian, where a rice-rice-oil-bearing crop (rape) 
has been tried, rape yields have been more than 400 jin per mu. Not only 
has this increased both output and earnings, but it has also made available 
plenty of cake fertilizer for the next two crops of rice.  From experimental 
tields growing rice-rice-broad beans, broad bean yields have been more than 
400 jm per mu.  Increases in spring grain yields have also nurtured soil 
?o"llxly'    Hengyan8 used to be a famed grain and bean growing area, and in 
iy77, the Linghu Agricultural Science Station in Hengyang tried out a farming 
system of beans-late crop hybrid rice-green manure, which produced soybean 
yields of 203.5 jin per mu, and paddy yields of 1,119.4 jin per mu. 

Valley alluvial fields: In the main drift [0031 0394] section of downlands, 
the land utilization rate is fairly high.  Results in increasing yields are 
about the same as for paddyfields in plains areas.  In branch drift [2388 

rllJ  ??? f0rk dr±ft II479 °394]' and in poorly drained alluvial fields 
10394 1442 3944], however, rotational cropping of one wetland crop and one 
dryland crop is best.  In shaded mountain cold waterlogged fields, ditches 
must be dug to drain waterlogging for the planting of one crop of potatoes 
and one crop of intermediate hybrid rice.  In another kind of cold waterlogged 
muddy field that has not been improved, it is best to transplant a single crop 
+1  ^e™^diate rice«  After Planting a single crop of rice in improved fields 
that had formerly been flooded in winter, every effort should be made to plant 
another dryland crop or some other crop. 

Slope terrace fields:  Soil quality and nitrate ground water conditions are 
fairly ideal for erpaitian [0059 2226 3944] in hill regions, and productivity 
is good being about the same as for ridged fields and large flat fields.  If 
the water is available, one crop of late maturing early rice and one crop of 
autumn potatoes may be grown. Where a source of water is not dependable, a 
crop of intermediate maturing early rice and a crop of autumn potatoes may be 
planted.  In fields that depend solely on rainfall, the fields may be plowed 
during the time of spring rains, and early maturing early rice may be trans- 
planted as the first crop. Autumn potatoes may be planted as a second crop. 
If water sources are insufficient for a crop of paddy, dryland grain may be 
grown. °     J 
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Dryland fields: Formerly two crops a year were grown on dryland fields, but 
a multiple cropping system has gradually been adopted of spring corn inter- 
cropped with soybeans-wheat (or broad beans or rape), or of sweet potatoes 
intercropped with soybeans-wheat (or broad beans), or spring corn 
intercropped with sweet potatoes-green manure. 

(Ill) Attention to crop rotation using the short-term to provide for the 
long-term. 

Except for a portion of paddyfields concentrated in the lake region, most of 
the province's paddyfields are found in hill basin areas. The complex 
topographical structure of hills and alluvial flats crisscrossed by numerous 
ravines has produced many types of paddyfields laid out in the shape of tree 
branches or concentric rings, and discontinuous land and continuous land 
frequently alternate. Within the same area there may be a very great varia- 
tion in sunlight, heat, water, soil, and weather conditions for different 
kinds of paddyfields.  Obviously a corresponding farming system must be 
adopted for these different kinds of paddyfields if the land is to yield its 
maximum benefits.  For example, the deep mud cold waterlogged fields, and the 
fields at high elevations that depend solely on rainfall require not only 
action to bring the water under greater control and to improve the soil, but 
also require the adaptation of general methods to specific situations for 
a combination of methods for growing crops such as single crop paddy-rape (or 
green manure, wheat, or broad beans), spring soybeans (or spring corn)-late 
paddy. Most of the province's paddyfields grow two crops of paddy plus a 
catch crop in a three crop per year system. Though this method plays a major 
role in increasing the soil utilization rate and in increasing gross output of 
grain, it also produces a "much work technical system" that is bad for 
development of economic diversification.  Flooding of the soil for long 
periods of time is bad for the nurture of soil fertility, and growing two 
paddy crops in a row does not make fullest use of light energy potential 
during July and August. 

For these reasons, a proper proportion of wetland and dryland crops for paddy- 
fields in a multiple cropping system must be worked out.  Even in places where 
a double and triple crop system predominates, attention must be given to the 
ratio among grain, oil-bearing crops, and green manure.  The mix of various 
crops must be rotated in a cycle, and the percentage of pulse crops grown in 
various crop rotation systems for paddyfields should be increased.  In central 
and southern Hunan, the growing of spring soybeans followed by hybrid rice, 
or of early maturing intermediate rice followed by autumn soybeans should be 
promoted. Areas that grow two crops of paddy should also plant broad beans, 
rape and green manure.  Coordination of farming skills and farm machinery 
should also be considered at the same time.  This will help nurture soil fer- 
tility and sustain increased yields, will help improve the structure of agri- 
culture and the structure of the diet, and will help increase both machine 
farming and labor productivity rates. 

II.  Improvement and Use of Red Soil Wastelands 

As a result of high temperatures and much rainfall over a long period of time 
as well as marked alteration between dry and wet seasons, the various kinds of 
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rock found on the surface of the earth in Hunan Province have been strongly 
weathered and leached.  The primitive minerals and organic matter have been 
thoroughly broken down and rapidly leached. The sediment argillic process 
and the process of silicon removal and aluminum enrichment (also termed the 
process of making red soil) has produced a thick, red weathered residuum, 
and this plus semi-tropical zone forest cover biological factors has produced 
classic red soil as well as transitional types of yellowish red soil and 
purplish red soil. The degree of base saturation of red soil is generally 
slow, and it produces an acidic reaction.  It contains little humus and is 
clayey. The solum is readily broken up, and the soil has the common failings 
of acidity, clayeyness, and infertility.  However, because of differences in 
the kinds of mother material from which it was formed, the slope of the ter- 
rain and the kinds of vegetation cover, thickness and fertility of the soil 
layer differs very greatly. 

With exception of the lake plain and parts of western and southern Hunan 
Province, red soil is found widely in the hills, downlands, and in some low 
mountain regions of the province over an area of more than 100 million mu. 
As a result of reckless cutting and denudation over a fairly long period of 
time, the forest cover has been destroyed, and red soil wasteland now covers 
about 60 percent of the province's barren mountains and slash lands.  Soil 
erosion is common everywhere, and in places where it is serious, a shortage 
of the "five materials" frequently occurs, posing a direct threat to farm- 
lands. 

Red soil wastelands are both a "burden" and a major soil resource.  They have 
both shortcomings and also provide a thick layer of soil from which plant 
nutrients are quickly released.  They are able to promote development of 
soil fertility and have inherent production potential.  Particularly inasmuch 
as such soil is found in major agricultural areas and adjacent to inhabited 
areas, the need is all the more urgent for its rapid improvement for use. 
With the integration of farming, forestry, and animal husbandry and the 
building of ecological balance as a premise, the following actions should be 
taken by suiting general methods to specific circumstances on the basis of 
the characteristics of different kinds of red soils: 

1. Multiple uses of single hills, with intercropping of grain in forests. 
The tops of red soil hills usually have a fairly steep slope and the soil 
layer is fairly thin, suiting them to afforestation with water and soil 
conservation forests, firewood forests, or timber forests, and the growing 
of perennial shrubs.  This would not only make the barren hills green and 
conserve soil and water, but would also provide a source of fertilizer.  On 
slopes with a gradient of less than 25 degrees, economic forests of tea and 
tea oil plants could be planted.  Citrus could be grown on south slopes, and 
timber trees could be selected for north slopes, preferably for mixed 
forests.  Gentle slopes of less than 15 degrees could be planted to dryland 
crops, green manure, and livestock fodder.  Crops and trees to be planted in 
red soil should be able to tolerate drought, lack of soil fertility, and 
acidity.  For red soil that has developed from granitic mother material, in 
particular, quick growing trees that tolerate lack of fertility or vanguard 
crops should be selected. As the degree of maturity of red soil increases, 
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some cash crops requiring greater fertility may gradually be grown. Other 
low hill areas should also preserve a certain forest tree area. 

2. Rotational cropping to nurture fertility and improve the soil. When red 
soil is first cultivated, the multiple cropping index cannot be too hxgh. 
Usually two crops a year may be grown. A rotational cropping system should 
be selected that consists of sweet potatoes-broad beans (or peas); millet or 
gaoliang-broad beans (or peas); and peanuts or sesame-broad beans (or peas). 
Once soil fertility has increased after several years of cultivation, rota- 
tional cropping may consist of wheat-soybeans; and sesame or sweet potatoes 
intercropped with soybeans-wheat (or broad beans).  In view of red soil s 
lack of organic matter, special consideration must be given to the growing 
of green manure or pulse crops as part of crop rotation.  Crops may also be 
interplanted in orchards to improve soil structure and increase fertility. 
In addition, judicious applications of phosphate fertilizer and lime should 
be made to increase the soil's effective phosphate and hasten its maturation. 

3. Building of ridges across slopes to conserve the soil and withstand 
drought.  Temperatures run fairly high in the province's red soil areas, 
and a lot of precipitation falls. Crops may be grown all year round. How- 
ever, since rainfall distribution varies from one season to another—many 
torrential rains falling in spring and summer and drought occurring during 
the height of autumn—and since the structure of red soil is poor and 
porosity bad, this plus the slope of hills makes the land prone to scouring 
during the early part of the year. During the latter part of the year when 
rainfall is lacking, the soil, which is limited in its ability to regulate 
dryness, becomes open to drought disasters. For these reasons, in addition 
to afforestation with soil conservation forests as part of dryland capital 
construction, it is also necessary to build slope terraces and ridges, to 
dig a combination of ravines to intercept water and to impound water; and to 
do contour farming across transverse slopes.  On slopes where the lay of the 
land is complex, the method of planting on double terraces in a fish scale 
pattern should be used.  The topography or the location of water sources 
should be used to dig ponds to impound water, or else divert or raise water 
for irrigation, with active development of spray and drip irrigation. 

III.  Obtaining Materials Locally To Develop Commune and Brigade Enterprises 

Hunan Province has abundant natural resources. The mountains artd hills that 
cover more than 70 percent of the area of the province Contain vast land and 
large amounts of forest resources that may be used in multiple ways. Thirty 
percent of the more than 20 million mu of water surfaces may be used for 
rearing, catching, and breeding aquatic products. Hydroelectric power^ 
stations may be built on the more than 5,000 tributaries of the four river 
systems, and the electric power produced may be fully used for irrigation 
and for industrial and sideline production. There are many minerals under- 
ground that can be mined and used. Light industrial raw materials are also 
abundant and of many kinds.  Commune and brigade enterprises can do rough 
processing of numerous raw and processed materials.  In recent years, simul- 
taneous with their rearrangement of mountains and rivers, and the tackling of 
fields, the soil, mountains, water, and roads in a comprehensive way, all 
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jurisdictions have also started up various kinds of enterprises, and a large 
number of advanced models have appeared. 

Lake region counties: Places such as Huarong, Nanxian, and Yuanjiang coun- 
ties have coupled major efforts in garden style farming with harnessing water 
surfaces and lake islets for use.  They have suited general methods to 
specific circumstances to operate commune and brigade lotus farms, reed 
farms, mulberry groves, fish farms, hog farms, and duck farms. 

Hill region counties: Hill region counties such as Taoyuan, Taojiang, 
Hengdong, and Zhuzhou have linked control of mountains and water to the 
building of large area commune and brigade forest farms, tea oil farms, 
bamboo forest farms, tea farms, horticultural farms and medicinal herb 
farms, and hog farms. 

Mountain region counties: Mountain region counties such as Huitong and 
Shuangpai have made major efforts in the planting of trees for afforestation 
and replacement of trees on cut over land.  They have established fairly 
large scale commune and brigade gathering and producing points and livestock 
farms, and they have linked the development of streams and diversion of water 
for irrigation m major efforts to operate small hydroelectric power stations. 

Counties and cities with substantial mineral deposits: Counties such as 
Linwu, Sangzhi, and Lengshuijiang have done all-around planning and have 
made rational use of resources without competing with the state for resources 
to develop a large number of commune and brigade coal mines, lead and zinc 
mines, wolfram mines, magnesium mines, iron mines, and various kinds of 
non-mineral mines. 

Xiangtan, Changsha, Hengyang, Zhuzhou, and Shaoyang suburban areas have 
linked industrial plants and communes. They have processed state-owned 
enterprise products and spare parts and used the "three wastes" [waste gas 
waste water, and industrial residues] for developing commune and brigade  ' 
machine, chemical industry, light industry, sideline food processing, and 
hauling enterprises. 

While devoting serious attention to mainstay enterprises, all jurisdictions 
nave also devoted major attention to enterprises for the processing of 
agricultural sideline products such as the milling of rice, ginning of 
cotton, squeezing of oil, preparation of tea, manufacture of paper, and 
manufacture of bamboo and wooden wares.  They have also operated enterprises 
tor making and repairing farm implements, capital construction enterprises 
and enterprises to make pesticides and cement. 

Local acquisition of materials to develop production of traditional light 
and handicraft industries.  Examples include porcelain from Liling, fire- 
crackers from Liuyang, Hunan embroidery from Changsha, cool bamboo mats 
from Qiyang bamboo and wooden carvings from Shaoyang, and small hardware 
items from Shaodong. 
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The province's commune and brigade enterprises will continue steady develop- 
ment in future through readjustment and reorganization.  They will follow 
the principles of central state planning and adaptation of general methods 
to specific situations, stress use of local resources, acquire materials 
locally, and develop the farming industry, breeding industries, processing 
industries, and mining industries. 

(3) Comprehensive Control, and Intensification of Agricultural Capital 

Construction 

Intensification of agricultural capital construction entails integrated con- 
trol of mountains, control of water, and improvement of soil, and tackling 
problems of villages, mountains, water, fields, forests, roads, and gas 
(methane gas) in a comprehensive way. This is the only way in which to 
create and maintain a fine ecological environment. A realistic way to do 
this is to devote vigorous efforts to afforestation, to the greening of bald 
mountains, and to continue to do a good job of building water conservancy and 
providing fertilizer, with gradual mechanization of agriculture. 

I. Firm Attention to Construction, Continued Construction, Equipping, and 
Tapping Potential of Water Conservancy 

Hunan Province has scored very great achievements in farmland capital con- 
struction, which have advanced development of agricultural production.  It 
should also be realized, however, that about 40 percent of wetlands are as 
yet unable to guarantee a harvest despite drought or floods, and yields 
from 32 percent of those wetlands that can deliver such a harvest are not 
yet consistently high.  An additional approximately 24 million mu eroded 
area in the province has not yet been controlled very well.  Water and 
drought disasters plus soil erosion hurt sustained increases in agricultural 
yields to a significant degree.  The main problems in water conservancy are 
as follows: 

A great imbalance exists in water conservancy construction from one area to 
another. For the province as a whole, fields that can deliver a harvest 
despite drought or flood average out at 0.7 mu per capita of agricultural 
population.  Put in regional terms, the average is about 1 mu for northern 
Hunan, 0.69 mu for southern Hunan, 0.69 mu for central Hunan, and no more 
than 0.54 mu for western Hunan.  The total volume of water stored in all 
existing projects in the province averages out to about 577 cubic meters 
per mu.  Some places have but few main water conservancy projects.  Each of 
the 31 counties in western Hunan have an average of only 1.5 medium size 
reservoirs, and some counties have no main water conservancy projects at all. 
Most of the province's 11 million mu of drylands are slopes on which the 
"three runoffs" (runoff of water, soil, and fertility) are conspicuous. 
Another considerable portion consists of cold waterlogged fields and 
flooded fields urgently in need of improvement. 

The large, medium and small water conservancy projects that have been built 
or are abuilding offer great potential, and the task of fully equipping them 

great one.  There are 1,644 small type (1) or above irrigation sites in xs a 
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S%?J nnn  ^f1«?6* to irri8ate 24,189,000 mu of fields.  Statistics show 
15 329,000 mu of fields as being actually irrigated from these sites as of 
1974. As of the end of 1977, the actual area irrigated by small type (2) 
irrigation sites was only about 60 percent of the designed area.  It has 
been estimated that more construction, equipping and expansion, and eradica- 
tion of duplicatory irrigation areas can increase the irrigated area from 
which a harvest can be guaranteed to more than 5 million mu (including a 
4 pillion mu_increase in the irrigated area from proper equipping of large 
and medium size reservoirs). There are about 400-odd medium and small 
reservoirs that have been newly built but on which work has not yet been 
completed, and more than 1,900 medium and small reservoirs that are not yet 
fully equipped.  More than 1,000 flood prevention facilities have not yet 
been fully completed.  Therefore, it is necessary to take a firm grip on 
the equipping of projects, insure project quality, and make full use of 
benefits that completed projects can provide. 

Silting is serious in the Dongting Hu region. Year by year the lake bed 
rises, and flood prevention dikes capable of withstanding a flood such as 
occurs only once every 20 years exist along only about 50 percent of the 
total^length of the dikes. The area of internal lakes is steadily shrinking, 
lowering capabilities to impound floodwaters. As a result demands on 
drainage and irrigation have become higher, but designed electrical drainage 
capacity is overly low and cannot satisfy needs for draining away water- 
logging. 3 

Quite afew problems also exist in management of water conservancy projects. 
Managerial organizations in some places are not in good shape; standards for 
projects are low and project quality is poor.  During high water season 
virtually every year reservoir dams burst. 

Further good work in farmland capital construction will have to be done in 
the future, and a water conservancy program of "taking small scale projects, 
full equipping, and operation by communes and brigades themselves as key 
links_ will have to continue to be carried out conscientiously. All-around 
planning, suiting of general methods to specific situations, and multiple 
uses will be required for entire basin areas beginning with individual 
regions.  Impounding of water must be the main direction of efforts in a 
combination of impounding, diverting, and raising of water.  There must be 
genuine strengthening of project management.  Simultaneous with the harnessing 
of waters must be a harnessing of mountains and soil improvement so that the 
harnessing of mountains and waters, soil improvement, and the making of fields 
le  S°! Y ilnked- Pr°Jects that cut across commune and brigade foundations 
should be under unified direction and be carried out according to the prin- 
ciples of all-around planning, phased construction, sequencing of benefits 
and mutual assistance for mutual benefit" with the organization of socialist 
cooperation.  Efforts should be made to improve low yield field soils to 
strengthen water and soil conservation, to expand the irrigated area, and to 
achieve guaranteed harvests of consistently high yields despite drought or 
flood. Where projects are to be built should depend on drainage basin and 
regional circumstances. 
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(I) Donating Hu region: Most important in this region is flood prevention 
and drainage of stagnant water, and acceleration of the building of_garden 
style farming to assure increased yields and bumper harvests of gram and 
cotton. Flood disasters are still the most important present threat in this 
region. Until such time as root causes of flooding in the middle and upper 
reaches of the Chang Jiang and of the four rivers have been brought under 
control, the emphasis will have to be on the dredging of flood channels,^ 
flood prevention, draining of waterlogging, navigation, and guarding against 

flooding around the lakes. 

Flood prevention: Dikes will have to be made higher and strengthened, and 
major in-between dikes built, a good job done of protecting their slopes and 
their bases, and planting of shelter forests. They should be built to with- 
stand a flood such as occurs only once every 20 years, i.e., to withstand the 
flood level that occurred during 1954 and 6-force winds without collapsing. 
About half the dikes should be built to withstand a flood such as occurs 
only once every 100 years. At the three points where the four rivers branch 
out to enter the lake, some branches should be blocked and the flow channeled 
for control of the water system and to reduce the danger of silting. At the 
same time, a good job should continue to be done in building projects to 
impound floodwaters safely and to guard against flooding around the lake, 
and in building protective slopes along the banks of the Chang Jiang. 

Draining of stagnant water: There must be all-around renovation of the 
drainage and irrigation systems inside embankments, advantage taken of  ^ 
existing projects, and sluice gates or cement conduits installed m a major 
effort toward gravity flow irrigation. Electrically powered drainage and 
irrigation should be increased for a phased movement of water, a high volume 
being drained away when the water is high and a low volume being drained 
away when the water is low.  Flood waters should also be impounded area by 
area, so that when 3 days of torrential rains such as occur only once every 
10 years occurs, the stagnation of water will not cause a disaster. 

In developing garden style farming, simultaneous with improving flood preven- 
tion, drainage, and irrigation firm attention should be given to fully 
equipping the ditch system, digging out the lake, and making upraised fields, 
vigorous efforts given to building garden style farming, and full use of the 
"four besides" and outer flats to plant trees and do afforestation a la 
Anxiang County where "the fields form squares, ditches form a network, and 
trees form rows." The emphasis should be on building existing cultivated 
land into fields that produce consistently high yields. 

Active dredging of flood channels, controlling water and attacking the silt- 
ing problem so as not only to reduce flood disasters but also to help navi- 
gation. Where dikes obstruct movement at strategic points, boat locks or 
boat lifting equipment should be installed for active solution to the 
problem of communication between inner and outer lakes. 

(II) Mountain and hill regions: The main task in these regions is to expand 
sources of water for irrigation, to improve capabilities to withstand drought, 
to strengthen and upgrade water conservancy facilities already existing in 
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central Hunan and in hill regions around the lake, further develop water 

con^™nCy  <a?    P°Wer?  reSOurces in southem Hunan, and transform the water 
conservancy situation in western Hunan as quickly as possible. 

S8' ^small-scale water conservancy: All mountain and hill regions 
should build more small water conservancy projects, take a firm grip on 

existi^ng 1° ld and eqUlP th6m' Stren§then ^d upgrade effectiveness of 
exiting water conservancy facilities, insure project safety, strengthen 
management and eradicate the channeling of irrigation and drainage along 
furrows.  They should build some large and medium size principal projects 

4814 llllTLT7'  e?and """I**  S°TeS' Plant Chang tenS Jie §ua I7022 5671 
\  °] and cffe Vfry dissimil^ but complete water conservancy systems. 

I**111  areaS °f HenSshao a^ Huaihu are important as storage and pumping 
water conservancy areas; Hunan and Hudong as storage and diversion water 
conservancy areas. At the lower reaches of the Yuan Shui and Li Shui where 
the mountains are steep and valleys deep, the fields are high and water level 

sc!tteredClt V3ted ^ ±8 fattered' ifc is *»Portant to create small-scale 
SP tZ  1H      C°nf 7anCy facillties> take water storage as the key, and 
™n   i   *g f  dlversion of water to supplement irrigation.  In the 
?Si Ä I    I    ?6S W^re Cultivated land iB not dispersed, mainline Pro- 
i   / , i\bUlU> Wherever sources of water are dependable, general 
methods should be suited to specific circumstances for development of small 
hydropower stations, waterwheel pumps, and electromechanical Sods for 
Sds LWWh i°\irr^at.±on  in °rd^ to solve the need for water on farm- 
lands on both banks of rivers and the problem of electricity supply for 
small county, commune, and brigade enterprises as well as for processing of 
agricultural sideline products. processing 01 

ofitfhin 1*7*  fa5mlands: Xian§tan bounty took into account the features 
reauired «S d°Wn^nds areas"  Building of garden style farming there 
TitrZt  '    A    \      *1 '  8ettlng the Water System lnto condition, laying out ditches and making drainage and irrigation easy.  Next came leveling of the 
soil and the building of fields of standard dimensions.  The third step was 
good performance in building villages and hamlets.  Mountain regions took 

low C°7S\°r    maklng Mgh land uniformly h*g" ^d making low fields uniformly 
stlp by steo'^tTr8,30 ^^ b6Came Stralght' and Putting fields in s«aPe tnSt-w li.    Standardization without arbitrary uniformity was encouraged 

thf siekinfafSPtatir °f 'T^ ^^ "°  Sp6Cific circumstances and tne seeking after genuine results. 

II. Widening Sources of Fertilizer To Insure Crop Nutrition 

ZtTllTTAlJlfttT  P^T" ^ ^^ in P3ddy yieldS ^  unit °f nil,1  ln the mul^Ple cropping index, as well as expanded growing 
of all kinds of crops, requirements for fertilizer have also become increas- 
ingly great  Measurements show paddy yields of 1,000 jin per mu require 

ToT^h? SOil  ? b6tWeen 2° and 25 Jln °f ^trogen, between 9 and lLl\      Pnosphate, and between 21 and 33 jin of potash.  Because of loss 
Paddvfield'r1^ and de°Xida\ion> about K  P«cent of the nitrate used on 
usfd  ?w' b^rrC^n °V<n ph0Sphate» and 64 P^cent of the potash were 
used.  Thus, between 30 and 50 percent more fertilizer is used on paddyfields 
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than is actually absorbed.  The current insufficxency of fertilizer " 
largely an insufficiency of base fertilizer. Fertilizer is also ^sufficient 
for some fields on which early paddy is grown, and the shortage of fertilizer 
is even more acute for late paddy. Therefore, in addition to depending on 
fertilizer plants for large quantity production of chemical fertilizer, 
sources of manure must be expanded and fertilizer equitably used to assure 

normal crop nutrition. 

1. Active increase in green manure yields per unit of area.  Green manure 
is grown everywhere throughout the province during winter. The growing area 
is large but output is not high, and a lack of diversification exists m the 
kinds of green manure that are grown. Yields of 2,000 to 3,000 jin per mu 
have to be increased two or three fold, so that a single mu of green manure 
is able to take care of 2 or 3 mu of fields.  In growing green manure mixed 
sowing of Chinese milk vetch seed with rapeseed, or manyuanhua [3341 0954 
53631 with oats or barley performs better in increasing output, providing 
bflancld nutfition, and improving the soil.  In some places in Hunan Province, 
intercropping of green manure with spring harvested crops (such as wheat or 
rape) has produced fresh grass yields of as much as 1,000 jin per mu.  In 
addition, summer green manure and large-scale planting of pulse crops may be 
done.  Intercropping of sesbania in early paddyfields increases the supply of 

manure for the late paddy crop. 

2  Use of water surfaces to grow water cabbage, water hyacinths, water   _ 
peanuts [althermanthera philoxeroides], and azolla. The province s mountain 
and hill regions contain numerous ponds and creeks, and its lake regions are 
crisscrossed with streams. All that is needed is solution to the conflict 
between using them for the rearing of fish and the growing of aquatic green 
manure.  Larie quantities of water peanuts, water cabbage, and water hyacinths 
may be grown in them.  If properly tended, a single mu of water surface can 
produce several tens of thousands of jin, which may be used either directly 
as fertilizer, or first fed to livestock for conversion into manure.  Inter 
cropping paddyfields with red azolla and raising of azolla in late paddy 
seedling fields can produce as much as between several thousand and several 
tens of thousands of jin of green manure for use as fertilizer. 

3. Large-scale raising of hogs to accumulate fertilizer.  "A single hog is 
a small fertilizer plant," capable of producing more than 40 dan of manure 
annually. This is equivalent to 100 jin of ammonium sulfate, or 4U jm or 
calcium superphosphate. The more hogs, the more manure; and the more manure, 
the more grain.  It is a universal law.  Central Hunan and other high yield 
grain producing areas in the province should also help apply this law to 
effect to a very high degree,  whether feeding hogs or raising cattle one 
should build sheds and give attention to the bedding of stalls so as to 
actively conserve manure.  Collection of manure in conjunction with com- 
posting to produce methane gas is a multiple way of using manure both to 
conserve nutrients and to solve, in part, the conflict between collecting 

manure raw materials and fuel. 

4  Encouragement of accumulation of manure in three composting pits and in 
compost heaps.  Some prefectures in northern and central Hunan have the 
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custom of composting manure in pits.  Every production team has a large 
composting pit used year round; every hill has a field composting pit, and 
every household has a hot water composting pit, which may be madf anywhere. 
Places having requxsite conditions should encourage use of plant stalks and 
stems for high temperature composting in heaps, with regulation of the per- 
centage of carbon and nitrogen to promoting rotting and derive benefits in 
manure during the same season. 

5. Exploration of humic acid fertilizer.  This is a new kind of organic- 

it°If abLf!rtliiZer'  " ±S effective as a fertilizer in many ways  Mostly 
fertilitv  SnSf86 I        Stru?ture and increase the soil's ability to retain 
fertility. Under certain conditions it is able to stimulate crop growth. 
A considerable number of places in Ningxiang, Liuyang, and Xianggang coun- 
ties m the province produce large quantities of peat, lignite, and 
weathered coal that provide abundant sources for the making of humic acid 

lZlt^ZeV' ^\1S W°rth aCtive exploration and increased use. Not only 
can this expand the sources of fertilizer, but can also hasten the process 
of nurturing soil fertility and accumulation of humus. 

Lm?et-C lnf6aSe ln °UtpUt °f che*ical fertilizer.  Hunan has fairly 
plentiful mineral resources useful in agriculture as follows:  (1) Coal 
mines: Reserves of more than 2.8 billion tons have already been verified 
of which only 1.57 billion tons have been excavated for use.  Thele coal 
reserves are found in more than 70 counties and municipalities, and are 
largely concentrated in the Lianyun-Shaoyang coalfields and the Tanning 
coalfields in central Hunan, .and in the Chenlai coalfields of southern 
Hunan  In addition to providing coal for power and use in daily life laree 
Quantities can be provided to make nitrates.  (2) Hunan Province is one of 
the five major phosphate rock producing areas in the country.  Phosphate rock 
deposits are found in northwestern and east central Hunan. Verified reserves 
total about 800 million tons, and long range reserves amount to about 1.2 

ana" atnYon^: ^  *" ^^f1^^  at Qingguandu and Dongshanfeng in Shimen, 
and at Yonghe m Liuyang, and are important raw materials for the production 
of calcium superphosphate, and calcium magnesium phosphate.  (3) Potash 

no^i12ey ^ Tte^ials"  Curre*t sources of supply are kiln ash potash, 

Potast Calrl2cl7      iZtl'  Ph°SPhate P°taSh ferner, and silicon magnesium Sh; deduction of these requires potassium feldspar, limestone, dolomite, 
coal, and gypsum, all of which are produced in the province.  In addition, 
the pyrite ore produced at Jinshiling and elsewhere in Chenxian County, and 
J !ff orpiment produced at Jiepaigu in Shimen are important raw materials 

lZntt
mT      £re °l  chemical fertilizer and agricultural pesticides 

of fertilizer. * ^ ^ ^ f°r Steady expansion of the supply 

III.  Gradual Agricultural Mechanization 

Eyer since the founding of the nation, Hunan Province has stressed use of 
electric power for drainage and the building of small nitrate fertilizer 
plants as part of the mechanization of agriculture.  It has hastened the 
ment of af^fl

C^tura?;.mech^ization. Major existing problems are slow develop- 
ment of tillage machinery and power machinery.  The extent of the 
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"three -izations" [standardization, serialization, and interchangeably] is 
lowland numerous problems continue in farm machinery management, maintenance, 

and repair. 

Kinds of implements are few and degree of mechanization is low  Currently 
23 oercent of the total cultivated area is machxne plowed and harrowed. This 
includes a macMne-plowed area of only 2.7 percent, and the extent of mechani- 
zation of machine sowing, machine transplanting, fertilizing ^™tin8 

is less than 1 percent. Machines for transplanting seedlings and culti- 
vating paddyfields, and for forestry and the fishing industry are virtually 

nonexistent. 

Specialization of production is poor, and the extent of the "J*"« 
-izations" is slight. Hunan Province produces only about 10 000 water pumps 
annually. Furthermore, it has no main plant for pump production few plants 
specializing in their production, and sites where they are made frequently 
change  Poor Lterchangeability and nonstandardization of parts causes very 
great difficulties for maintenance and repairs. 

Quite a few problems exist in the management of machines, and a situation 
generally exists of "three lows" (low in-service rate, utilization rate and 
work attendance rate), "one high" (high costs), and "one many" (rnany acci- 
dents), which means full use cannot be made of farm machines.  Many tractors 

have been out of repair for years. 

Insufficient coordination among farm machine, farm technician agronomy, and 
user units! For example, transplanting machines should be made to accommo- 
date a wider variety of seedlings, and the growing of seedlings must also be 
suited to machine transplanting. Research on paddy cultivators jnd culti- 
vating machines must be suited to farming requirements, and a suitable width 
between^ows and closeness of plants must be explored in paddy rice produc- 
tion techniques, both to help increases in yields, and to help development of 
paddy cultivating machines for use.  Such coordinated -search and experi- 
mentation remains a weak link.  Some farm machinery and implements for which 
the design has been set or preliminarily set have not been well promoted and 
have taSn hold only slowly. The province's mountain regions urgently need 
hS 2ft water pumps capable of raising water above 100 meters for which 
reKarch and development are awaited.  In recent years, nearly 40 percent 
oTthe lake region has had stagnant water, and building of large pumping 

stations is anxiously awaited. 

Inasmuch as every member of the agricultural workforce in Hunan Province is 
responsible for an average of about 2.6 mu of cultivated land and since the 
paddyfield area and the double rice crop area each account for about 80 per 
cent of all cultivated land and paddyfields, with development of the national 
economy, the multiple cropping index, the intensivity of farming, and steady 
increases in yields per unit of area must increase.  In addition, all arouna 
development of farming, forestry, animal husbandry, sideline occupations, 
anlthe fishing industry is necessary.  In this process, inevitably newcon- 
flicts will arise between workforces and the land, among individual agricul- 
tural sectors, and between crop strains and soil, fertilizer, water, and 
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£~^zt°
l -r~- rarlal-and "-Srieso^c^nT"- 

"creasel      iTlT^l? 1°"** C0°rdlMted development „f sustained 
increases.     In view of existing production conditions in the orovinc 

^«dTin tZT ,"8ely °" hand °»«'"°-.  Sd it  is unable to 

machines and associated equipment „111 not  siS"„to the "i^f    T"?,, 

tiinaddvfr1^ larr;, ^ b°atS - »°»« h^ts'alre^" aveL^\T till paddyfields  should be actively promoted and U»H       T„O,II     W?,      . 
and harrowing should be done in a Lngle ^r^E^S^S*? Ü""8 

ciency.     Research,  development,  and promotion should be lone on trans- 

drillsln8
andtinr'  b0yan§jl   [2328 4441 2894]>   cultivators    deep fertilizing drills,  and hand tractor accessories      M,,t-,1Qn„ ■, •     ,, F J-ertxxizing 

the growing of green manure-pulses-paddy rice    and  <ww ?      for,e      P1   > 

or else some J^SlS      ^ " "^ ^ br0ad be&nS Sh°uld be expSdedf 

othei™ ^iSfisiSiS^f^ iae
tr s* compost

1
ed for 

would help machine cultivation ^ P&ddy Cr°P' &11 °f which 

S Ä^^^ 20 percent 

crop dryland grain system, potential for increased yields^ very ereat 
however an increasingly large workforce is also required? Jo^tS« are 
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very few kinds of farm machines for working mountain and hill areas, or 
dryland crops; the extent of mechanization is extraordinarily weak and 
earliest possibly research and development should be done on suitable small 
tractors and associated equipment. 

3. Drainage and irrigation machines: The present emphasis should be on 
research and development of the pumps capable of lifting water from 70 to 
150 meters that are needed in mountain regions, and to the low elevation _ 
large flow pumps needed in the lake region to drain large-scale waterlogging 
and to fight against large-scale drought. Moreover, general methods should 
be suited to specific circumstances to research and development of automatic 
intake pump systems and spray irrigation machinery. 

4  Farmland capital construction machines: Active research and development 
of tractor-powered soil loosening, bulldozing, soil leveling, earth scraping, 
desilting, earth embankment building, drilling, and rock hauling machines to 
meet needs for mechanization, electrification, soil improvement, and build- 
ing of a garden style farming. The lake region also needs a certain number 

of dredges. 

5. Hauling machines: As agricultural production develops the volume of 
transportation will become increasingly great, and it will be necessary to 
import and to develop a series of self-dumping towed vehicles, to actively 
develop diesel engines for farm use, farm vehicles, outboard motors for boats, 
and mountain region cableway transportation. 

6. Forestry machines: Hunan has vast mountains and numerous forest_ 
regions.  Efforts should be made to upgrade the extent of mechanization of 
forest operations such as preparing the land for afforestation, restoration 
and care of forests and replacement of cut over areas, and to solve the 
problem of machines for digging holes, pruning branches, and for plant 
protection in forest areas.  Machines for the felling of timber and hauling 
it to central points should be actively developed. 

7. Animal husbandry machines: The raising of hogs and cattle, and the grow- 
ing of poultry in Hunan Province have developed fairly rapidly.  It is 
necessary to continue to perfect dry feed pulverizing machines, green feed 
chopping machines, and pulping machines suitable for use on state-owned 
farms and for use by communes and brigades. There should be gradual 
development of mechanized and automatic feeding of livestock and poultry. 

8  Fishing industry machines: Efforts should be made to upgrade the mechan- 
ization of breeding. All sorts of machines for catching fish, as well as_ 
quick freezing and cold storage machines, and machines for simple processing 
and transportation of fish products should be researched and developed. 

Efforts should be made to proceed from the existing foundation toward con- 
tinued improvement of machines for the processing of agricultural sideline 
products and for harvesting, and of things such as chemical fertilizer, 
pesticides, and plastic film used in agriculture in order to increase pro- 

duction and satisfy needs. 
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3.  Agricultural Geography Zones 

The special material production process known as agriculture is characterized 
by long cycles and strong seasonally.  In addition, the soil is Its min 
object of work and means of production. Any increase in area as an aSna 

ditions ff°n aCtlvities is ™* m-h affected and limit*i by natural con- 
ditions andsocioeconomic conditions. Various conditions in different areas 
differ m thousands of ways and are very dissimilar.  Objectively pe kin 

oTtha U"? Pis"°neUCcei0n ^^ "**»*' «>™** *o Zelong hL poised 
culture dlff.i! "eC6SSfry to ™? gener^l methods to local situations. Agri- 
culture differs from place to place and from time to time, and the direction 
of its development differs too. In directing agriculture it is necessary to 

("t^nomlTTf the fff6rent regi°nS Snd ad0Pfc differ-t methods!!?» ^ 
turarnrodu^M m,\andJinanCial Problems"> • ** our development of agricul- 
tural production, this has pointed the way toward the necessity for doine 

vZltlTlll^T1^  SUitin§ 8eneral meth°ds t0 local situations,^nd8 providing tailored guidance on the basis of local characteristics. 

c"ersPabIutCfill T  ^"f?^ «ub-tropical region with a vast area that 
covers about five degrees of latitude and longitude.  Its light, heat water 

C^hyeS°its
CeS r ]lmited  and redistrib^^ by a horse hoof-shaped    ' 

topography.  Its natural characteristics are manifested not only in differ- 
ences among the surrounding mountain regions and central basin as well as 

wesVa^d e^lS'diff ^  *" ^^ * ^^  ^ifferencelbet^en 
north L   , ? differences m these natural areas of east, west, south 
geographical WLM 

&  pr°vln?ial.scale objectively provide an important  ' 
a8;r0LStural production. """^"S a ZOnal Pa"em for development of 

The selection use and transformation of nature that the working people have 
been engaged in over a long period of time has been reflected in the handllL 

n r hetoS°siuS'SS fe Pr°\lnCe' Wh±Ch haS been deVel°ped historicallXm 8 

trltJve system of ChZ T  V""  ^ anCl6nt tim6S there was an **"**>- 
wls also "SoutWn I    § »%in ^ 8aSt and Qianzhon8 ^ the west, and there 
Ind "WesternWLn" 7 ^^^  "* ^  times)> and "Easte™ Hunan" 
o?\Zt ?     (dUring the Three Kingdoms period and during the period 
of eastern and western Qin), and "Central Hunan" (during Qin)  Thoui the 
size of the regions at that time was utterly different from the preset the 
position of the Xiang Jiang valley as the hub came about long ago and the 
four regions connected to it gradually developed around it? W^th'the histori- 

«t  r  r°n f  Production and society, the current popular concept of 
eLternnfooUtM I"1",6 It "t™1*^  the -untain regLns to the Jest of the 
eastern foothills of the Xuefeng Shan.  "Eastern Hunan" means the Darallel 
mountain and valley region to the east of the Xiang Jiang valley and 
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Tn short the characteristics of agricultural production and the level of 
evelop"ent"of any given region is the result »*^««^- »^ 

j      ,•„ *OOI-/M-C nnrlpr active intervention by mankind s rarmmg CIL-UJ-V 

ifier°
n3itionsr:arf in different areas, and farming methods and results 

derived from them differ too. This must inevitably be reflected in dxffer- 
encellmong one agricultural region and another.  Zoning based on these 
regional differences not only reveals the regional conditions and features of 
agricultural production, but, more importantly, permits mastery of the 
different ctracteristics of each area, makes it possi^ "^^ «f 
of strengths while avoiding weaknesses, and to use ^vantages to the full 
for rational crop patterns, planned agricultural production, and active 
building of modernized socialist agriculture. 

The whole province's category 1 agricultural regions may be basically zoned 
on the basis of the following three principles: 

F,rqt overall similarities of continuous tracts in a region in terms of 
IgricultuS Production characteristics, and natural and economic conditions. 

Second, relative identicalness within a region of the direction of agricul- 
tural development and major technical reform measures. 

Third, maintenance intact of county level administrative boundary lines. 

Usine the foregoing principles to study historical traditions, the entire 
prince was p?eUminary zoned into four major agricultural regions, namely 
norSern Hunan, central Hunan, southern Hunan, and western Hunan. 

Since differences exist not only within the major regions because soil^types 
in individual major regions are fairly complex, and since the pattern present 
TevTs    ^  course of development of farming, forestry, animal ^sb-dry 
sideline occupations, and fisheries are not entirely the same zoning as a 
"Ale eatery does not adequately show regional agricultural fversity 
nor is ifconducive to adoption of rational readjustments or selective plan- 
nt for agricultural sectors within specific areas. For example the 
western HuSn zone straddles two large mountain ranges and three river basins, 
covers about 4 degrees latitude from south to north, and conditions ^north- 
covers aoouc «  a g       ereatly from those in southwestern Hunan.  Central western Hunan airier very gred.i.-Ly J-I-^U .     anJ 
Hunan straddles the two great water systems of the Xian^/^Ve"' *_ 
both the terrain and make-up of the soil also varies east and west. Agri 
cultural Production and capital construction are by no means an integral 
whole in "the southern Hunan surrounding mountain region and the basins among 
the mountains, or on the plains around the lakes of northern ^^l'e 
bills around the lakes. Even though development of production within a large 
reSn^y De virtually identical, in order to do things in accordance with 
thfprinciples of "suiting general methods to specific circumstances and 
havingTroper concentration!" study has been made of definite agricultural 
naving pj. p    ,rh,n  the reeion. Both key elements and the pattern of 
SSSlilSdSt production bases have been analyzed, and key problems and 
mSor ways of solving them have been explored, category 1 zoning used as a 
basis for trial zoning of sub-regions. The whole province has thus been 
divided Into tour category 1 zones (Table 11-20) , and 14 sub-zones 

(Figure 17). 
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I.  Northern Hunan Agricultural Zone 

1. Lakeshore plain grain, cotton, and aquatic products sub-zone 

2. Lake circumferential hills grain, oil, and tea sub-zone 

II. Central Hunan Agricultural Zone 

1. Eastern Hunan mountainland and hill grain and forest sub-zone 

2. Changsha-Hengyang Basin grain, hog, and suburban agricultural sub-zone 

3. Lianyuan-Shaoyang hill grain, breeding, and horticultural sub-zone 

III. Southern Hunan Agricultural Zone 

1. Northern hill grain, oil, and fruit sub-zone 

2. Central basin grain, and cash crop sub-zone 

3. Southeast mountain forest and grain sub-zone 

4. Southwest mountain forest and grain sub-zone 

IV. Western Hunan Agricultural Zone 

La^illToTainlands dryland 8rain>economic forest> «* -i-i *»- 

LeYUan and Z1 rlVerS mlddle reaCh6S «mainland forest and tea sub- 

L-ToTe  ShUl m±ddle reaCheS VSlley' graln' horticulture, and fish breeding 

4.  Yuan Shui upper reaches mountainland grain, and timber sub-zone 

fub-z^ne81"1 UPP6r reaCh6S Semi-mountain' -mi-hill grain, forestry, and hog 
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Figure 17. Hunan Agricultural Region Zone Map 

Key: 
a. Legend 
b. I.  Northern Hunan agricultural zone 
c. II.  Central and eastern Hunan agricultural zone 
d. III.  Southern Hunan agricultural zone 
e. IV. Western Hunan agricultural zone 
f. Zone boundary 
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Statistics on Basic Situation in Agricultural Sub-Zones of Hunan Province 
(1979) 

(ah) # 
(ai) » 
(aj) £ 
(ak) « 

0.86 j 4.49 [ 16.62 86.79 

Note: 1. Source of data: Provincial Statistical Bureau 1979 Annual 
Statistical Report. 

2*  !«f ^f ^°r S°m! famS 3nd S°me a§ricult^al research units have 
exists fore?nd^/ ?"! °f Statlstics5   thus,  a slight discrepancy 
fo^?% lnd^vldual  sterns  in provincial totals and corresponding 
total figures for agricultural regions. S 

3. Marketable grain figures are for 1977-1978. 

{Key on following page] 
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Key: 
a. Units 
b. Total for the province 
c. Northern Hunan agricultural region 
d. Percent of whole province 
e. Central Hunan agricultural region 
f. Southern Hunan agricultural region 
g. Western Hunan agricultural region 
h. Area 
i. Number of counties (cities and towns) 
j. Number of communes 
k. Population 
1. Total 
m. Including: agricultural population 
n. Cultivated land 
o. Including: wetlands 
p. Drylands 
q. Area that assures a harvest despite drought or waterlogging 
r. Percentage of cultivated land area 
s. Including: consistently high yield farmland 
t. Total area sown to farm crops 
u. Grain crops 
v. Sown area 
vi> Percent of cultivated land in use 
w. Yield- per mu 
x. Gross output 
y. Marketable grain 1977-1978 
z. Paddy rice 

aa. Cash crops 
ab. Cotton 
ac. Rapeseed 
ad. Hogs 
ae. Total fed for the year 
af. Year-end number in inventory 
ag. Number removed from inventory during year 
ah. Forest area 
ai. Citrus output 
aj. Tea oil output 
ak. Tung oil output 
al. Square kilometers 
am. Units 
an. 10,000 persons 
ao. 10,000 mu 
ap. Jin 
aq. 100 million jin 
ar. 10,000 dan 
as. 10,000 head 
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Part  II 

Chapter 3.    North Hunan Agricultural Region 

The North Hunan Agricultural Region is located in the northern oart of th. 
provxnce and includes 14 counties and four municipalities as 11TLU 
state-owned farms in Yueyang    Yivane    and C^ZAI        l S 15 
4S ?Q7 snn ™„ ^-ucyctng,   ixyang, and Changde prefectures totaling 
SfLu     '  °r ?PProximately 14'3 Percent of the province's total Lea 
This  includes a cultivated land area of 12,715  900 mu    or »*«„*?/* 
of the province's total cultivated land area     IhL is ?L ^Ue« of'tSf' 

^ctea^hfXnjT'1118 HU/!gi0n iS Part °f the Plain in the -ddle 

perc nt of "ral^ci' "V" PerCf' °f "tal ^ « -11 » ^"    50 

Second Section.     Types of Agricultural Regions and Base Construction 

a^d L0SrrorLl„:^\I^trLla0ion
eforHtnean'S "^T"  ^ Pl— 

region types,     it provides objectivf co'nditions'f    ^yin    ITst^l^llf 
duct ion patterns based on disparate laws governing zoni™ of differ    P 

:peciS situations." bUlldlnS °£ baS- * adapting""-^ -LTto 

1.     Zoning Types of Agricultural  Regions 

a^igu-Ä r^Ä tIrroVgrofansoir<TSledS50? ^ 
si™ir ^s-^crsLT111- - -—iSc^f5o>- 
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Key: 
a. Area classification 
b. Coverage 
c. Terrain 
d. Soil 
e. Temperature °C 
f. Water 
g. Category 
h. Material composition 
i. Absolute elevation (meters) 
j. Relative elevation (meters) 
k. Gradient 
1.  Designation 
m.  Soil thickness (centimeters) 
n.  Organic matter (%) 
o. Annual average 
p. January 
q.  July 
r. Frost-free period (days) 
s. Annual precipitation (millimeters) 
t.  Surface water (millimeters) 
u.  Ground water 

I. Central river and lake diked field area 
w.  II. Lakeside downlands flat field area 
x.  in. Ridge alluvial field zone in hills around lake 
y.  IV. Alluvial field zone in low mountains in outer perimeter 
*- All of Anxiang and Nanxian counties; eastern Changde and Lixian 

counties; northeastern Hanshou, Yuanjiang and Yiyang counties: 
southern Huarong County, western lake area of Xiangyin, Miluo, and 
Yueyang counties, and portion of Linxiang county along the river 
Central Changde, Lixian, Huarong, and Hanshou counties; area from 
Yiyang to Yuanjiang; lakeshore of Xiangtan, Miluo and Yueyang coun- 
txes and northern part of Linwu and Lixian counties, and portions of 
Taoyuan County 

Southern and northwestern Changde and Hanshou counties, western 
Lixian County, central and southern Yiyang County, central and 
eastern Xiangtan, Miluo, and Yueyang counties, the northern edge of 
Huarong County; Linxiang County, and most of Linli and Taoyuan coun- 
ties 

Portions of the northeast and southwest contiguous with the hill 
region, and parts of the northwestern outer perimeter 

ad. Water-laced plain of river and lake sediment 
ae. River flood plain and terraces 
af. Undulating corroded and eroded hills 
ag. Corroded faulted low mountains 
ah. Alluvial lacustrine layer 
ai. Alluvial red soil and boulder bed 

aj* layer'ofaall Shal6' ^ ^^ ""* ^^ granite as wel1 as a weathered 

ak.  Slate, phyllite, granite, and sandy shale 
al.  >500 (with some peaks as high as 1,000 meters) 
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v. 
w. 
X. 

Y' 
z, 

aa. 

ab. 

ac. 



am. Varying from 5-60 
an. Alluvium-sandy chao soil, and qingni soil 
ao. Alluvial soil and red soil-sandy soil, and huangni soil 
ap. Red soil-huangni, intercalated qingni, and sandy soil 
aq. Virtually the same as next above 
ar. About 30 
as. Generally <30 parts of bedrock exposed 
at. 600-800. Copious foreign water 
au. Same as above 
av. 0.5-1.5 meters deep, with a flow of 15 tons/per hour per meter from 

drilled holes 
aw.  0-5 meters deep, with a flow of 5-10 tons per hour per meter 
ax. 0-15 meters deep with a flow of 1-5 tons per hour per meter 
ay.  <1 ton per hour per meter 

(1) The Lake Plain Grain, Cotton, and Aquatic Products Sub-Region 

I. Lake Region Protective Embankment Grain, Cash Crop, and Aquatic Products 

Regional Type 

The eastern, western, southern Dongting Hu and the Datong group of four lakes 
are found on the lacustrine alluvial plain of the central part of northern 
Hunan. The area is crisscrossed with rivers and streams; the land is flat 
and vast, and apart from scattered downlands, natural embankments, large 
embankments and turret lands, most of the land is around 35 meters above sea 
level, and the relative height is 3-5 meters. Lowlying land between rxvers 
is even lower than the surface of rivers and lakes and is marshy. 

This zone type includes 145 lake region people's communes in 12 counties and 
15 state-owned farms under jurisdiction of the province. Major charactens- 
tics are as follows:  (1) Cultivated land is greatest in this zone (amounting 
to about 42.5 percent of the total region). Wetlands and drylands received 
equal emphasis in the structure of soil utilization (accounting respectively 
for 42 percent and 48 percent of the cultivated land area in the region). 
The zone is also characterized by concentrated continuous tracts of fields 
reclaimed from the lake and lake lowlands that are laid out in the shape of 
a net over a large area and protected by embankments.  (2) This is a major 
production zone for grain, cash crops, and aquatic products. Grain is grown 
on 38 4 percent of the zone's cultivated land area and produces 40.5 percent 
of total grain output for the region, the marketable rate being 30-35 percent. 
Cotton is grown on 52 percent of the zone's cultivated land and produces 52 
percent of output for the region, the marketable rate being more than 90 
percent. Production of various kinds of hemp is particularly concentrated. 
Various kinds of hemp are grown on 86 percent of the zone's total sown area, 
and accounts for 70.8 percent of output in the region. Nanxian and Yuanjiang 
lake region counties people's communes produce 57 percent of all hemp grown 
in the region. Ninety percent of all communes:in Nanxian produce more than 
1,000 dan of choice jute annually, and 53 percent of all communes in 
Yuanjiang County produce more than 500 dan of ramie.  Sugarcane is grown on 
83.2 percent of the zone's cultivated land and accounts for 84.3 percent of 
output in the region, most of it from state-owned farms. Because of the 
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large number of lakes that dot the area and the density of the river network 
output of aquatic products is fairly abundant.  The region has three fishery' 
communes that catch fish.  (3) The population is sparse relative to the 
amount of farmland, cultivated land averaging 1.6 mu per capita of agricul- 
tural population, and each member of the workforce farms an average of more 
than 4 mu  This task plus the annual job of repairing dikes against floods 
places a fairly heavy burden on the workforce.  (4) As a result of intensi- 
fied natural silting in Dongting Hu, a flood threat exists.  In view of the 
foregoing characteristics and existing production levels, this type region 

TnlliT^V^T  ef!°rtS t0 Preventin§ fl°°ds and draining away water- 
logging, to the building of water conservancy projects for comprehensive 
control of rivers and lakes, to expansion of the area of garden style farm- 
ing and mechanized farming, to continued consolidation and improvement in 

ZZ t    .      ?rain and C°tt0n baSeS' t0 m°re growin§ of raPe and he*P crops, 
and to development of silkworm mulberry.  Simultaneous with efforts to 
increase gross output and yields per unit of area should be rational 
development of lake flats surrounded by water and full use of existing water 
surfaces for development of the fishing industry as well as for production 
ox Hunan lotus. 

This zone type may be divided into four class 2 types: 1-1, the Changde, 
Yiyang, Yueyang type (with equal emphasis on grain and cotton production 
and the linking of grain and oil-bearing crop production).  1-2, Yuaniiang- 
Huarong type (gram, oil-bearing crops, cotton, and hemp).  1-3, provincial 

fisheries)   "^ ""^ ^ SUgarcane)'  ^ Dongting Hu type (mostly 

II.  The Lakeside Plain Grain, Cotton, and Breeding Region Type 

The lakeside and river shore Quarternary System constructional zone has a 
lt7aCt  fnf.hl11 topography, and is made up of mostly red clay and boulder 
bed. Relative variations in elevation range from 10-70 meters, and eleva- 
tions may be divided into roughly four grades.  This includes 15-25 meter 
second terraces, which are fairly well developed to the south of the mouth 
of the Yuan Jiang and the eastern bank of the eastern Dongting Hu. The 
surface of the land is cut up, but the land is gently rolling. Numerous 
streams cut across the downlands and the fore-fringe producing flat silt 
lands.  Most of the flood plain near the mouths of rivers was formed by 
continuous accumulations up until 1825.  It varies in elevation from 
between 5 and 7 meters during the period of normal water level, and the 
threat of flooding is not great. 

^•H ty/e.±ncludes  57 People's communes in 10 counties (and munici- 
palities) ringing Dongting Hu and the lower reaches of the four rivers 
Agriculture here has the following features:  (1) Broad, flat fields and 
ridge son is found in bands, and accounts for 14 percent of total culti- 
vated land in the zone. The land is used predominantly for wetlands, with 
emphasis given both wetlands and drylands. Wetlands and drylands account 
respectively for about 13 and 16 percent of the zone.  Cultivated land 
averages 1.2 mu per capita, and each member of the workforce is responsible 
for farming about 2.9 mu.  The workforce cannot yet be said to be fully 
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ample.  (2) The degree of intensivity and yields per unit of area are fairly 
high, with more than 80 percent of cultivated land growing three crops, 
principally two crops of rice and one of green manure, or two crops of rice 
and one crop of rape, or two crops of rice and one crop of wheat or barley. 
Drylands intercrop cotton (or sweet potatoes) and rape, pulses, or wheat and 
barley.  Communes having yields of more than 800 jin per mu of grain in 1975 
numbered 87.7 percent of all communes, with 35 percent of that number pro- 
ducing more than 1,000 jin per mu of grain.  Communes producing 80 jin per mu 
of cotton numbered 61.4 percent of all communes in this zone type, with 38.6 
percent of them having yields of more than 100 jin per mu.  By comparison, 
this was not only vastly more than for hill regions, but was also in first 
place for the lake region.  The marketable rate for grain output was 25 to 
30 percent; for cotton, it was about the same as for the lake region as a 
whole.  (3) This zone type is developing the growing of tea and fruit that 
are little grown in the lake region but much grown in the hill region. 
Because of the numerous cities, towns, and industrial plants, this is an area 
with much water and land transportation, and of flow back and forth between 
cities and countryside.  Suburban vegetable growing, hog and fish breeding, 
hauling, and processing of agricultural sideline products is fairly well 
developed.  (4) Most of this zone type's farmland is higher than river and 
lake surfaces except for some where dikes have been built to guard against 
flodding, which is prone to waterlogging during the rainy season. Water 
must be lifted or diverted for irrigation during the dry season, and water 
conservancy measures emphasizing irrigation, but linking irrigation and 
drainage have been adopted.  Currently the cultivated land area guaranteed 
to yield a harvest despite drought or flood totals 77.6 percent of all 
cultivated land. 

It is necessary to continue to consolidate and develop production of grain, 
cotton, and oil-bearing crops in this zone type, to strive to increase yields 
per unit of area in combination with development of tea and fruit production. 
More fertilizer must be used and water conservancy works built to produce 
consistently high yields.  This region may be divided into the following 
four class 2 types:  II-l, the Changde-Yiyang-Yueyang type (grain, cotton, 
oil, and tea); II-2, Huarong-Hanshou type (grain-cotton, oil-bearing crops, 
and hemp); II-3, the Liyang-Yuanpu type (cotton growing area); and the II-4 
four cities type (grain, vegetables, hogs, and fish). 

(2) The Grain, Oil, and Tea Sub-Region in the Hills Surrounding the Lake 

III.  Zone Type of Hill and Alluvial Valleys Near Lakes That Produce Grain, 
Tea, and Pork 

Between the plain and low mountains on its fringe lies a broad expanse of 
slate, sandy shale, red rock and some granite.  The sandy shale and limestone 
make up gently sloping low hills 100 to 400 meters high. Upright outcroppings 
of old hard rock adorn the landscape around Shending, Yuchi, Jinniu Shan, 
Taiyang Shan, Taifu Shan, and Taohua Shan. Hill region alluvial valleys 
alternate with partial basins, and there are diverse kinds of wetlands. The 
slopes of hills grow mostly dryland crops and tea and rape; but there are 
many bald mountains and much wasteland. 
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The foregoing hill type applies to 226 hill zone communes in 12 counties 
whose principal characteristics are as follows:  (1) The surface of the land 
undulates gently and the fields contain fairly diverse kinds of soil.  The 
amount of cultivated land is about the same as in the lake region, but wet- 
lands account for 44.5 percent of the area, and drylands account for 32 per- 
cent.  Cultivated land in the river valley plains and nearby gently sloping 
areas is fairly concentrated and lies like the branches of a tree.  It may be 
divided into ridged fields (duan tian [0641 3944] and flat fields), alluvial 
fields (rong tian [3310 3944] and yu tian [8230 3944]), as well as shoaly 
fields (drained fields [2226 3944] and shore fields), ridge soil, and slope 
soil.  Soil and moisture conditions are diverse. Generally, water sources 
are lacking, and the area is prone to drought during the dry season. Water 
conservancy consists primarily of impounding water in ponds and reservoirs, 
and the use of impounded water, diversion and raising of water for irriga- 
tion. Many farming systems have been adopted as a result of these condi- 
tions, with the growing of two crops of paddy and one crop of green manure 
being the system used in an overwhelming percentage of cases. There is some 
growing of rice-rice-oil-bearing crop, or of rice-rice-wheat or barley in a 
three crop system. There is also some growing of one crop of intermediate 
paddy or late paddy and one winter crop (or intercropped winter crops) 
on drylands, mostly tubers, gaoliang, and pulses being grown.  Some cotton, 
rape and sesame crops are also grown.  (2) Area sown to grain and gross out- 
put of gram from this zone account for 45 and 43 percent of the total for 
the region.  Mostly paddy rice is grown, but more dryland sweet potatoes and 
gaoliang are grown than anywhere in the whole region, and a substantial 
potential exists for increased yields.  For example, Jieling Commune in Li 
County planted more than 7,000 mu of gaoliang in 1975, or 17.5 percent of 
the total planted in the county.  In the same year, the commune's output of 
grain totaled 35 million jin, which was again as much as the 1974 output. 
This included 300,000 jin from 17 households in Fusheng Ninth Brigade 
each household contributing 10,000 jin of grain to the state.  Two crops of 
gaoliang from 15 mu in Jinluo Brigade averaged yields of more than 2,400 jin 
per mu.  The masses said that dryland grain had been a big help in a major 
rise in grain output.  This zone's output of cotton has declined relative to 
that of the previous zone.  It is grown over a dispersed area, the area sown 
amounting to 25.7 percent of the total for the whole region and gross output 
to 24.7 percent.  (3) The area has a history of tea production, which has 
developed very rapidly. As of the end of 1975, the actual tea plantation 
area was more than 570,000 mu, and gross output was 250,000 dan, accounting 
for 95 and 92 percent respectively for the whole region. Linxiang County 
alone had more than 100,000 mu of tea plantations and a tea output of 88 800 
dan, one-sixth of the whole region's tea plantation area, and one-third of 
gross output. A more than 1,800 mu demonstration tea farm on both sides of 
the railroad to the east of the county seat lost none of its capital since 

onn nnnm WaS establlshed in 1966> and in 1976 had an income of more than 
!°'  ° yuan-  Luoping Brigade in Taolin Commune had an income of 50,000 to 
80,000 yuan for 1975 and 1976 from a 600 mu tea farm.  Hanshou, Yiyang, 
Xiangym, Taoyuan, Yueyang, and Miluo counties also produced a lot.  Most of 
northern Hunan's tea oil is also found in this type zone.  In 1975 tea oil 
output was more than 84,600 dan, with Changde hill zone and Taoyuan producing 
a total of more than 56,500 dan.  Hanshou also produced almost 10,000 dan- 
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Linli produced 6,500 dan; Yiyang produced 4,300 dan, and all other counties 
produced relatively less. Forestry has developed unevenly. The more than 
100,000 mu of forests in the whole province are divided into five bases 
including Zhifang Shan, Shibaluohan Shan, Jiulong Shan (which grow mostly 
Chinese fir and sassafras), Nitou Shan (tea oil) and Zhuyuan (nan bamboo). 
Hill zone communes in all other counties have also devoted major efforts to 
afforestation and planting of trees.  (4) Cultivated land averages 1.37 mu 
per capita, each member of the workforce being responsible for 3.3 mu. 
Since the cultivated land is dispersed over a fairly wide area, and since 
drought must be fought on part of it during the dry season while the rainy 
season brings scouring and silting, quite a large amount of work has to be 
done.  But the total workforce can be turned over.  Tea processing, and 
breeding of poultry, hogs, and fish, as well as quarrying and mining are 
thriving sideline occupations. 

This type zone must strengthen soil improvement and the harnessing of water, 
increase sources of fertilizer, and continue to increase the extent of inten- 
sive production.  It has to turn low yields into high yields and balance 
large increases in yields.  It must increase tea output, produce more tea 
oil, and develop both firewood and timber forests. This zone may be divided 
into three secondary types as follows: III-l, Xiangtan-Yueyang-Yiyang- 
Lixian (grain, oil, and tea) type; III-2, Changde-Taoyuan (grain, oil, tea, 
and forest) type; and ltl-3, Yuanjiang-Huarong (grain, hemp, and fruit) type. 

IV. Perimeter Low Mountain and High Hill Forest, Animal Husbandry, and 
Grain Region Type 

This region is the border counties of Linxiang, Yueyang, and Miluo in the 
east, and is a folded mountainland composed of phyllite, slate, and granite 
that includes Yaogu Shan, Yun Shan, and Meimaojian at an elevation of about 
1,000 meters above sea level.  This mountainland is an extension of the Mufu 
mountain range, and is a region of sudden rise on the east of the plain of 
the two lakes.  It controls the westward flow into the Dongting Hu of the 
Xinqiang He and the Miluo Jiang. To the southwest in Taoyuan County lie 
Tiantai Shan, Guniu Shan and the mountainlands of the western part of the 
county, most of which are formed of slate, phyllite, and sandy shale and 
are at an elevation above sea level of 500 to 1,000 meters.  In northwestern 
Lixian County may be found sandy shale hills below 700 meters in elevation. 
These mountainlands have been corroded and eroded for a long period of time 
and have undergone afforestation. The forest cover rate is fairly high. 

The foregoing type zone includes 27 mountain region communes in five counties 
in Yueyäng and Changde prefectures, which are located on the northeast, 
southwest, and northwest borders of the region.  (1) Cultivated land is least 
of all the zones (amounting to 2.78 percent of the whole region), and dry- 
lands are more numerous than wetlands (accounting for 3.7 percent of drylands 
and 2.4 percent of wetlands in the region). Mountainlands are more numerous 
than cultivated land, averaging about 15 mu per capita of agricultural popu- 
lation versus 1.15 mu of cultivated land.  Each member of the workforce is 
responsible for farming 2.9 mu of cultivated land.  (2) Most farming is done 
on terraced hillsides, which are spread over a wide area, and which are much 
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affected by mountain shade and cold waterlogging.  There is no general 

/It5*.      Wat£r' irriSation be**g provided mostly by ponds, reservoirs, 
and the diversion of mountain streams. This irrigation should be used in 
combination with control of mountain water and draining of cold waterlogging 
for vigorous improvement in low yield fields.  The most common cropping 
pattern is two crops of paddy rice and one crop of green manure, except for 
some fields that depend solely on rainfall and some cold waterlogged mudlands 
that grow asingle crop of paddy (plus a mixture of miscellaneous fall crops 
m the fields that depend solely on rainfall). Drylands grow mostly sweet 
potatoes, gaoliang, and corn.  Cotton is grown on 0.5 percent of the total 
area m the region and gross output is 0.30 percent of the total for the 
region.  (3) The mountainlands provide an area in the region for concen- 
trated development of timber forests, and this is also an area in which both 
grain and forests should be grown, the grain benefiting from forests and 
the forests promoting the growth of grain.  The Maotian district of Yueyang 
County is more than 60 Chinese 11 in length and breadth and contains four 
communes 67 production brigades, and 44,000 mu of cultivated land, or an 
average 0.7 mu per capita. Up until the time of liberation, "the mountains 
were scalped mountains, the water simply passed by, the soil was as thick 
as the dust on a wall, the fields were sandy shoals in streams, and the hills 
were pointed cones with sharply sloping sides." Since liberation, under 
leadership of the party, cadres and masses have harnessed the mountains and 

SrfJh lm??Td-^e S°"' and WaAe  flelds' and in 1975 8rain outP^ totaled more than 33.5 million jin, up more than 11 million jin from 10 years 
previously, with yields averaging more than 1,100 jin per mu.  Most of the 
barren mountains have been made green, with forests covering 70 percent of 
the area suitable for forests.  Growing of Chinese fir, nan bamboo and 
economic forests, as well as medicinal herbs has been developed. Xiangsi 
Commune in that region has built 24 joint commune and brigade forest farms, 
each brigade having four groves (for tea, fruit, mulberry, and bamboo). 
One of the brigades, Jigu Brigade, took on 1,000 mu of land plus Wanbao Shan. 
Over the course o several years, it closed off the mountains and replanted 
trees over a 2,100 mu area of vestigial pine forests to develop a forest 
canopy over the whole area.  More than 800 mu of the newly planted Chinese 
tir forests has already grown into timber from which benefits are beginning 
to be derived.  Hefan Commune in Linxiang County had more than 3,100 mu of 
mountain forests which was only 60 percent of the total available mountain- 
land area.  Thanks to active afforestation and diligent care on the part of 
the masses, more than 9,500 mu were afforested, and the portions that were 
planted first have already formed a forest canopy and grown into mature 
timber.  Chinese fir, tea, and bamboo cover the mountains with greenery, and 
the growing of grain and hogs has also developed. Along the Tiantai Shan to 
Guniu Shan area in Taoyuan County in the west, a very great potential exists 
for growth of mountain region forests.  This type zone is estimated to have 
a more than 50,000 mu tea plantation area producing 34,000 dan of tea 
anonn I7'     ? also.?as tea oil Crests with an annual output of more than 
7,000 dan of tea oil.  Earnings from tea and forests account for 25 percent 
ot gross income from agriculture. 

While developing grain production, full use should be made of mountainlands 
suitable for forests to develop forestry and medicinal herb production as well 
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as to start livestock farms for gradual development of animal husbandry. This 
region may be divided into two secondary types as follows:  IV-1, the 
Linxiang-Taoyuan type (grain, forestry, and tea); IV-2, the Yueyang-Milou- 
Lixian type (grain, oil, and forestry).  (Table 51) 

Table 51.  Comparison of Individual Areas of the Northern Hunan Agricultural 
Region Type (1975) 
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Note: These are total figures for area sown and output of grain, cotton, 
oil, hemp, sugarcane, and tea for the whole region. 

Key: 
a. Individual area 
b. Communes (individual units) 
c. Agricultural population 
d. Total (10,000) 
di. Total (10,000 mu) 
e. Workforce as a percentage of population 
f. Cultivated land 
g. Total area sown to farm crops 
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h. Area of cultivated land from which a harvest may be assured despite 
drought or flooding (%) 

i. Cultivated land as a percentage of high and stable yield farmland 
j. Amount of cultivated land per capita of population/per capita of 

workforce 
k. Wetlands/drylands as a percentage of cultivated land (%) 
1. Multiple cropping index 
m. Total for the region as a whole 
n. Lake region 
o. Plains region 
p. Hill region 
q. Mountain region 
r. Area and output of major farm crops 
s. Grain 
t. Cotton 
u. Rapeseed 
v. Hemp 
w. Sugarcane 
x. Tea 
y. Tea oil 
z. Livestock raising 

aa. Percent of total region sown/percent of gross output 
ab. Percentage of communes exceeding "The National Program for Agricul- 

tural Development" 
ac. Area/percent of gross output 
ad. Percentage of total region output 
ae. Head per mu 

Each of the foregoing four agricultural region types has different environ- 
mental conditions and possibilities for improvement. As far as the region 
as a whole is concerned, similarities and differences in mutual circumstances 
in individual neighboring regional types, and the degree of relationship and 
density make the plains area a transitional type between the hill region and 
the lake region.  The mountainland area is not large, so the lake and plains 
regions are very close to each other, and hill and mountain regions are the 
same in an overall sense.  Thus, using communes as the basic unit, and draw- 
ing a boundary line between the plains region and the hill region means the 
differentiation of two major sub-regions, namely the lakeshore plain and the 
hills around the lake. 

2.  Construction and Development of Marketable Product Production Bases 

As was said previously, agricultural regional types are an overall reflection 
of natural conditions and economic circumstances in any given region, and the 
construction and pattern of distribution of various kinds of production bases 
are major links in the suiting of general methods to local situations, 
rational planning of production, making the most of a region's potential, 
and carrying out intensive operations in corresponding types of agricultural 
regions. The northern part of the province is an important base for Hunan's 
production of marketable grain, cash crops, and aquatic products.  The current 
pattern of its production may be characterized in the following several ways: 
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1. Grain production centering around the growing of paddy rice, and a farm- 
ing system in which the growing of two or three crops predominates, and has 
now become a basic pattern.  Each of the 14 counties in the region are 
marketable grain base counties. Though differences exist in production among 
various regional types, in terms of the situation as a whole, there is com- 
parative balance in the main. 

2. There are numerous kinds of cash crops. Though the growing of such crops 
is somewhat spread out because of local conditions, traditional habits, and 
marketability, for the most part they are concentrated in the lake and flat 
land areas.  In addition, large cottonfield tracts tend to be concentrated 
in the west; hemp is concentrated in the central section; sugarcane is con- 
centrated on state farms, and aquatic cash crops such as reeds tend to be 
grown mostly in eastern lake shallows. Textile, sugar crushing and paper 
manufacturing industries have been set up near the areas producing these 
light industrial raw materials. 

3. The fishing industry centers around the lake region, in the eastern and 
southern Dongting Hu and in nearby fish farms. Not only are there communes 
and brigades specializing in the fishing industry here, but fish procurement 
and processing stations have also been established nearby.  Intensive rear- 
ing of fish in ponds and reservoirs has been established and is developing 
everywhere in this region. 

4. Livestock and hog raising plus other sideline production is, in the main, 
concentrated in the suburbs of cities and towns as well as in hill regions. 
Small hog farms and poultry farms dot the landscape. 

5. Most tea, fruit, and forest production is in the hills around the lakes, 
where some bases for such production have been set up. These areas have an 
historical tradition in the growing and processing of tea, which is develop- 
ing. 

In order to meet needs for continuous development of the national economy 
and for constant raising of the people's standard of living, northern Hunan 
should continue to devote attention to the growing of grain and cash crops 
as well as to fishing industry and forestry production, with further 
strengthening of the building and development of all kinds of commodity 
bases. 

(1) Firm Grip on Grain Production 

The current situation in grain production is as follows: high but incon- 
sistent yields in the lake region, both fairly high and consistent yields in 
plains areas, and consistent but not high yields in hill regions. For the 
region as a whole, output is fairly high for the lower reaches of the Yuan 
Shui and Li Shui in the west, as well as for their nearby lake regions; 
however about 23 percent of all communes still have grain yields that fluc- 
tuate around 800 jin per mu.  For crops grown in all seasons, a "three low" 
phenomenon exists (low yields of spring grain, low yields of dryland grain, 
and low yields of late rice). Furthermore, about 30 percent of the 
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cultivated land throughout the region cannot be counted on to deliver a crop 
despite drought or flooding, and garden style farming is practiced on less 
than one-third of total cultivated land. The threat of drought or water- 
logging exists in varying degrees every year. The existing bases should be 
used for further farmland capital construction centering around soil 
improvement and harnessing of waters to increase yields per unit of area, 
and to assure steady increases in grain output. 

All counties should energetically transform production conditions. For 
example, take Anxian County in the waterlaced lake region, which was 
formerly prone to waterlogging and lived in fear of drought. During the 
past more than 10 years, it has gone all out to level the land, to practice 
garden style farming, to renovate and raise the more than 400 kilometers of 
flood dikes, and to carry out the capital construction of new socialist fields 
in which "ditches form a network, trees are laid out in rows, and fields are 
formed into regular size plots within the protective dikes." Now 85 percent 
of cultivated land is able to deliver a harvest despite drought or water- 
logging. In Hanshou County, which cuts across three different agricultural 
zones, people living in lake regions feared flooding; those in hill regions 
feared drought, and those on terraced tablelands high above the water in 
areas crossed by streams feared low water and inability to irrigate their 
high fields. As a result of mass summarization of experiences and the suit- 
ing of general methods to local situations for the building of water con- 
servancy projects, the whole county was able to build 1 mu of fields per 
capita capable of delivering a harvest despite drought or waterlogging.  The 
county also followed the principles of rational crop patterns and tailored 
guxdance for rapid development of agricultural production.  Most of Taoyuan 
County is in the hill region, and the whole county tackled control of 
mountains, water, and fields in a comprehensive way.  In order to meet the 
need "to have water available during drought, to drain water during water- 
logging, to impound water safely, and to use water scientifically," it built 
all kinds of water conservancy facilities, renovated and equipped them, and 
made full use of project benefits for a steady climb in agricultural produc- 
tion. 

Rational reform of the farming system is a strategic measure for the launch- 
ing of scientific farming, and for realization of economic diversification, 
high yields, and increased income. 

Ever since liberation, northern Hunan has steadily reformed its farming 
system.  Its multiple cropping index went from about 180 percent in 1957 to 
220-230 percent during the mid and late 1960's, and has risen to around 
258 percent in recent years.  Statistics for 1979 show grain crops as having 
been grown on 77.8 percent of the total cultivated land in the region, paddy 
rice accounting for 84 percent of the grain grown and dryland grain crops 
for 16 percent. A three crop farming system of two crops of paddy and one 
of green manure was used in 80 percent of cases, and of rape-rice-rice in 
15 percent of cases.  Growing of a single crop of rice and a winter crop (or 
winter intercropping) was done in 5 percent of cases.  This demonstrates 
that a two and three crop farming system for the paddyfields of this area 
has been put in place and consolidated.  Diverse forms of farming have been 
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adopted to foster a combination of use and nurture of the soil, concern for 
the short-term and the long-term, and to give attention to matters requiring 
attention in the paddyfield farming system.  This has entailed the growing 
of rice-rice-green manure, or rice-rice-rape, or rice-rice-livestock fodder. 
If high yields are to be sustained, wheat or barley, rape, and green manure 
should not be continuously cropped over a long period of time.  These winter 
crops should be rotated so that strengths make up for weaknesses in the 
rotation of crops from one year to another.  Since one region differs from 
another, in places where the workforce is not overburdened and where yield 
levels are high, emphasis on growing two crops of paddy should be coordi- 
nated with a partial three crop system of rice-rice-rape, or rice-rice-broad 
beans.  In places where the workforce carries a heavy load and where normal 
year yields from two crops of paddy are not high, plans should call for some 
growing of a single crop of paddy and a single dryland crop in the rotation 
of wetland and dryland crops. Lowlying paddyfields prone to waterlogging 
should be planted to a single crop of paddy to reduce secondary gleying. 

This region has adequately high temperatures and sunlight for late rice crop 
production, but it also suffers from unfavorable elements such as summer and 
autumn drought, insect pests, and cold dew winds.  If water and fertilizer 
are available and the growing of early and late paddy crops properly dove- 
tailed, sturdy seedlings grown, and various technical measures correct, the 
greater will be the certainty of increased yields from the late paddy crop. 
However, in some places late crop rice yields fluctuate around 400 jin per mu 
simply because of the existence to varying degrees of ideas that emphasize 
the early crop and slight the late one.  In 1975, for the first time in 
history Hanshou County realized a late paddy output that was greater than 
the early paddy output, and which was close to its total grain output for 
all of 1965. This shows a very great potential exists for increasing late 
paddy yields.  The key lies in correcting perceptions, strengthening leader- 
ship, and overcoming metaphysical "low yield theories" about the late paddy 
crop.  A vigorous attack must be mounted against weak links.  One such action 
must be a good job of farmland capital construction and improvement in 
scientific management of water to improve capabilities to withstand drought. 
Second is the readying of a sufficient amount of manure for the late paddy 
crop through increased raising of hogs and accumulation of manure, plus 
"growing of the three water crops [water cabbage, duckweed, and water 
hyacinths] plus red azolla used for green manure," and increased growing of 
sesbania as green manure.  Third is "growing of sufficient numbers of sturdy 
seedlings for transplanting around 23 July, and for even and close planting 
to get numerous panicles, regulation of manuring and watering to promote 
growth, and all-around preventive war against insect pests." Frequently cold 
dew winds hurt late crop hybrid paddy in a three crop system.  In northern 
Hunan, every effort must be made so that the safe period for full panicle 
formation occurs during the first 10 days or during the early days of the 
second 10 days of September when average daily temperatures remain above 23°C 
if the empty glume rate is to be effectively controlled and consistently high 
yields realized. 

Dryland grain production in northern Hunan has the following features: 
(1) A small percentage planted.  The mountain and hill region has 35.8 
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percent of the total drylands area in the province, and the lake and plains 
area has 64.2 percent.  In the former, mostly grain is grown; in the latter, 
mostly cash crops are grown. According to 1975 statistics, more than 2.7 
million mu was planted to dryland grain crops for a 588 million jin gross 
output. This amounted to 13 percent of the area sown to grain in the region 
and 6.6 percent of gross output, and was 240,000 mu less than the area sown 
to cash crops.  In 1979, 3.32 million mu was sown to dryland grain crops 
for a gross output of 770 million jin, which was 16 percent of the total area 
sown to grain crops and 7.17 percent of gross output.  (2) Ways of multiple 
cropping are numerous. For drylands, a two crop system holds a commanding 
position. Where cotton growing predominates, the two crop system is cotton 
and pulses (broad beans), or cotton and wheat or barley. Where growing of 
sweet potatoes predominates, the system is sweet potatoes and wheat or 
barley, or sweet potatoes and rape, or sweet potatoes and pulses.  In addi- 
tion gram and cotton are intercropped (or else early maturing gaoliang and 
corn are intercropped) or doublecropped (with sweet potatoes).  Some paddy- 
fields grow two crops of paddy and one dryland crop (wheat or barley) one 
after another. A small number of paddyfields also grow one crop of paddy 
and one winter crop.  (3) Potential for increased yields is great. Yields 
per unit of area for dryland grain crops are currently not high, while 
increased harvests of dryland grain crops hold major significance for 
increasing overall grain output and making a greater contribution. 

(2)  Efforts To Increase Cotton Yields Per Unit of Area 

Northern Hunan is the province's major cotton growing area.  According to 
1979 statistics, the area sown to cotton there was 1,541,900 mu and output 
was 1,364,500 dan.  This was 64 percent of the area sown to cotton through- 
out the province, and 72.8 percent of gross output.  Cotton yields for the 
area averaged 88 jin per mu.  This was 10 jin higher than average yields 
per mu for the province as a whole. However, in an overall sense, such 
yields are still unable to meet demands in developing the national economy. 

Counties in this region have the soil, water and heat conditions for the 
growing of cotton.  Along the Liyang Plain and the lower reaches of the 
Yuan Shui, in particular, and all the way to the alluvial plain and low hill 
region on both shores of the Dongting Hu, there are vast continuous tracts 
of sandy clay, plus between 1,600 and 1,800 hours of sunshine every year. 
During the cotton growing season, the weather is clear 60 percent of the 
time, and during July and August the sunny day rate reaches 60 percent 
During September when the cotton is in full bloom, the sky is clear for about 
20_days.  Usually 22 April marks the beginning of the time when average 
daily temperature stabilizes at 15°C, and the final day of such temperatures 
is 20 October, give or take a few days.  The sustained period of such 

T7™°rtUT^  1S thUS ab°Ut 18° dayS' and cumulative temperature is more than 
4,iuu c.  The period when summer season temperatures in cotton growing areas 
average about 25°C is during the boll formation and boll ripening period 
between the beginning of August and the last 10 days of October, when the 
difference between daytime and nighttime temperatures gradually increases, 
and cool weather sets in, which may promote maturation.  However, unfavorable 
meteorological factors include the following:  low temperatures and rainy or 
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overcast weather during April and May, which affects the sowing, sprouting, 
and formation of full stands of cotton.  Summer and autumn drought opens the 
cotton to the possibility of cotton buds and bolls falling off, and con- 
tinuously rainy and overcast days during the ripening period may hurt cotton 
harvesting and quality. The proneness of the lake region to waterlogging and 
the fairly high water table there is an additional unfavorable factor. 

Cottonfields in this region should be suitably concentrated in continuous 
tracts, the growing acreage stabilized, further improvements made to the 
drainage and irrigation system, consistently high yield cotton production 
bases expanded, and intensive farming done. The vigorous work done in 
Changde Prefecture to level cotton fields greatly changed the former situa- 
tion of most of the land being level but some of it not being level, which 
made it impossible to get irrigation water in or to drain water out. At the 
same time, some commune and brigade dispersed cottonfields were readjusted 
and appropriately concentrated in continuous tracts, so that the so-called 
"high standing," "superb," and "nice looking" cotton grew in the right soil 
everywhere.  In the lake area of Hanshou County, efforts were devoted mostly 
to lowering the water table, and this effort plus leveling of fields and 
the making of terraced fields on slopes in hill regions solved the problem 
of a source of irrigation water and improved the soil as well.  Lixian went 
on from its completion of the ditch system on the Liyang Plain to leveling 
the land, and substantially succeeded in being able to both irrigate and 
drain readily. Anxiang County has a large number of ditches, streams, and 
lakes, and its water table is high. In building its cotton fields, it 
emphasized the "four changes," namely changing cotton lands to cottonfields, 
leveling the land and finishing work on the four ditches; changing shallow 
ditches with wide ridges to deep ditches with narrow ridges; changing low 
yield soil to fertile soil, and changing from dispersed fields to continuous 
tract fields. The foregoing measures produced an all-around tackling of 
water, manure, and soil problems, and substantially improved cotton produc- 
tion conditions. 

Vigorous spread of advanced techniques and beginning the scientific growing 
of cotton:  (1) First was vigorous breeding and promotion of superior varie- 
ties and a good job of cotton seed production as an important means of 
realizing high yields of superior quality cotton (Table 52).  (2) Sowing on 
time and correct close planting.  Around the time of the "grain rains" 
[20 April], when temperatures stabilize at higher than 15°C, a rush is made 
to sow cotton on clear days and an effort made to complete it before sowing 
the early rice crop so as to avoid competition between rice and cotton for 
labor.  In addition, it is necessary to suit general methods to local situa- 
tions to do close planting correctly, making sure plants are close together 
but rows between them are wide to improve sunlight and ventilation conditions 
between rows, promote full development of individual cotton plants, and make 
the most of the role of plant communities in increasing yields.  (3) Early 
care to promote early development.  This includes sensible fertilization and 
irrigation and strengthening of plant protection work. During the sprouting 
period when much rain falls, making sure that ditches are clear so water can 
pass freely is particularly important.  Cultivation should be done early and 
well to promote development of root systems.  Sources of manure should be 
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increased for suitable fertilization. The amount of base fertilizer should 
be ample, and manuring of seedlings should be light. Manuring for boll 

berSaw
n IT" ?e TSt right^ and manUrlng for the °PeninS °f bolls should 

reouir7;ub^t? r "T" ?* ^ °" flowerin* ** boll formation, they require substantial amounts of water and fertilizer. This is the time of 

r^Lfr8 * Td  hi8?er temperatures> - irrigation must be done promptly, 
JrrilSon      re§Ulate fertilization- Use of spray irrigation or drip7 

Numefn,^ H-  nSerV6S/f" and redUC6S dr0ppinS of cotton b^s and bolls, 
period of tlmeSeSA   ±nsect??,StS  ±nfeSt COtt0n and cause damage for a long 
„"V1":. f Pr°gram 0f "Prevention first" must be carried out, with 

a^ricult^r  P  preV£I*i0n and contro1 ^asures in combination including 
r£i?£i    PreY^tion and control, biological prevention and control, 
chemical prevention and control, and catching of insects by people  Special 
efforts must be made during the "dual mch" TL-T-,-^ *      people,  bpecial 
«f ™«-«-~, A- "   8 cne aual rush period for prevention and control 
of cotton diseases and insect pests. 

Table 52.  Summary of Northern Hunan Superior Cotton Varieties 
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Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 
i. 
j- 

k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 

Variety 
Combinations 
Type 
Yields per mu of ginned cotton (jin) 
Growing season (days) 
Major characteristics and properties 
Daihongdai 
(Daizi No 15 X Yishuhong) X Daizi No 15 
Intermediate maturing 
Compact plants long fiber, high ginning outturn rate, pure white 
tiber.  Suitable leaf size, smooth and opening of bolls during a 
concentrated period.  Strong growth during budding stage, with 
reserve strength. 
Dongting No 1 
Selected from Daizi No 15 
About 200 

Somewhat compact plants; cold tolerant and strongly drought resistant- 
wide adaptability. High ginning outturn rate; superior qualitj 
textile products. y 
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(3) Development of Hemp Crops 

1. Ramie: Yuanjiang County in this region already has a more than 1,080 
year history of growing ramie, and it is a traditional cash crop.  In 1979, 
northern Hunan planted 65 percent of the ramie grown in the province and 
produced 84 percent of its output.  Yuanjiang County alone sowed 35.4 percent 
of the area sown to ramie in the province, and produced 47.2 percent of the 
ramie.  The Sihu and Huangmaozhou regions are foremost among the nine 
regions of Yuanjiang County in the growing of ramie.  Every one of the 37 
communes in the county has ramie farms, 21 of them sowing a 100-500 mu area; 
six of them sowing a 500-1,000 mu area; and two of them, Dacheng and Guangfu, 
sowing more than 2,000 mu.  Zimucheng has grown as much as 4,485 mu.  Thus, 
Yuanjiang County is the hub, and the ramie growing area stretches through 
Hanshou, Yiyang, Nanxian, and Huarong counties, and north and south through 
the middle of the lake region. 

Ramie likes heat and moisture.  Its growing period occurs when temperatures 
are from 11 to 32°C, and the ideal temperature range is 23-30°C, with about 
1 000 millimeters of rainfall, and a relative humidity greater than 80 per- 
cent.  The soil layer should be thick and fertile, and consist of sandy loam 
and clayey loam with good drainage and a pH of 5.5-5.6.  A growing area that 
has both some direct sunlight and some diffused light and a slight breeze is 
best. Northern Hunan possesses the foregoing basic natural conditions, and 
the lake region is particularly favorable for the growing of ramie. However, 
waterlogging poses a danger for the first crop, and the second and third 
crops are threatened by wind damage or drought.  If it fails to ram for 
about 50 days in a row, low yield fields will abort, and high yield fields 
will produce only half a crop. This is a major problem requiring serious 
attention in production. 

When growing ramie in northern Hunan, in order to provide proper environ- 
mental conditions particular attention should be given to making ditches to 
drain waterlogging away promptly and to do garden style farming in order to 
facilitate drainage and irrigation and to improve capabilities to prevent 
and resist drought.  Windbreak forests may be planted around fields to weaken 
wind velocity and to increase humidity and the amount of diffused sunlight. 
"Luzhuqing" ramie is fairly wind resistant, but it is not as drought 
resistant as "Huangkezao," which also produces three crops fairly con- 
sistently.  New variety "Xiangzhu No 1" combines the virtues of both of 
these.  Other varieties include "Bailiqing," and "Xijieba." Quality is the 
same for all except "Huankezao." They can be made into ramie cloth, and 
output of all the rest is fairly high and quality pretty good. Ramie pro- 
duction is strongly seasonal, and it must be cut at the right time.  The 
first crop of the year should not stand in the fields beyond around 6 June; 
the second crop should grow no more than 50 days, and the third crop should 
be harvested before the time when the hoar frost descends [around 23 OctoberJ. 
When work on the early crop helps the late crop, yields will increase from all 
crops.  Since ramie is a perennial crop, it requires a considerable amount of 
fertilizer, and good winter care is an important link for increased yields 

for the whole year. 
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2easUilTipgf°f ramle bfSeS Sh°Uld be d°ne mOStly in c^^  production areas.  The five central county bases should be gradually connected into a 

bTSSSÄ ::dt
Pr

h
0drT.amS ±n °ther countiesysho0Sd1ikeSS * 

SrSble rates * admnistration and management and increase 

earlfin N»n ^ibaxiJB^i    The 8rowin§ °f Jute and ambari hemp began fairly 
early in Nanxian and Huarong counties in this region of the province 

In 1979n8tnisTe
ti0n' V^TtT  ^ 0n ^ traCtS ^bTSS region. In 1979 this region planted 96 percent of the province's iute and ambari 

«Ze^tl^t  a" T °J "' fUtpUt' "^ ^untfalonfplated 44 percent of the area and produced 48 percent of the output  Jute and 
ambari hemp production also expanded in neighboring Huarong Anxiang Id 
Yuanjiang counties as well as in Hanshou, Changde, and XiangyiS counties 

liemp production is done on continuous tracts. 

Jute and ambari hemp are crops requiring short hours of sunlight  Thev liVP 
S™ ero"wth Ut  b6St ^ temPeratures of-20-25-C. During the plriod of vegeta- 
tive growth, temperatures of 25-34°C are ideal. These crops also like 

£ J  eS "TW"!"10? *"?* ^ ** ""« Pr0duC- s^ Leases 
logging  TheJryso^ "^ 7 t0lerant °f fl°°dinS and resistant to water- 
sol! that hi    I    requirements are not strict; however, a thick, loose 
soil that holds water and fertilizer well is best. 

Northern Hunan has environmental conditions that are outstanding in 
consonance with the physiological characteristics of jute SdamWi hemp 
for"\Z\    ?Uld pa"icularly be -ade of the sand flats in rivers and Ses 
f^i-« hTUlng f  marketable Product bases rather than compete with 
raje anTttlTl ^  ^ ' ?*  °J ^ PraCtice has sh°™ "at whlrever 
can also be 11   S^! Saf*iy grOWn ±n winter> Jute ^d ambari hemp can also be grown, and high yields can also be assured. Jute and ambari 

durLripr3U°threoSn or M1*** to sand flats that'are* no" inundated 
flood crest ^TT  IT! floodlnS' or to fl^s that are inundated during 
long as the tonf 5 ^ U§f' F™"6* the CUrrent ls not to° «wift.  So 
MSL Jt-    ? JUte and ambari plants are n°t submerged during inunda- 
tions their bases will be able to grow unsecured roots (water roofs) that 

SS hSSTtS lUchiientS £"" "? Water'  StUrdy Jute anrambTileed-' 
oit dvinf TS ^     \Ty  ^ comPletely submerged for 8 to 12 days with- 
out dying.  The taller the plants, the stronger their ability to resist 
waterlogging and tolerate inundations.  Consideration should be given to 
the following three kinds of sandbar islets in rivers and lakes for the 
planting of Jute and ambari hemp (Table 53):  Sensible planning £ the crop 

should^lplh' °re *T  °r ambEri h6mp mUSt be done-  The eardrop 
recent v  ,  -'^ ^ ?0Be later f°r hi§h>ields from both crops! In 
has conducted L?/"f^0?^ ^ Mingshan Commune, Nanxia/county 
has conducted experiments m the intercropping of paddy rice and iute or 

tiaUy  Ttev°h the CTPlnf °f Paddy r±Ce and ***  o/amba'i hemp :quL- 
imSoved SltivaM US6d early opening, high yield varieties and have 
a"r-ute o^aS" "" ^^  f°r *»*« >™s <*  both grain 
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Table 53.     Suitable River and Lake Islets for Growing Jute and Ambari Hemp 
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a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g- 

h. 
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Degree of suitability 
Suitable area 
Fairly suitable area 
Unsuitable area 
Elevation (meters) 
Production and use 
Land reclaimed without building of embankments. 
with rape and broad beans . 
Need to kill snails, and propagate seedlings for transplanting 
Whitish soil sandbar islets, lake grass, and lowlying stagnant water 

May be intercropped 

(4) Active Farming of Silkworm Mulberry 

This region has a long history of growing silkworm mulberry, and it is one 
of the province's three old silkworm areas (the lakeshore, Hengyou, and 
western Hunan). It also produces the most. Because of poor planning of 
production since liberation, the growing of silkworm mulberry has not kept 
Dace with developments.  In 1959, this region produced 57 percent of all the 
province's cocoons, Lixian, Changde, Huarong, Anxiang, and Nanxian counties 
producing 43 percent of the region's total.  In 1971, this region Produced 
82 percent of"the province's total silkworm cocoon output from 43 000 mu of 
mulberry groves or more than 25,000 fewer mu than in 1959.  In 1975, 24 300 mu 
of mulberry groves produced 6,171 dan of cocoons. This was 34.5 percent of 
the province's mulberry growing area and 54 percent of its cocoon output  In 
1979; the region had 31.3 percent of the province's mulberry ^ area and 
44 percent of its cocoon output. Today the province has 20 silk mills xn 
Jinshi Yiyane, Nanxian, Changsha, Xiangtan, Beisheng in Liuyang, and m 
Ho"ngjlang"7 Sne plant in Jinshi alone requires 30,000 dan of silkworm cocoons 
annually, and raw materials are far from able to satisfy needs. 

Numerous advantages result from expansion of silkworm mulberry production as 
follows:  (1) Sideline occupation avenues are widened; collective earnings 
increased, and the country's needs satisfied.  In 1975, Songshi_Commune m 
Huarong County built a cocoon farm at Bawei. During the following year 
earnings from the cocoon industry alone accounted for 60 percent of total 
earnings from agricultural sideline occupations. The Maotian district of 
Yueyang County built mulberry groves in the mountainlands from which 
Changcang Brigade had diversified earnings from cocoon and medicinal herb 
production in 1975 amounting to 43 percent of gross income from agricultural 
sideline occupations.  (2) Silkworm dung is a quick acting fertilizer of 
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n??rn«2Uali?r'     Scientific testin§ *** Bhoim it to contain again as much 
nxtrogen as hog manure and a substantial amount of potassium.    Dead silk- 

TeTeäTo fisH AT±ei' PUlriZed and fed t0 h°Z*       Slltaori du^g can also 
ItnJiil I7'    u0t °nly Can the 8rowing of mulberry provide leaves to 
grow silkworms,  but the trees can also break waves to protect dikes    Ind 
mulberry wood makes superior lumber for farm implements.    MulberrJ branches 

^Z,^      " "* * *"* f°r f±^°°ä> ™d ™lbe^ ** ZieullTTo 

Is'fonow" ha)mTtyhaf f rding COndltirS  f°r gr0WinS siH™ mulberry 
r°fll      A * large amount of soil resources, and plentv of 

IrriLtion^anll     * T^1*',  ****** ±SletS>  river flats> -used^kes, 
berrv      ?nr^W      and strea™ b*ve spacious land for the planting of mul- 
berry      Furthermore the soil layer is thick and fertile in these places• 

aftersLdl-USU\lly mildl7 alkallne °r neUtral>  and withln 3 to s'ye^rs' 
after seedlings have been planted, a forest develops.     Climate is temperate 
making possible the raising of five crops of silkworms Lh year  (one each 

irc^tLrandT^I   "* ^ * ** faU)-     "*»»" of the cold "r 
speciaf cave muJT y-great T™* ****** the Spring COCOOn season' 
Wes -re nl7 81Ve^-       Ur±ng fall>  temPera^res «e high, mulberry 
leaves ,reold,  numerous diseases and insect pests are prevalent    and the 

-I*"?"" V£ry KUSy'-     ^ add±ti0n'  C°ld de' W±nds  te»d ""come Tatly    so 
aphis' time       m  ?h?V6n an*BeMlJle Plans -^e for growing sükwoi 
-t  this  time.      (2)  The masses have abundant experience in the raisine of 
silkworms  and the growing of mulberry,  and they have gradually Srned Jocal 

war" rLS""ificiSl  SUP\ri- Silkwo™ sP-ies; have'switchel froTnatural 
dec^ntrali^H  fi    ^    y ^0nt.T°lled warmth>  a™* have gone from scattered and 
decentralized growing of silkworms to centralized operations.     (3) As agri- 
cultural modernization increases, workforces can be freed Tor sideline § 

occupation production such as silkworm mulberry. 

to m^the build?n:
d%in drl0Pln8 large~scale BoclHlist agriculture,  and 

tLrplans andln ^ °f 7        ^,gr°VeS 3 Part °f farmland caPital construc- 
end of 197Q S th^ cateS°ry of a commune and brigade enterprise,  as of the 
end of  1979 Huarong County had a 9S186 mu mulberry grove area.     Collective 

IiTn t2mf 0ri972rLa8S "^f1"? «L*^™ ^eLed fromVtwo Ruc- tion teams of 1972 to  85 units in 1979,  with Panjia,  Jinggang,  Xinhe    and 
Longxi communes having model experiences in the ouiiding'of silWm'mSberry 

Active ways  in which to consolidate and develop northern Hunan's  ,iitm™ 

ä'^ÄTs ras fsiiows: a) A
 »tLmi^^rs ^ssi» 

and the building of bases. Existing silkworm mulberry bases should be 

z fin sr^wE if "nlarged;w±th new muiberry i^:\:izLiseä land in the four besides" as well as river flats and sandbar islets to thp 

T:ZtrltlZ\rSSihrle\ ■ A ?0mbination °f P°-lferal areas and ba^e  , Ld 
a combination of centralization and decentralization should be used.     Places 

muIbefrve?rSlte C°nditi°nS ™? °Perate commune and brigade silkworm 
iSSed anr/YTOPr,iate' bUlld mUlberry grove bas"s that can be both irrigated and drained, and engage in specialized production. (2) Reliance 
on the masses and building of farms through self-reliance.     The lake region 
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labor force carries a rather heavy burden, and lacks bamboo timber. As a 
result, it should organize production in an equitable way, improve adminis- 
tration and management, practice distribution in accordance with work, and 
do a good job of grain supply work. It should set aside a certain area for 
the growing of bamboo timber.  Its silkworm sheds may be rudimentary; it can 
make its own tools; and it can train its own specialized technical forces 
through actual practice, using a combination of a specialized corps and 
the masses to promote development of silkworm mulberry production._ 
(3) Strict attention to the task of planting and propagating seedlings to 
upgrade the scientific raising of silkworms. It should^ set up bases to 
propagate seedlings and breed superior seedlings, using local resources to 
assist development of new areas.  Silkworm species are an important means of 
production, and a good job should be done at the province's Hejiashan^stock 
farm's silkworm specie station and in building silkworm specie farms in 
Changde and Hanshou counties.  It is necessary to put an end to low yields 
of autumn cocoons by increasing the raising of early autumn silkworms, 
growing sufficient numbers of mid-autumn silkworms, and sufficient mulberry 
leaves to raise late autumn silkworms so that the output of autumn silkworms 
is larger than that of spring silkworms. 

(5) Steady Development of Sugar Crop Production 

The growing of sugarcane poses very high demands for heat, moisture, and soil 
fertility. Practice has shown that since the lake region in northern Hunan 
possesses favorable natural conditions to a considerable degree, not only 
can the region grow sugarcane, but it can produce high yields of sugarcane 
with a high sugar content as well. State farms such as the Datong Hu Farm, 
the Xi Dongting Farm, and the Jinpen Farm have increased the sugar content 
of their cane and increased sugar yields over the years through the spread 
of superior sugarcane varieties. During the 1977-1978 crushing year, the 
Datong Hu Farm produced 2,338 tons of sugar for a 9.54 percent sugar output 
rate with sugarcane being crushed having an 11.65 percent sugar content. 
The sugar output rate for Xi Dongting Farm's sugar refinery was 10.6 percent, 
and the sugar output rate for the Jinpen Farm's sugar refinery was 9.26 per- 

cent . 

Since 1972, the lake region has set up 10 medium size and small mechanized 
sugar refineries that are daily able to process 4,500 tons of sugarcane. 
Sugar refineries have not been able to get sufficient cane in recent years 
because an insufficiently large area has been planted to it, so the utiliza- 
tion rate for equipment is low. Were the 10 sugar refineries able to operate 
at designed capacity, with 6,000 mu of sugarcane grown for those capable of 
processing 200 tons daily, 12,000 mu grown for those capable of processing 
400 tons daily, and 15,000 mu grown for those capable of processing 500 tons 
daily, and were superior varieties promoted to increase yields per mu, each 
providing about 3 tons of raw sugarcane with an 11 to 12 percent sugar con- 
tent and a better than 8 percent sugar output rate, the 10 sugar refineries 
would produce more than 30,000 tons of cane sugar annually. 

The crux of good performance in sugar production in the lake region of 
northern Hunan lies in the building of sugar crop production bases with 
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till  SS ll      f yi    alX  ar°Und the SUgar refiner^s.  Not only should 
this plan be made a part of overall plans for farmland capital construction 
but it should be treated as a major ingredient in economic diversification!' 

(6) Vigorous Increase in Aquatic Products 

quIntitiesUo?nfish
iVir: ^ *?**  COVer & Wide area and produce Prodigious 

Et'! ? f"h» 15t™' Snd natUral fish fry« Historically this region 
aquatic nrodn^ln? and.farmi"S center> a»d it has gradually developed fn 
aquatic products breeding industry.  It is a major base for marketable 

raq™ing.Pr0dUCtS *" ** ^^  tbat C™h±™S  rearinS> -tcSng and 

of its'fL'fin'th^Tv111"118^7- This/egion's filing industry catches most 
Donet-?nf H  V       ' an particularly in the eastern and southern 

thelakL provideT:Ctin? ^V    **tUCäl  f±Sh f°°d is abundant here' ^nd some of thlZ superior environment for the fattening and breeding of 

natural fShTT?" 5   f?6*68 fWmd ** the Ch&ng Jian§- Reserves °f natural fish species depend largely on hydrological changes  Rivers 

sriSuSi? abr 40° b±,mon cubic m"ters °f wat- ss thfs8., and 
the blsi"ns of thfr C°meS fr°m Vari°US PreciPitation areas. Flooding of 
rC^r-   *,  f °Ur riVerS °CCurs mostly between April and June; the 
S^h/tT tl00ds™stly  durin8 July and August.  Maximum depth of «ater 
in the lake basin during high water season is around 15 meters, but averages 

during SooTstaSIr *?*? ^ T^ 2 ,Beter8-  The rati° °* water voSe 
M^rch) is 8-1  cl  (   ,  tU8USt) VerSUS the loW Water sta§e (^cember to 
™5 *L"  '   •  §eS ±n th£ Water situation affect the fishes' habitat 
Selens" SchLT  ™±S produces diff*-nt fishing grounds and fShing' 
du?W L^      £ \ ring ^  y6ar ^ be r°Ughly divided int° those made 
to ZusO fhosf "f ^ (MarC\to,**>• those -de during high water (June 

Sin^L^I 2LF regi0n'S natUral flShing *~ tLf much wa^ 

Silting and reclamation of farmland from the lake over the years and the 
gradually shrinking of the lake area and volume have meant fshortenlg of 
the fishing season.  This plus the building of water conservancy promts 

SsUledXto rJiUv°n'.and USe f damaging fishin^ Sear  and filing methods 
have declined l?ire *? ^^ f ±8h resources with the result thft catches 
atSv follZLl  ?V PJUnglnf Wave'  For examP^, during the period immedi- 
around ill  OnnV Tl     *'  ^ CatCheS f°r Yueyan8 Prefecture averaged 
I960?«  n' •   u'  bUt St°0d at ab°Ut 100>000 dan in each year after the 
fish o,\ D?Tg.the rrl0d immedlately following liberation 70 percent of 
^percent fSTd/r™ CatChes> but d^  the 1960's it went'from 60 to 
30 ItlrZl'    f     g the PSSt SeVeral years' ifc has declined to about 
30 percent. An average more than 70 percent of fish purchased at Chengguan 
in Yueyang is of grades 3 to 6, which shows that fishing industry catchfs 
today are supplements to the main source of supply eateries 
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in order to make equitable use of and increase the breeding of fish resources, 
HA m  develop fishing industry production, the following is suggested to 
Sansf oä and'build the fishing Industry:  (1) Deciding thekindsof fxshxng 
gear to^e used, size of catches, scale of operations, and ^nsxty of fxsh- 
IZ  in various fishing grounds on the basis of current fxshxng ground 
operating capacity, and changes in fishing industry capabxlxtxes and 
resources'  Is regards fishing gear that currently damages fxsh resources, 
the size of net openings should be increased and improvements made xn organx- 
zational and operating methods, the scale of operatxons bexng ^rolled 

(2) intensivit; of fishing should be strictly controlled in major routes 

areas for use as farmland, building of dams, draggxng of nets, or scrapxng 
wxthhao [4761 3082] should not be permitted.  (3) The presently «xstin* 
Sor economic Lb concentrated spawning grounds such „; Dawan Xxaowan and 
Junshanhou Hu of eastern Dongting Hu, the southeaste«tip* ™thern 
Doneting Hu, Baota to Dawan of Wanzi Hu, as well as the area from an 
Si^y line passing through Sangangzito Hekouzi to Erba on Lu Hu and 
the northern depression of western Dongting Hu should be more closely pro 
tected! At the same time, prefectures and counties should mere 
reflate prohibited fishing areas as changes in fishing grounds dictate. 
TXV should also" rule the period from around 5 April to 21 May to be a no 
Sing Period! Artificial breeding of fish fry should be vigorously advo- 
caSiTand controls should be instituted to curb the takxng of natural f ish ^ 
frv to increase the breeding of natural resources.  (4) In the current Kxuxng 
of snails buxldxnS of low embankments and construction of bases to produce 
reeds concurrent attention should be given to protection of the breedxng of 

^atlc^roduct resources and ^^^^J^^^V^^^  of 

ITei  sSf^/lSitraryt-infofdikefoTsluiSVtes to release water 
Ind ca enTish'is- not toVallowed.  (5) Toxic waste water from industrxes 
must be cleaned up and not just discharged untreated into rxvers. 

2. The Fish Rearing Industry. This region's fishing ^]* g0^^ 
recmires both active protection and increased breedxng of natural resources 
iSlrttZnll  restructuring of that part of the fishing industry that makes 
ca ches TlTllllls Tigoroul efforts to develop the breeding of fish xn lakes, 
nonds and reservoirs. In addition to rivers and lakes that flow out of the 
ponds, and "servoxmillion mu of water surfaces that can be 

use^wx bin the province from ^e lake plain to the hill and mountain region. 
Is of^979? 1.75 million mu, or 70 percent of this water surface was being 

t  ed for the rearing of aquatic products, and the J^J^t^tT.^iSf 
reared accounted for 65.5 percent of the regxon's total output of aquatic 
Products  Sble 54) Clearly, for further development of the breedxng 
industry/a cognation of rearing and catching of fish is an f*P°rtant way 
in which to realize consistent increases in output of the fishing xndustry. 
Slfisparticularly true in the lake plains region where inland lakes 
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a pro? "„Tin Sou CaPl1 TPUt VSlUe °f 7'80° *—■    £ *oL farf shLed a profit of 90,000 yuan in demonstration of the model ™1P of rha  «,«. -  wea 

the f^ wf"oSS ^^L^I^ÄÄS? 

srzrsjz?at th —■ ^l^—^?™ tu °i 
s^t.^i

tsrr.?,
r^s.cr2.^ j;r -* 8laddenlns acc Jp- 

Table 54'  Northern Hunan Aquatic Products Output in 1975 

**?& 
(a)    ft   K 

(b)    £   ft 

(c) «  m 

(d) £   m 

(f) ft   »   * 

174.26  I    42.34 

56.66 

46.42 

(e)       flt     ft!  |    71.18 

12.0 

IP » 

100.49 

(Zffir) 

29.4 

37.0 7.66 

33.84 

29.65 

1.42 

20.32 

m 
2.03 

0.21 

3.94 

1.25 

1.33 

1.82 1.36 

(m>K  r .&   r  ft   (^rffi) 

1*S 
90.39 

31.42 

26.79 

32.18 

^V 
31.06 

11.41 

11.89 

7.76 

V « 

59.33 

«.   (q) 

iS 

84.53 

20.01 

14.9 

24.42 

26.92 

"26.03 

31.58 

11.83 

3.14 

4.02 

4.67 

r  r< (s) 
17TV) 

3.21 

pro'JLSfS^!^"8- and *""•  *"*•<*"«■ 1-elud. 14 counties and 

1.26 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

g- 
h. 

Region 
Total 
Yueyang 
Yiyang 
Changde 
Surfaces used for fish 
rearing (10,000 mu) 
Sub-total 
Ponds 
Lakes 
Reservoirs 

k. 
1. 

m. 

n. 
o. 
P- 
q- 
r. 
s. 

Other bodies of water 
Fish breeding ponds and rearing 
ponds (10,000 mu) 
Aquatic products output (10,000 
dan) 
Catches 
Rearing 
Including fish 
Hunan lotus 
Area (10,000 mu) 
Output (10,000 dan) 
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varieties, and the amount of fish food is inadequate.  In inland lakes, 
larje numbers of fish are reared and kept instead of being used for stock- 
ing other waters, or else only catching is done with no rearing of is 
all  Some places have taken no account of the characteristics of different 
lakes and of environmental conditions; they should adapt general methods to 
specific lake conditions and adopt corresponding rearing methods to increase 

yields. 

In the future a program that provides for a combination of rearing and 
catching! with rearing being the key link, adaptation of general methods to 
specific circumstances, and diversification must continue to be adhered to, 
with active expansion of the rearing area and the linking of full use of 
naturally available fish food and fish food provided by man for energetic 
increase in yields per unit of area and increase xn gross output.  (1) Most 
If  the inland lakes in this region are old silted lakes that are closely 
linked to large tracts of farmlands and require rational planning.  Gen- 
erally speakxS, the flow of nitrate water into lakes where depth of water 
is maintained It around 2 meters provides abundant nutrients for the rearxng 
of fish.  Such lakes may be used primarily for the rearxng of fxsh xn a 
combination of fish rearing, impounding of water, and irrxgatxon so that the 
lakes are used to the maximum extent possible, and thexr yxtalxty xs  _ 
increased.  In addition to making fullest use of natural foods, P^ennxal 
rye    Sudan grass and aquatic plants may be grown in the buxldxng of needed 
fish food bases.  (2) When rearing fish in lakes, attention must be given a 
the start to getting rid of vicious fish breeds such as mxnnow fxsh, qxaobax 
[5062 7403 and Sarin fish, with fishing all year long done to rid waters 
of such pests.  In addition, care must be taken to prevent escape of fxsh 
being reared. While allowing free flow of water and maintaxnxng transporta- 
tion! suitable facilities for keeping fish in must be built that are suited 
to the lake topography, the nature of lake bottoms, and the kxnds of fish 
being used to stock the lake.  Fish used to stock lakes should be large 
usually larger than 5 cun long.  It is necessary to set up necessary fxsh 
fry breeding ponds, and fish breeding bases should generally take up 15 to 
20 percent of the water surface used for fish rearing. Wide use should be 
made of branches from lakes, small dammed ponds, canals and streams lotus 
lakes, and paddyfields for natural reproduction and rearxng of fingerlings, 
and catching o/a proper amount of fingerlings should be done  ^pendxng 
on the density of lake plants, thickness of sxlt, and depth of water 
various numbers of operations, year-round operations, and catchxng of large 
fish while reserving the small ones can be done to increase the number of 
fish taken rate.  In large inland lakes where the water surfacy* ™S* *nd 
there are numerous branch streams, and where operations are conducted over 
a wide area, emphasis should be on impounding water and conservation lxnked 
to irrigation from rivers, removal of fry and artificial stocking of 
streams! (3) Rearing in mountain and hill ponds and reseryoxrs lxnked to 
farmland capital construction, increasing the impounding of water, and 
regulation of water sources. We must deepen shallow ponds, plug holes to 
conserve water, and promote the artificial breeding of numerous specxes of 
fish fry in an effort to achieve self-sufficiency in fingerlxngs plus use 
various means to solve the problem of food for the rearxng of fxsh. 
(4) Economic diversification and development of ponds for multxple uses, 
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with emphasis on rearing fish.  The Donghe Fish Farm in Xiangyin Countv MA 
various kinds of farming.  Though it centered its activities Iround the 
f «flung industry it also grew paddy rice, hogs, and operated StrLl 

acid wasttö fled ho"'     8rfn 5r°m ±tS distill^y and calcium phytic 
hogs to fertilize XTf<Z ^ T6 Hnd Slud*e  from the ^4 of 
haStg fished delifioeusSeS n r0U8ht ^ ***» »"«-ti« of faAogs, 

lakP^
r°Tlng UnSn L°tUS- Th±S region has a substantial amount of shallow 

lakes, lowlymg areas, lake branches, and shuaimu [3943 3965] and the 

LkLeSanderiotu: f
a?C?rmed t0 and «P«^*«d - growing Hunan "tu   Lotus lakes and lotus fields are spread throughout the lake regions of Hanshou 

Paddvfields W„o «„iS    J ?    , f farmland capital construction, 
raaaytields, lotus fields, and lotus lakes should be kept separate flnH 
complete drainage and irrigation systems built, with water level carolled 
at various heights around the lake.  Operations shoullbe speliaUz^d lllä 
and mongrelized varieties should be eliminated; species should be purified 

and carr hould\and dis-Ses/hould ^  prevented'and controlled? 'ßrefding 
""t"

r t°\ld ^e intensified, harvesting should be done promptly, and con- 

sssa, pas. s äMä^^^TÄ^- 
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Third Section.  Several Major Ways To Develop Agriculture 

The northern part of Hunan has a relatively large number of favorable condi- 
tions and a very great potential for development of agriculture. A^omxnent 
problem at the present time is that water conservancy m the Dongting Hu 
region has not yet been brought up to standards. Varying degrees of flood 
and waterlogging disasters occur every year, and agricultural production is 
not lufficlStl? consistent. Furthermore, the level of agricultural mechani- 
zation is not high. Large areas are not machine plowed, machine Panted or 
machine harvested, and there is a fairly serious shortage of manpower and 
animal power. Production costs are high in some counties, communes and 
production brigades, and a situation exists in which output increases with 
no commensurate increase in earnings. Thus, further improvements inwater 
conservancy and fertilizer are required in this region plus development of 
garden style farming, acceleration of mechanization, and development of the 

land's potential for increased yields. 

1.  Comprehensive Control of Rivers and Lakes, and Further Building of 

Consistently High Yield Farmland 

(1) Main Attack on Damage From Flooding, Waterlogging, and Water Stagnation 

in the Dongting Hu Region 

As a result of development of water conservancy construction endeavors, the 
area guaranteed to produce a harvest despite drought or waterlogging has 
gradually increased, and ability to withstand disasters has improved. How- 
ever, flooding, waterlogging and drought remain one of the mainJ^°ns.^r 

the lack of consistency in agricultural production.  SiBce liberation, the 
serious flooding, water stagnation and drought disasters of 1954 1961 and 
1969 occasioned serious reductions in output. In 1971, grain output was 8 2 
billion jin, but as a result of flooding and waterlogging disasters in 1973, 
output dropped to 7.8 billion jin.  In 1974, output rose to 9 billion Jin 
and reached 10.7 billion jin in 1979. Agricultural production rose and fell 
in a saddle shape and climbed in a spiral. 

Dongting Hu and the Jingbei Plain are an integral part of the ancient Yunmeng 
Marsh.  In 1524, the north bank of the Jinsai breached giving rise to the Jin 
Jiang great embankment and the Jingbei Plain.  In 1860, the lotus ponds 
Reached their dikes, and in 1873, the Songzi flood channel punched through. 
This resulted in an intensification of the flooding and silting of the 
Dongting Hu. What was formerly known as the "800 li Dongting" has gradually 
shrunk. Today an average of 132 million cubic meters of silt enters the 
lake annually, 109 million cubic meters or 82.6 percent of it from the 
three mouths of the Chang Jiang.  (Formerly there were four mouths, but 
Tiaoxiankou has become blocked.) From the four rivers comes another 23 
million cubic meters or 17.4 percent. The 35 million cubic meters annually 
carried out of the lake at Chengji in the Yueyang county seat amounts to 
only 26.8 percent of the total volume of silt in the lake an average 96 
million cubic meters or 73.2 percent of the total volume of silt that enters 
the lake each year remains in the lake.  The lake basin silts an average 4 
centimeters each year, and the lake area steadily shrinks. The western 
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llTeTlllt^T^ll apP"aching the P°int where  it will be completely 
silted flat;  the southern Dongting Hu is moving southward    and the «otL 

co^reTe^OO^:^^-?0 C°rr°de ^^     * 1825'  toe^S'iST™ covered 6,000 square kilometers.     By 1949,  this had declined to 4 350 

oTthe £irf er3'  I"' Td/y °nly 2'74°-°dd m«»eters remain      The volume of the lake has declined from 29.3 billion cubic meters in 1949 to Js 

five lar^ fC T^ T7  "^^ t0  S6COnd plaCe amonS the country's 
r/f86 fref^ter lakes.     (Figure 30)    During the past 10-odd years 

ome naturaflaS aimUally f^ ^ ^ 6°'°00 mU °" sandbar Llets!' borne natural lakes are on the verge of disappearing,  and  some rivers have 

h^    l^liLTLof 4e0rS070TheJ°1Ume °f 'l0W °f the *»* Jla*S Sto  theaL\e nas declined from 40,070 cubic meters  in 1931 to  21,300 cubic meters ner 
second,  and has declined by 7,300 cubic meters per second since liberation 

of fiowSof tha-   the natUral lakS SUrfaCe of Dongting Hu and the volume* 

J ar 7th    watTwI Tt^ £" "^ ^^ le"'    ***** «« ^od fitlli   Cr?.Water level of the lake region rises markedly,  and the period of 
fighting high waters has become longer.     If matters take their natural 

quicklv w1rnelV:adlng int° the lak6S  and  the natural lak" will very 
extinct      T^l ^7 u° r&gUlate fl°°d Waters and gradually becomT* 
serious diJf,     ™not™\h*d f°r the lake region,  but Sill also cause 

flood Jäters ±eS    " ^ *""* ***** ^ dralaln8 aW^ Particularly heavy 

I.     Major Current Problems 

more ItTl^tTl^'r ^^^^ statistics as of  the end of  1976 show 
Exclusive I      h       TTS °f f^°°d Prevention dikes  in the lakes  region 
streams In tl ef a^ents al°ng both shores of  the lower reaches of main 
streams  m the area),  44 percent of them built  to the standard of withstand- 

m;e\ing1thisSstanda:rdOCCUBS
tT

e T*7 2° ^  "* '" >«cent  °f ^^ fttl «8*i Standard'     But branching out of floodwaters  from the Chans Jian^ 
frequently poses a serious burden and threat for the lake region      TheL are 

loLi^°dSrS,0f fl°,0d preVention dikes> Plus 8,460 kilometS of water- 
avIäS of alSmo:tT^agalnSt Mgh Water md ma±n meeting dikes,  or an 

»b^ 

annually an average of 20 or 30 people out of every 100 worTon tit 'dike 
Z8 ab°U£ 30 Percent of the people used in production, and expenses for 

pScentIf^T^ ^T* 3 "*  4 ^ P" mu> wh*ch ^ SrTtha0 percent of total expenditures for production.  Cave-ins of the 136 kiln 

?nv"tme°nt\f ddikSS ^ *" **** JU** ™  ^irly^erious! and state" investment in dumping stones to protect the shores is very great (Table 55). 
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Table 55. Collation of Basic Situation of Dikes at Various Places in the 
Dongting Hu Region (December 1976) 

(f) 

(g) 

(m) 

(n) 

(o) 

(P) 

(a) . <b> * * <ic\ K £    RT   *    K ffi    fo    it    E. 

8.              B              V-   (lfi) ■     14,093.878 5,336,026 4,136.982 4,620,870 

I /•v.Yft-                    tt      (») 8,088,868 2,8S7,753 2,325,0J7 2,876,078 

m \ (i)£   4-.       *   a       <#> 5,153,689 1,867,704 1,712,548 1,573,337 

& 
(i)                         *     ±          <H) 2,076,206 734,567 414,560 887,479 

ffi 
(k)                 BBÄS      <w> 374,037 106,851. 106,653 161,551 

V. 
(1)                m   in      <TH> 

343,597 182,731 63,294 97.572 

1*1     88     H     f3-       <R> 1,701,193 744,583 420,047 536,563 

&       A        a      (A) 4,363,887 2,008,338 1,435,405 920,144 

#   «f,   *ikAn      (A) 4,237,170 1,744,979 1,327,318 1,164,873 

(q).&                     *       <*> 2,761,098 984,637 822,775 953,686 

K (r)g    + ,    SS *6 fc       <*) 583,731 95,637 178,664 309,430 

£ j4iij2o^—a&m (s)   <#> 1,217,619 409,301 333,310 475,008 

+ ^^20^ jgfä;.«      (t)        (#> 1,543,479 575,336 489,465 478,678 

ä+äHKä^
0
^—a#ß(#(iu) — — — —~ 

iS 
*tt5!11S«*»X±*       (fffcfcM 7,562 3,156 '       2,117 2,290 

Key: 
Name of dike 
Total 
Changde Prefecture 
Yiyang Prefecture 

e. Yueyang Prefecture 
f. Gross area (mu) 

Cultivated land area 
Total (mu) 
Including: Wetlands (mu) 
Drylands (mu) 
Private plots (mu) 
Shuaimu (mu) 
Inland lake area (mu) 

n.  Total population (persons) 
o.  Including: Agricultural population (persons) 

Large flood prevention dikes 
Total length (meters) 
Including: Lake dike length (meters) 

s. Meeting standards for floods occurring once every 20 years (meters) 
t. Not meeting standards for floods occurring once every 20 years (meters) 

Including those the tops of the dikes of which are lower than water 
levels encountered once every 20 years (meters) 

v. Not meeting standards and requiring further earthwork (10,000 cubxc 

meters) 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

8- 
h. 
i. 
3- 
k. 
1. 
m 

P- 
q- 
r. 
s. 

u 
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ilLc 
g        Waterl°gglnS: The inland lake area has shrunk over the 

years xn consequence of the silting of rivers and lakes. Of theTJ million 
mu area of the period immediately following liberation nr.1v is l:7i • 

foTatutl 1979 (in%1UdJng 10°'°00 mU ^t^^^Lfe'aSiSor for about 9 percent of the total embankment area.  The lakes' aDa t! S 
regulate the impounding of water has steadily weakened.  some dikL have 
become "old dikes with low fields," from which gravity draining of watlr is 

x"tive bv°the°f the WaT f\ina8e SlUlCe "ateS Ät^ d 1S 
xnertective by the raxsxng of the beds of rivers and lakes and the 

wScHl Tter \eVel dUrlng l0W Water Sta*e-     The increased height to 
ScSne in th:me^anlCal ^l*****  8±te8 mUSt llft water has ******  great 
resul? llllllf nCl  ? electr°-me^anical drainage of water. Is a 

agriiuiturarDrodu,M
US ^ ^T*,Wter C°ntlnue t0 be serious an<* ^urt 

except for 1967 Toll™'  ,^8  J*6 26"y6ar period between 1949 °°*  1974, 
water stagnation 1    ' "I  ^ tbere Were ^^V  no disasters from 
Tn tLlt  8^a   '   aV6rage °f more than 700>000 mu was disaster stricken 
in every other year.  For example, the 13-16 June 1977 rainfall brought 

I! minao8namu10n Ca^f f
milU°n/U in the lak* «e. and caused dSaSer for i.i million mu.  Calculations made on the basis of the stagnant water arPa 

show guaranteed harvests as difficult from 40 percent of Se arel 

(3) Fighting Drought:  Since water is available for irrigation in M,P i^ 
regxon and on the plain around the lake, and since the paldyrLeripeni 
faxrly early, ln most drought years rescue efforts save the crop from anv 
needT r!dUCti°n in outPut«  ^ does not mean, however/that'there 17no 
need to strengthen antidrought facilities.  For example, L  some peaces 

ine Set'3: rZT?rLSlUiCe T^-^  ^ "^^'ineffective or semi- 
In IrZ    Tl draina§e and irrigation systems are not completely equipped 
In some lake spurs, fields cannot be irrigated when water is low  eqUlpPed' 

In downland and hill regions around the lakes, some streams stop flowing 
durxng summer and fall when no rains fall.  Some projects have not blen'fullv 

SteTi ^of SnTlfV^i f±1led  With Water; a'd -na^ S usToUlly 

be harie.tPH t      ,    T tW^7'     AS &  r6SUlt' the area from which a crop may be harvested despxte drought or waterlogging averages less than 60 percent! 

(4) Navigation: The lake region has always been an area of easy water 

rorutS0rtSs°b' bUt Sllting haS halted °r imped£d navigation along^umLous 
dead nort  T  T ™ ""V P°rt °f Ml1' but siltin§ has tu™ed It into a 
year  Durine t^T**' l**  ^ JiEng Can be navi§^ed only 3 months of the year  Durxng the low water season, not only is navigation done via a round 

s^raT«^ CiT,gdin t0 ChangGhanS route> ^  lightering must b: do" " 3 tlm?s al°ng the way as well.  It is impossible to sail along main 

tra" fr"tioneanda S "* !^«b°™ to <>«tTOrd rivers.  This hL'urt cransportatxon and xncreased production costs. 

II.  Water Conservancy Construction Plans and Measures 

Plans and Measures for Control of the Dongting Hu Region 

Short-term plans to control the lakes center around dredging and clearine 
flood channels for gradual elimination of chaos in the wate? system    ' 
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shortening flood protection dikes, and reducing the damage caused by silt- 
ing. Efforts are to continue to increase the height of dikes and to  _ 
strengthen them, to remove hidden dangers, and to improve ability to with- 
stand floods; to do a good job of building for safe impounding of flood- 
waters, to impede the flow of mountain torrents, and to make contour catch- 
ments.  Continued building and equipping of electrically powered drainage 
and irrigation is to receive serious attention to improve flood prevention, 
drainage and irrigation, and to control the lake and regulate the impounding 
of water.  The ditch system is to be completely equipped, and work is to be 
done over a period of time to dig out the lake, raise the fields, and build 

garden style farming. 

Blocking stream branches and merging flow in the lake region. Experience 
throughout history has shown it possible to control waters and attack silt- 
ing to reduce the uncontrolled accumulation of silt.  Increase m the volume 
of water currently discharged from the Jing Jiang has also created the 
objective conditions for controlling the flood channels from the three 
mouths of the Chang Jiang. This will not only help development_of Dongting 
Hu, but can also preserve the rivers and lakes effectively and increase the 
capacity of the Chang Jiang to swallow up and disgorge flood waters. 

1.  Flood Prevention and Impounding of Flood Waters 

Flood prevention requires, first of all, the dredging of flood channels, 
particularly in the southern Dongting Hu but also in the flood channels of 
the Li Shui and the Yuan Shui. There must be planned widening and deepening 
of main flood channels, directing of waters back into troughs deep scouring 
of river beds, and expansion of the amount of water discharged.  Plans call 
for blocking 10 branch channels that have become silted and shortening the 
length of flood prevention dikes from the current 2,761 kilometers to 580 
kilometers (Table 56), and a reduction to 218 kilometers. At the same time, 
dikes are to be increased in height and strengthened so they will be able to 
withstand floods such as occur only once every 20 years.  In order to with- 
stand exceedingly high storm waves, the height of river and lake dikes is to 
be increased 1.5 and 2 meters respectively. 

Impounding of flood waters: Readjustment of the flood water impounding zone 
to four areas.  In the event of a recurrence of a flood like the one of 1954 
when flood diversions suddenly breached dikes, the impounding of flood waters 

will be required.  (Table 57) 

Building safety platforms along the large dikes in each floodwater impound- 
ing area to serve as permanent installations.  In areas where population is 
fairly concentrated, safety zones may be made behind embankments for use both 
as temporary refuge sites equipped with safety boats, and for the provision 
of other protective facilities. 
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Table 56.  Statistics on Plans To Shorten Dikes in Lakes Region 

ft (a) 

(d)_ 
(e) 

(f)_ 

(g)~ 

(h)_ 

(i)_ 

(k)_ 

(D_ 
(m) 

m 

n ^ (Äfi) 

43 

sH *      m     <&ffi) 

86 

18 

39.2 

<$ ST 20.4 

-■S= M 45.3 

tt 8Ü 24.7 

•a- 20.0 

284 

* 29.0 

ffi * m 35.0 
192 

265.6 580 

Key: 
a. Name of river 
b. Length of river (kilometers) 
c. Dike shortening (kilometers) 
d. Eastern branch of the Songzi 
e. Shuyuanzhou He 
f. Tuo Jiang 
g. Chenjialing He 

h. Anxiang He 
i. Zhanyuxu He 
j. Ganxi Gang 
k. Western branch of the Xiang Shui 
1. Eastern branch of the Zi Shui 
m. Total 

Table 57.  Planned Dikes for the Impounding of Floodwaters in the Dongting Hu 

(a) 
sr  m  B. 

(h)*  a 

(i) '£   **   $9 

(j) -&   ft  n 

(k) >H    9    iL 

(D"i tt 

(c) 

1693 120 

546.6 24.3 

A     (d)D 

<ZTA) 

61.5 202.5 

15.6 136.2 

299 22.5 

181.7 

2720.3 

15.9 

182.7 

9.66 

5.8 

92.56 

41.2 

37.8 

(ft 
& w, 

<«*) 
.(g) a 

101 £K£ti  _(m) 
36-i      I   feßss, «aaisisä (n) 

~" lo) 17.5 fifiat^s 

12.8 

417.7 167.4 

Key: 

a. Floodwater impounding area 
b. Total area (square kilometers) 
c. Cultivated land area (10,000 mu) 
d. Population (10,000 persons) 
e. Length of existing flood pre- 

vention dikes (kilometers) 
f. Effective capacity (100 million 

cubic meters) 
g. Remarks 
h.  Datong Hu 

l. 

j- 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 

o. 

Hengling Hu 
Qianliang Hu 
Miluo Jiang 
Total 
Including Lu Hu 
Including Chengxi and 
Xiangbinnan Hu 
Including the Xinsheng Great 
Dike 
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Chang Jiang Bank Revetments: As a result of scouring by the current, serious 
collapses occur in the embankments along the Chang Jiang in northern Hunan, 
threatening the safety of farmlands and inhabitants along the shore. The 
dike, along the lower Jing Jiang between Shijiayuan and Louxiwan is 75 kilome- 
ters long, and 34.4 percent of this length is a cave-in area. The dike of the 
Xiang Jiang from Chenglingji to Tieshanzui is 64.84 kilometers long, and 23 
percent of this length caves in at eight separate places. A total length of 
23.3 kilometers requires guarding, and plans call for 3.16 million cubic 
meters of earthworks to protect 522,000 mu of cultivated land. The main 
area to be protected is 8 kilometers at Jingjiangmen where there is about 
300,000 mu of cultivated land.  This is an organic integral part of plans 
for guarding the entire lake region against floods. 

2. Draining of Waterlogging and Irrigation 

The waterlogging disasters of the lake region are inseparable from the silting 
of the lakes.  Solution to the problems cannot be found through unlimited 
expansion of the inland lake area, nor in excessive demands to increase 
drainage using electrical means. It must depend mostly on building garden 
style farming, digging some deep ditches and large canals, linking inland 
lake drainage and irrigation systems, keeping flood channels open, draining 
away stagnant water, lowering the water table, plus adopting different 
measures commensurate with different terrain and soil characteristics. For 
example, in Anxiang, Huarong, Yuanjiang and Nanxian the soil has a larger 
sand content, and fields must have open drains so water can be drained off. 
Moreover both open and covered ditches must be dug in other heavy clayey 
soils in order to drain water away.  In semi-hill, semi-lake regions, water 
comes from over a wide area, so digging ditches to carry away floodwaters is 
most important. Where the ground is relatively low-lying, deep inner lake 
ditches and streams must be dug and dikes to prevent water stagnation must 
be made higher and strengthened to make the water level rise in inland lake 
ditches and streams and increase opportunities for gravity drainage of 
water through sluice gates. In low-lying areas electric drainage facilities 
must be suitably increased. Regarding the presently existing lakes, we must 
dredge the lakes and raise fields, and reinforce floodland. In this way we 
can increase the storage capacity of the lakes and also transform low-lying 
land and develop production.  The 265.6 kilometers of floodwater channels of 
the eastern branch of the Songzi, Shuyuan Zhou, the Anxiang He, the Tuo 
Jiang, the Chenjia Ling, the Zhanyuxu He, the Ganxi Gang, the western branch 
of the Xiang Shui, and the eastern branch of the Zi Shui may be raised up to 
serve as main channels for the gravity draining of waterlogging or for use 
as plains reservoirs to develop gravity irrigation. 

In the hill regions around the lakes, more projects to divert flooding should 
be built.  The area from which water enters semi-hill and semi-lake regions 
is vast, and the rainy season increases disasters caused by waterlogging and 
stagnant water in lakeshore areas. In order to divert mountain torrents, the 
one diversion and two channeling method was used on the north shore of the 
Cen Shui, on western Maoli Hu, Chongtian Hu, Nan Hu, Lanni Hu, Ye Hu, 
Huanggai Hu, and on Dajing Hu. Canals to divert flood waters were opened 
wide, and interior lake dikes to prevent water stagnation were increased m 
height and strengthened for the diversion of water from mountain regions 
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?H a A I    SqUare kilometer area> to protect 2,449,000 mu of cultivated 
land, and to xncrease cultivated land by 332,000 mu. Very great achieve- 

CWd^ Tn  Tde fl°m ful00d  W3ter diversion Projects at Chongliu Hu in 
Changde at Nan Hu in Hanshou, at Ye Hu in Linxiang, and at Lanni Hu, which 
abuts Yiyang, Xiangyin, Changsha, and Ningxiang. 

Different standards and different patterns must be adopted in the restruc- 

hflSü8 f ^ftriC P°Wered draina§e and irrigation and power grids on the 
bases of different topography and water system characteristics. When the 
mternal lake canal and stream area is fairly small and ability to regulate 
water storage limited, it is necessary to adopt standards such L gnarl^ 
against a flood such as is encountered once every 10 years, or torrential 
rains bringing 200-250 millimeters of rainfall within 3 days, or water 50 
millimeters deep in fields after 3 days of pumping. When the lake canal 
stream and ya [0800] river area is fairly large,8«* there is ample abulty 

ra^ffnT Wa^Ytoraf > a sta*dard may be used of 325-405 millimeters of 
rainfall from 15 days of torrential rains, or complete drainage in 15 days 

■£m   1 ^^ gU±dV  Wh6ther USlng lar*e-scale electrical drainage or * 
small-scale dispersed equipment, an increase in lake region electric drainaee 

thrnrobler3^ ,389'000.kilowa«« to 600,000 kilowatts^ould virtually^ solve 
everv ?n     waterlogging and water stagnation such as is encountered once 

11 /?;„ Althu  Same tlme' the el6Ctric P°wer §rid sh°^ be fully 
work        thf dl1

tc\system fully completed, with inner lake construction 
work following closely behind. 

3.  Constructing, Equipping, and Garden Style Farming 

Machinery should be used to dig out the lakes and uplift the fields, and to 
both increase the height and strengthen 1,093 dikes for the prevention of 
ST«?? ?g-ng COVe^inS a distance of 2,982 kilometers, for the building of 
8,892 drainage and irrigation ditches over a distance of 24,820 kilometers 
and for the building of 5.53 million mu of fields for garden style farminj: 

t
1:e;i

ake area cannot be further reduced and, if possible/it would be 

^ \Tu S°me fields t0 revert to lake' Drainage and irrigation systems 

fieldf st^TlatV±el/S  Snd lakeS Sh°Uld be Se*arate and watlr from high fields should be allowed to enter lakes, which regulate water storage. 
;:riTO; ^-lyxng fields should be drained away at once, and the Lea 

stTdllv e™S3 Cal       Suaranteed despite drought or waterlogging should be 
built X ?S ? v       a.P!rM°d °f time' new s°cialist villages should be 
built in the lake region with "fields laid out in squares, trees lined up in 

fo°^ngrvSIgS.»nd dralnage ditCh6S f°rming a net'°rk' and Kations* 

4.  Improved Navigation Channels 

Dongting Hu has always been a river network water transportation region.  But 
because of long years of silting, channels have been blocked and trfnsportf- 

r" ?° lonfI tasy-   frequently dikes block passage between inner and 
outer lakes and between inner and outer rivers causing transportation hard- 
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Dredging of flood channels and building of garden style farming, plus 
dredging of main outer river channels and canals and streams inside dikes 
would assure normal navigation along the larger navigation routes and help 
develop short distance transportation inside dikes. 

The foregoing actions to bring the lakes under control constitute a short- 
term program for building lake region water conservancy. Complete solution 
to Dongting Hu's water conservancy problems requires, first of all, elimina- 
tion of the threat that flooding of the Jing Jiang poses. Opening of flood 
diversion channels on the Jing Jiang so that the waters of the river and 
the lakes flow away separately is a prerequisite for the building of Dongting 
Hu region marketable grain bases. This task is very closely related to 
envisioned long-range plans for building reservoirs in the three gorges of 
the Chang Jiang, and for controlling and impeding flood waters on the Li Shui 
and Yuan Shui. The new flood channel will carry waters from the Li Shui and 
the three mouths of the Chang Jiang directly into the Chang Jiang, and will 
divide the waters of the Xiang, the Zi, and the Yuan rivers. The lower 
reaches of these three rivers will each have its own independent flood 
channels for a complete change in the jostling together of the three mouths 
and the four rivers, the chaotic flow of water, and the choking with silt. 
This is a fairly huge project that poses rather complex problems.  It has a 
long-term bearing on the fundamental well-being of the entire Dongting Hu 
region, and it can save areas to the south and north of the Chang Jiang from 
the threat of exceptionally large floods. 

(2) Building Water Conservancy in the Hills and Low Mountains 

A large expanse of hills and a fringe of low mountains rim the lakes, and 
the terrain is undulating and broken up.  Cultivated land is fairly concen- 
trated in the central river valley plain where water is also fairly avail- 
able; elsewhere fields are fairly dispersed. The "three runoffs"—runoff of 
water, fertilizer and soil—and the threat of summer and autumn drought exist 
everywhere. Water conservancy problems are currently manifested in the 
following several ways:  (1) Water conservancy has been fundamentally solved; 
however, projects have not been adequately equipped. In some places insuf- 
ficient water is available, and designed irrigation standards have yet to be 
met. Fields have not been leveled for the most part, and this includes most 
fields in large, medium and small type (1) project irrigation areas. Main 
tasks for the future are as follows: Wind-up work to complete equipping of 
projects to meet high standards, good performance in guaranteeing safety and 
the tapping of potential, a proper amount of new building of projects to 
impound and divert water, and major efforts in building garden style farming. 
(2) Most of the places that have not fundamentally solved water conservancy 
problems and where the land has not been leveled are in the mountains and 
hills and in some low hill regions that lack water sources.  Some of these 
places have reservoirs, but lack irrigation ditches, or they have ditches but 
no sluice gates, the ditches leak a great deal, a large amount of work in 
equipping projects remains to be done, and the projects are formidable. The 
main direction of future attacks should be to bring projects up to standards, 
major efforts in "three ditches and one ji [0679]," and improvement of low 
yield fields.  (3) Places that have yet to solve their water conservancy 
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problems because of high mountains, steep slopes, dispersed farmland, complex 
geology and topography, and very few water conservancy facilities such as 
Guniu Shan, Dashuitian, and Waergang in Taoyuan County, Ganqi, Dongshi, and 
Taiqing m Lixian County, or mountain regions in eastern Linxiang and Yueyang 
counties can currently guarantee a harvest despite drought or waterlogging 
from only 30 to 40 percent of the cultivated area.  Such places should adapt 
general methods to local circumstances, should coordinate major projects 
and should build small projects to impound and divert water in combination 
with soil improvement and a good job of farmland capital construction. 

Water conservancy statistical data for 1975 shows 242 small type (1) or better 
reservoirs m mountain and hill regions serving an irrigated area (2,502 200 

7S J LN
S
 °nly ?2 Percent of the designed irrigated area (3,471,400 mu). 

tTable 58) Continued equipping of existing water conservancy projects, guar- 
anteeing of project safety, strengthening of management, and improvement of 
irrigation ditch utilization coefficients, in conjunction with the leveling 
of the land and the building of garden style farming can mean a 30 to 50 per- 
cent increase in the area presently served by irrigation. Water conservancy 
departments everywhere should do all-around planning for section by section 
building of water conservancy in hill regions around the lake, taking into 
account natural conditions such as topography and the water system, plus 
production patterns.  In addition to the large irrigation areas that have been 
.:! a}Tea%>  they should plan to build additional large irrigation projects 

at Tieshan (Yueyang), at Miluo, as well as at the neighboring Fuxikou and 
Liuyang He.  They should mostly work to develop irrigation, but should also 
devote attention to overall benefits to be gained from flood prevention and 
electric power generation. 

Table 58.  Statistics on Area Irrigated by Large, Medium and Small Type (1) 
1 .     1U, uuu mu; 

(a) 
E 

(f)* 
t „\— 

m     * m (j)* a     * m (k> (->  m. * m 
U± 4H E^&> 

(4 *H e^ ^ ^)* &>*- 
(b)    * tt 2 70 51 34 168.51 120.7 206 108.63 78.52 

(c)    * ra 10 59.6 35.93 98 40.54 27.83 

(d)    £ PS 3 13.1 12.45 18 8.63 7.34 

(e)    * « 2 70 51 21 95.81 72.32 90 59.46 43.31 

Note:  The three prefectures include 10 counties.  Since most of Anxiang 
Huarong, Nanxian, and Yuanjiang counties are on the lake plain, they have no 
small type (1) or better water conservancy facilities. 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

Prefecture 
Total 
Yueyang 
Yiyang 
Changde 

f.  Large reservoirs 

g. Number of reservoirs 
h. Designed irrigation 
i. Attained irrigation 
j. Medium size reservoirs 
k. Small type (1) reservoirs 
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2. A Halt To Reclamation of Lake Land To Expand the Cultivated Area, and 
Good Performance in Intensive Farming 

For a long time, Dongting Hu has been silted by materials carried into it by 
rivers, and its sandbar islets have increased over the years. Mostly these 
are found in the eastern, southern, and western Dongting Hu.  A small number 
may also be found in the lower reaches of the four rivers and the channels 
of the three mouths of the Chang Jiang. The size of the sandbar islets vary 
as the water level rises and falls. According to 1971 statistics, the lake 
region had about 2,364,900 mu of sandbar islets. This included the follow- 
ing: 405,200 mu at an elevation of 30 meters or higher (the elevation at 
Wusong, and the same applies hereinafter); 1,196,500 mu at between 28 and 30 
meters high, and 763,200 mu at 28 meters or below. These were found in 11 
counties in Yueyang, Yiyang, and Changde prefectures, most of them, or 80 
percent of the total sandbar islet area, in Yueyang, Yuanjiang, Hanshou, and 
Xiangyin counties.  (Table 59) 

Use of lake sandbar islets for production. For sandbar islets at an eleva- 
tion of 30 meters or higher, the land has been reclaimed for farming without 
embankments being built, and rape, radishes, and small quantities of grains 
other than wheat and rice are grown on 57,900 mu. On 231,600 mu at an eleva- 
tion of between 28 and 30 meters, spring harvested crops such as rape are also 
grown. The reed growing area covers 781,500 mu, or 33 percent of the total 
sandbar islet area (a 1980 survey showed the reed growing area to be 896,200 
mu, or 37.34 percent of the sandbar islet area), most of it in the Dongting 
Hu region (at an elevation of about 28 meters) in Yueyang and Yuanjiang 
counties.  Some was also grown in the western and southern Dongting Hu region 
at an elevation of 29-30 meters since the water level is high even during the 
low water season.  The remaining 1,293,900 mu sandbar islet area is partly 
belozem, most of which grows lake grasses and yangzhi [2799 2655]. The very 
places in which lake grasses proliferate are also places in which oncomelania 
grow in profusion.  Take the eastern Dongting Hu as an example.  Snails begin 
to appear at an elevation of 24.5 meters and above, and the area at 26.5 
meters and above has numerous snails.  Snails are most dense at between 27.5 
and 28.5 meters, and between 29 and 31 meters they begin to become fewer 
again.  Soil with a 30 to 40 percent moisture content where the water flows 
back and forth frequently also harbors most oncomelania. Huarong, Yueyang, 
and Yuanjiang counties have killed snails by storing water behind low 
embankments on lake sandbar islets, and catching fish in the water at the^ 
same time.  They have built high embankments to reclaim land for farming in 
lake coves where they have used chemicals to kill snails. 

Since the 1970's, embankments have been built one after another to enclose 
lake land for farming on the Matan outer islets and midway islets in the 
Dongting region and in Lu Hu, at Weiti Hu in the Dongting Hu region, at Qili 
Hu, Muping Hu, and the outer islets of Qiong Hu, at Dongnan Hu, and even at 
Hengling Hu.  Though some success has been achieved in eradicating snails, 
expectations have not been fulfilled for controlling water storage in the 
lake, or for controlling the water and getting rid of the silt. On the con- 
trary, numerous newly built enclosing dikes have been unable to withstand 
floodwaters, and tremendous amounts of manpower, material, and financial 
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Table 59. Table Showing Status of Dongting Hu Region Sandbar Islets (1971) 

^ (P) 

Ä Bf « 
(3J'H> 

(q)   « 1 A» Ä (W)ä  e HI   « *    % ,(aa) 
31- 
fe ift * 
& « a 

(rk^ESUtfB.) (u) 

.OSfff) 

(v) 00 
28* WT 

(y) 
28—30* 

(z) 
3o#y± E ^WiSfi *feV.fc 

fi 
S^ 2.44 / / 1.72 0.72 •<   0.56 1.27 0.61 33 

^(b^< 18.10 0.95 4.36 2.05 10.74 1.97 11.39 4.74 32 

(b) 
Ä 50.00 0.30 6.00 15.00 28.70 20.40 29.30 0.30 32 

S^1^ 22.73 0.83 8.26 4.15 9.49 9.49 12.41 0.83 33 

*(j >t 92.27 2.08 18.62 22.92 49.65 32.42 54.37 6.48 — 

£ Ssv^^r 70.99 1.50 2.50 35.46 31.53 25.92 36.57 8.5 32~33 

&(c)te 1.00 / ./ 0.30 0.70 / 0.60 0.40 32 

(c) *Uk 9.80 / 0.40 7.80 1-60 1.00 6.80 2.00 33 
W *( j )H- 81.79 1.50 2.90 43.56 33.83 26.92 43.97 10.90 •    — 

t 
^d^» 2.01 1.13 0.88 / / / 0.75 1.26 35 

Sf(m)fi 3.21 0.78 0.06 0.58 1.79 / 0.08 3.13 37—38 

(d) 
^n)^ 7.55 0.30 0.70 3.05 3.50 / / 7.55 36.9 

ig 
S<-0^ 48.66 / / 8.04 40.62 16.98 20.48 11.20 34 

*( j )fh 61.43 2.21 1.64 11.67 45.91 16.98 21.31 33.14 — 

(e*        tt 236.49 5.79 23.16 78.15 129.39 76.32 119.65 40.52 — 

Key: 
a. Prefecture t. 
b. Yueyang 
c. Yiyang u. 
d. Changde v. 
e. Total w. 
f. County X. 
g- Miluo y- 
h. Huarong z. 
X. Xiangyin aa. 
J- Sub-total 
k. Yuanj iang 
1. Nanxian 
m. Lixlan 
n. Anxiang 
0. Hanshou 
P- Total area  (10,000 mu) 
q- Utilization 
r. Production area   (10,000 mu) 
s. Reclaimed but not enclosed 

by embankments 

Small amount of reclamation and 
small embankments 
Reed growing area (10,000 mu) 
Wasteland area (10,000 mu) 
Relationship of area elevations 
28 meters and lower 
Between 28 and 30 meters 
30 meters and higher 
Usual local floodwater height 
(meters) 
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resources have been lost. Meanwhile new lake islets continue to grow without 
end. As a result of the silting plus enclosing of parts of the lake to make 
farmland, the lake area has steadily shrunk. It has been estimated that 
during the 124-year period prior to liberation (1825-1949), the Dongting Hu 
shrank by 2.47 million mu, i.e., an average 20,000 mu annual decrease in area. 
During the 30 years following liberation (1949-1979), it has shrunk a total 
of 2.42 million mu, or an average of 80,000 mu per year. The latter is four 
times faster than the former.  In 1979, the water surface was 37 percent less 
than in 1949, and capacity fell from 26.8 billion cubic meters in 1954 to 17.8 
billion cubic meters, or a 33 percent decline.  Sandbar islets and grassy 
flats now cover more than 2 million mu of the lakes, and the internal lakes 
have also declined by 40 percent. As a result, there has been no abatement 
of external flooding or internal waterlogging; on the contrary both have 
relatively increased. Navigation has been blocked or is roundabout, the 
reed growing area has diminished, and growth of aquatic products has become 
restricted.  The role of the lakes in regulating environment has weakened, 
and this has directly affected agricultural production. Therefore, if the 
life of the lakes is to be extended, and if their ability to regulate 
storage of water and ecological balance are to be maintained, the laws 
governing silting will have to be mastered, actions will have to be tailored 
to circumstances, and flood waters will have to be diverted to release their 
silt.  In addition, new reclamation of lake land for farming will have to 
stop. Furthermore, when dredging flood channels, digging out the lake and 
uplifting fields, readjustments will have to be made as specific circumstances 
dictate in enclosing dikes and old embankments that obstruct the natural flow 
of waters and block the migration of fish for spawning. 

Changes to Dongting Hu have resulted from a long-term process of silting and 
reclamation of lake land for farming. Because every jurisdiction was a law 
unto itself in the old society, the lake was divided up and embankments built 
to reclaim farmland. The water system was in chaos, and no distinction was 
made between farmlands and lake, so disasters were frequent.  Since libera- 
tion, remarkable results have been achieved as a result of three major control 
efforts. However, for want of an overall plan for comprehensive control of 
rivers and lakes, the problem has yet to be completely solved. Recent recla- 
mation of lake land for farming has not achieved increased output. Even with 
the present diked area, the land utilization rate still averages only about 
57 percent, and soil resources have not been fully and equitably used. For 
some time emphasis has been on grain to the neglect of economic diversifica- 
tion. Attention was not given to maintaining the ecological balance, and the 
land could not yield its full bounty. Moreover, stagnation has been serious 
in diked fields, with gleyed paddy soil accounting for about 60 percent of 
the total and producing yields that are from 300 to 400 jin lower than ordi- 
nary farmland.  If farmland capital construction inside the embankments is 
relaxed, and readjustment and reform of production patterns and the farming 
system neglected, and if the reclamation of outer sandbar islets is pursued 
to increase cultivated land in a search far and wide for what lies close at 
hand, with more land being cultivated for meager yields, this will inevitably 
lead to a deepening of the vicious cycle in nature. Thus, a genuinely good 
job of regional agricultural planning must be done, crop patterns actively 
and equitably readjusted, and production conditions improved so that grain is 
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grown in places suited to the growing of grain, cotton grown in places 
suited to the growing of cotton, and fishing done in places suited to fish- 
ing, with a good job done in the building of bases, levels of intensive 
farming constantly raised, and consistent bumper harvests of grain, cotton 
hemp, and aquatic products assured. ' 

3.  Gradual Development of Agricultural Mechanization 

Continued consolidation and improvement of northern Hunan's marketable grain 
and cotton bases, and advances in depth and in breadth in production require 
further strengthening of farmland capital construction, vigorous improvement 
of production conditions such as water, fertilizer, and soil, and active 
development of scientific farming. Given the characteristics of the lake and 
plains regions, rapid mechanization of agriculture should be regarded as a 
major way and a beneficial action for development of production. 

At the present time, when the root problems of the Chang Jiang and the four 
rivers have not yet been solved, avoidance of silting, flooding, and water- 
logging in the lake region remains difficult. Objectively, increases in 
dikes to guard against high water increases burdens. With development of 
gram production and cash crops, plus other kinds of economic diversifica- 
tion, the seasons press more insistently on people, and the intensity of 
labor becomes more pronounced.  Except for state-owned farms in the region 
on which the level of farm mechanization is fairly high, in most places not 
only is mechanized equipment lacking for major operations, but animal power 
is likewise very inadequate, and the broad masses are more insistently demand- 
ing agricultural mechanization. The broad masses must be relied upon in this 
regard, and there must be self-reliance, all-out efforts to make the country 
prosperous, and suiting general methods to specific circumstances for gradual 
acceleration of progress in mechanization. 

1.  Selection of types and technical improvement of paddyfield farming 
machines: The region's major farming areas consist of alluvial lakes and 
plains on which the gradient is between 1 and 3 degrees.  Except for the hill 
regions where the yellow soil is relatively heavy clay, in most of the paddy- 
fields the soil is sandy chao, which ranges from gravely to light clay whose 
specific resistivity is 0.3-0.6 kilograms per square centimeter.  In terms of 
rt^Tln      composition, the soil's plowing resistivity is largely as shown in 
iable 60.  Since the soil's water content is fairly high, its resistivity 
increases correspondingly, and resistivity is even somewhat higher for green 
manure hard slab fields.  Since the surface of the land rolls gently and 
fields are broad, tractors should be mostly large and medium size ones 
suited to plains areas, with some supplementary small ones. The more than 
iU types of Chinese made tractors currently being made can all be used 
pretty well. However, since most of them are propelled by caterpillar 
treads, they tend to deepen the depth of paddyfields year by year, with the 
result that the plow pan becomes broken, and they frequently become mired in 
fields of deep mud.  Thus, how to convert them to high wheeled tractors with 
treaded tires and other new means of locomotion in order to suit them to 
local paddyfields has become a research and development item urgently 
requiring solution.  In addition to the large and medium size power machines 
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introduced from elsewhere, the province has finalized designs and has begun 
to produce two tractor models that may be selected for use and promoted. 
(Table 61) 

Table 60.  Classification of Soil Resistivity 

Nature of soil 
Sandy 
soil    Loam 

Light 
Clayey   clayey 
soil     soil 

Soil resistivity (kilograms 
per square centimeter) 

Clay 

<0.3  0.3-0.4  0.4-0.6  0.6-0.8  0.8-1.0 

Table 61. Tractors and Major Features 

Tractor name 

Dongfanghong-30 

Production 
plant 

Hunan 
Tractor 
Plant 

Hongqi-20 

Complete motive power and main features 

Medium-size wheeled tractor.  Suited to plow- 
ing needs of southern paddyfields.  Can be 
hitched to all sorts of farm implements. 
Weight:  1,500 kilograms 
Forward speed:  2.40-24.2 kilometers per hour 
Traction force:  Dryland, 800 jin 

Wetland, 600-650 jin 

Medium and small-size wheeled tractor. Suited Yueyang 
to wetland operations and equipped with various Tractor 
kinds of farm implements. Plant 
Weight:  <1,000 kilograms 
Forward speed:  1.66-21.2 kilometers per hour 
Traction force: 250-600 kilograms 

On hillside or small hill plot paddyfields, various kinds of farm implements 
that are small in size, light in weight, simple in construction, and that may 
be operated easily and dependably may be used.  The machine plowing boats and 
power boats currently being used and promoted are a means to develop machine 
cultivation of paddyfields. 

2.  Vigorous improvement of transplanters:  In the lake and plains region, 
the fields are larger than available workforces can readily handle, and rush 
transplanting is a hectic task.  Suitable transplanting machines are urgently 
needed.  The Dongfeng 2A machine powered transplanter, whose design has been 
finalized and which has gone into production, is technically quite good, and 
is easy to operate, adjust, and repair, making it suitable for all-around 
use.  Table 62 shows its work efficiency. Further research and development 
is required. 
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Table 62.  Work Efficiency of Dongfeng 2A Transplanter 

Distance between 
plants       3 cun        4 cun cun        6 cun 

Work efficiency     2.0 mu/hr     2.5 mu/hr     3.0 mu/hr     3.5 mu/hr 

?o£rJUrther bolsterlnS drainage and irrigation machines: Ever since the mid- 
1960 s when the lake region made major efforts in drainage using electrically 
powered machines, its ability to withstand calamities and insure a harvest 
have xmproved.  Still, the threat of drought and waterlogging has still not 
been completely eliminated. This region might do well to introduce the large 
axial flow pumps that fraternal provinces and municipalities are already 
producing, while researching and developing equipment itself.  Emphasis 
should go to development of large drainage and irrigation machines to meet 
needs in draining large amounts of water and withstanding severe drought. 
It should actively develop spray irrigation equipment, which would not only 
effect a saving of half the water used, but which would also help crop 
growth and development. 

4. Farmland capital construction machinery: Further improvement of water 
conservancy construction, digging out of lakes and making upraised fields, 
and gradual improvement in the accumulation of silt in rivers and lakes 
requires dredges of various sizes as well as development of bulldozers and 
carry-scrapers.  In addition to the construction of water conservancy is the 
leveling of large areas of land, and development of garden style farming, 
which requires active research and development based on mechanized equipment 
that has already been imported or promoted, to provide rotary equipment for 
hand tractors that can level land, make furrows, lay pipe, dig ditches, and 
remove silt. 

5. Development of processing machinery for cash crops and agricultural 
sideline products: Both area planted and output of cash crops such as 
cotton, rapeseed, and hemp, as well as tea, and citrus is substantial; yet 
the production process depends mostly on hand labor. Native methods for 
pressing oil from rapeseed, for example, results in low oil yields, and hand 
picking of tea is slow.  This makes farm work hectic. Thus, active research 
and development is necessary to produce machines that clean and steam rape- 
seed, and extract and refine oil from it in a continuous process. The 
Xiangcha Model 400 tea picker, the design of which the province has approved, 
should be used and promoted. Powered hemp washing machines can be used to 
clean jute, and the Yuanjiang No 2 jute scraper is more than again as work 
efficient as hand scraping. Research, development, and promotion are under- 
way for machinery that can level cotton and hemp fields, can sow seeds, 
cultivate to eliminate weeds, pick cotton, strip away cotton plant stems, 
and process cotton, as well as machines that can harvest reeds and lake 
grasses. 

6. Research and development, and equipping with animal husbandry and fishing 
industry machines: Energetic development of hog raising requires a full 
range of machines with broad applications to pulverize or chop livestock 
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fodder, machines to process refined or coarse feed for hog farms, to provide 
feed and water, and to remove dung.  Qunshan Farm is gradually being equip- 
ped with such machines. Machinery used in fishing industry production to 
increase oxygen supply and to clean ponds, plus fishing machinery and deep 
water fishing machines that can be used on mechanized junks as well as 
guajiang [2229 2862] used in agriculture are being actively developed for 
use, and will help reduce the intensity of labor, increase work efficiency, 
and increase yields. 
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Chapter 4.  Central Hunan and Eastern Hunan Agricultural Regions 

The central Hunan and eastern Hunan agricultural region is located somewhat 
east of the central part of the province.  It neighbors the Dongting Plain 
to the north, abuts the southern Hunan hill region to the south, is adjacent 
to western Hunan to the west, and borders Jiangxi Province to the east.  It 
includes Pingjiang County in Yueyang Prefecture; Xiangxiang, Xiangtan, 
Lxuyang, Liling, Youxian, and Chaling counties plus Xiangtan City in Xiangtan 
Prefecture; Taojiang and Ningxiang counties in Yiyang Prefecture; Lianyuan, 
Xinshao, Shuangfeng, and Shaodong counties plus Lengshuijiang City and Shudi 
City in Lianyuan Prefecture; Shaoyang County and Shaoyang City in Shaoyang 
Prefecture; Hengshan, Hengyang, Hengdong, Hengnan, and Qidong counties plus 
Hengyang City in Hengyang Prefecture; Changsha City, Changsha County, and 
Wangcheng County; Zhuzhou County, and Zhuzhou City, which contain a total of 
1,111 communes (or towns), have a population totaling 19,897,400 (of which 
the agricultural population numbers 16,889,300), 16,576,800 mu of cultivated 
land (of which 13,872,800 mu is paddyfields), and 2,704,000 mu of drylands. 
The land area is 53,300 square kilometers making these regions second only 
to the western Hunan agricultural region in size. 

Since the founding of the nation, very great successes have been scored in 
the region's development of agriculture.  Grain output in 1979 was 2.18 times 
greater than in 1949, and accounted for 38 percent of total grain production 
in the province. The regions produced 42.4 percent of the whole province's 
tea output, and about one-third the province's total output of citrus fruit. 
These regions have a long history of hog raising.  In 1979, the region raised 
more than 15 million head, and removed 6.87 million head from inventory, or 
43 percent of the total for the province. This region has held first place 
in hog production for many years.  In 1979, the region produced more than 40 
percent of the province's gross output of fresh fish. This region holds a 
fairly important position in agricultural production in the province, and has 
made a definite contribution to the support of industrial and mining cities 
and to foreign trade. 
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Second Section. Features of Agricultural Production 

1. Fairly High Per Unit of Area Grain Yields, But Slow Increases Recently 

This region accounts for 87 percent of the cultivated land in the province 
devoted to grain production, and for about 67 percent of the total area sown 
to farm crops. Paddy rice holds overwhelming dominance in grain production. 

Grain output has climbed steadily since liberation.  In 1949, the entire 
region produced only 5.284 billion jin, and 8.083 billion jin in 1965.  In 
1970, the amount increased to 10.743 billion jin, and in 1975, it rose to 
13.789 billion jin and again climbed in 1979 to 16.827 billion jin. During 
the past several years, the region has annually provided the state with about 
36 percent of all marketable grain provided by the province as a whole.  In 
1979, Xiangtan, Xiangxiang, Liuyang, Liling, Youxian, Chaling, Pingjiang, 
Ningxiang, Shuangfeng, Hengyang, Hengnan, Hengdong, Changsha, Wangcheng, and 
Zhuzhou counties each provided the country with more than 100 million jin of 
grain, with Xiangtan, Liuyang, Ningxiang, Hengyang, and Hengnan counties each 
providing more than 200 million jin.  Clearly, not only is this region's 
yields per unit of area high, but it is also the major grain producing area 
in the province and a region that produces a substantial amount of grain. 

The region's paddyfields occupy 84 percent of its total cultivated land area. 
The paddy growing area rose from the former approximately 70 percent of total 
area sown to grain crops to 87.1 percent, and in 1979 it rose again to 88 per- 
cent covering a 24.92 million mu area. From 1971 to 1975, paddy output 
amounted to 92-93.5 percent of total grain output, and in 1979 paddy output 
was 15.789 billion jin, or 93.8 percent of total grain output. 

Development of grain production since liberation, and particularly the 
achievement of fairly high paddy yields per unit of area is attributable 
largely to the following several effective measures: 

(1) Major efforts in water conservancy construction, and increase in ability 
to assure a harvest from paddyfields. Take Changsha and Wangcheng counties, 
for example.  During the period immediately following liberation, these two 
counties were able to impound, divert or lift only 240 million cubic meters 
of water.  By 1979 this amount had increased to 910 million cubic meters for 
a 2.8-fold increase. Farmland from which a crop could be guaranteed despite 
drought or waterlogging rose from 200,000 mu in 1952 to 1.05 million mu, or 
78.5 percent of the paddyfield area. Today, 10 billion cubic meters can be 
impounded, diverted or lifted throughout the region, and the farmland area 
from which a crop can be assured despite drought or waterlogging has increased 
to 11.6 million mu, or 83.5 percent of the paddyfield area. This includes 90 
percent or more of the paddyfields in Xiangtan, Hengshan, Hengyang, Hengdong, 
Ningxiang, Liling, Youxian, and Shaodong counties.  The paddyfield area of 
individual communes (or towns) throughout the region from which a crop can be 
guaranteed despite drought or waterlogging is also on the rise. 

(2) Reform of the farming system and expansion of the paddyfield multiple 
cropping index.  Practice has shown that not only are two crops of rice 
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suitable for growing in this region, but that they are also a major way in 
which to increase yields. As water conservancy conditions have improved, 
the former single rice crop has given way to the growing of two crops of 
rice in succession.  In addition, two crops of intercropped rice have given 
way to continuously cropped rice, and by 1969, the entire region had vir- 
tually become a double crop rice growing area. During the past several 
years, the double crop rice growing area has been maintained on about 90 
percent of the paddyfield area. Paddy yields for the region averaging 
nearly 500 jin per mu in 1965 increased to 1,215 jin per mu in 1979 for a 
further increase in paddy yields per unit of area. 

(3) An expansion in sources of manure has occurred as a concomitant to 
reform of the paddyfield farming system.  In addition to increasing the 
raising of hogs and going in big for mud fertilizer and increased use of 
chemical fertilizer, all jurisdictions have steadily increased the winter 
growing of green manure in paddyfields.  In recent years, the green manure 
growing area has amounted to more than 70 percent of the paddyfield area, 
in the development over a wide area of a three crop system of rice-rice- 
green manure. 

In addition to grain, this region also grows wheat and sweet potatoes. 
Wheat production consists mostly of winter wheat, most of it grown on dry- 
lands. During the past several years, the wheat growing area has amounted to 
between 2.8 and 3.7 percent of the grain growing area, and output is 0.81-1.14 
percent of total grain output.  In 1975, 1.03 million mu of wheat was grown 
to surpass the all-time high to break the 1 million mu mark and gross output 
was 139 million jin.  In 1979, an output of 192 million jin was obtained from 
IJ~ Wlllton  mu area' an all-time high. Within the region, wheat is grown in 
the southwest, in Lianyuan, Xinshao, Shaoyang, Qidong, Hengyang, and Hengnan 
counties around Hengshao, and in Pingjiang and Ningxiang in the north.  Most 

fi-lds18 8rOWn °n hil1 regi°n drylands» but some of it is grown in paddy- 

Sweet potatoes have historically been an important dryland grain crop for 
this region.  The Pingjiang County annals report a more than 150-year history 
of growing rice and sweet potatoes in that county.  Between 1971 and 1975, 
the region s sweet potato growing area covered approximately 1.5 million mu, 
which was between 5 and 5.6 percent of the grain growing area. Output 
amounted to between 600 million and 880 million jin, or between 4 and 6.4 
percent of gross grain output. This included a 1,386,000 mu growing area 
that produced 680 million jin of sweet potatoes in 1979, which was 4.9 per- 
cent of the grain growing area and 4 percent of gross grain output.  In this 
region, sweet potatoes are grown in the identical areas of the southwest 
where wheat is grown.  In order to increase sweet potato yields per unit of 
area, Honglian Eighth Brigade in Qixing Commune, Lianyuan County began to 
sprout seedlings in warm frames, thereby increasing the transplanting of 
seedlings for intercropping with wheat.  In 1973, sweet potatoes were inter- 
cropped with wheat on 27.8 mu of drylands for fresh sweet potato yields 
averaging 3,910 jin per mu, and wheat 370 jin per mu.  Two crops of wheat and 
sweet potatoes amount to 1,180 jin per mu of grain, surpassing the 1,000 jin 
mark.  However, most of the sweet potato yields per unit of area in this 
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region are not high, mostly because of the lack of water conservancy facili- 
ties and the resultant threat from summer and autumn drought. Therefore, 
building water conservancy works for drylands must be intensified, and there 
must be further action to improve the soil and increase its fertility to lay 
a foundation for consistently high yields. 

During the past 10 years, this region's grain production has increased by an 
annual average 600 million jin. However, in some years the average amount of 
increase has not been great. For example, the increase between 1975 and 1971 
was only 1.58 billion jin, or an average annual increase of only 395 million 
jin, which was lower than the average annual increase for the past 10 years. 
Two conspicuous problems exist as follows: 

(1) Rise in average grain yields per mu is slow, and differences from one 
prefecture to another are striking. A look at average yields per mu for the 
whole region show yields to have been 837 jin per mu in 1971 and 946 jin per 
mu in 1975, a production increase of only 109 jin per mu over 4 years and an 
average annual increase of only 27.2 jin.  In 1979, by contrast, yields per mu 
were 1,165 jin per mu, 219 jin higher than in 1975, or an average annual 
increase of 54.8 jin. A look at individual counties shows 13 counties as 
having had a rate of increase higher than the average for the whole region 
for 1975 versus 1971. Most of these counties were in the eastern, western, 
and southern parts of the region, including Chaling County with a 288 jin 
increase, making it the county with the highest increase in the region with 
an annual 72 jin average increase.  Second was Shaodong County, with a 260 
jin increase. Most of the counties with increases lower than the average for 
the entire region were located in the north. These included Changsha County 
whose 1975 yields were 20 jin less than in 1971. 

(2) Fairly slow increase in early rice throughout the region, and low and 
inconsistent grain yields for all other seasons. A look at yields per mu^ 
for major grain crops in the region shows yields of between 567 and 623 jin 
per mu from double cropped early rice for the past several years, and a 56 
jin increase in yields per mu between 1971 and 1974. Between 1971 and 1975, 
the increase was only 33 jin, or an average increase of only 8 jin per year. 
Yields per mu of other crops such as double cropped late paddy and of wheat 
and sweet potatoes also remain low and inconsistent.  In 1974, late rice 
accounted for 50.2 percent of the double crop rice area and for 44.2 percent 
of the area sown to grain crops. But as a result of serious drought, which 
reduced yields, output was only 34.2 percent of gross paddy output and 32 
percent of gross grain output. Clearly output of late paddy has a substan- 
tial effect on output of paddy and grain.  (Table 66) 

Main reasons why late paddy output is neither high nor consistent are as 
follows: 

(1) Threat from drought, and water conservancy construction's inability to 
keep pace with needs for development of double crop paddy (Figure 33). Exist- 
ing fields able to guarantee a crop despite drought or waterlogging all grow 
double crop late rice, and also amount to only 84 percent of the double crop 
rice area. These fields are found over a wide area, and are prone to drought 
damage. 
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Table 66. Average Yields Per Mu of Paddy, Wheat, and Sweet Potatoes for the 
Whole Region 1971-1979 

*(a) p 1971*? 19724p 1973# 1974*P 1975^ 19794p: 

(b) jft*p»&*¥Ji!B^ 837 844 935 874 948 1165 

(d)jR* * m 567 567 572 623 600 695 
Ä(e)K^*ffi 363 338 420 323 414 575 

<c> + (f)*   * tt 130 121 141 177 191 

(g)tt   * * 561 590 404 552 488 

Key: 
a. Particulars 
b. Average grain yield per mu 

for the whole year 
c. Including 

(a)  C*t,ffir6*Drf;an 

d. Double crop early paddy 
e. Double crop late paddy 
f. Wheat 
g. Sweet potatoes 

m    (c) 
90—93.5 

ttm\-2om (b) 

Figure 33. Map Showing Percentage Distribution of Double Crop Late Rice 
Paddyfields in the Central and Eastern Hunan Region Capable of 
Guaranteeing a Crop Despite Drought or Waterlogging 

Key: 

(not including cities and d. Percent of double crop late paddy 
suburbs) from which a harvest can be guaran- 

b. Scale 1:2,000,000 teed despite drought or waterlogging 
c. Legend &6 & 
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(2) Lack of fertilizer.  The amount of fertilization given late paddy is low 
everywhere, and this is one of the main reasons why yields are not high. 

(3) Effects of cold dew winds. 

Despite the foregoing, there are numerous favorable conditions for the growth 
of late paddy.  In particular, ample sunlight and cumulative heat are more 
favorable than for the early paddy.  In Changsha Prefecture, for example, 
there are 673 hours of sunshine during the growing season for early paddy, 
but 831.1 hours for late paddy, which is 23.5 percent more than for early 
paddy. Effective cumulative temperature during the early paddy growing ^ 
season is 3,088.2°C; during the late paddy growing season, it is 3,420.3 C, 
10.8 percent higher for late paddy than for early paddy.  Thus, full use of 
these favorable resources, intensification of measures to withstand drought 
and avoid cold dew winds can make possible not only an increase in late paddy 
yields per unit of area, but can also produce yields that are greater than 
those for early rice. 

2.  Rapid Development of Hogs, Tea, and Fruit, With a Small Proportion of 

Other Cash Crops 

Since liberation, simultaneous with this region's vigorous development of 
grain production has been corresponding development of the hog raising 
industry, and of tea and fruit production. 

(1) Large numbers of hogs raised, and a high marketable rate. 

This region has a tradition of hog raising, which is widespread.  It annually 
raises between 40 and 42 percent of all the hogs raised in the province.  In 
recent years in particular, hog raising has developed rapidly, reaching 
15,055,600 head by 1979, or 40.19 percent of all hogs in the province.  This 
was a 5,125,600 head increase over the 9.93 million head of 1971, for a 
640,700 annual increase. An average of 0.89 head of hogs were raised per 
capita of agricultural population, which was a higher figure than for the 
other three agricultural regions. Reasons are as follows:  (1) The broad 
masses of commune members have experience in the intensive raising and care 
of hogs.  Historically, they have raised hogs in sheds feeding them fine 
and coarse food in combination with cooked food.  (2) Abundant sources of 
hogs: For example, Liusha He in Ningxiang County, Shaziling in Xiangtan 
County, and Daweizi in Changsha County, all of which are in this region, are 
provincial centers for the production of superior breed hogs.  Once hog 
breeds have been improved, in particular, they are superior in their speed 
of growth and the time required to fatten them is shortened.  These superxor 
breed hogs not only supply all places in the region, but are also sold else- 
where inside and outside the province.  (3) Abundant fodder: As a result of 
increased grain production, sources of fine feed have become more numerous 
and varied.  For example, odd corners of land beside fields and hill waste- 
lands have been used to grow buckwheat, sweet potatoes, and pumpkins, as well 
as green fodder containing much juice such as cabbage and radishes, and ponds 
have been used to grow aquatic plants and various kinds of wild fodder for a 
steady increase in sources of fodder.  (4) Intensification of prevention and 
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control of hog diseases.  (5) Many hogs produce much manure, which produces 
more gram. Grain and hogs are mutually sustaining. 

Since conditions for development of hog production in this region have defi- 
nitely improved, the period required to fatten hogs has been greatly reduced. 
Today it takes only 8 or 9 months to fatten a hog. A small number of places 
such as Hewanqiao and Dongwu communes in Ningxiang County take only 6 months, 
and fattened hogs weigh as much as 140 jin, thereby increasing the fattened 
hog removal from inventory rate.  In 1979, 6,878,700 hogs were removed from 
inventory for a 45.69 percent removal from inventory rate. This was somewhat 
higher than the average for the province as a whole (43.39 percent). During 
the same year, 3,786,600 head of hogs were sold to the state for a 55.05 per- 
cent marketable rate. This was also somewhat higher than the average market- 
able rate for the province as a whole (54.67 percent). Of the 22 counties in 
the region, except for Hengshan County, all had a hog removal from inventory 
rate of more than 100,000 head. Except for Hengshan and Chaling counties, 
all sold more than 100,000 head to the state.  Changsha, Liuyang, and Xiangtan 
counties each sold more than 200,000 head of fattened hogs to the state, with 
Changsha County selling 300,000 head to take first place in the province with 
a 60 percent marketable rate.  In addition, Ningxiang, Changsha and Xiangtan 
counties annually shipped superior breed piglets to the Ministry of Foreign 
Economic Relations and Trade for reproduction and for sales abroad.  In 1975 
Ningxiang County's sales of piglets totaled more than 542,000 head. 

The rapid development of hog production in this region has not only provided 
hogs for industrial and mining cities and for export, but has also provided 
a certain quantity of hog manure.  Ningxiang County statistics show an aver- 
age ot more than 20 dan per mu of hog manure used on fields annually, which 
is about one-third of the total amount of fertilizer used. This not only 
helps improve the soil, but also helps cut production costs and promote 
increased yields. Nevertheless, current development of hog production in the 
region does not meet demands.  Calculations show an average of only 0 91 
head per mu of cultivated land.  Except for seven cities (or suburbs) plus 
Changsha, Wangcheng, Lianyuan, Xinshao, and Shaodong counties, which have 
achieved 1 mu, 1 hog," a definite gap exists in all other counties.  In 
terms of numbers of hogs in inventory, the region averages only 0.49 head 
per mu, an even greater gap.  Consequently, continued increase in the numbers 
of hogs raised, further shortening of the fattening time, and increase in 
the rate of removal from inventory are still important tasks in raising the 
region s level of agricultural production. 

(2) Large tea growing area, and large output. 

This region has a long history in tea production.  As long ago as the Guangxu 
era m the Qmg Dynasty, Changsha, Pingjiang, and Liuyang were already pro- 
ducing prodigious quantities of black tea.  The local masses accumulated 
plentiful experiences in the growing, care, and processing of tea, and tea 
production saw definite development.  Subsequently as a result of the 
depredations of the Japanese invaders and the Kuomintang reactionaries, large 
numbers of tea plantations went to ruin and output declined markedly to be 
revived and developed only after liberation (Table 67). 
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Table 67.  Table Showing Development of Tea Production in Central Hunan 
Region 

(a)    * i 1965*? 1971*F 
.      C 

1975*? 1979*? 

(b) ■ m OJW> 22.36 58.44 101.31 108.32 

(c) Ä r wg) 10.88 14.90 30.26 48.65 

Key: 
a. Particulars 
b. Area (10,000 mu) 

Gross output (10,000 dan) 

The foregoing table shows clearly the following:  (1) A striking expansion in 
area  In 1971, the tea plantation area was 161.4 percent larger than m 1965, 
and in 1975 it was 73.4 percent larger than in 1971. The 1979 area was 43.12 
percent of the total tea growing area in the province, and 4.84 times the 
1965 area.  (2) Output increased remarkably.  In 1971, output was 36.9 per- 
cent higher than in 1965, and in 1975 output was 103.1 percent higher than in 
1971. Tea output in 1979 accounted for 42.43 percent of output for the 
province as a whole, and was 4.47 times greater than in 1965. The past 10 
years have witnessed an increase averaging 42,000 dan annually.  Both the  ^ 
region's tea plantation area and output hold first place among the province s 
four major agricultural regions.  Speed of development of tea production has 
been most rapid in Taojiang County.  In 1965, that county had a tea planta- 
tion area of only 4,700 mu, which produced 4,800 dan of tea.  By 1979, the 
county's tea plantation area had increased to 160,000 mu, making it second 
only to Anhua County in the whole province, with a 34-fold expansion over 
1965. Tea output reached 110,000 dan, vaulting the county into the ranks of 
a national tea base county.  It was second only to Anhua County in the 
province, with Linxiang County in third place.  In addition, numerous noted 
teas of rather fine quality appeared in the region, teas such as the black 
tea from Pingjiang and Liuyang counties, "Gaoqiaoyinfeng" from Changsha, 
"Shaofeng" from Shaoshan County, and "Weishanqingcha" from Nmgxiang, all ot 
which are famed inside and outside the province.  "Gaoqiaoyinfeng^ has become 
one of the country's 10 noted teas.  In recent years, a new tea, Xiangbolu, 
has been refined from the foundation laid by "Gaoqiaoyinfeng." It is charac- 
terized as "having leaves that are compact and slightly curled with marked 
jade green color and luster; it produces a bright and completely clear 
colored liquid that has a noble and brisk aroma and a mellow and refreshing 
taste. The base of leaves is yellowish green and tender throughout.  It 
has been warmly welcomed by the masses. 

Except for Changsha and Zhuzhou cities (and suburbs), the region's tea 
plantations are divided among three main tracts as follows:  (1) The north- 
west tract.  Every county's area is between 100,000 and 160,000 mu. This 
includes Taojiang, Ningxiang, and Lianyuan counties.  (2) The northeast 
tract. Every county's area is between 50,000 and 100,000 mu, including 
Pingjiang, Liuyang, and Changsha counties.  (3) The south central tract. 
This may be subdivided into three types.  One type is counties having a 
fairly large area such as Shuangfeng County with 74,700 mu.  One type is 
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counties with a fairly small area such as Youxian, Chaling, Hengshan 

SnoSo°mu 
a?rg;< and Qid°ng> the area °f 6ach of  Which *>  leas than ;ÜIÜ  ™'  The.°t"er type is counties with between 20,000 to 50,000 mu 

i.e., all counties other than those included in the foregoing two types 
Statistics from 1975 survev data (Tahl* fijn oWT tn   

8  8 ,  types. 
rto „Q .     "  .  burvey aata uable bö) show 613 communes (or towns) in 
the region as having a tea plantation area of more than 500 mu. This is 

A«;Vfrnt   S* t0tal number of comm^s (or towns). Of this total 
485 had between 500 and 2,000 mu, which was 79.1 percent of the 613 tea' 

?oaeverv°? ^T™^'   .^T±Y  tUS regl°n'S tea Plantations not only extend 
to every county and city (or suburb), but the tea plantation area of most 
communes (or towns) is around 2,000 mu.  The area of a small number oHom- 

SountVand ZLTT thai\T
5>000 ™'     *™^°  -elude Longxi in Taojiang 

County and Lianhuashan m Ningxiang County, which have more than 8,000 and 

In the reeioSnerLT^- A £? f the distributi- of major tea plantations 
m the region (See Figure 34) shows communes with a more than 1,000 mu area 
as being mostly in hill and low mountain regions, most of them concentrated 

in ItlTl    I**  traCt and the northeast tract.  Statistics show six counties 
o? the tefnl  ?8:-traCtS M ^^ &  t0tal °f *25 Communes> « ^9.8 percent 
'^V  plantation communes in the region of more than 1,000 mu, and 60.2 

are also fnCTUneLin 'J* S±X countles' ** addition a considerable number 
"pf" f°Und. ln Shuangfeng and Shaodong counties in the south central 

than /Goo"6,   *  SS" COminUneS' ^ PerC6nt °f the CO— °f -re than 1,000 mu and 60 7 percent of the communes in the two counties.  Other 

at 1 sotltTä  sit"163 (°r SU?UrbS> ?aW relati-ly fewer, and most of tnese are 
*™ £   ..£    °r ^ a llne'  AS a r6SUlt °f Uneven development from one area to another, tea output also differs very greatly (Table 69). 

The northwest and northeast tracts produce the largest amounts.  Output from 
the six counties in these two tracts is more than 60 percent of the total for 

dan  tot Vtgi0n'  t^  ann?al tea °UtpUt °f each COunty is more than 20,000 
ha?; £    l       n°r  the northwest tract is most pronounced, approaching one- 
half the total output of the entire region, and output of Kojiang Ld 

reSir A?^tie,S h°ldS filSt and SeC°nd Place respectively in thf whole 
thf n'f i S °UtpUt °f the VaSt SOUth central tract is greater than 
that of the northeast tract, it has a large number of counties, and counties 

Shaodn^§ ?°re than 1(\000 dan °f tea Sre feW'  ExcePt for Shuangfeng 
S?000 dan  nSXlanS    Lillng COUnties' a11 others produce lesf thfn 

The main problem existing today in tea production is not very high yields per 
mu and unevenness in yields.  Yields average only 45 jin per mu lor the region 
but for a few counties such as Lianyuan, Shuangfeng, and iaojiang, yields 
average more than 55 jin per mu. For most counties the average Is less than 
for the region as a whole.  This is particularly true for the »four HenJ's" 

areTelTt^T^'  HengShan' and Hangdong counties] in the south where yields 
f*™? £   ? A    r^Per,mU*  Quite a feW individual communes and brigades (or 
farmO »Z\        F^t* ^ H""" than 10° ^ ^  mu» and some communes (or 
farms) and brigades have "exceeded 200." However, quite a few other com- 

thTfuturebii8ad:S haIe y±eldS °f °nly a f6W jln Per mu- M°" l^rtr for the future is intensification of cultivation and care of existing tea planta- 
tions, replacement of species, and improvement of irrigation, grfdual ? 
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building of high standard tea plantations, improvement of black tea 
processing technology, production of more green tea and jasmine tea, and 
improvement of both yields per unit of area and quality. 

m    ff« 
ggjgj 1000-2000» 

IT ] 2000-3000S 

(b) 
(c) 

mM -3000-5000B 

5000-a^ooa 

(a)H$IRI:2(M 
(d) jitas«ffiia75a--iiB*«»«K*7äl)|000SiJMöÄa:5l**AB 

Figure 34. Map Showing Distribution of Tea Plantations in Central and 
Eastern Hunan Province 

Key: 
a. Scale 1:2,000,000 
b. Legend 
c. Units: mu per commune 
d. This map is based on 1975 survey data. Communes with an area ot 

less than 1,000 mu have not been included on the map 
e. Longxi, 8,000 mu 
f. Lianhuashan, 8,400 mu 
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Table 68.  Statistical Table Showing Communes (or Towns) With a Tea Plantation 
Area of More Than 500 Mu in the Central Hunan Region in 1975 

(j)   *   *   * 

ToT— 
500—1000H 

(k)   m  2. « 

(1)   s i # 

(m)   m  m  # 

(n)   4k        * 

(o)   *   m  # 

(p) -'m * nr 

(q)    *   tt 

16 

14 

15 

16 

 TeT" 
1000—20001 

10 

20 

-~TT5— 
2000—SOOOIa 

T5J  
3000—5000H 

Tin—i—en  
5000-8400«     #fi, *(Sf)^tt 

3 

16 

(r)   f   &   * 

(s)   I   c  fi 

(t)   s  m s 

(u)   »  *   fi 

(v)    jR   $   s 

(w)   a  ss  ä 

(x)  «r  as  # 

(y)    SS    PB    TU 

18 

13 

21 

33 

10 

12 

13 

12 

(z)   #*a:fli 

(aa)_ft   W   * 

(ab)   fly* r;& 

(ac)tl??l:*t 

(ad)  *   m   * 

(ae)  f-.*..I., 

(af)   *B   * 

(ag)   ft   »   a 

(ah) .'«aHfr »■. 

11 

^||i^,^.ft> 

17 

32 

35 

13 

15 

.20 

.■ in 

28 

(ai)  *gjft-Ayi..« 

(äj)  AM*» 

(ak)  *K**|- 

./.«.■/ 

■■•7v.3-£* 

237 

13 

;;^t;:^^ i/^jfjF-^ 

2 .(a*ci 

248 

....   1 

%r- 

82 40 

21 

24 

25 

41 

13 

48 

70. 

47 

13 

33 

50 

56 

18 

J^ltr^I^-.'H 

24 

».-13 - 

15 

45 

-JH       16. 

"(^ii-M,^. *'■•'■ 

613 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

Name of county or city 
Jin 
Level 
500-1,000 mu 

e. 1,000-2,000 mu 
f. 2,000-3,000 mu 
g. 3,000-5,000 mu 
h. 5,000-8,400 mu 
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3- 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 

P- 
q- 
r. 
s. 
t. 
u. 
v. 

Total counties and cities 
(suburbs) 
Xiangtan County 
Xiangxiang County 
Liling County 
Liuyang County 
Youxian County 
Chaling County 
Xiangtan City 
Pingjiang County 
Ningxiang County 
Taojiang County 
Shaoyang County 
Shaodong County 
Shuangfeng County 

w. Lianyuan County 
x. Xinshao County 
y. Shaoyang City 
z. Lengshuijiang City 

aa. Hengyang City 
ab. Hengnan County 
ac. Hengyang County 
ad. Hengshän County 
ae. Hengdong County 
af. Qidong County 
ag. Changsha County 
ah. Changsha suburbs 
ai. Zhuzhou County 
aj. Zhuzhou suburbs 
ak. Total for whole region 

Table 69.  Statistical Table Showing Central Hunan Region Tea Output in 1979 

>   it o?s> w Ta] 

(e) * 

(f) B  * 

(g)~~*  * 

K 

r 
48.65 

22.29 

(h) +m)!c$.ti<.m 

7.74 

13 tEttfc ££KttA (%~> 

100 

45.82 

w ff'2 3f a B ißSI'* 

84- -CD 

18.62 

15.91 

38.27 

«ttll.OOJfS    aiS5.97^a    ?£5.327lg   (j) 

Tff2.96^S *#2.045JS «W2.74ffa (k) 

JR($4.29^ffi. S5*2.27^fi (1) 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

8« 
h. 
i. 
j- 
k. 
1. 

Particulars 
Output (10,000 dan) 
Percent of whole region . 
Tea counties producing more than 20,000 dan annually 

Whole region 
Northwest tract 
Northeast tract 
South central tract and cities (or suburbs) 

Taojiang, 110,000 dan; Lianyuan, 59,700 dan; Ningxiang 53 200 dan 
Pingjiang, 29,600 dan; Changsha, 20,400 dan; Liuyang, 27,400 dan 
Shuangfeng, 42,900 dan; Shaodong, 22,700 dan 

(3) Rapid development of citrus, but great fluctuations. 

More citrus is grown in this region than any other kindof fruit^J£*etable 
rates are high and occupy a leading position among all kxnds of fruits. 
Citrus'rowing has a long history in this region, and quality is good  More 
than 800 years ago (during the Northern Song period), Shaoyang City was 
already growing citrus fruit. Hengdong County's Guang oranges (honey oranges) 
nave an 11.4 percent sugar content, and the Guang oranges from Baimazhou 
^ the same county have'a 12.7 percent sugar content  More than 40 years 
ago Shaoyang introduced Wenzhou honey tangerines, and after many years of 
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TultTLT^ltTr-^  h3Ve b£rme a SUperi°r tanSerine with Mandant juice and just the right amount of sweetness and tartness wMnh aro  o TA 

from Changsha are also sold in some European countries. 8 

(a) ttm]:2007J 

-a fOOO- 3000 

1000-2000 

S^j SOD— 1000 

TTTTT1 200- 5oo 

(b) 
(c) 

(d) ttBB**l975»WS«JB«*Ä.:^OTSB«»2a*a\B 

Figure 37.  Map Showing Distribution of Major Citrus Orchards in the Central 
and Eastern Hunan Agricultural Region central 

Key: 
a. Scale 1:2,000,000 
b. Legend 
c. Units: mu per commune 
d' 200SJT? 1S haStd  °n th\collation of 1975 data. Communes less than 

200 mu in area have not been included in the figure. 

(4) Slow increases in cotton and oil, and a small percentage of cash crops. 

In 1979, cash crops took up 5.85 percent of the region's cultivated land *h* 
smallest percentage in any of the four agricultural regions ' *** 

Cotton and rapeseed are the region's two most important cash crops and 

sLTcTabX 7lT    l0P8d dUrin8 the PaSt 10 yearS' ^veloSphmentPhasabL 
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Table 71. Development of Cotton and Rapeseed in the Central Hunan Region 

(a) 1965*? 

m 
!<7JH) 

(b) ffi!       IE   ! 39.5 

(c) ffi M & 77.1 

(ff) 
39.8 

52 

7? 
(7ffi) 

15.73 

40.60 

Cff SO 

46.4 

53.5 

1971*f 

(ff) 
36.7 

68.5 

71 
17.05 

36.6 

1975^      |      1979fP 

(ff) CUS) Off) (ff) (7TE) 

56.9 42.7 24.3 39.51 52.5 20.73 

72.7 66.7 48.5 175.09 89.1 155.97 

Key: 
a. Particulars 
b. Cotton 
c. Rapeseed 

d. Area (10,000 mu) 
e. Yields per mu (jin) 
f. Gross output (10,000 dan) 

This table shows that during the 10-year period 1965-1975 cotton yields 
increased by an average 8,570 dan annually, and Tapeseed yields by 7 900 dan, 
increases of 2.9 jin and 14.7 jin per mu respectively. Df?f* ^"f^*1* 
cotton yields per unit of area in 1979, gross output was less than xn 1975 
as a result «/reduction in the growing area. The areylanted *° ^f*66* 
was increased, and yields per unit of area also rose. ,Gros* ^^ "a* 
more than double what it had been in 1975.  Tbe region's cottonfields are 
concentrated mostly in three tracts as follows:  (1) The tract xn the lower 
reaches of the Xiang Jiang and the Zi Shui. This is the majorcot: on growxng 
area in the region, the cottonfields in Taojxang, Nxngxxang Xx«8jan, 
Xiangxiang, Changsha, and Zhuzhou accounting for »PP™™"^"^^ 
of the region's cottonfield area. Each county has between 18,000 and 55, 
1  of cottonfields, and yields range from 40 to 85 jxn per mu  £) *he 
Hengyang and Hengnan County tracts in the middle reaches of the Xiang Jiang. 
These are located mostly in Hengyang and Hengnan counties, and accounted for 
ifpercent of the whole region's cottonfield area, /ottonfxelds xn each 
county cover more than 30,000 mu, and yields range from 34 to 67 jxn per mu. 
m The Lianshao tract.  This is located mostly in Shaoyang, Shaodong, 
Sanyuanand Shuanjfeng counties, with between 10,000 and 20,000 mu of 
cottoSikdf in eacn county. Cottonfields in these *°« «^^j£ ** 
13 percent of the whole region's cotton growing area, but yxelds are faxrly 
low ringing from about 27 to 49 jin per mu. In addition, cottonfxelds may be 
found in other counties too, most of them about 10,000 to 20 000 - xn area 
and producing yields of about 30 jin per mu. Rapeseed xs found mostly along 
bothPshores o/the Xiang Jiang and in five counties of Xiangdongprefecture. 
Most rapeseed is grown in Changsha, Wangcheng, Xiangtan, Hengyang, Youxxan 
NingxxanS! and Hengnan counties over a more than 100,000 mu area,  ^dxvxdual 
other counties have from 30,000 to 100,000 mu. The smallest rapeseed area 
xs in the west where each county has fewer than 20,000 mu  Yxelds per mu 
are fairly high in nine counties including Xiangxiang and Lxuyang, as well as 
in x£hao, Shaodong, Shuangfeng, and Pingjiang most «* th« Jexng Je tter 
than 100 jin per mu. In other vast areas, yxelds range from 70 to 80 jxn 
per" mu  This'region's cotton yields per unit of area are not only lower than 
In the northern Hunan agricultural region, but are also ^^f^.^ 
western Hunan agricultural region. Reasons are as follows: Thxs regxon xs 
prone to lack of water and drought during summer and fall.  In addxtxon, 
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cottonfields are spread out, and during the summer and fall high temperature 
and very busy seasons, cotton and paddy rice often vie for water, for the 
labor force, and for fertilizer, which impairs cotton output. Thus, develop- 

?^lV C°^r production in this regi°n requires both strengthening cotton- 
field capital construction and proper readjustment of crop patterns to help 
centralize production. F p 

Rape is an overwintering crop. As a result of the very great fluctuations in 
temperature in this region at the onset of winter and thl continuously over- 

TrLT    T7Y  ?ayS *"* little sunshine duri"g the beginning of spring, rape 
growth and development is impaired and output is inconsistent.  Thus, varie- 

sJould hP f ? Tf&  dUr±ng the °nSet °f Winter' stron§> and c°ld resistant 
should be selected to insure safe overwintering. Rape should also be sown as 
20 NL! KP°f       transplanted early (transplanting best being done before 

or farTv Srch°tnV? C°ntr01 ^J1™^  P6ri°d du^  the end of Fe*ruary 
Z^ll T        P increase the Suiting rate and increase yields.  In 
addition, m order to assure high yields from a three crop system, varieties 
that can be sown late and ripen early should be selected.        varieties 

Ramie is this region's principal hemp crop, but it is grown over a small and 

cash cronf rtV" T*  " d°eS n0t constit^ a§large proportion of 
in%ZP'  , ^rrently grown on a 16,700 mu area and is found mostly 
in five counties m eastern Hunan (Table 72). 

Table 72. Ramie Development in the Whole Region and in Five Counties of 
Eastern Hunan 

(a) 1965^ 1971*F 1975^ 1979*? 

T<    W, i m P 
(ri)    j (ff> 

(m) 
g   P 

<ti> 
m  P   ,&    P 
<JT) !   (ffi) (H) 

m  P 
()f) 

(m) 
£ P 
(*fi) (1a) 

ft   Pj  &     P 

(b)£         E 
— f-**t  

42308    j    52 22035 17119 95 16356 13723 114 15681 16700 114 19000 

£ 
-T    C 1E23 116 1888 1050 105 1137 950 129 1228 

 1  

1100    j  209 1300 

fe^a 7531    |    27 2050 1620 69 1115 892 82 734 700 86 600 

(c) 

•¥ 

&hk i:oo 40 482 331 85 281 103 93 96 100 100 100 

fe)a 10911 41 4490 2099 130 2738 1449 136 1977 1300    1 138 1800 

£h)R 3902 123 4815 3424 153 5237 3358 160 5384 4100    j  159 6500 

(i) £ & -§■ it 25167 55 13725 8524 123 10508 6752 139 9419 7300 155 11300 

59.4 62.3 49.8 64.2 49.2 60.2 43.7 59.5 

Key: 
a. Region and county h. 
b. Whole region i. 
c. Including j. 
d. Pingj iang 
e. Liuyang k. 
f. Liling 1. 
g- Youxian m. 

Chaling 
Total for five counties 
Five counties' percentage of whole 
region 
Area (mu) 
Yields per mu (jin) 
Gross output (dan) 
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Several years ago quite a bit of the hemp growing area was converted to the 
growing of paddy, and both the ramie growing area and ramie output declined 
SPIV. TL 1975 growing area was two-thirds less than in 1965, and gross 
output fell 29 percLt. The drop was greatest in Liuyang and Youxxan coun- 
ties where the growing area declined 88 and 87 percent respectxyely, and 
output dropped 64 and 55 percent respectively. Revival and development has 

taken place in recent years. 

Though production of mat grass takes up a very small percent of the cash crop 
growing area in this region, it holds a prominent position in the provxnce as 
1 whole. Not only is Qidong County the center for mat grass productxon xn 
Jhls region, but also a major production area for the province as a whole. 
This causes 21,800 mu'to grow mat grass which is 62 percent of the mat 
srass growing area in the region, and it produces as much as 217,700 dan 
which Is 63 percent of the mat grass in the region. Mostly it is found xn 10 
communes along a line running through Hongqiao, Guanshan, and Guxyang com- 
munes to the south of Chengguan in the county. Frequently it «counts for 
50 percent of the county's area sown and output, and as much as about 70 

percent in some years. 

Other cash crops grown in the region are not a large percentage of the provin- 
cial total, but the growing of peanuts, sugarcane, and flue-cured tobacco xs 
concentrated in this^egion. Peanuts are grown mostly in the -stern part 
of the region in Lianyuan, Shaodong, and Shaoyang countxes on an appro» 
mately 70,000 mu growing area in most years.  This is between 35 and 40 
percent of the area in ?he region, and output is between 40 and 45 percent 
of the total for the region.  In 1979, Lianyuan County planted 23,200 mu to 
peanuts for an output of 45,600 dan, or yields of 197 jxn per mu  It xs the 
county in the region with the greatest peanut output and also the one wxth 

the highest yields per unit of area. 
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l^tJ •^i0n-  DireCtion and ^™  Aven^ of Development of Agricultural Production 

In view of its natural conditions, development of this region's agricultural 

££ link^with"?!0066" rfr fUidanCe °f a Pr°gram °f "<*>«**  grfin as'thf 
iSplof'      iT °Und devel°Pment and appropriate centralization." The 
level of grain and hog production must be further raised so that more grain 
and hogs assist national construction.  The region should also use the 

tnTl^t  £°Undation t° consolidate and increase tea and citrus production 

To  del?    !lrK °ld °n COtt°n yi6ldS Per Unit °f area« ^  should strive to develop oil-bearing crops, hemp, vegetable production, and aquatic 
products, and make sensible arrangements for forestry and other agricultural 
sxdelxne production.  It should make major efforts in the operation of 

mining"""^1516 f°°d pr°duCtion bases to «ti-fy needs of industrial and 

To ZTTvl C°ZrehTiVe  C°ntr01 °f Farmlands» Soil, Mountains, and Rivers 
To Lay a Foundation for Sustained Consistently High Yields 

Practice has demonstrated that comprehensive control of farmlands soil 
mountains, and water is a project of vital and lasting importance'for with- 

ITltTAnTVal  rlamltieS and devel°P-g «claliat agricultural produc Ln. 
It must be treated as a matter of paramount importance in agriculture. 

tinf Tr-T°US  W±th constructlon °f water conservancy at the Shaoshan irriga- 
farml^d sollend ^ T  ^^ f™ *********  to «*  to bring under control 
HZ t    i  * and mountain waters throughout the entire irrigation area 
thereby laying a fine foundation for rational use of the irrigation area's 

resits":63 at allT°Und  ^elopmeat of agricultural production! Is a 
1 milM™    71 yeaVK  construction throughout the irrigation area, nearly 
1 million mu of farmland in Xiangtan, Xiangxiang, Ningxiang, Wangcheng and 

tlZlftZtlTlT^ ^T  "I l0ng laCk6d Wat6r b— farmfand producing consistently high yields.  Average grain yields rose from 480 jin per mu in 
]lf>  bef°f construction of the irrigation area, to 800 jin in 1970  Since 

15 oVmu of" re  e^1"""'17 exceeded MOO jin per mu.' In addition 
Z»«rS    ^ £  Ü* P f atl°nS hSVe b6en devel°Ped; more than 50,000 mu of 
fields' andSlSoeoon earf f°l W1'?*™   (including 4,000 mu'of new plddy- 
into flrJ^t 10°'000

1
mu  have been afforested, and certain areas have grown 

into forests  Tea plantations have begun picking, and farming, forestry 

tr\ZortU:tion
rI'/ldel,ine °CC^t±0™  and fisheries, as welUs watlr '' 

2?n 1,1 ? i   electric power generation have all developed substantially 
Main actions taken were the following:  Simultaneous with building water 
conservancy projects was the harnessing and use of existing farmSnls and of 

te^ain1 ^dlll * f°Vultivation as Stated by the type^nd Slracter of 
terrain, gradually nurturing the soil, and institution of garden style farm- 
ing  Irrigation and drainage ditch systems were built as part of farmland 
water conservancy facilities, so that fields would not be inundated StS 
floodwaters, mountain waters would not enter fields, fertilizer and water 
would not leave fields, irrigation water would not go from one field to 
another, ground water would be drained from fields, and soil, fertilizer 
and temperature would be preserved so that crops would grow and develop ' 
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Barren mountains and sparse woods were afforested and closed off so forests 
could grow, and erosion was brought under control.  In places where erosion 
was serious, a combination of engineering and biological measures were used 
to hold silt on the mountains and greatly reduce erosion damage to produc- 
tion  It is obvious from the success gained at the Shaoshan irrigation area 
that comprehensive tackling of farmland soil and mountain waters is an 
important way in which both to transform nature and to develop large-scale 
socialist agriculture more, faster, better, and more economically. 

During the past more than 20 years, the whole region has done a large amount 
of work in building water conservancy, improving the soil, and harnessing 
the mountains, with varying degrees of progress and achievements. Neverthe- 
less, development remains unbalanced, and this hurts rapid increase in 
production.  Thus, it is necessary to proceed from requirements for large- 
scale socialist agriculture to carry out a planned, step-by-step, compre- 
hensive harnessing of farmland soil and mountain waters throughout the 
region. During the near future, it is necessary to strengthen actions in 

the following several regards: 

(1) Improvement of Water Conservancy Conditions, and Expansion of Farmland 
Able To Guarantee a Harvest Despite Drought or Waterlogging 

Today 83.6 percent of the paddyfield area is able to produce a harvest 
despite drought or waterlogging.  This amounts to only 0.69 mu per capita 
of agricultural population. The other 16.4 percent has not reached the _ 
standard of being able to deliver a harvest despite drought or waterlogging 
(Figure 40), and more than 90 percent of drylands lack water conservancy 
facilities. Furthermore, development has been very uneven (Figure 37).     in 
the Lianyuan-Shaoyang area, even though the farmland capable of delivering 
a crop despite drought or waterlogging is more than 80 percent of the total 
farmland area (as in Shaodong County), the population is large relative to 
the amount of farmland, farmland averaging only 0.5 mu per capita.  In addi- 
tion some water conservancy facilities have yet to meet design requirements. 
Consequently, continued strengthening of the building of water conservancy 
and expansion of the area that can deliver a crop despite drought or water- 
logging remains an important way to do a good job of farmland capital con- 

struction. 

(1) Active promotion of Qianjin Reservoir experiences; consolidation and 
improvement of the capabilities of existing water conservancy facilities; 
full tapping of potential; and expansion of the area benefited. As a result 
of many years of practice, the Qianjin Reservoir in Shuangfeng County has 
produced a body of fairly complete experiences in doing a good job of stor- 
ing water, managing water, and using water for sustained increases in yields 
and the irrigated area is 75 percent greater than originally designed.  Since 
1967, grain yields have been more than 1,000 jin per mu year after year. 
The major actions taken were as follows: 

Building mountain ponds, reservoirs, and dammed rivers to the maximum extent 
possible within the irrigation area to store rain water in the irrigation 
area to lift river water, and to bring ground water to the surface. This 
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fully tapped water resources and increased the amount of water stored, the 
building of reservoirs serving as a mainstay, with ponds and dammed rivers 
acting as a foundation in the "growing of a vine that bears fruit " and an 
irrigation and drainage network that operates smoothly. The quality of 

no^^lS/a%imPrVed t0 TfUCe the am°Unt °f leaka§e to the maximum extent 
ZTAI    %, T d*uot:as°f  water we^ supplied promptly to insure irrigation 
needs on the basis of the nature of the soil in cultivated fields, the kinds 
of crops grown and requirements for water during their growing period, and 
distribution of rainfall.  Some places in the region, particularly places 
with many mountains and hills, might promote this experience and make full 

t«lrt L r°
raS ?.t0rgraphiCal conditions fco ^crease the building of moun- 

tain ponds and ditches around mountains, do a good job of equipping proiects 
and use existing water conservancy facilities to make the most of "growing 
a vine that bears fruit," show good performance in scientific management Ld 
use of water, and not only make the most of existing water conservlncy facility 
capabilities, but also expand irrigation benefits,  This would also play a 

drou ht6    ln ellmnating dead sP°ts that cannot be irrigated during 

(h) f*&Sri5Ja7£3?!5) 

(a)   ttflRltfOOE 

m   m (b) 
mm o-8s/\mt (c) 

MM o-T-*»'» (d) 

YT} Ö.6-07S/A (e) 

CDD 0-5-0.6S/A (f) 
f-s \1 aSs/Aiux (g) 

Figure 40. Map Showing Distribution of Paddyfields in the Central and 
Eastern Hunan Agricultural Region Able To Produce a Crop Despite 
Drought or Waterlogging 

[Key on following page] 
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Key: 
»  SP«1P; 1:2.000.000 e.  0.6-0.7 mu per capita a.  Scale: 1:2,000,000 
b 
c. 

L  nd f.  0.5-0.6 mu per capxta 
More than 0.8 mu per capita   g. More than 0.5 mu per capita 

d.  0.7-0.8 mu per capita        h. Not including cities and suburbs 

(2)  Increased building of water conservancy facilities and expansion of 
farmland able to deliver a guaranteed crop. Despite the copious rainfall 
in the region, seasonal distribution of rainfall is unbalanced.  Thus it is 
necessary to do a good job of impounding surface water as well as to make 
full use of water resources in the Xiang Jiang, the Zi Shui and their 
tributaries. The region has many downlands, and the region from Lianyuan to 
ShaoyS in particular, does nol  greatly vary in height  The concentrated 
rainfall area is small, and not many places are suitable for the construction 
of large reservoirs. Most of the farmland not presently served by water 
conservancy projects is alluvial fields, fields along rivers and alluvial 
brancrrields [5897 1479 3944]. Future clearing of wasteland to expand the 
farmland area will also develop in the direction of the d°™lands; ^^ 
main road for improving water conservancy conditions m this region must be 
active pursuit of a program of "taking the small scale as the key link, with 
more construction of'mountain ponds and small reservoirs.  At the same time, 
places having requisite conditions should be selected for the Gilding of a 
group of mainstay projects in order to combine the large, the medium and the 
small make fullest use of surface water, and give maximum attention to 
development of ground water.  Storage, extraction, and lifting of water should 
be linked for early realization of 1 mu per capita of farmland able to deliver 
a harvest despite drought or waterlogging to fundamentally solve the water 

conservancy problem in this region. 

There are 23 sites in the region suitable for the building of new or expan- 
sion of old major large and medium size water conservancy projects (mostly 
medium size projects).  Once these projects have been built, »re than 5 
million mu of farmland in the region will be better able to withstand 
drought.  For example, once it has been built, the planned Liangshan water 
conservancy project (in southern Xinning County) will generate 13 400 kilo 
watts of electricity, and it will be able to irrigate 3.46 million mu of 
farmland and increase by 540,000 mu the amount of cultivated land (^1-ding 
360,000 mu of wasteland that will be cleared to make fields m 11 counties 
(and cities) to the east of the Zi Shui and in the hill region of Hengyang 
and Shaoyang northwest of the Xiang Jiang.  It will also be possible to link 
it with other water conservancy facilities in the region to form a complete 
irrigation system.  It will play an extremely major role in changing the 
drought situation in Hengyang and Shaoyang prefectures. 

(3) Change of open ditches to covered ditches, and change from ditch irriga- 

tion to spray irrigation: 

Today, most of the region's water conservancy and irrigation ditches are open 
ditches used for ditch irrigation.  Since the period when water is needed 
during summer and fall is precisely the high temperature season when evapora- 
tion greatly exceeds the amount of rainfall, and since a certain amount of 
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evaporation and leakage of water occurs from the ditches that  carry water 
in the f:?lTneSVann0t ^ gained'     ThUS'   si-ltaneous with improvement' xn the existing water conservancy ditch system must be a gradual chanee from 

irrLat  oCne:nt,°HCOrred d,itCh6S'  "* * Cbaa«e fr°m ditch Ration to§ spr" 
eviration anf^riS 1 "^ ^^ Med8'  there^ reducin§ the »™»*t of evaporation and leakage of water to achieve rational use and conservation of 

(2) Improvement of Field Soil and Nurturing the Soil 

(1) Major actions in nurturing soil and improving paddyfields: A soil 

ZIZ±Z      ,lTr^  Lf1UT8 C°Unty dUrin8 the PaS? ^ W  «^ the 
^oTiTnJ8' • r Preventin§ increased yields from paddyfield 
soil today is increase in the ground water table, with an increase in the 
percentage of paddyfields exhibiting a ferrous reaction.  Quick acting 
nitrogen phosphate, and potash is everywhere insufficient. The cultivated 
horizon of the soil is shallow, and the soil tends to be heavy clay or 

firmer y;ro^US' ?* f0ll™±ng '*  ■"«■»«*••  (1) leased Jse of organic 
fields" n'p8g-  §reen mnUre' Promotion of the "three nurtures of 
iieias  U.e., growing green manure so the fields nurture the fields 
collecting barnyard manure so that livestock serve to nurture the fields 
and collecting mud fertilizer so that compost pits nurture the fields) 
steady xncrease in the soil's organic content, increase of the son's 
granular structure, and promotion of sustained high crop yields! After many 

laTäyÄeläTlTltV^10  rr t0 hSSten SOil »"urlition on 1,006 mu^ paddyfields at the Hengyang Prefecture Institute of Agricultural Sciences 
paddy yields increased from 430 jin per mu in 1951 to 1,270 jin in 1966 
were higher than 1,600 jin in 1973, and reached 1,770 jin in 1976  (2)Die- 

SJd w!tLdra nSge ditCheS t0 l0W6r the grOUnd Wa^er table and ge r do § 

fertig  8ging TteT  and tOXiC mineral Water so that the soil's water, fertility, air, and heat are transformed to help crop growth.  (3) Institu- 

nTtnt LtterTV^ ^f CMP r°tatl°n -th'f allowing and winter ow- 
r^ir      ,  Tl llnk S011 USe and soil nurture.  Proper deepening of the 
cultivated horizon and steady increase in fertility. (4) MixLg ±1 of sand 
or clay to readjust the sand to clay ratio and improve soil quality sf that 

™^£Z^JZ.^  — - —ain tempqeratuL:°tothbe 

most of it is found on slopes where water, soil, and fertilizer easily run 

rid SSILSeTSt^iT Tasuremei\ts taken h? -its -,. of illilZed rea soil slopes with a 17 degree gradient show more than 5,000 iin of soil 
per mu is washed away annually, with large quantities of organic matter and 
nutrients being carried off in the water.  In view of this,§the main actons 

landTtTafflaV T^Vf^T  (1) BUildlng te"aced ^-Ids and terraced 
u din    cultivated land takes the place of sloped cultivated land 

to cut down on surface runoff and present scouring of the soil in order to 
conserve water soil, and fertilizer.  (2) Deep plowing to nurture a thick 
nature soil horizon to help the soil hold water and conserve water so that 
the crops' root systems can spread out.  (3) Increased fertilization with 
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organic fertilizer and intercropping of green manure to increase the soil s 
organic matter and increase soil nutrients.  (4) Appropriately apply 
chemical fertilizer, replenish the soil's nutrients.  (5) Open up water 
sources, increase irrigation facilities, and heighten the soil s capability 

to resist drought. 

(3) Development of hill areas requires rational crop patterns plus a com- 
bination of soil improvement, conservation of water and soil, and afforesta- 

tion. 

Hill slopes are steep throughout the region, and thickness of the soil layer 
and extent of vegetation cover varies. General methods must be suited to 
specific circumstances to use hillsides in a rational way, with standards 
set for different slopes.  (1) Places having a gradient of less than 15 
degrees may develop hillsides for cultivated land. They may make a change 
to paddyfields where water for irrigation exists, and nurture the soil. 
(2) On slopes with a 15-25 degree gradient terraced fields or terraced 
land should be built to prevent scouring by soil and water. Economic 
forests and crop bases may also be built for the growing of tea, fruit 
trees, tea oil, and some cash crops.  (3) In hill and low mountain areas 
with a gradient greater than 25 degrees the land should be afforested. 
Places having a thick soil layer may plant economic woods containing tea oil 
plants and nan bamboo. Where the soil layer is thin, timber forests, fire- 
wood forests, fertilizer forests, fodder forests, and forests that conserve 
soil and water should be grown. Mountains should be closed off so the 
forests can develop in order to conserve soil and water as well as to solve 
the fairly severe shortage in some areas of the "four materials  (timber, 
fuel, fodder, and fertilizer). 

2.  Expansion of Fertilizer Sources and Development of Hog Raising in Order 
To Provide More Organic Fertilizer for Agricultural Use 

Fertilizer is plant food.  Improvement in farm crop yields per unit of area 
and increase in the multiple cropping index within the region (such as 
promotion of a triple-cropping system), have posed ever increasing require- 
ments for fertilizer. A 1974 survey of 17 early paddy production units and 
10 late paddy production units conducted by the Xiangtan Prefecture Agri- 
culture Bureau (Table 73) showed a need for increased fertilization to get 
high yields. In 1979, the average amount of fertilizer used throughout the 
region was 170 jin per mu of cultivated land of which 97 jin was nitrogenous 
fertilizer. For each mu of land, 0.91 hogs were raised, and the green 
manure area was about 70 percent of the paddyfield area; however, yields 
averaged only about 20 dan per mu. This was not enough fertilizer. There- 
fore, a buildup of fertilizer and increase in the amount of fertilization 
is an important way in which to win all-around yield increases.  It is 
necessary to increase the amount of chemical fertilizer used while at the 
same time broadening the sources of manure through vigorous development of 
hog raising and accumulation of manure, and finding other sources of manure 

as well. 
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Table 73.  Survey of Amount of Fertilization Per Mu for Double Crop Paddy 

(a)       • .   (b) 
«si* 
a     # 

(jf) 

(c)     JE                    «    .               ft                    £ 
A#B 

(It) 

u & m B m. Cd) 
»JE»? 

(S) 

(e) 
± & JE 

(&) 

(f) 
A £ 8 

(ffi) 

.(g) 
P-       JE 

(fi) 

&    3?r   AS    EE 

(ff) 

(i) 
«       IE 

</T) 

(Ä5183]g) 949 30 94 21 21 50.2 11 1.4 

(1)   KM^ffifiSlftg 
(«9H.4H) 939.1 78 13 10 58.5 55 2.2 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 

i. 
j. 
k. 
1. 

Double crop paddy area (mu) 
Average paddy yields per mu (jin) 
Kinds of fertilizer 
Green manure and fresh grass (dan) 
Mud fertilizer (dan) 
Human and animal dung (dan) 
Ash fertilizer (dan) 

Nitrogenous chemical fertilizer (converted to standard ammonium 
carbonate) (jin) 
Phosphate fertilizer (jin) 
Average number of hogs raised per mu (head) 
Early paddy in 17 units (a total of 5,183 mu) 
Late paddy in 10 units (a total of 944.4 mu) 

(1) Active development of hog raising, increase in number of hogs fed 
throughout the year, and guaranteeing crop fertilizer needs. 

Though a substantial number of hogs are grown throughout the region at the 
present txme, the goal of "1 mu, 1 hog" has yet to be reached. §The number 
of hogs xn inventory is relatively small at only 0.49 head per mu, a number 
that cannot supply crop fertilizer needs promptly. In order to be able to 
«?c I CT°PSu

Wlth ade<l«ate organic fertilizer, the number of hogs being 
raised will have to be increased to the point that the number in inventory 
xs maintained at between 1 and 1.5 head per mu if crop fertilizer needs in 
all seasons are to be satisfied. 

(2)  Increase in green manure per unit of area.  Green manure is a major 
source of fertilizer for early paddy production in this region; howler 
quite a few communes and brigades have yet to meet the requirement of l'mu 

of KrthrS11" °\  M?h yi6ldS fr°m 1 mU °f earl? Padd*-  With expansion of the three crop farming area, the area devoted to the growing of green 
manure will correspondingly decline; thus rapid increase in green manure 
yields per unit will become even more important. According to the experi- 
ences of communes and brigades that have produced more than 5,000 jSper 

ZJ?  ^eS^.grass' f  Paramount importance is proper increase in the amount 
S,   iXgg™*  °f d6ep ditCheS t0 draln awa? ™*er, application of 
phosphate fertilizer, and proper side dressings of fertilizer so that small 
amounts of fertilizer help along the large applications of fertilxzer. 
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Experiences with high yields of green manure should be actively promoted to 
achieve 1 mu of green manure to fertilize between 2 and 3 mu of fxelds. 

(3) Full use of water surfaces to develop aquatic fertilizer.  If ponds 
and streams are used to grow water hyacinths, water cabbage, and 
althermanthera philoxeroides, not only will they provide a direct source of 
fertilizer, but they will supply fodder for hogs and the production of hog 
manure. Experiences outside the region show that for every mu of water 
hyacinths, water cabbage, or althermanthera philoxeroides grown, the base 
fertilizer needs of 5 mu of late paddyfields can be met, and the green 
fodder needs of 15 head of hogs can be supplied. 

In addition, everywhere in the region are numerous raw materials for the 
production of humic acid fertilizer. Full use of these resources for large 
scale making of humic acid fertilizer is also an important way m which this 
region can increase its source of fertilizer. 

Collecting fertilizer, making fertilizer, conserving fertilizer, and spread- 
ing fertilizer are four major interdependent links in solving the fertilizer 
problem. None may be omitted. For this reason, once much fertilizer is 
accumulated, quality should be upgraded, and increasing attention should be 
given conservation and rational application of fertilizer. 

3.  Proper Expansion of Rotational Cropping of Rice-Rice-Rape, Rice-Rice- 
Fodders (or Rice and Fodder Including Pulse Fodder, Corn and Soybeans Used 
as Fodder, or Gaoliang Used as Fodder), and Rice-Rice-Green Manure 

Suitable expansion of the rotational growing of rice-rice-rape and rice- 
rice-green manure, and a small amount of trial rotation of rice-rape-rice, 
and fodder plus double cropped rice.  The advantages of these methods are 
as follows: First, outputs of grain, meat, and oil may be increased. 
Second, they help link grain and oil, help link farming and animal hus- 
bandry, and help link use of the soil and nurture of the soil. They can 
gradually change the longstanding situation in the province of it not being 
economically worthwhile to use rice with its fairly low protein content as 
livestock feed, using instead oil cake, corn, gaoliang, bean residues, and 
bean cake, which are of high food value as livestock feed, to help advance 
development of the livestock industry. Development of the livestock industry 
can, in turn, help mankind with the problem of being unable to use stalks, 
stems, leaves, and husks directly, having livestock convert them into meat, 
milk, hides, and hair, and obtain a large quantity of organic fertilizer as 
well.  It can also avoid the drawback of soil gleying to which the growing 
of double crops of rice and green manure gives rise. 

4. Efforts To Create Conditions for Gradual Mechanization of Agriculture 

The pace of progress in agricultural mechanization has quickened over what 
it had formerly been.  For example, the total number of tractors in 1975 was 
83.4 percent larger than in 1973, and total horsepower increased 57.3 per- 
cent, including an almost doubling in Youxian and Shaodong counties. In 
addition, varying degrees of development were scored in the mechanization or 
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semi-mechanization of hauling, drainage and irrigation, processing of agri- 
cultural sideline products, and plant protection. By 1979, mechanized 
power used in agriculture throughout the region had increased to 2,413 700 
horsepower, including 30,700 tractors with a horsepower of 457,600 horse- 
power (including 24,900 hand tractors with 254,000 horsepower), a 1.3 and 
1.7 fold respective increase over 1975.  In the field of farm machinery 
repair, each county set up farm machinery repair plants.  Numerous communes 
and brigades started to operate farm machinery stations for the formation of 
a farm machinery building and repair network. Not only were they able to 
repair all sorts of farm machinery and equipment, but they were also able to 
build paddyfield machine plowing boats suited to fairly small areas, creating 
fine conditions for hastening the mechanized farming of paddyfields.  In 
addition, some counties, communes, and production brigades substantially 
mechanized or semi-mechanized threshing, processing of agricultural sideline 
products, plant protection, and long distance hauling, and they also made 
advances in the mechanization of drainage and irrigation. However, the level 
of mechanization for the region as a whole is not high, and development is 
uneven (Table 74). 

Table 74. Statistical Table on 1979 Level of Mechanized Farming for the 
Region as a Whole and for Four Counties 

(k) 

(1) 

(m) 

(n) 

(o) 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 

d. 
e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 
i. 
j- 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 

(a) 

g 

(b) * R *l « Ä s& A (c) £ + #H£iMaU*'K *ffi, #1». Vim f) 

m (d) 
-&         tt 

<3A> 
ä äa m m 

(B) 

(f) 
£             it ftfi»Ä;fi!H 

(h) *  B  m  «(*£) 

J1) . 
& E 241.373' 6.9 55,615/584,933 28.3 494.37 29.8 

® S 120,200 5.6 3,763/38,506 17.5 34.91      • 51.7 

& K 67,000 10.5 637/9,518 74.0 2.61 3.7 

•r £ 113,900 10.5 3,299/32,200 37.3 44.11 36.7 

« m 126,000 7.9 2,422/27,112 36.5 15.06 15.2 

Particulars 
Total machine power used in agriculture 
Including machine tillage (large, medium, and small tractors, 
machine cultivators, and power boats) 
Total (horsepower) 
Average amount of cultivated land per horsepower (mu) 
Total (numbers of equipment/horsepower) 
Average amount of cultivated land area per horsepower (mu) 
Actual mechanized plowing (or harrowing) 
Area (10,000 mu) 
Percent of cultivated land area (%) 
Whole region 
Youxian County 
Shaoyang County 
Ningxiang County 
Hengnan County 
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The whole region's cultivated land area per average horsepower of machine 
tillage is still fairly large, and the actual machine-cultivated area is 
only 29.8 percent of the total cultivated land area. Youxian and Shaoyang 
counties are at opposite ends of the scale, and a gap exists between Hengnan 
and Ningxiang counties as well. Thus, promotion of balanced development must 
go hand in hand with development of agricultural mechanization. 

In order to bring about gradual agricultural mechanization of the region, a 
policy of "taking regions as the key link in farm machine manufacture, taking 
medium and small farm machines as the key link, and taking farm machinery 
purchases by the collective economy as the key link" must be followed, and 
the principle of "taking the needs of agriculture as most pressing, most 
outstanding results in increased yields, and maximum benefit in reducing the 
strenuousness of labor" must be used.  The region's natural conditions must 
be linked to the nature of production, and research and development of vari- 
ous kinds of farm machines suited to rice, tea, and hog production must be 
accelerated:  (1) Virtually the entire region has instituted the growing of 
two crops of rice, and this is also a region that has emphasized the growing 
of hybrid late rice. During the "double rush" season [the two times each 
year when one crop must be harvested while another is being planted], compe- 
tition for time and labor is particularly prominent. Thus, further improve- 
ment, research and development, and promotion of harvesting and transplanting 
machines play an important role in winning bumper harvests from double crop- 
ping of rice.  (2) Tea plantations have developed rapidly in the region, and 
the growing of both grain and tea has placed conflicting demands on the work- 
force. Thus, research, development, and promotion of tea picking and tea 
processing machinery is one key to the promotion of both grain and tea pro- 
duction.  (3) This region's level of production centering around grain and 
hogs is fairly high, and grain and hog production complement each other. 
They depend on development of the mechanization of animal husbandry, and 
manufacture and spread of livestock feed processing machinery is particu- 
larly important.  (4) Areas of economic diversification have gradually 
increased and spread, and the demand for multiple purpose machines is also 
fairly urgent. There is need to strengthen research, development, and 
promotion of farm machines and equipment that can be used in multiple ways. 

5. Good Operation of Commune and Brigade Enterprises To Advance Development 

of Agriculture 

Commune and brigade enterprises have developed very greatly during the past 
several years. Figured in terms of average for the agricultural population, 
commune and brigade enterprise earnings for the region in 1979 were 87.70 
yuan per capita, and gross income was approximately 52.1 percent of the total 
for the province as a whole, placing it first among the province's four 
major agricultural regions. Cities and counties in which earnings from 
commune and brigade enterprises totaled more than 40 percent of the total 
derived from production teams, production brigades, and communes included 
Changsha, Xiangtan, Zhuzhou, Hengyang, Shaoyang, Lengshuijiang, and Shudi 
cities (and suburbs), and Wangcheng, Liling, Shaodong, and Lianyuan counties. 
In addition to six of the cities (or suburbs) in which earnings from commune 
and brigade operated enterprises reached between 51 and 68 percent of total 
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earnings, Wangcheng County was most outstanding with such earnings amounting 
to 53 percent of the total from the tri-level commune organization. Total 
earnings from commune and brigade enterprises in Liuyang and Shaodong coun- 
ties were more than 100 million yuan. Lujiang Commune in Liling County, and 
Jmgang Commune in Liuyang County had earnings of almost 10 million yuan from 
commune enterprises.  Secondly, this region's commune and brigade enter- 
prises are involved in a fairly large number of sectors, and their operations 
are fairly broad in scope.  In addition to the farming industry and the 
breeding industry in agriculture, making of chemical fertilizer and pesti- 
cides, manufacture and repair of farm machines, making of electro-mechanical 
devices used in agriculture, and processing of agricultural sideline products, 
all of which directly serve agriculture, it is also necessary to suit general 
methods to specific circumstances to set up excavation, building materials, 
ceramic and porcelain, embroidering, firecracker, and hauling companies, and 
to produce a certain quantity of processed raw materials and agricultural 
sideline products to supply the country's needs.  For example, Liling County's 
porcelains and Liuyang's firecrackers are renowned at home and abroad. The 
sale abroad of large quantities has increased the country's foreign exchange 
holdings. Development of commune and brigade enterprises has played a verJ 
great role m agricultural production, in strengthening the collective 
economy, and in hastening the modernization of agriculture manifested in the 
following three ways: 

(1) Capital accumulation to set the stage for agricultural mechanization: 
Capital accumulations by commune and brigade enterprises are fairly concen- 
trated and large in quantity.  In addition to being used for the expansion 
of reproduction, this capital may also be used to do things that production 
teams lack the power to do, to buy large farm machines, and to build water 
conservancy projects.  Commune and brigade enterprises in Shaodong County, 
for example, accumulated more than 30 million yuan over the years? one- 
third of which was used to buy additional farm machines and for farmland 
capital construction.  Huju Commune in Chaling County used commune and 
brigade enterprise capital accumulations to build 23 water conservancy pro- 
jects, 10 electric powered drainage and irrigation stations, one small hydro- 
power station, and to buy two motor vehicles and 10 large and small tractors 
as well as more than 500 threshing and agricultural sideline product 
processing machines. The farmland area able to insure a crop despite drought 
or waterlogging rose from the former 60 percent to 93 percent.  Progress in 
agricultural modernization quickened, advancing production steadily in depth 
and in breadth. ^ 

(2) Production of some of the means of agricultural production to promote 
development of agricultural mechanization: All the communes and brigades in 
Shaodong County started to operate farm machinery plants and repair sites 
to form a fairly complete farm machinery repair and manufacturing network. 
In addition to being responsible for the repair of medium and small farm 
machinery and equipment, they produced more than 21 million parts of 14 
different kinds of farm machines. Relying on its industry, in 1976, this 
same county organized commune-operated enterprises to participate in and 
build a diesel^engine plant with an annual capacity to turn out 5,000 Model 
175 diesel engines to provide power for farm machines.  In addition 
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Xiangtan, Liuyang, and Youxian counties produced some native pesticides, 
powdered phosphate, ammonium humic acid, and agricultural lime. This 
lightened the country's load and promoted development of production. 

(3) Training of technical forces for agricultural mechanization: Statistics 
from 16 counties including Xiangtan, Liuyang, Liling, Youxian, Chaling, and 
Xiangxiang show almost 235,000 people in commune and brigade enterprises. 
As a result of their participation in enterprise production, the technical 
level of an overwhelming majority of commune members has been heightened 
greatly, and they have become a vital new force in the socialist building 
of rural villages. 

In order to use effectively the favorable conditions this region has regard- 
ing a plentiful workforce and abundant resources, future development will 
have to be in the direction of consolidating development helpful to commune 
and brigade enterprises and helpful to increasing the level of agricultural 
production, thereby advancing development of agricultural production and^ 
setting the stage for agricultural mechanization. In order to do this, it 
is necessary to intensify work in the following several regards: 

(1) Great efforts in the farming industry, the breeding industry, and small 
processing enterprises: Increased building of tea farms, fruit orchards, 
and forest farms linked to development of hill and mountain lands; solution 
to the conflict between" rice and fish for water linked to the building of 
water conservancy, with operation of fishery farms. Development of hog 
raising farms linked to a buildup of fertilizer, with corresponding building 
of processing plants for agricultural byproducts and multiple use of bamboo, 
as well as building enterprises to make paper and plait rattan. 

(2) Building a number of agricultural sideline production and processing 
bases to meet foreign trade needs:  Selection of communes and brigades with 
a concentrated number of products of outstanding quality that have convenient 
transportation, and use of their existing foundation to operate a group of 
export commodity bases for agricultural sideline products such as tea bases 
in Liuyang and Pingjiang counties; kumquat bases in Liuyang County; seedless 
honey tangerine bases at Shaoyang City and at Cao City in Hengdong County; 
silkworm mulberry bases in Liuyang and Pingjiang counties; poultry bases 
for Sanhuang chickens in Liuyang County, and for Suhuai ducks in Youxian 
County; dried chili pepper bases at Dazhang, Sifen, and Hejiaqiao in Liling 
County, at Huangtuling and Pingyangmiao in Youxian County, at Fengqi in 
Liuyang County, and in some communes in Shaoyang County; dried ginger bases 
at Huju, Pingshui, and Lushui in Chaling County, at Liankuangao, Liangjiang, 
Shiyangkuang, and Laojuntan communes in Youxian County; day lily bud bases 
at some communes in Shaodong and Qidong counties; live hog bases at some 
communes in Ningxiang, Changsha, Zhuzhou, Hengnan, Hengyang, Xiangtan, and 
Xiangxiang counties, in the Baliao region of Liling County, at Yakuangpu and 
Shiyangkuang communes in Youxian County, and at Guankou Commune in Liuyang 
County; straw mat bases at some communes in Qidong County; fireworks bases 
at Dayao and Jingang in Liuyang County, and at 17 communes including 
Baitutan, and Pukou in Liling; and ceramic and porcelain bases at some 
communes in Liling County. 
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(3) Suiting general methods to specific circumstances to develop small 
mines: Small deposits of phosphate, sulfur, gypsum, and coal suitable for 
mining by communes and brigades are found in many parts of the region, and 
they can provide some raw materials needed for national construction. 

(4) Full use of existing bases for active development of traditional light 
industries and handicraft industries: Examples include Hunan embroideries 
and Hunan flour from Changsha, pottery from Liling County, and firecrackers 
from Liuyang County; native paper from Youxian, Chaling, Liuyang, and 
Xiangxiang counties; grass mats from Qidong County, carved bamboo from 
Shaoyang County, bamboo ware from Taojiang County, and small hardware items 
from Shaodong County, all of which may be actively developed on the basis of 
society s needs, with attention being given to increase in colors, styles, 
and varieties, and improvement in product quality. 

(5) Suburbs may operate processing enterprises centering around production 
of nonstaple food products: Full use of the "three wastes" [waste water 
waste gas, and industrial residues] in the operation of processing plants to 
turn trash into treasure. Particularly cities such as Changsha, Xiangtan, 
Znuzhou, Hengyang, and Shaoyang, in which plants and mines are fairly con- 
centrated, can use commune and brigade equipment, capital and workforces to 
manufacture and process some spare parts and small products for large indus- 
trial plants. 
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Fourth Section. Distribution of Sub-Regions and Pattern of Bases 

1.  Delineation of Sub-Regions 

This region may be divided into the following sub-regions on the basis of 
principles for delineating sub-regions in combination with the region's 
natural conditions and existing bases for agricultural production. 

(1) Eastern Hunan Mountainland and Hill Grain and Forest Region 

This region includes Pingjiang, Liuyang, Liling, Youxian, and Chaling 
counties. 

The eastern Hunan-Jiangxi border is an ancient metamorphic rock system 
where the rocks are generally solid, and the terrain generally fairly high. 
The Lianyun Shan, the Dawei Shan, and the Wugong Shan alternate with the 
valleys of the Liuyang He, the Lu Shui and Mi Shui and are laid out like 
columns of flying wild geese in a semi-mountain, semi-hill region of 
alternating hills and valleys. 

Cumulative temperatures in the region equal to or greater than 10°C reach 
5,328°C-5,697°C, and annual temperature averages 16.9°C-17.9°C. Annual 
precipitation is 1,376 millimeters in Chaling and 1,476 millimeters in 
Pingjiang.  Liuyang is one of the three heavy rainfall centers in the 
province, receiving more rainfall during July and August than any of the 
other sub-regions in central Hunan, Pingjiang receiving 245 millimeters 
and Chaling 246 millimeters. 

The soil is largely red soil, and in mountainlands red and yellow soils 
are interspersed at an elevation above sea level of between 600 and 1,200 
meters.  Yellow brown soil is found at between 1,200 and 1,400 meters. 
Red soil is found in the western hill region.  Paddy soil is found in basins 
and on terraces along both banks of rivers. 

The region has a population of 3.71 million, 95 percent of which is a rural 
population.  It is the area of the central Hunan region having the smallest 
urban and town population.  It has 3.48 million mu of cultivated land.  It 
produces grain and hogs and is characterized by intensive farming and high 
yields. 

Forestry takes up 16.5 million mu within the region, or 68 percent of total 
land.  There are 10,527,100 mu of forests, of which 5.85 million mu are 
timber forests.  Timber reserves stand at 10.26 million cubic meters, and 
nan bamboo reserves at 97.24 million stalks.  The tea oil area of individual 
counties in this region is more than 300,000 mu and totals 3.53 million mu. 
In 1975, tea oil yields averaged about 4 jin per mu, and a great potential 
exists for increased yields.  The region has 1.76 million mu of sparse 
forestlands, 1.26 million mu of scrub forests, and 2.71 million mu of barren 
mountains and cut over lands. A combination of afforestation of watershed 
forests and water and soil conservation is necessary to hasten development 
of forestry. 
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The region has abundant mineral resources.  Iron mines in Youxian and 
Chaling counties, phosphate mines in Liuyang, ceramic clay, gold, gypsum, 
and coal in Liling are found over wide areas. This region has a large 
number of traditional products that have a long history, and technical 
forces are fairly abundant. Liuyang's firecrackers, grass linen, and bean 
paste; Liling's porcelain; and native paper from Liuyang and Youxian are 
very well known. Liuyang's Sanhuang chickens, Youxian's Suhuai ducks, 
Liling's dried chili peppers, Chaling's fresh ginger and garlic, and 
Liuyang's kumquats are farm and livestock products that have been grown 
and developed over a long period of time. They are of high quality, and 
it makes sense for the foreign trade sector to plan this region as a compre- 
hensive foreign trade base. 

(2) The Changsha-Hengyang Hills Grain, Hog, and Suburban Agricultural Region 

This region includes Changsha City, Zhuzhou City, Xiangtan City, eastern 
Xiangxiang and Ningxiang counties, Hengdong, Hengshan, Hengyang, and Hengnan 
counties plus Hengyang City, and Qidong County. 

This region has broad river valleys and numerous gently sloping low hills. 
The mainstream of the Xiang Jiang cuts through the Hengyang, Zhuzhou, 
Xiangtan-Xiangxiang, and Changsha basins.  The cultivated area is broad and 
farmland concentrated.  The region has 8.31 million mu of cultivated land, 
11 percent of which is drylands. Cultivated land averages 1.1 mu per capita 
of agricultural population, making this the sub-region with the highest per 
capita average in the central and eastern Hunan region. 

This is one of the regions in the province with the most abundant heat. 
Average annual temperature is 17.9°C at Hengyang, 17.6°C at Zhuzhou, and 
17.2 C at Changsha.  Cumulative temperatures equal to or greater than 10°C 
reach 5,667°C at Hengyang, 5,634°C at Zhuzhou, and 5,449°C at Changsha. 
Temperatures during July and August are very high, mostly above 29°C. 
During July, the average daily temperature at Hengyang reaches 29.9°C, and 
during August, average daily temperature is 29.2°C. Changsha, Zhuzhou, 
and Hengyang have the highest absolute temperatures at more than 40°C. 
Annual rainfall is more than 1,300 millimeters, but during July and August, 
this region gets the least rain in the central and eastern Hunan region, 
with Hengyang receiving only 183 millimeters, Zhuzhou 217 millimeters, and 
Changsha less than 230 millimeters.  During July and August, precipitation 
is slight but evaporation is great, the wet and hot seasons occurring in a 
very unbalanced pattern. However, thanks to the fairly great achievements 
scored through building of water conservancy projects, the percentage of 
cultivated land from which a crop can be guaranteed despite drought or 
waterlogging is large, and provides a foundation for agricultural production. 

The soil is mostly red soil, which is characterized by acidity, lack of 
fertility, and a thin soil layer.  The region has 4.31 million mu of barren 
mountains and cut over land, the most of any of the sub-regions of central 
and eastern Hunan.  Sensible development of hill red soil is one of the 
important tasks in this region.  Purple soil is found largely in Hengyang, 
Hengshan, Hengdong, and Hengnan counties.  It contains plentiful phosphate, 
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percolates and ventilates well, and is suitable for the growing of pulse 
crops. However, it does not retain water well, and it erodes easily. 

This region is a hub for north-south and east-west transportation in China 
south of the Chang Jiang; its industry is developed, and it has numerous 
cities.  The region has a population of 9.29 million, 2.15 million of whom 
are city dwellers. This is 45 percent of the province's city and town 
population. With 23 percent of the region's total urban and town popula- 
tion, this sub-region has the largest urban and town population in the 
province, and it is also the sub-region in which agriculture is most highly 
developed in suburban areas. 

This region is the most classic one in the province for agricultural inten- 
sivity and high yields resulting from linking grain and hog raising.  It is 
the province's most important grain and hog base. The region's city and 
town population is proportionally large, though the interregion significance 
of its grain is not large, nevertheless, it plays a major role in the supply 
of grain and nonstaple foods to the industrial population in cities and towns 
within the region. Future industrial and urban development within the 
region will continue to rely on continued development of intensive agricul- 
ture linking grain and hogs and suburban agriculture within the region. 
This region will become a consolidated grain and nonstaple food base that is 
able to avoid transporting over long distances large quantities of grain, 
and fresh and live products (hogs, fish, vegetables, and fruits). 

This region has 2,908,000 cubic meters of timber reserves, making it the 
sub-region in the province with the smallest timber reserves.  In the 
granite rock region of the basins of the Zheng Shui, Juan Shui and Wei Shui, 
erosion is serious.  Shuikoushan, Changsha, Xiangtan, Zhuzhou, and Hengyang 
along the banks of the Xiang Jiang are also sources of environmental pollu- 
tion in the region.  Serious attention should be given to planting water and 
soil conservation forests in the basins of the Zheng Shui, Juan Shui, and Wei 
Shui, and to the use of afforestation of industrial and mining areas along 
the Xiang Jiang with fairly highly resistant trees as environmental protec- 
tion forests, with the linking of improvement of red soil hills and the 
greening of barren mountains and cut over lands to produce woodlands over 
a large area. A preserve area should be built for fish spawning and over- 
wintering of fish between Guiyang and the mouth of the Lai Hai on the Xiang 
Jiang, and environmental protection work should be intensified in the cities 
and towns along the Xiang Jiang, particularly along the Xiang Jiang between 
Zhuzhou and Xiangtan. 

(3) The Lianyuan-Shaoyang Grain and Breeding Horticultural Region 

This region includes Lianyuan, Shuangfeng, and Shaodong in Lianyuan Prefec- 
ture, Shaoyang, Xinshao, and Shaoyang City in Shaoyang Prefecture, and 
Taojiang and Ningxiang counties in Yiyang Prefecture. 

The topography of this region is fairly high, with Shaoyang City being 249 
meters above sea level, more than double the elevation of Hengyang City at 
103 meters above sea level.  Shuangfeng is 101 meters above sea level, 
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versus 44 meters for Zhuzhou. Hills are widely found throughout the region 
and the landscape contains much limestone. Most precipitation that falls 
flows underground where ground water is plentiful.  Temperatures in this 
region are lower than in the Changsha-Hengyang region.  In Shaoyang City 
and m Shuangfeng, the annual average temperature is 17.1°C, and average 
daily temperature during July and August is also lower than in the Changsha- 
Hengyang region, mostly lower than 29°C. Cumulative temperatures equal to 
or greater than 10°C reach 5,334°C in Shaoyang City, and 5,369°C in 
Shuangfeng  Shaoyang City gets 1,339 millimeters of precipitation annually, 
and Shuangfeng gets 1,336 millimeters.  During July and August the amount of 
rainfall is slightly more than in the Changsha-Hengyang region. However, 
because of the wide occurrence of limestone in this region, which makes for 
easy runoff of surface water, this region is a part of the province's 
infamous Hengyang-Shaoyang drought corridor. Despite very great achieve- 
ments m the building of water conservancy in this region since the founding 
of the nation, there are still many dead spots lacking irrigation, and the 
region has a somewhat weaker water conservancy foundation than the Changsha- 
Hengyang region. Mature mother soil is mostly limestone, containing a sub- 
stantial amount of calcium, which is prone to form into mud balls, and there 
is a large amount of yashi soil. The soil layer is thin, and paddyfields 
lack both organic matter and effective phosphate. 

The region's population is 5.63 million, 10 percent of which are city and 
town inhabitants.  The region has 4.53 million mu of cultivated land, 28 
percent of it drylands, making it the sub-region in the central and eastern 
Hunan region with the greatest percentage of drylands.  This plus the wide- 
spread occurrence of limestone in the region, the easy runoff of surface 
water, and the large population relative to cultivated land in the region 
is frequently related to the clearing of mountainlands to make dryland 
fields.  Cultivated land averages 0.8 mu per capita, the smallest average 
per capita amount of cultivated land of any region in the whole province. 
Average per capita grain production is the lowest in central and eastern 
Hunan, gram production being largely for self-sufficiency. 

This is a newly emerging industrial and mining area.  In order to meet needs 
tor the ever-increasing development of industry and steady growth of urban 
population within the region, it is necessary to make full use of the favor- 
able basis within the region for intensive and high yield agriculture 
involving production of hogs and fish, to make transportation easier, and 
to continue to develop breeding industries.  Even if a small amount of 
fodder has to be brought in from elsewhere, that would still be much more 
preferable than bringing in live poultry and livestock and fresh fish from 
outside the region. 

Full use must be made of the favorable conditions that the plentiful work- 
force provides as a result of a large population relative to cultivated 
land, and the fine foundation for the production of cash crops such as 
fruit, tea, day lilies, lilies, dry chili peppers, fresh ginger, and flue- 
^e.ol)acco to develop horticultural industries.  The region has a 
510 000 mu tea plantation area with a very great potential for increased 
yields. Taojiang, Shuangfeng, Lianyuan, and western Ningxiang counties 
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are major tea bases in the province.  Shaoyang City is one of the four major 
citrus growing areas of the province, and the growing of honey tangerines 
has developed rapidly in Lianyuan and Shaodong counties. 

The region has a 1.1 million mu nan bamboo growing area with nan bamboo 
reserves of 135.34 million stalks.  Continued development should be made 
from this foundation. Development of Shaoyang bamboo wicker ware in this 
region and of Yiyang wicker ware in a neighboring region depends mostly on 
bamboo raw materials from this region.  Inasmuch as this region's industries 
and mines are well developed, serious attention should be given to afforesta- 
tion to produce mine props. 

2. Tentative Thoughts on Location of Bases 

The region has 3.3 million mu of sparse forests, 2.36 million mu of bush 
forests, and 8.71 million mu of barren mountains and cut over land for a 
total of 14.37 million mu that is not yet being used in a sensible way. 
The population is large and the labor force plentiful. They provide favor- 
able conditions for further rational use of the hills and mountainlands 
within the region and a rational production pattern.  The following thoughts 
are provided on the location of bases in the region in view of the region's 
direction of development: 

(1) Consolidation and Upgrading of Tea Production Bases, Primarily in the 
West Central Parts of the Region To Make the Region Into a Tea Producing 
Area for the Whole Province 

This region currently accounts for about 40 percent of both the entire 
province's tea plantation area and output, and fairly numerous favorable 
conditions exist in west central parts of the region for tea production, 
most salient of which are the following:  (1) More favorable natural condi- 
tions than in the southern sub-region.  Hillsides slope gently; the area is 
large, and there are both good drainage conditions and no competition with 
grain for land.  There is much acidic red soil with a pH of 4.4-6 suited to 
the growing of tea.  Threat from summer and autumn drought is less than in 
the south.  In particular, in Taojiang, Lianyuan, and Ningxiang, which are 
close to the center of much rainfall in Anhua County, and in Pingjiang and 
Liuyang counties, which are at the center of the area having much rainfall, 
the probability of more than 300 millimeters of rainfall during summer and 
fall is more than 50 percent, while it is less than 40 percent in the south. 
Annual relative humidity is also greater in the north than in the south, 
mostly above 80 percent while it is less than 80 percent in the south.  The 
north with its high relative humidity is favorable for increasing tea quan- 
tity and quality.  (2) Most places are accustomed to growing tea, and there 
are numerous high yield models and people with plenty of experience. 
Lianyuan County's tea farm and tea plantation of 1,130 mu, for example, 
produced yields averaging 302 jin per mu of dry tea in 1975.  In addition 
many small area high yield tea groves produced yields of 500 jin per mu. 
The Provincial Tea Institute's experimental tea grove, for example, produced 
yields of 751.2 jin per mu in 1976, and quality of fresh leaves was also 
quite good, with 86.2 percent of them being grade three or higher.  (3) A 
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definite basis already exists for tea production.  In addition to Xinshao, 
Zhuzhou, and Xiangtan counties, each of which has a 20,000 to 30,000 mu tea 
growing area, some other counties have more than 40,000 mu.  Commune and 
brigade tea farms are also fairly numerous, and acreage is fairly well con- 
centrated in continuous tracts, making the spread of mechanized production 
convenient.  (4) Fields are few relative to population, and apart from 
Changsha, Xiangtan, Zhuzhou, Youxian, Hengnan, and Zhuzhou [as published] 
counties with an average 1 mu per capita, all other counties have less than 
1 mu. Xinshao, Shaodong, Shuangfeng, Lianyuan, and Pingjiang counties have 
less than 1 mu per capita. Workforces are plentiful, so there is fairly 
little conflict over workforces in growing tea and rice. However, summer 
and autumn drought in the west central area is bad for increased tea yields 
during summer and autumn. Furthermore, the gradient of some tea plantation 
slopes is more than 15 degrees, opening them to scouring from torrential 
rains.  Thus, future expansion of and improvement of existing tea planta- 
tions will require the building of contoured fields, building terraced land, 
and building terraced fields for tea growing, doing deep plowing to improve 
the soil, increasing fertilization, and building water conservancy facilities 
to prevent erosion and the threat of summer and autumn drought and promote 
consistently high tea yields. 

(2)  South Fairly Suitable for Laying Out New Citrus Production Bases 

Citrus has dominated this region's development of orchards.  Fresh fruit 
production, principally the growing of citrus, not only satisfies the needs 
of the region's industrial and mining cities, but also helps exports.  Open- 
ing of red soil hills to citrus groves can both fully tap the potential of 
soil resources, and also does not lead to competition for land with grain 
and other cash crops. 

This region's citrus production consists principally of seedless honey 
tangerines, sweet oranges, red tangerines, and kumquats.  Since kumquats 
are heat loving perennial fruit trees, they are easily damaged by low 
temperatures, and sweet oranges' weak tolerance of cold makes them prone to 
freezing.  Consequently, expansion of this region's citrus products must 
rely mostly on seedless honey tangerines.  Since Heng Shan and other low 
mountains in the south weaken cold currents from the north, the frequency 
of low temperatures there is less than in the north, and the south is safe 
for the overwintering of citrus trees.  Therefore, citrus growing should be 
developed mostly in the south, with emphasis on development in the direction 
of close planting, dwarf trees, and early ripening." This will both help 
mechanization of citrus orchards and help guard against cold weather. Even 
should serious cold damage occur, recovery can be quick, and most advantage  " 
can be taken of increased yields from individual plant communities (Table 
/ _>). 

(3) Patterns for Cotton, Oil-Bearing Crops, Hemp Crops, Forests, and Other 
Crops 

(1) Cotton: This region maintains production of a certain amount of cotton 
that not only provides the region's own needs, but also supplies some raw 
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materials to Changsha and Xiangtan textile mills. However, cotton produc- 
tion today is spread out over a wide area and yields per unit of area are 
low.  Consequently, it will be necessary to adapt general methods to speci- 
fic circumstances in readjustment of the cottonfield area so that cotton 
production is properly concentrated on continuous tracts, the better to 
strengthen technical guidance and carry out mechanized production to increase 

output. 

Table 75.  Frequency of Low Temperatures Around Changsha and Hengyang 
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(2) Oil-bearing crops: This region's output of oil-bearing crops is gen- 
erally fairly low. Rape is grown over a fairly wide area; however, neither 
yield per unit of area nor gross output has been high during the past 10 
years, and the size of the growing areas has fluctuated. A small proportion 
of peanuts are grown. Rape is grown on a 6.62 million mu area throughout the 
region and is concentrated in the low mountain and high hill area of the 
eastern and southern part of the region, but output is not consistent.  If 
output of oil-bearing crops is to be increased, it will be necessary to set 
up some consistently high yield bases to give impetus to development of oil- 
bearing crops throughout the region.  Both the eastern and southern parts of 
the region would be fine as key areas for development of a combination of 
rape, peanut, and tea oil "three oil" bases. These parts of the region 
offer the following principal advantages:  (1) A fair number of hills that 
have not yet been used, which can be further improved and used through 
development of "three oils."  (2) Frequency of occurrence of the absolute 
lowest winter temperature (below -8°C) is less than in the west central and 
eastern parts of the region to the benefit of the safe overwintering of rape. 
(3) A certain foundation already exists for the production of "three oils. 
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Oil tea is already grown in Hengdong, Hengyang, and Shaoyang counties, and 
rape is already being grown in Hengyang and Hengnan, and account for a 
certain percentage of the whole region's output.  In every area, quite a 
few continuously high yield models have emerged.  For example, the Hengyang 
Prefecture Agricultural Institute produced peanut yields of 500 jin per mu 
and experiments conducted during the past several years on over 400 mu of ' 
land at Hejia Production Brigade in Hengshan County using a rice-rice-rape 
triple-crop farming system have produced rape yields averaging 200 -jin. 
Given the present foundation and a proper division of labor, the specific 
pattern to be used for growing the "three oils" could be mostly rape in 
Hengyang and Hengnan counties, and peanuts mostly in Hengnan and Qidong 
counties. Rape could be grown mostly in five counties of eastern Hunan 
ana in Hengdong and Hengyang counties. 

(3) Hemp: Hemp is an important raw material for industrial production, and 

MI^A  ^ ???' !eY yeSrS' ±n Particular» it has seen rapid development for 
blended textile industries.  The volume of demand for ramie has increased 
particularly greatly. For this reason, emphasis should be placed on ramie 
in this region s development of hemp, and the eastern sub-region of this 
region already has a foundation and fairly good conditions for growing it 
as follows:  (1) Numerous places have been accustomed to growing it for a 
long time.  The historically famous "Liuyang grass linen" was produced 
around Liuyang and Pingjiang where yields per unit of area are fairly high. 
U)  Numerous low downlands exist among the mountains of the region. Their 
gradient is small, and the soil layer is thick and not waterlogged making 
in thH n   rS "he1

8rowinS of hemP' However, organic matter is lacking 
in the soil  (3) Ample amount of heat, and an effective growing season that 
is longer than that of the lake region in northern Hunan.  Forest cover is 
Ml    Lgr?at and ™oisture fairly hi§h» «siting the region to increased yields 
from the first and second crops of hemp; however, drought frequently occurs 
during summer and fall posing a considerable threat to output from the third 
crop of hemp. During harvest season, ramie and grain compete for labor. 
Thus, more water conservancy construction, nurture of soil fertility and 
increase in the degree of agricultural mechanization holds important sig- 
nificance for development of ramie production.  In Youxian and Chaling coun- 
ties, m particular, the area suitable for reclamation in order to expand 
ramie production is fairly large and suitable for the building of a ramie 
production base. 

(4) Hastening the greening of mountains and hills in an equitable distribu- 
fn?Y forestry Production: Mountainlands and hills in the region suitable 
for development of forestry production are fairly numerous, and their area 
is also fairly large.  The mountainlands on the edge of eastern Hunan, for 
example, mostly lie in a northeast to southwest direction and extend to five 
counties^ the east. The Hengshan mountain range in the central part of 

Tne uZt?/  CUtS aCr°S? PartS °f HenSyanS' Hengshan, and Xiangtan counties. 
The Jingzifeng mountainlands in the low mountains mountainland area go 
through Hengdong and Zhuzhou counties.  The Baozhong Shan mountainlands cut 
to the north of the Lian Shui into Ningxiang, Xiangxiang, and Xiangtan 
counties.  The Huangchao Shan and Longwang Shan pass to the south of the 
Lian Shui through Xiangxiang, Shuangfeng and Hengyang.  In the west, the 
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Xuefeng Shan range extends into Taojiang, Lianyuan, Xinshao, and Shaoyang 
counties.  In addition, in each county are found numerous dispersed high 
hills and low mountains, which provide favorable conditions for development 
of forestry production. However, up until the time of liberation, forests 
sustained continuous damage.  After liberation, for one reason or another, 
and particularly because of the effects of extreme leftist ideology, forestry 
production did not develop rapidly. Forestlands in the whole area account for 
only 35.5 percent of the total area, and are mostly pine, Chinese tir, bamboo, 
and tea oil. Timber reserves are slightly more than 17.5 million cubic 
meters, or only 9.3 percent of the total for the province as a whole. Mostly 
they are in eastern mountain regions.  In the far-flung hill regions, except 
for a small amount of afforested Chinese fir forests and some tea oil forests, 
most forests consist of sparse growths of stunted masson pine. The founda- 
tion for forestry is weak, and forest sideline products scant. Of course, 
forestry has developed fairly rapidly in some areas.  Such has been the case 
in Zhuzhou County and in the Zhuting-Shiwan forest zone neighboring Hengdong 
County.  Simultaneous with development of grain production since 1965 has 
been concerted continuous tract afforestation with Chinese fir and sassafras 
forests over a 200,000 mu area.  Other forest trees cover a more than 50,00U 
mu area.  Moreover, experience created through the "three deeps' in growing 
Chinese fir in the poor soil of the mountains and hills (comprehensive deep 
cultivation, suitably deep planting, and deep digging for tending), has  _ 
played a remarkable role in hastening growth of young forests.  However, m 
most areas today, forests mature slowly; they are scattered over a fairly 
wide area; there are numerous sparse forests, and the forest cover rate is 
low. Furthermore, 10 percent of the region's barren mountains suitable for 
growing forests await afforestation.  For this reason, in the strengthening 
of afforestation work, not only can mountains and hills within the region 
be used to develop forestry production, but they can be effective m regu- 
lating air temperature and moisture in part of the region and in preventing 
water and soil erosion. For example, simultaneous temperature measurements 
taken in forested areas and unforested areas during the high temperature 
season at Lukuang Commune in Hengyang County showed 32°C in forested areas 
and 42°C in unforested areas, a difference of 10°C. 

The future will require intensified care of existing forests, active supple- 
mental plantings in sparse forests, closing of forests to nurture forest 
growth, and the transformation of mountainlands, as well as the making oi 
continuous tract forests as an aid to administration and management.  At the 
same time, forestry will have to be mechanized.  In planning forestry pro- 
duction, given the characteristics of mountains and hills in each area, the 
existing foundation and growing conditions, the focus should be on old forest 
areas in the eastern mountains, with vigorous efforts to develop timber 
forest bases consisting largely of Chinese fir, but also developing tea oil 
and nan bamboo production.  On the west central downlands, timber forests_ 
of mostly masson pine should be developed in conjunction with tea production 
and some development of firewood forests as well as water and soil conserva- 
tion forests. The hills of the south should be used to develop mostly masson 
pine timber forests in conjunction with development of fruit tree and tea oil 

production. 
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Vegetables' °f SubUrban NonstaP^ *>od Production Bases That Produce Mostly 

All the suburbs in this region should be responsible for supplying nonstaple 

sn:uidsbfm:dev
t

egTbir' por\fish> *°^y> **** «* ^1^1^:1 should be made to build nonstaple food production bases in order to do this 
However, the cultivated land area in most suburbs is fairly still,  while the 
year-round requirements of cities for fresh vegetables steadily increases 
Thus, while building various kinds of nonstaple food production bases 

be?tearS1tSoSm:S
dthee HT ? T*^  ^ ^ °f ~Ä*Ä the Better to meet the needs of urban masses for fresh vegetables. 

£ usedPasdaCb^,°f ve^lea*  the Present vegetable growing land should 
in intfrc^Mnt%    PPing P<*entlal to the ^>  with good performance 
Sit of area" t  addiM** ^ T *****  grOWn' ^ lnCr6aSe ln vields Per ™ \ ii        addition, readjustments should be made in the kinds of 
vegetables grown during spring and autumn, with proper arrangements madf 

tLrnOVfunnu:fnh8 VlHable,S «* f°r SUmmer and ^ vegeS"  addi- tion, full use should be made of spring and autumn vegetable growing seasons 
to expand production of vegetables that can be stored so that vegetables Som 
the plentiful season will be available for the scarce season so fs to 

SEXSd'E Tgetf ^ Sh°rtageS °f Apr±1 and ^ and the autumn" eason. This should be done in conjunction with use of low hill slopes to build fruit 
orchard and livestock fodder bases, operation of modern hog raising farmf 

fisn farT S8 famS%and milk cow *™. Pl«B use of waste waterM  run' 
with thr»;hrSWeV^5 »V* necessar? to §u"d against poisoning of fish 
7~t    t      u    ?f wastes" [waste gas, waste water, and industrial residues 1 
Suburbs should be built rapidly into modern nonstaple food production Ws. 
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Chapter 5.  South Hunan Agricultural Region 

Most of southern Hunan is a mountain and hill region that lies between the 
area south of the Hengyang-Shaoyang hill basin and the five ranges.  It 
includes Lingling, and Chenzhou prefectures as well as Changnmg and Qiyang 
counties in Lng^ng Prefecture, and Lingxian County in Xiangt«^^«^ 
for a total of 720 communes in 25 counties (cities, or towns). The land area 
is approximately 72,800,800 mu (which converts to 48,500 square kilometers), 
or 22.9 percent of the province's total area. Population totals 9,653,000, 
or 18.48 percent of the province's total population, and 202 people per 
square kilometer. The agricultural population totals 8,572,600, and culti- 
vated land totals 9,340,600 mu, or an average 1.07 mu per capita of agricul- 
tural population.  This is one of the regions in the province that is 
sparsely populated and has a fairly small number of fields, but fairly 
widespread mountain forests. 

Statistics show this region as having had 18.1 percent of the province's 
cultivated land area in 1979, and as having produced 17 percent of its 
grain, 60.16 percent of its flue-cured tobacco, 21 percent of its sugarcane, 
as having 28.47 percent of its forested area and 27.3 percent of its timber 
reserves! and as having produced 39.14 percent of its tea. Historically it 
has been a major forest and oil producing area in Hunan Province.  In recent 
years, it has continuously developed to become an important region for the 
production of flue-cured tobacco and sugarcane. 

South Hunan was one of the old revolutionary bases during the period of the 
second civil revolutionary war. During the time of the Long March the Red 
Army crossed the five ranges region and sowed the seeds of revolution. 
During the War of Resistance Against Japan, the Eighth Route Army s south- 
ward advancing contingents that Chairman Mao had dispatched, established an 
anti-Japanese base in southeastern Hunan. Thus, further development and 
construction of south Hunan holds not only major economic significance but 
also important political significance. 
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Second  Section.     Agricultural Production Characteristics 

Under the overall influence of the foregoing natural and socioeconomic con- 

St^di^^T^-^110"?1 ±n thlS regi°n beCame a combin^tirof intermediate sub-tropical southern mountain and hill farming and forestry 

dXTent oafn al^lt^1 "< "«*» characterized 4 zll-zZT' 

ConfigSd IrZlT °f W USed f°r *"**> «* So11 utilization 

j! ^region    forestry uses approximately 73 percent of the land e~a    and 
in mountain regions it is as much as more than 80 percent of the land ar«a 

im;5*  2 Pei"Cent  ±n ?huangPai Counfcy «* 82 percent  in GuldonfcoSty)       In 
hills and an river valley flatland areas,  it is less than 70 pLcent   f6i 2 

TS SrLSmiL
COUnf'  f°VXam»le)'    Ab0Ut 18 P-cent^f^taflind'area 

15 percent   m"n8'       , ^ ^ ±U mo™ta±* «**"« where it is less than 

County).     (Table 88) percent  m Laiyang 

Table 88.    Table Showing Structure of Land Use in South Hunan 
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Note:  Figures for some forestlands include timber forests economic forest« 

SnSla^Ä TfUS' the t0tal °f the f°reSted -ea ^rLf:ndStS' remnant fore.t, and other forest areas, and barren mountain and cut over 
-reaa is greater than the total amount of land used for forestry! 

[Key on following page] 
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Key: 
a. Particulars 
b. Area (10,000 mu) 
c. Percentage of total land area in region 
d. Total land area 
e. 1. Total land area used for forestry 
f. (1) Forested area 
g. Including: Area used for timber forests 
h. Area used for economic forests 
i. (2) Sparse and remnant forests and other forest areas 
j. (3) Barren mountain and cut over area 
k. 2. Area used for farming 
1. (1) Cultivated area 
m. Including: Paddyfield area 
n. Dryland area 
o. (2) Reclaimable wasteland area 
p. 3. Water surface area 
q. 4. Other land area 

Going from north to south within the region is the northern hill basin, the 
central Yangming Shan mountainlands, the central basin of the middle reaches 
of the Xiao and Chunling, as well as the southeastern and southern mountain- 
land topographical components, which taken together with other natural 
elements form a general east-west elongation of the south-north natural 
geographical belt-like structure. As a result of the overall effects of 
natural and socioeconomic factors, the structure of land use m this region 
also shows a general north-south pattern with east-west elongation in four 
transverse belts as follows: the northern hill and basin gram and oil (tea 
oil) band; the Yangming Shan mountainland forest and grain belt; the central 
Xiao and Chun middle reaches basin grain and oil (tea oil) belt; and the 
southeast and southern forest and grain belt. 

(1) Most of the land used for forests is found in the mountainland forest 
and grain belt.  In the Yangming Shan and Tashan mountainland belt in the 
central area, and in the mountainland belt of the east and south, the   ^ 
terrain is somewhat precipitous; climate is warm and moist; and the soil is 
rather fertile suiting it very well for forest tree growth and making it 
one of the major forest zones in the whole province.  Survey statistics show 
the entire region as having a 31.05 million mu forestland area, and mountain- 
land belts of more than 75 percent. Approximately 80 percent of mountain- 
lands are used for forestry, and in individual communes in the Yangming Shan 
mountainland belt in the central part of the region, as much as between 85 
and 90 percent of mountainlands are used for forestry.  In the southeast and 
the south, as much as 75 to 80 percent of mountainlands are also so used. 
The forest cover rate for mountainlands is usually more than 60 percent. 

In In Shuangpai County and Lingxian County, it is more than 66 percent, 
Jianghua, Zixing, and Lanshan counties, it is about 50 percent. In the 
north and in the central hill basin, the terrain is relatively low and flat. 
Transportation is convenient, and farming developed here fairly early,  it 
has become an area in the region in which farming and economic forests are 
found. Less than 65 percent of the land is used for forestry. The forest 
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coyer rate is less than 45 percent; in the northern hill basin, it is 
between 34 and 47 percent; and throughout the central part of the region 
11S betren 30 and 43 Per^t. ^nd used for forestry grows mostly 
economic forests such as tea oil trees. The whole area has a 9 189 000 mu 
economic forest area, and 70 percent of this area is concentrated in the 
aforementioned two hill basins. concentrated in the 

igricSturrfir^t^P *?**/?  \m areas is hi^ than for mountain areas. 
Agriculture first developed m the north of this region and spread south in » 

™ r ck0hmnb '-0m/°W Snd flSt land t0 —taginlands.SPirt
dh:0north? * 

basins  ConH?M  T" ±S ** ^«c&1  Part of the Hengyang and Shaoyang 
L ?*" are Similar t0 those in central H^n.  It was developed fairly early; population density is fairly high; the extent to 

which land is used for farming is fairly high; and the feclamation index 

IZlTll  a?7Ximately 2? PerC6nt (the re^a-tion index for'he region as a 
whole is 13.7 percent), including more than 20 percent in Lingline and VnLL 
counties in the west, between 18 and 20 percent'in qjyang, clS^lnT  and § 

Laiyang counties, and 15 to 18 percent in Anren and Yongxing  In the central 

Stwe" 13 and1odle ^^l1  basin' th. reclamation iJex Seraje * 
cent in JLS r  T^^'o^f hlgheSt being more than 20 Perc«* (34.6 per- cent m Jiahe County, and 24.4 percent in Chenzhou City).  In the YanemiL 
Shan mountainlands, the reclamation index declines to less  than 10 percent 
s^tST^^71  it.is.only 2.7 percent), and in the southeast^ 
Countv JZ  ?  f n'n" ±8 ^ 5 t0 U  percent <12 Perce*t in Jiangyong 
percent Jn ZiSJ °? 1°  '^ **  JlanShua ^unty, and between 5 and^O * 
percent m Zixing, Rucheng, Guidong, and Lingxian counties). Changes in the 
structure of land utilization in this region's farming industry reflects the 

making tSm 3S "S C°ndlti°nS imP°se on ^rming'in mountLnlfnd * ^ 
great potent?*"?T  , V"' am°Unt °f land &nd SParse Populations offering 
lairlv eltt        ?.; Ural resources- Development of hill regions began 
fairly early, and their population is large while the fields are rather few 

?975 rat?nrw POtentn
laJ ±S less than *» mountain regions.  According to the 

IZIL  f  betw^n cultivated land area and agricultural population for the 
«hole region cultivated land averaged 1.19 mu per capita! It was about 1 0 

0 T2  in'xint'110^11' b6tWrn ^ and 2-3 mU in the -ntral areTÄ oii? 0.9 muin Xxntian County alone), less than 1.0 mu in the Yangming Shan 

=LaSiaandd:: ^ b6tWeen " ^ 1A  mU ln the -^eastern'and8 southern 

Position^8 AgrlCUltUre as the **> Link» Forestry Holding an Important 

In the structure of the agricultural production sector of this region farm- 
ing holds an absolute leading position.  In 1975, output value of the'ffrSn* 

and'T^e"' "6.>e~en* «*«»•» ™*ut value, and in t£ SST 
arT™ «n V     hl11 baSln' Xt  was even hi§her at more than 70 percent 
Jiahrand1intLCent \?ren.Co^y.  In Laiyang, Lingling, Dongan! DaoT^n, 
mountainlandf IZ 7*11       '   ^ W8 ***  tban" ?1 perCent'  In th* Yangming Shan 
?w ™ n the southeastern and southern mountainlands, it was less 
£SP  Pe"ent.  In Shuangpai County, it was 53 percent, and in Guidong 
SSSwf'SSr and ,Lingxian.counti-, it ranged fromV to 69 percent. 
tTable 89) This commanding position of farming in this region developed 
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gradually following liberation. Up until the time of Ixberatxon because of 
fackward farming techniques, the extensive nature of farmxng, and the low 
leveTof production of the farming industry, in some mountain regxons, xn 
molt years the output value of farming was the same as for forestry.  It 
was not until the early 1970's that the output value of farming gradually 
climbed to a fairly prominent position. 

Table 89. Table Showing Structure of Agricultural Sector in Southern Hunan 
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Key: 

b'. Gross output value of agriculture as a percent of gross output value 
of agriculture for the province as a whole 

c  Output value of farming, forestry, animal husbandry sxdelxne occupa- 
tions, and the fishing industry as a percentage of the gross output 
value of agriculture for the region as a whole 

d. Farming 
e. Forestry 
f. Animal husbandry 
g. Sideline occupations 
h. Fishing industry 

Forestry has always been a major part of this region's agricultural produc- 
tion  Historically, the output value of forestry in some countxes and com- 
mune; in this region amounted to between 40 and 50 percent of the gross 
output value of agriculture.  In 1956, for example, output value of forestry 
inSianghua County amounted to 40.7 percent of the county's gross output 
value from agriculture.  In the forest areas of the eastern part of the 
lounty output value of forestry amounted to 64.4 percent of gross output 
;aIue

yfrom agriculture.  In recent years, forestry output value has shown a 
steady trend toward decline.  In 1971, the region's output value from 
forestry stood at 77 million yuan, which was 8.8 percent of the gross output 
value of agriculture.  Only in Shuangpai and Jianghua countxes was the out- 
put value of forestry relatively high at 18.9 percent for each of them  By 
I975 forestry output value had fallen to 65 million yuan, whxch was only 
I 8  percent of the'gross output value of agriculture.  Except for Shuangpax 
County, where it rose to 24 percent, all other countxes f*lb^ * ™^d 

tendency toward decline.  These circumstances are related to inconsistent 
output of products by hill basin areas and economic forests.  In mountaxn 
reeions it has been mostly owing to a decline in resources xn forest 
rSions'near water. Development of forest resources in deep ^am forest 
areas is slow.  In addition, the level of mechanization of forest transporta- 
tion is also iow; the cost of felling forests has increased; a large amount 
of timber is washed; and prices paid for forest products and txmber are 
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overly low,  all of which have occasioned slow development      FurtW™™ 

forest^ production and e^en f Sit!    "^^ ^ "** ^P-' °* 

a^aTaanteÄnnd ÄärS^S"^ V"""* *-"" *~ in this reeion      TW i07?      ! raisi*g of hogs also developed correspondingly 

induat.Vhfd^acKL1!;5 SSL™an,°ilc„ ^uT^^l*^* 
output value of agriculture  Th««L     • percent of the gross r u<^ ui  «agriculture,     lhese were lncrea^p? nwor  107i   „^  cc     • ?-■ . 
yuan and 4.9 percent resoertivplv      Th«     in^eases °ver 1971 of  65 million 
area are the Placefin Si ^'   .Th\northe™ and the central hill basin 
developed      T    r •  th".re8lon in which animal husbandry is fairly well 

hulbandry^ccountriorly ner^ ^T**' "* Xintian COU"ties> a^ 
and in Q^gSunty It goe"TaThigh asMT8 OUtPUt ^ ^ °f ^^tur«. 
developed slowly JmounSinWster      L\ut™iuf otlAZlTl T 
accounts for less than 10 n^«,f ^ +u uutPul- value of animal husbandry 

in Jianghna Coun y   oatpnt^alaa af tha'anZl iT^1* «ricultura/ 

SS p=?is?nJ'™ ^a ii-j ~ ";.^"- £ 
lass than thaaSa fL'thf T' Val"e °f a^i-lt^ «» 2-6 P«aant 
animal hasbandry p"oductian in'thl"r* " "."""J'-     ** 8rMtest P™»1*" *» 

nÄa^S^ Sy ^^152^1^"^^^ value of  the whole rp^nn'c L-^i • p a rapidly.     In 1975,  output 

industry percentage was 0.4 percent less thS Jn 1971      rlTl     '  th*.fishinS 
low water surface utilization  T-a^0       TC The reason lies  in a 

are low.     Secondly,  with increase In lit I    £ atSr surface a^a 
lizers and pesticide^    the tradlMoli ^ ? US6 °f chemical ferti- 
all but disappeared    and th^Ti r6aring °f f±sh ln rice Paddi^ has 
the aquaticSapP?oedaucets beding5'inlSy*'   * °" "^ f« <* *"**» ^ 
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(3) Level of Grain Production Not High, But Development of Cash Crops Such 
as Flue-Cured Tobacco and Sugarcane Is Relatively Rapid 

Grain production is the main sector of this region's farming industry  In 
1975, the area sown to grain crops amounted to 70 percent of the total area 
sown to farm crops, and the output value of gram crops was more than 50 
percent of^he gross output value of agriculture and 64.4 percent of the out- 
put value of the" farming'industry, which was somewhat higher than the average 
ror the province as a whole (51.8 percent). This included Anren, Lxnglxng, 
and Dongan counties where it was higher than 70 percent, and Changing, 
Daoxfan! Ningyuan, Xintian, Jiangyong, Lanshan, Linwu, Yizhang £idong 
Zixing Laiyang, and Lingxian counties where it was higher than 65 percent. 
Gr£nScrop7consiSt of pfddy rice for the most part, and both area sown and 
gross output of paddy are about 80 percent of area sown and gross output of 

grain crops.  (Table 90) 

Historically, grain production in this region has been influenced by natural 

aS social factors. ?For a long time it has been » ^^Vbl^tiS 
self-sufficiency. Following liberation, grain production saw substantial 
development.  By 1979, grain output for the whole region totaled 7.546 
billion jin, a 214.7 percent increase over 1949 for a 3.9 percent average 
annial in'emental increase. Yields averaged 907 jin per mu, which was an 
average output of 862 jin per capita of agricultural population.  In 1979, 
the region provided the state with 1.229 billion jin of ^rke^ble_grain 
Lingling, Changning and Laiyang counties providing more than 100 million 3M 

eact and DongL, Chenxian, Anren, Qiyang, and Zixing counties Providing 
upwards of 50 million jin each.  Supply of marketable grain averaged 140 jin 
percapita.  Today the region is substantially self-sufficient in gram and 

has a slight surplus. 

It must be noted that grain production in this region has historically been 
extremely inconsistent! This has been reflected both in inconsistency from 
one year to another and in inconsistency from one area to another. In the 
5-year period 1965-1970, gross grain output increased 137.04 P«cent, or an 
average6.5 percent annually.  In the 9-year period between 1970 and 1979, 
howevS, increase was only 142.32 percent, or an average 4 percent annual 
increase. As another example, in 1967 gross grain from Lmglmg ^efecture 
and 12 counties including Qiyang, Changning, and Lingxian increased 10 7 
percent over the previous year, while in the same year, output fell i.U 
Percent in U  counties (or cities) of Chenzhou Prefecture. The mam reason 
tor such inconsistencies may be found in lack of rapid change in farmland 
production conditions, occasioning not very high capabilities for withstand- 

ing natural disasters. 

In 1975, 878,000 mu of land in the region was sown to cash crops. This was 
28 6 percent more than in 1971. Output value of cash crops accounted for 
?A7  percent of the output value of farming. This included 22.2 percent for 
Chenzhou City, and upward of 13 percent for Xintian, Jiangyong, Jiahe, and 
Guiyang counties. Daoxian, Ningyuan, and Jianghua counties also accounted 
for approximately 9 percent.  Staple cash crops include sugarcane, flue-cured 
toLcZ STie! and peanuts. Production of sugarcane and flue-cured tobacco 

has been most rapid. 
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Table 90.     TaUyWng Structure of Venous Kinds of Crops in Hunan Province 
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5.68 
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(w)       m 

3.11 

3.42 

470.40 

404.21 

22.8 

17.3 

32.5 

5.5 

37.0 

1.4 

3.0 

3.3 

100 

85.9 

Bureau. rovxnce tor 1979 from the Hunan Provincial Statistical 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
8- 
h. 
i. 
j- 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
o. 

Area sown (10,000 mu) 
Percentage of area sown to all crops 
Percentage of total area sown to farm crops 
Percentage of area sown to grain crops 
Percentage of area sown to cash crops 
Percentage of area sown to other crops 
Total area sown to farm crops 
a. Grain crops 
1. Paddy rice 
2. Wheat 
3. Tubers 
4. Grains other than wheat and rice 
5. Soybeans 
b. Cash crops 
.1. Cotton 

q- 
r. 
s. 
t. 
uv 

V. 

w. 

2. Oil-bearing 
crops 
3. Sugar crops 
4. Tobacco 
5. Hemp 
6. Medicinal herbs 
7. Other cash 
crops 
c. Other crops 
Green manure 
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Sugarcane is a traditional cash crop of this region. However, past develop- 
Sugarcane xs a «* having been produced with sugar cane 

were sown to sugarcan^ throughout the region. This was 9.6 percent of the 
were sown to sugd^a      6 t f the total sugarcane growing 
area sown to cash crops, and 37.7b percent or tne LUL    &     e    Q20 

area of the P-vince; ^-^83^ 

V^££Z^^^^«&. «*««— nelds -era819°6f
y about 

f^O jiTper mu, and they were no more than 3,100 jin per mu xn 1965.  _ 
introduction of superior varieties in recent years and adoptxon of advanced 
cultivation techniques have brought about substantial increase xn yxelds per 
unit of area  In 1975, sugarcane yields for the whole region averaged 3,651 
ixn per T^hey rose further to 4,927 jin per mu in 1979).  Shangguan Pro- 
duction Brigade^n Shangguan Commune, Daoxian County averaged yxelds of more 
than 13 000 jin per mu. Daoxian, Yizhang and Qiyang countxes in the south 
west, south central, and northwestern parts of the province are the three 
principal sugarcane producing areas.  (Table 91 and Fxgure 45) 

Table 91.  Status of Sugarcane Production in 1979 (Major Producing Counties) 

 Ccl  

Note: Each of the foregoing counties has machine-processed sugar refineries. 
Cane production in 1979 did not saturate refinery capacxty. 

Key: 
a. County ' 8- Lingxxng 

b. Area (10,000 mu) h. Daoxian 

c. Output (10,000 dan) X. Ningyuan 

d. Chenxian J- Jiangyong 

e. Yizhang k. Qiyang 

f. Linwu 

The region does not have a long history of flue-cured ^^^^^f^^0^. 
but development has been rather fast in recent years. As of 1979, the Hue 
cured "oacco growing area was 363,900 mu, or 35 percent of the regxon s 
total cash crop growing area and 57.8 percent of the area planted to flue 
cured tobacco xn§the whole province.  (Table 92) Gross output of flue-cured 
tobacco Was 639,400 dan, or an average of 176 jin per mu. In Jxanghua 
County yields average better than 208 jin per mu. Flue-cured fba£co «ualxty 
has risen very rapidly, with premium tobacco leaf production being higher than 
10 percent in^ianghua'and Guiyang counties. Jianghua County «™^andB 

second in the country in the percentage of premium flue-cured tobacco leaf 
Reduction, second only to Yongding County in Fujian Province.  (Figure 46) 
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(i9:5+iftt) 

(f) 
(g) 

(h) 

Figure 45.  Rowing Sugarcane Distribution in South Hunan Agricultural 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 

Legend 

Distribution of sugarcane growing 
1. Large area growing zone 
2. Fairly large area growing zone 
3. Ordinary growing zone 
4. Small quantity growing zone 
5. Scattered growing zone 
1975 data 
Scale 1:2,000,000 
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Table 92.  Status of Flue-Cured Tobacco Production, 1979 (Major Producing 

Counties) 

(q) g££**£i7m. 

Key: 
a. County 
b. Area (10,000 mu) 
c. Output (10,000 dan) 
d. Guiyang 
e. Xintian 
f. N.ingyuan 
g. Laiyang 
h. Jianghua 
i. Daoxian 

j. Lingling 
k. Chenxian 
1. Anren, Lanshan 
m. Yongxing 
n. Jiahe 
o. Jiangyong 
p. Dongan 
q. Less than 10,000 dan for all other 

counties 

Figure 46. 

(h)ÄMR1-'20<W 

l(c 
Cd 
(e 

(a) is      fflj 
(b)*ffl»a*ffl#e 
)ESfci*:ttUE{I±Il :>'*ft4tE 

jfc*W.«tMDJ"T"l***ttB- 
p||.-*«nitt 

(f) 
(g) 

Map Showing Flue-Cured Tobacco Distribution in South Hunan 

Agricultural Region 

[Key on following page] 
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Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 

Legend 

Distribution of flue-cured tobacco growing 
1. Large area growing zone 
2. Fairly large area growing zone 
3. Ordinary growing zone 
4. Small quantity growing zone 
5. Scattered growing zone 
Scale 1:2,000,000 

««r^Li?18 regi°\haS been one of the Province's major peanut growing 

tHo-and^r erc^res LS^f^e^oS^r £ ST ^ T ^ As a rp<?nH- nf i-u^   •  ct . toca± tor the province as a whole. 

toetaTs rj?92 rrcent and output was 35-10 p««S'ofht\r; „er^i total.  In 1979, however, it accounted for only 21 89 n»PW1f nf ♦.*,« 

(TaLT93) ^gur^st """ gr°SS "^ °f ^-een^^OoS^dla^oVdan 

Table 93.  Status of Peanut Production in 1979 in South Hunan Region 

*c)ft : (a) 7aT 
■&  « 

(d) «  Jt 

(e) * a 

(f) it * 

CffR> 

2.1 

1.35 

1.34 

3.28 

s « 

(g)g 

1.S3 |[h^ 

(SB) 

l.U 

1.92 li)öl * 

0.95 

0.93 

<3JÖ) * 

1.50 H).* % 

Cff») 

0.84 1.10 

1.09 (k) fi   #' 

1.39 II) K 

0.78 

0.59 

1.07 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

County 
Area (10,000 mu) 
Output (10,000 dan) 
Däoxian 
Ningyuan 
Jiahgyöng 

g. Lingling 
h. Guiyang 
i. Jianghua 
j. Jiahe 
k. Yizhang 
1• Lanshan 

£?£:.' irLstisySsi„rs
1o™a"r ln/his resion-but *«***-** >- 

cent r^»4JZ\^™l*lTt£
d ST^Tu'&.V?  " T'l 

region was sown to ramie for a gross ontpüt of 10 300%«„  M ™ area °f .the 
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(h) ymi:2oo% 

Mm w 

(&)p|j -fttt«.E 

(f) 
(g) 

Figure 48. Map Showing Peanut Distribution in South Hunan Agricultural 
Region 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 

Legend 
Breakdown of peanut growing zones 
1. Large area growing zone 
2. Fairly large area growing zone 
3. Ordinary growing zone 
4. Small quantity growing zone 
5. Scattered growing zone 
Scale 1:2,000,000 

(4) Good Foundation for Forestry Production; High Degree of Marketability 

The region's current forest timber reserves are approximately 51,106,000 
cubic Setera, or 27.3 percent of total timber reserves for the province as 
a whole.  Zixing, Rucheng, and Lingxian each have timber reserves of more 
than 6 million cubic meters; Jianghua and Shuangpai counties each have 
timber reserves of more than 5 million cubic meters; and Yizhang, Lanshan, 
Jiangyong, and Qiyang counties each have timber reserves of more than 
2 million cubic meters.  Zixing, Rucheng, Lingxian, Jianghua, Shuangpax 
and Yizhang counties are key forest regions of the province. Three of the 
11 communes (or farms) in the province having timber reserves of more than 
1 million cubic meters are located in this region. Communes (or farms) 
having timber reserves of more than 100,000 cubic meters number 108.   - 
Qingshigang Forest Farm in Lingxian has 2.59 million cubic meters of timber 
reserves, and Gaozeyuan Forest Farm in Jiangyong County as well as Mangshan 
Forest Farm in Yizhang County each have timber reserves of more than 1.7 
million cubic meters.  These are the communes (or farms) vn.th the greatest 
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timber reserves in the whole province. This region has bamboo reserves 

resSel fTXT^ ^ ™±11±0\s^>  which is 30 percent of bamboo 
UHZ I    u le Province-  Ten of the 32 counties in the province 
having nan bamboo reserves totaling more than 10 million stalks are in this 

££°£  ^ inClU?fS ShuanSPai County with nan bamboo reserves of more 
than 35 million stalks, Lingxian County with more than 20 million stalks 

15aimill8lon°^ RUCh?k 3nd ZiXlng C°UntieS each °f which has more Jhan 
wWh 1 t' af„ Chenxian' Changning, and Lanshan counties, each of 
which has more than 10 million stalks. 

Statistics show this region as having provided the state with an average of 

tioTenThis'L° bnd 6°°'000,-bic mete- of timber each year since liSra- 
TM*'      u        £en ab°Ut 3° perCent of the Province's marketable timber 

marLSlTbal8 ^^ *?**** ******  ^ aM  2'5 million «talk of marketable bamboo. Over the past 30 years, it has provided the state with 
between 60 and 70 million stalks of marketable bamboo. Annual tea oil out- 
put ranges from 250,000 to 500,000 dan, or about 45 to 50 percent of the 
whole province's gross output of tea oil each year.  In 1971 the region's 
gross tea oil output reached 523,500 dan (or 51.32 percent of the whole 

sinTliberSi™ T* °t  ^ ^ ""^ 1971'thJ ^ °f ^-aMst output 
ISS OoJ and IS 000 Ln°Sf ^ ^ regi°n Pr°VideS the State with bet^en 
D  ' ; **d J?0^00 dan °f marketable tea oil, which is between 50 and 55 

ITlllll ,    ?? ^ 0±1 that the State bu?s from the whole province. 
80 OoSg^^ r,(Wlth Sn aTUal  tea 0il Pr°duction of between 50,000 and 
80,000 dan), Changning and Yongxing counties (30,000 to 50,000 dan) and 

^T^nS^-Q^yang'.Da0Xian' and Chenxlan counties (20,000 to 30,000 dan) all of which are in this resion are  ma-in-r *oa „-M   J  •  -""»""" UtUl' > 
province  ArM-ft-f^oiV  ^ gl°n' "e major tea ol1 producing counties in the 
province. Additionally, Dongan, Ningyuan, Lanshan, Zixing, and Lingxian 
counties annually produce about 10,000 dan of tea oil.  This region has 
Pleniful forest resources and a long history in forestry operations  The 
level of forestry economic development is fairly high  It L«* Sh«*™«^ 

brSefin6 h° Tf7 *™ä™^>  a»d a larger o^Zu^TlZ^ 
o J1      St-7 ^dominates th*t also grow grain.  About 12.3 

InrZi     A  
all

4r
communes ln the region are devoted primarily to forestry 

Not only does forestry hold an important position L this region's agricul- 

tlm
aLPr°H fl0n' bVfc th±S region is also a maJor base in the province for timber and forest sideline products. uvxnce ror 

The predominance of Chinese fir forests is a prominent feature of forestry 

38 tllrT^Zf  the3'13-1" **""  ^ ***"  £lr f°™St  »" as amounting'to Jö.4 percent of the region's total forested area, with Chinese fir reserve, 
accounting for 40 percent of timber reserves.  The proportion of Chin^f 

huilLin hlCShSselnfthef
Jlan8hUa ^ ShUangPal f-eTre Snf inhtheeSIi 0

ir 

741 parent of IZ r  l\   ST*  ? theSG tW° regi°nS aCCOunt for 48'2 and 
*l*  ill !  tal tlmber forest area' and reserves account for 57 8 

bet fastis ^olimhe:  ^ ^^^     ^^^  f°™St  S-wth has 
40SS '     grOWth !ate for various kinds of forests has been between 
4.0 and 4.6 percent, and the maximum annual growth rate reached 6 8 Percent 
Since liberation, steady increase has taken place in the levefoIcKntific 
forestry among people in forest regions, and numerous advanced experiencef 
have been gained in the growing of quick growing, high yield forest trees! 
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At the Taowei work area of Jianghua Forest Farm, 470,000 mu of Chinese fir 
forests were planted on the northwestern slope of Mengzhu Range. After more 
than 10 years of tending, there is an 80 percent canopy closure, and 
reserves average 15 cubic meters per mu. The maximum has been 32.7 cubic 

meters per mu. 

This region's forestry has adhered to a program of development of walking on 
two legs.  Simultaneous with development of state-owned forest farms, it 
went all out with commune and brigade forest farms.  By 1975, the whole 
region was operating 5,039 commune and brigade collective forest farms over 
a land area of 8,462,200 mu of which 4,805,800 mu, or 13.3 percent of the 
forested area of the whole region, was forested.  Since liberation, a total 
area of 15,488,800 mu in the region has been replanted to forests, and 
reserves now cover an 11,854,000 mu area, which is 76.4 percent of the re- 
afforested area.  Since 1971, each person in Shuangpai County has afforested 
an average of 1 mu per capita, has tended 2.5 mu of young forests, and has 
produced 1 cubic meter of timber and 10 stalks of nan bamboo. The forested 
area was 16 percent larger in 1976 than in 1970; timber reserves increased 
8 percent; and nan bamboo reserves increased 16 percent.  Supplies to the 
state increased 30 percent for marketable timber and 100 percent for nan 
bamboo. Development of forestry production has given impetus to development 
of grain production.  Grain yields for the whole province have averaged more 
than 800 jin per mu for many years in a row, and economic diversification 
has also developed considerably. 
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Third Section. Agricultural Regional Types and Agricultural Sub-Regions 

(1) Agricultural Regional Types and Their Characteristics 

This area's agricultural regional type has been formed through a long his- 
torical process of human development of the intermediate sub-tropical 
southern mountain and hill natural environment.  This region may be divided 
into three primary types and 21 secondary types (Table 94 and Figure 49) 
following the principles of: 1) the relative identicalness of agricultural 
production conditions and production characteristics; 2) use of land utili- 
zation and the structure of the agricultural sector as guiding principles; 
and j) maintenance of the integrity of communes. 

m     m 

I. 3tt!H*6*83B8Sä 

Is SSW"' SiV-ii-'iii 

is ^i-t'-tmianm 

(af ) ttWRj:200j3 

i SEW9Büjlfi*MÄ»iijS 

1 SB fieourt»*Mwaa5i;ijE 

(aa) 
(ab) 
(ac) 
(ad) 
(ae) 

Figure 49. Map Showing South Hunan Agricultural Production Regional Types 
and Agricultural Sub-Areas 

Key: 
a. 
b. 

c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 
i. 
j- 
k. 

Legend 

I.  Hill, downland, and river valley plain type, where mostly grain 
cash crops, and rape are grown 

II-  Northern hill basin grain and oil sub-type 
Middle reaches of the Chunling Shui grain and tobacco sub-type 
Middle reaches of Xiao Shui grain and sugarcane sub-type 
Yanjia grain and hemp sub-type 
Upper reaches of the Wu Shui grain, hemp, and sugarcane sub-type 
Western Jianghua grain and tobacco sub-type 
Low mountain co-equal grain and forest type 
Yuecheng, Yangming grain and bamboo sub-type 
Tashan grain, oil, and bamboo sub-type 

12 
I3. 
I4. 
I5. 
16- 
II. 

"I 
112 
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1. Ilß. Yangming southern foothills grain and Chinese fir sub-type 
m. II4. Mengzhu, Jiuyi grain, Chinese fir, and tea sub-type 
n. II5. Xishan mixed grain and pine sub-type 
o. 116- Rugui grain, pine, and bamboo sub-type 
p. II7. Ling'anyong grain, bamboo, and oil sub-type 
q. III. Primarily forest central mountain type 
r. IIIi. Yuecheng pine and bamboo sub-type 
s. III2« Yangming Chinese fir and bamboo sub-type 
t. III3. Dupang mixed Chinese fir sub-type 
u. III4. Mengzhu, Jiuyi Chinese fir and tea sub-type 
v. III5. Mangshan deciduous forest sub-type 
w. Hl6- Xishan mixed pine and Chinese fir sub-type 
x. III7. Rugui mixed pine sub-type 
y. Ills-  Luoxiaoshan mixed Chinese fir sub-type 
z. Agricultural sub-region demarcation line 

aa. Names of Agricultural Sub-Region 
ab. A. Northern hill and downlands grain, oil, cotton, and fruit sub- 

region 
ac. B.  Southeast mountainland forest, grain, and hemp sub-region 
ad. C. Central hill basin grain, oil, and cash crop sub-region 
ae. D. Southwest mountainland forest, grain, tobacco, and tea sub- 

region 
af. Scale: 1:200,000,000 

I. Hill, Downlands, and River Valley Basin Grain, Oil, and Tea Type With 
Grain Predominating 

This type is located in the northern and central part of this region^and 
includes 515 communes (amounting to about 71.6 percent of the region's 
total number of communes).  It takes in 78.3 percent of the region's popula- 
tion and 78.3 percent of the cultivated land (80.5 percent of wetlands).^ 
Cultivated land averages 1.09 mu per capita, but in most communes and bri- 
gades cultivated land averages less than 1.0 mu per capita. This is the 
part of the region in which population is concentrated, the workforce abun- 
dant, and both the level of development and intensivity of agricultural 
production fairly high. The land consists predominantly of hills, downlands 
and river valley flats below 500 feet above sea level. Dong [8211] fields 
are the dominant type of farmland, alluvial fields, ridged fields, and river 
bank fields being relatively few in number. Heat energy is abundant. How- 
ever, distribution of precipitation varies throughout the year (from quarter 
to quarter), and from one year to another causing frequent drought. Develop- 
ment of water conservancy endeavors following liberation has fundamentally 
changed the former situation of rudimentary irrigation facilities dominated 
by the channeling of water into fields. A water conservancy and irrigation 
system consisting primarily of impounding water but linking impounding, 
diversion, and lifting of water, has been preliminary built. However, 
because people have used nature irrationally for a long period of time, plus 
the surface of the land's poor ability to withstand weathering and erosion 
and serious damage to ground cover, erosion has reached moderate proportions, 
and the ecological environment has become unbalanced. The undiversified 
nature of agriculture in which grain production dominates is fairly serious. 
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Table 94.  Table Showing Characteristics of South Hunan Agricultural Region 
Types 6 

(d)i.jfeta^s 
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*Llikl&Ä££2E 

(III) 

(k)   * 

(o)    fK  ffiffl 

>800 

<15.0 

<5.1 

<24.1 

■5.1- -9.0 

39.7—43.7 

5500—5800 

29/9—8/10 
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®¥T^»7k*(«*) (ab] 

@^¥*ätö*f&«(JO (ac] 

1310—1470 

?)4-6J3»7K*<>J £*?»,*   , 
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1:7—9^ i 
(ae. 

(as) 4.*ffl*fij 

(aw) 5.«saus 

(r.*±#ffina    (ag) 
@i5*fi± (ak) 

(D*iS*JEieS      (ao) 

79—81 
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34.2—39.7 <34.2 

5200—4700 

23/9—29/9 

270—250 

1500—1600 

^82 
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Wl< ÄSESSJEfflÄi 

fiffi #±, *£?!»*« 

@Äf=e.jfc*BB,&*B3(^ F"- 

®££**EftÄ(%) (ax] 

©*E£#?i*K£U%) (ay; 
®1975^5R^®Ä7|cfflBf! 

(az) 6.£ft#K    «'J^ @1975# —*Sfi*ffiffiffl   , 

a_ ;bb 
®£»ffi& (be; 

(bd) i.&nmr I ®*^*4E«-ft«.i*(y^e' 

#     « 1 ®fety^Bia(/f)   (b£; 

85.1 

68.7 

45.0 

<41 

25££ 

<4700 

18/9«» 

<250 

>1600 

>82 
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B (am) 

SB 

^THSES   (aq) 

80.1 

65.7 

37.4 

78.3 

80.5 

67.6 

24.6 

260 

80.3 
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14.1 
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va;«, m * * a «s iii lr # * a + OiO&Wg;S 

(I) (in (HI) 

(Dti-«Ä-**>tK(«)(bh) 87.8 5.9 1.3 

(bg)*.»ftttW @»ffli&^!&)ttLK(%)(bi) 89.8 8.9 1.2 

®««Ä**>lliE<K)(bj) 88.8 10.1 1.1 

®ffi4fi**4K(%)(bk) 87.6 9.9 2.5 

(bi)Ä9.a#Ä 
®*#ttH«a:»(%)(bm) 16.8 30.2 53.0 

©*#*«*«) tt*<?4>(bfi )               14.3 32.9 52.8 

ttÄ ®5K»?B*«a*(%)(bo) 76.5 13.2 10.3 

Note * (1) Column's 4-8 based on 1975 statistics. 
(2) Timber reserves figured on 1975 statistics for Linwu, Jianghua, 

and Ruicheng. 
Wooded area figured on 1975 statistical data for Linwu, Rucheng, 
Jianghua, and Guidong counties. 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

g- 
h. 
i. 

3- 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
o. 
P- 
q- 
r. 
s. 
t. 
u. 
v. 
w. 
X. 

y- 
z. 

aa. 
ab. 
ac. 
ad. 

Hill, downlands and basin grain and tea oil type 
Low mountain grain and forest type 
Central mountain predominantly forest type 
1. Terrain types and characteristics 
(1) Major terrain types 
Red stone and limestone hills 
Limestone and granite epimetamorphic rock 
Epimetamorphic rock and granite 
Red earth downlands and river valley flatlands 
Low mountains 
Intermediate mountains 
(2) Major wetland types 
Primarily dong [8211] fields 
Alluvial, ridged, and river shore fields 
Alluvial and river shore fields 
(3) Elevation above sea level 
2. Characteristics of agricultural climate 

Heat conditions 
Moisture conditions 
(1) Annual average temperature (°C) 
(2) Average January temperature (°C) 
(3) Average July temperature (°C) 
(4) Lowest annual temperatures (°C) 
(5) Highest annual temperature (°C) 
(6) Dynamic cumulative temperature (°C) above 10°C 
(7) Final day when temperature is above 20°C (day/month) 
(8) Annual number of frost-free days (days) 
(1) Average annual precipitation (millimeters) 
(2) Average annual relative humidity (%) 
(3) Percentage of annual precipitation falling from April through 

June 
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ae. (4) Percentage of annual precipitation falling from July through 
September 

af. 3.  Soil 
ag. (1) Types of soil-forming mother material 
ah.  Initial red soil and river alluvium 
ai. Limestone, epimetamorphic rock and granite 
aj.  Granite and epimetamorphic rock 
ak.  (2) Principal paddy soil 
al. Predominantly sandy soil, yellow earth, and black soil 
am. Yellow earth, rock debris soil, and yashini soil 
an.  Coarse sandy soil, cold waterlogged intercalated blue mud fields 
ao.  (1) Irrigation water source type 
ap. Mostly impounded water with irrigation through diversion and lifting 

of water as well 

aq. Predominantly water diversion with some impounding and lifting of 
water for irrigation 

ar. Diversion of water for irrigation type 
as. 4. Farmland water conservancy conditions 
at.  (2) Percentage of wetlands effectively irrigated 
au.  (3) Percentage of wetlands from which a crop can be harvested 

despite drought or waterlogging 
av.  (4) Percentage of wetlands producing consistently high yields 
aw. 5.  Cultivated land area 
ax. (1) Percentage of cultivated land in agricultural region 
ay. (2) Percentage of cultivated land that is wetlands 
az. 6.  Status of multiple cropping 
ba. (1) Percent of wetlands planted to two crops of paddy in 1975 
bb. (2) Percent of wetlands planted to a single paddy crop in 1975 
be. (3) Multiple cropping index 
bd. 7. Grain production 
be. (1) Percent of total agricultural region grain production 
bf. (2) Average grain yields per mu (jin) 
bg. 8.  Area sown to cash crops 
bh. (1) Percent of total agricultural region's sugarcane 
J*' ill    Percent of total agricultural region's flue-cured tobacco 
bj. (3) Percent of total agricultural region's cotton 
bk. (4) Percent of total agricultural region's peanuts 
bl. *9.  Status of forests and forestry production 
bm. (1) Percent of forested area 
bn. (2) Percent of timber reserves 
bo. (3) Percent of tea oil output 

The area sown to grain crops accounts for about 75 percent of the total area 
sown to agricultural crops.  Statistics from 58 category I communes in Jiahe 
and Laiyang show 74.8 percent of the total area sown to grain and output 
value from grain accounting for 50 percent of total agricultural output 
value.  In 1975, grain yields averaged 791 jin per mu.  Eighty-seven percent 
ot the area sown to cash crops was sown to sugarcane, flue-cured tobacco 
cotton, and peanuts, and 67.1 percent of the wetlands area was sown to  ' 
double crops of paddy. Only 24.6 percent of the wetland area was sown to 
one crop of paddy plus one crop of green manure (or the land allowed to lie 
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fallow during winter).  The farmland multiple cropping index was about 260 
percent. Forestry production does not occupy an important position in agri- 
cultural production (accounting for less than 5 percent); however 85 percent 
of the region's tea oil area and 90 percent of its major tea oil communes 
and brigades are concentrated here. The region has only a small area of 
timber forests, firewood forests, and erosion-prevention forests. 

In this type, annual precipitation amounts to between 1,300 and 1,400 milli- 
meters, and the average relative annual rate is 16-18 percent. Rainfall is 
fairly concentrated during the 3 months from April through June when 42 to 
43 percent of the total annual amount falls. During the 4-month period 
July through October, less than 25 percent of total annual precipitation 
falls.  The frequency and probability of drought is greater than 50 percent, 
drought occurring 7 or 8 out of 10 years. A major drought or an excep- 
tionally major drought occurs once every 4 or 5 years. Despite rapid 
development of farmland water conservancy construction following liberation, 
a large amount of work still remains to be done in reviving the balance of 
the agricultural ecological environment in order to totally get rid of the 
threat that drought poses for agricultural production. About 20 percent of 
the wetland area of most communes consists of low yield fields, and increase 
in the level of their yields continues slow.  In addition, in some communes 
and brigades, "three competitions" exist between grain and cash crops 
(competition for land, fertilizer, and workforces). 

In view of natural conductions and production features of this type region, 
future development of agricultural production will require, first of all, 
future building of farmland water conservancy and improvement of low yield 
soils as the centerpieces of farmland capital construction, with active 
improvement of the farming system, increased sources of manure, and 
increase in the amount of fertilization for steady increase in yields per 
unit of area of both grain and cash crops. Development of cash crops must 
proceed from both national and long-term needs and also take into consid- 
eration the suiting of general methods to local situations, applying the 
principle of using strengths to offset weaknesses in a linking of strengths 
and weaknesses.  So long as there is no reduction in the existing amount of 
cultivated land devoted to growing grain, there can be gradual expansion of 
the area sown to cash crops.  Cash crop patterns should be concentrated in 
continuous tracts as feasible for the building of production bases. There 
should be vigorous development of animal husbandry production.  The main 
job to be done in forestry production is to raise both yields per unit of 
area and gross output of tea oil through nurture and care of tea oil 
forests. At the same time, there should be some development of firewood 
forests and of forests to prevent erosion. 

This type may be divided into six second grade types as follows: Ii northern 
grain and oil type; I2 middle reaches of the Chunling Shui grain and tobacco 
type; I3 middle reaches of the Xiao Shui grain and sugarcane type; I4 Lanli 
and Jiahe grain and hemp type; I5 upper reaches of the Wu Shui grain, sugar- 
cane, and hemp type; and Iß upper reaches of the Xiao Shui grain and 
tobacco type. 
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II. Low Mountain Co-equal Grain and Forest Type 

This type is found in low mountain regions at 500-800 meters above sea level 
It includes 118 communes (or 16.6 percent of the total number of communes in 
the whole region), about 14.1 percent of the whole region's cultivated land 
(13.8 percent of wetlands), and 13.9 percent of the agricultural population. 
Average cultivated land per capita is 1.12 mu. The proportion of dryland 
is tairly large, wetlands accounting for only 79.9 percent of total culti- 
vated area  Alluvial and ridged hills predominate, and there are also a 

?flo^f^a^nUmber °f riVer Sh0re fields-  There are relatively few dong 
i J fields' and don8 fields are found over only a very small area. The 

land is undulating with slopes of 5 degrees and above. Cultivated land is 
made up of yellow earth for the most part, but there is also a large amount 
of rock debris soil, yashi soil, and cold waterlogged intercalated blue mud. 
Irrigation through the channeling of water prevails virtually everywhere. 
Droughts have been serious throughout history. After liberation the water 
shortage situation remained unchanged. As of 1975 the effectively irrigated 
area amounted to only 80.1 percent of the wetland area, and only 65.7 percent 
of the wetland area could be counted on to deliver a crop despite drought or 
waterlogging. The farmland area from which a crop could be guaranteed 
despite drought or waterlogging averaged 0.34 mu per capita. As the terrain 
rises, sunlight and heat becomes limited on this type farmland. The threat 
from mountain shade and cold waterlogging increases.  The double crop paddy- 
field area covers only 53.2 percent of the wetland area, with single crops 
of paddy being grown on 34.1 percent of the wetland area. The multiple 
cropping index averages only 200 percent. Large areas continue either to 
lie fallow or be flooded with water during winter. The agricultural produc- 
tion sector s structure also shows features of a transition toward the 
central mountain region, with equal emphasis on farming dominated by grain 
production and forestry. Output value of grain crops accounts for only 40 
percent of the gross output value of agriculture.  The level of production 
from the farming industry is relatively low.  Even though the cultivated 
area is only 14.1 percent of the total area, grain output totals only 12.1 
percent of the gross for the area.  In 1975, yields averaged only 715 iin 
per mu or an average of 712 jin per capita. This was about 50 jin less than 
for other type regions. The growing area for cash crops such as sugarcane 
that have fairly high heat and moisture requirements has decreased very 
greatly while the growing of peanuts and flue-cured tobacco predominates. 
The yearly output value of forestry production amounts to about 20 percent 
of the gross output value of agriculture. Tea oil forests account for a 
certain proportion, and the proportion of timber forests has increased 
markedly.  In Linwu County, for example, five communes of this type region 
(amounting to 41.8 percent of all communes in the county) have 31.8 percent 
of the county s timber forest area and 19.30 percent of the whole county's 
timber forest reserves.  Its tea oil forest area is 41.3 percent of the 
county total, and in 1975 it accounted for 52.4 percent of the county's 
total output of tea oil. 

In this type region, farmland water conservancy projects are very few, irri- 
gation through the diversion of water predominating.  Thus, the plentiful- 
ness of precipitation determines the size of farm outputs, and grain pro- 
duction is inconsistent.  In most communes and production brigades, grain 
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and forest production conflict. A policy of simultaneous attention to grain 
and forests should be carried out, with one supporting the other. Active 
efforts should be made in farmland capital construction in an effort to 
change production conditions, and major efforts made to reform the farming 
system. Places having requisite conditions should develop the growing of 
two paddy crops as possible, grow hybrid paddy over wide areas, rotate 
wetland with dryland crops, and increase the soil utilization rate and 
yields per unit of area. They should handle properly relationships among 
grain, cash crops, and forestry production, plan equitably the distribution 
of workforces between agriculture and forestry, and promote development of 
forestry simultaneous with the growing of grain, animal husbandry, and 
sideline occupations. 

This type is divided into seven secondary types as follows:  III, the 
Yuecheng-Yangming grain and bamboo type; II2, the Tashan grain, oil, and 
bamboo type; [II3 omitted in source]; II4, the Muzhu-Jiuyi grain, tea, and 
Chinese fir type; II5, the Qitian-Nanling grain and pine type; 116, the 
Zixing-Rucheng-Guiyang grain, pine, and bamboo type; II7, the Anren, 
eastern Yongxing-Lingxian grain, oil, and bamboo type. 

III.  The Central Mountain Forestry-Predominant Type 

This type includes 84 communes (or 11.8 percent of all communes in the 
region), and is found in the Yangming mountain area, the Jiuyi mountain 
area, and in the eastern and southeastern mountain area. These mountain- 
lands are made up mostly of granite and epimetamorphic rock.  Elevation 
above sea level is around 1,000 meters, with some mountain ranges rising 
as high as 1,500-2,000 meters, and valleys dropping as low as 800 meters. 
The mountains are high and the valleys deep, the terrain rising and falling 
fairly sharply. As a result, fields are scattered and the amount of heat 
insufficient.  In addition, there is a shortage of labor, so an over- 
whelming majority of places use the land for forestry (Table 95).  Only a 
portion of the valleys and some valleys and gentle slopes are used for 
farming, and account for 7.6 percent of the total cultivated land area in 
the region (7.9 percent of wetlands). Agricultural population is only 6.8 
percent of the total for the region, and cultivated land averages 1.23 mu 
per capita.  Relatively speaking, this is a region of sparse population 
relative to fields. Forestry production is relatively conspicuous, and 
for many communes and brigades, the output value of forestry accounts for 
50 percent of the gross output value of agriculture year after year. 
Mostly grain is grown on cultivated land; however, grain output value gen- 
erally accounts for only about 50 percent of gross agricultural output 
value. Precipitation is plentiful in the mountainlands averaging more than 
1,600 millimeters in most years.  Rainfall is evenly distributed with a 
relative annual rate of variation of less than 14 percent.  Maximum monthly 
relative variation rate is less than 50 percent.  In addition, the mountain 
forests are lush and their ability to conserve water is good.  Despite a 
paucity of farmland water conservancy projects, irrigation conditions are 
still better than in the aforementioned two types.  In 1975, the effectively 
irrigated area amounted to 90.9 percent of the wetland area. The area cap- 
able of delivering a harvest despite drought or waterlogging was 70.0 per- 
cent of the wetland area, and farmland capable of delivering a harvest 
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despite drought or waterlogging averaged 0.7 mu per capita. Paddy rice pro- 
duction aside, dryland grains accounted for 40 to 50 percent of total grain 
output. Few cash crops other than a small amount of peanuts and flue-cured 
tobacco were grown. The wetland farming system is undiversified.  In 1975 
single crop paddyfields accounted for 49 percent of the total wetland area! 
and the area allowed to lie fallow or flooded with water during winter was 
large.  Since the amount of heat is insufficient in mountainlands, only 
43.2 percent of the wetland area is planted to double crops of rice. This 
is limited to some small basins on the leeward side of mountains and to 
valleys whose yields per unit of area are not high. Grain yields average 
7b4 jin per mu (including grain yields from the intercropping of grain and 
forest trees).  Since population is scant relative to fields, grain yields 
average 774 jin per capita, which is more than for the type I and II regions 
Forestry production consists mostly of timber.  In the Jianghua mountain 
region, for example, 16 communes (or 41 percent of all communes in the 
county) have a forest area that is 60.4 percent of the county's total forest 
area, containing 80.5 percent of its timber reserves. Its tea oil forest 
area is only 15.9 percent of the county's total. 

Table 95. Comparative Table Showing Structure of Land Utilization for 
Southern Hunan Category II and Category III Agricultural Region 
Types 
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100 

14.2 

56.6 

23.0 

3.0 

3.2 

(b) 

100 

10.3 

66.8 

17.5 

2.S 

2.9 

Note: 1975 statistical data from five communes in Linwu County used as data 
for Category II type, and from eight communes in Rucheng County used as data 
for Category III type. 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

g- 
h. 

II Low mountain co-equal mountain forest and grain type 
III Central mountain predominantly grain type 
Percent of total land area 
1. Percent used for farming 
2. Percent used for forestry 
3. Percent of barren mountains and wastelands 
4. Percent of water surfaces 
5. Percent used for other purposes 
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In this type region, the low yield field area of mountain shade and cold 
waterlogged fields is large.  In four communes in Zixing County, including 
Dongping Commune, for example, low yield fields make up 55.4 percent of the 
total wetland area. Mountain shaded cold waterlogged pangni [3316 3136] 
and deep yashini fields account for 62.2 percent of the low yield field 
area.  The masses say, "The fields are shaded by the mountains; pang [3316] 
holes are waist deep; rusty water covers the fields, and the seedlings will 
not grow at all." Current yields are less than 500 jin per mu and as low as 
only 100-odd jin.  Since either spring water or ground water from rock 
caverns is channeled for direct irrigation of most fields, and since its 
temperature is very low, warmth loving crops such as paddy rice do not grow 
well.  In addition, mountain shade and insufficient sunlight in mountain 
regions causes more interference with photosynthesis and hurts efforts to 
increase output. The farming system is undiversified, and the soil utiliza- 
tion rate is not high.  Between 40 and 50 percent of wetlands, or as much as 
60 to 70 percent in some cases, are either flooded with water or allowed to 
lie fallow during winter. Furthermore, while working on forestry, some 
communes and brigades have neglected the growing of grain, animal husbandry, 
and sideline occupations. This has hurt commune member production and live- 
lihood, and forestry production has also stagnated.  Some communes and 
brigades have devoted themselves exclusively to grain production to the 
neglect of forestry. This has hurt national plans for forestry production. 
Consequently, this type region should adhere to an all-round program for 
development of taking grain as the key link and linking agriculture, 
forestry, and animal husbandry. 

This type region may be divided into eight secondary types: The Uli 
Yuecheng Range pine and bamboo type; the IIl2 Yangming-Tashan Chinese fir 
and bamboo type; the III3 Dupang Range deciduous forest type; the III4 
Mengdu-Jiuyi Chinese fir and tea type; the III5 Mangshan special forest 
type; the Ills Xishan pine, Chinese fir, and deciduous forest type; the 
III7 Rucheng-Guiyang pine and mixed type; and the Ills Wanyang Shan 
deciduous forest Chinese fir type. 

(2) Secondary Agricultural Region Trial Zoning 

Agricultural production is markedly regional, seasonal, cyclical, and 
inconsistent by nature. Not only are natural and economic conditions com- 
plex and agricultural sectors and crops rich and varied within a single 
province with much regional variation existing, but within a single agri- 
cultural region (such as the south Hunan agricultural region), as has been 
previously noted, very great regional variations are evident in agricul- 
tural production patterns. Agricultural region types are just a common 
ground for making an abstract generalization about the nature of agri- 
cultural production. There may be some overlapping of production patterns 
in space, and a sequencing of events may also exist in time.  Consequently, 
one can only explain the similarities of this composite that is agricultural 
production as a classification and a concept that lacks regionality. This 
is to say that within a single region, the make-up of agricultural regional 
types will vary. Within a single region, only when a dominant agricultural 
regional type forms a special type combination will definite regional 
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agricultural production characteristics be formed.  In the northern part of 
the south Hunan agricultural region, for example, a hill, downlands, and 
basin grain and oil type region predominates that differs from the hill, 
downlands, and basin grain and oil type, and from the low mountain co-equal 
grain and forest type of the central region.  It differs even more from the 
central mountains of the southeast where forests predominate. Within these 
primary agricultural regions, regional variations objectively exist as a 
result not only of differences in natural conditions, but also as a result 
of a long historical process of regional division of labor. Therefore, in 
view of south Hunan's agricultural production situation, the south Hunan 
agricultural region may be further divided into four secondary zones inas- 
much as:  (1) a combination of agricultural regional type make-ups possess 
similarities within a given region; (2) the direction of development of 
agricultural production characteristics and of leading sectors is rela- 
tively identical in a given region; (3) agricultural production conditions 
are similar within a given region; (4) agricultural techniques and methods 
of increasing yields are relatively the same in a given region; and 
(5) efforts must be made to maintain intact people's commune boundaries. 

1. The Northern Hill and Basin Grain, Oil, and Fruit Region. This region 
xs located in the northern part of southern Hunan and includes Dongan and 
Laiyang counties, plus most of Lingling, Qiyang, Changning, Anren, and 
Yongxing counties, and some communes in Zixing for a total of 285 communes 
(or 40.3 percent of all communes in the region), a land area of about 12,000 
square kilometers (or 25 percent of the total area), and 40 percent of the 
region's cultivated land. Wetlands account for 86.2 percent of cultivated 
land; agricultural population is 42 percent of the total for the region; 
and cultivated land averages 1.07 mu per capita. The agricultural regional 
type make-up is fairly simple. Mostly it is a category I±  northern grain 
and oil type, with only a small area in the western fringe being a category 
112 Yuecheng-Yangming low mountain grain and bamboo type.  The main charac- 
teristics of this region are:  (1) Fairly flat terrain, and a fairly high 
reclamation index.  The region is located in the lower reaches of the Xiao, 
Chun, and Lai rivers where most of the land is lower than 200 meters above 
sea level, and most of it is red rock hills and downlands, and river 
alluvial plains. Additionally, it is close to central Hunan where water 
and land transportation is convenient, making it the region in southern 
Hunan where agriculture developed earliest.  More than 25 percent of the 
total land area, and in some places as much as 27 to 30 percent, is used 
for agriculture.  The average reclamation index for southern Hunan (20.8 
percent) is the highest of any region.  (2) The commanding position of 
grain production is conspicuous, and the level of production is relatively 
high.  Grain crops are grown on 91 percent of the cultivated land area, 
and in most years their output value accounts for more than 65 percent of 
the output value of the farming industry.  In Lingling and Anren counties, 
grain crops account for more than 70 percent of the output value of farm- 
ing. Because this region is located within the Shuangpai, Ouyanghai, and 
Qingshanlong large-scale irrigation areas, in 1975, 63 percent of the culti- 
vated land area was able to deliver a crop despite drought or waterlogging. 
For Anren it was 70.6 percent, and for Yongxing 66 percent. This plus the 
xntensivity of farming produced grain yields that were foremost in the 
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region.  Gross output of grain crops accounted for 44 percent of the total 
for the region. Yields averaged 831 jin per mu, and grain output averaged 
813 jin per capita of agricultural population.  (3) Tea oil is the focus of 
forestry production.  Economic forests account for more than 55 percent of 
the land used for forestry in this region.  In the communes of Laiyang^ 
County, it is 72 percent; in Changning County 64 percent; and in Yongxing 
County, 62 percent. More than 95 percent of all economic forests are tea 
oil forests.  Thus, virtually 45 to 50 percent of all the tea oil forest 
area of the entire southern Hunan region is concentrated in this area, and 
in most years it produces 50 to 55 percent of the region's tea oil output. 

Population density is fairly high in this region (averaging about 301 people 
per square kilometer).  The region is also close to cities and transporta- 
tion lines, which have large needs for grain.  At the same time, the region 
has abundant tea oil resources and a foundation in farming oil-bearing crops. 
For these reasons, this region should be built into integrated agricultural 
bases that produce primarily grain and oil-bearing crops, but which also 
diversify into growing fruit and raising hogs. The key to hastening agri- 
cultural production in this region lies in a speed-up of the capital con- 
struction of farmland and tea oil forest lands to change production condi- 
tions . 

2.  The Central Hill and Basin Grain and Cash Crop Region.  This region is 
located in the central part of southern Hunan and includes most or all of 
Guiyang, Daoxian, Ningyuan, Xintian, Jiahe, and Lanshan counties, plus small 
parts of Jiangyong, Linwu, Chenxian, and Yongxiang counties.  It covers a 
land area of approximately 7,985 square kilometers, which is 17 percent of 
southern Hunan's total land area.  Both cultivated land area and agricul- 
tural population are 26 percent of the total for the entire agricultural 
region.  Cultivated land averages 1.08 mu per capita.  This region is 
located in the middle reaches of the Xiao and Chunling rivers, and is a hill 
type river valley basin at between 200 and 500 meters above sea level.^ The 
make-up of this agricultural regional type is fairly complex, most of it^ 
falling in the three secondary I2, 13, and I4 types, and some of it falling 
into the II2, H3 and II4 types.  Main features are as follows:  (1) A 
hemmed-in topography with plentiful heat and insufficient water, the per- 
centage of drylands being great.  The Yangming-Tashan mountainlands screen 
this region in the north, so in winter the effects of cold air currents are 
rather weak; temperatures are relatively high (in Daoxian County, the aver- 
age temperature during January is 7.4°C), and heat is plentiful (in Daoxian 
County, cumulative temperatures of 10°C or above reach 5,852°C).  However, 
precipitation declines as a result of the terrain (annual precipitation in 
Xintian County is only 1,314 millimeters).  Karst topography is widespread 
in the area as a result of which surface water sources are not plentiful, 
making this a major seasonal drought region in southern Hunan.  In 1975, 
only about 50 percent of the cultivated land in the entire sub-region could 
guarantee a crop despite drought or waterlogging. Water conservancy condi- 
tions are poor, and the dryland area is naturally large amounting to 27 
percent of the total cultivated land area, including 32 percent in Jiahe 
County, 31 percent in Daoxian County, and 30.5 percent in Guiyang County, 
making these counties the places with the highest percentage of dryland 
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area in southern Hunan.  (2) Grain production levels are not high. Grain 
crops take up 81 percent of the total cultivated land area, and 25 percent 
of the southern Hunan agricultural region is sown to grain crops, yet the 
southern Hunan agricultural region accounts for only 23.9 percent of gross 
grain output. Yields average 802 jin per mu, and yields average 705 jin 
per capita (including Ningyuan with 657 jin per capita and Jiahe with 668 
jin per capita), making this region the one with the lowest grain yields 
per capita in the southern Hunan agricultural region.  (3) Cash crops are 
of many kinds and a large percentage of the total. According to 1975 
statistics, 47.3 percent of the area sown to peanuts in the southern Hunan 
agricultural region, 52.8 percent of the area sown to flue-cured tobacco, 
29.4 percent of the area sown to sugarcane, and 60.8 percent of the area 
sown to ramie was located here, and 53.8 percent of the southern Hunan agri- 
cultural region's gross output of peanuts, 54.1 percent of flue-cured 
tobacco, 31.7 percent of sugarcane, and 60.1 percent of ramie were produced 
here.  This is a major growing area for cash crops in southern Hunan. 
(4) Tea oil forests are the most important kinds of forests. These tea oil 
forests account for 20 percent of southern Hunan's tea oil forest area, and 
18 percent of its annual tea oil output, making this area second only in 
importance to the northern sub-area in output of tea oil. 

In view of the natural and social conditions of this region's agricultural 
production, as well as the prevailing character of production, this region 
lends itself to construction as a grain and flue-cured tobacco, sugarcane, 
ramie, and oil-bearing crop base.  To this end, it will be necessary to 
hasten the building of farmland water conservancy, and improve capabilities 
to withstand drought in order to assure consistently high yields despite 
drought or waterlogging. 

3.  Southeastern Mountainland Forest, Grain, and Hemp Region.  This sub- 
region includes Lingxian, Guidong, Rucheng, and Yizhang counties, most of 
Zixmg and Chenxian counties, and a part of Linwu, Anren, and Yongxing 
counties for a total of 128 communes and a 13,900 square kilometer land 
area, which is 29 percent of the southern Hunan agricultural region, and 
19.7 percent of the cultivated land area.  It has 16.8 percent of the agri- 
cultural population, and cultivated land averages 1.31 mu per capita making 
this a region of scant population relative to the amount of fields in the 
southern Hunan agricultural region.  Its major features are as follows: 
(1) High percentage of land used for forestry, the forests consisting 
principally of pine and miscellaneous kinds of trees.  Over 80 percent of 
the land area is used for forestry, including 82.5 percent in Guidong County, 
and 89 percent in Lingxian County.  The percentage of land used for farming 
is small, by contrast and the reclamation index low, averaging 8.5 percent 
In Lingxian, Guidong, and Zixing counties, it is only 5 to 7 percent, and in 
Rucheng and Yizhang counties, it is less than 10 percent.  A prominent 
feature of forestry is the high percentage of pine and miscellaneous trees, 
and high reserves per unit of area.  In Rucheng County, for example, the 
pine and miscellaneous forest area is 68.4 percent of the total forest area 
and reserves are 79.8 percent of total reserves. Reserves of pine and 
miscellaneous trees per unit of area amount to 8.11 cubic meters per mu, 
which is 5.01 cubic meters per mu higher than reserves of Chinese fir per 
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unit of area.  (2) The percentage of wetlands is high. Mostly paddy rice is 
planted, but yields are low. This region is affected by the terrain. 
Precipitation is plentiful, much rain falling in autumn.  It has good sources 
of water, and the certainty that water will be available for agriculture is 
high.  The percentage of wetlands is fairly large (wetlands accounting for 
as much as 86.6 percent of the cultivated land area). The farmland area 
from which a crop may be assured despite drought or waterlogging is also 
relatively high.  In Lingxian and Guidong counties, a crop can be guaranteed 
from more than 71 percent of the cultivated land area despite drought or 
waterlogging. More than 80 percent of the total area sown to grain in the 
sub-region is sown to paddy rice, and in Zixing, Lingxian, Rucheng, and 
Guidong counties, the percentage is greater than 90. Gross output of paddy 
accounts for more than 90 percent of gross grain output, and for as much as 
97.7 percent in Zixing. Clearly the degree of undiversified farming is 
high. However, in this sub-region population is scant relative to fields; 
the mountain forest area is vast; the labor force is insufficient; the farm- 
ing system is undiversified; farming is extensive rather than intensive; 
and grain yields are relatively low.  In 1975 grain yields averaged only 
733 jin per mu, and only 644 jin in Lingxian County.  (3) The mountainlands 
are not used to the full, and a great potential exists for their multiple 
use.  Though the forest area in this region is vast, nevertheless, in the 
main forest regions, timber reserves average only 3.3 cubic meters per mu, 
2.3 cubic meters per mu less than the forest regions of the upper reaches 
of the Yuan Shui.  Barren mountains and cut-over land amounts to about 20 
percent of the mountainland area; more than 21 percent in Yizhang, Guidong, 
Zixing, and Rucheng counties.  Consequently, a great tapable potential 
exists from simply using existing forestlands and increasing reserves per 
unit of area. 

This region should develop its mountainland resources by emphasizing multiple 
uses of forestry resources.  In addition to greater diversity of timber 
forests, the region should also actively develop some economic forests, 
and the production of forest sideline products such as medicinal herbs and 
tea.  In addition to efforts to increase grain yields from existing culti- 
vated land, the farming industry should also develop some cash crops as 
feasible.  Mountain and hill valley areas, in particular, with fertile soil, 
warmth and moisture, and free from the threat of autumn drought are suited 
to the growth and development of ramie. 

4.  Southwestern Mountainland Forest, Grain, Tobacco, and Tea Region.  This 
region includes the intermediate mountain predominantly forest agricultural 
region type, consisting of Yangming Shan, Ta Shan, Dupang Ling, Mengzhu Ling, 
and the Jiuyi mountainlands, plus part of the low mountain co-equal forest 
and grain type, hill basins where grain predominates, and cash crop types 
with a total of 150 communes and a land area of 13,700 square kilometers, 
which is about 28.6 percent of the area of the southern Hunan agricultural 
region and 14.5 percent of its cultivated land.  It has 15.8 percent of the 
agricultural population, and cultivated land averages 1.02 mu per capita, 
making it a region in southern Hunan with scant population and scant culti- 
vated land (about 101 people per square kilometer). The most important 
features of agricultural production in this sub-region are as follows: 
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(1) A vast amount of land used for forestry and a low reclamation index 
More than 90 percent of the land area in the sub-region is used for 
forestry, making it the region among the secondary regions with the highest 
percentage of land used for forestry.  Little land is used for farming, so 
the reclamation index is naturally low, averaging only 6.5 percent. For 
Shuangpai County, the index is only 2.7 percent.  (2) Chinese fir forests 
predomxnate, with a fairly high percentage of bamboo forests.  Except for 
Dupang Ling, in most areas Chinese fir forests account for more than 40 per- 
cent of the forestland area.  In the Shuangpai and Jianghua forest regions, 
fir forests account for 48.2 percent of the forestland area.  Second is 
numerous bamboo forests.  In Shuangpai County, for example, moso bamboo 
reserves amount to 38.68 million stalks.  Lanshan and Jianghua counties have 
a substantial amount of moso bamboo.  (3) Undiversified farming and a low 
level of production.  Grain accounts for more than 90 percent of the area 
sown to farm crops.  Since water conservancy facilities are rudimentary, the 
actual extent to which crops may be guaranteed from farmlands is low.  In 
addition the percentage of dryland grain is high; farming is extensive 
rather than intensive; and grain yields are low.  In 1975, yields averaged 
745 jin per mu.  This included yields averaging less than 700 jin per mu in 
Jianghua and Jiangyong counties.  Grain yields averaged 701 jin per capita. 
Cash crops have developed substantially in recent years.  In area sown and 
gross output, sugarcane and flue-cured tobacco amount to 35 and 20 percent 
of the totals for the southern Hunan region. 

Development of forestry in this region should concentrate primarily on rais- 
ing the timber output rate of existing forestlands, strengthening all-round 
production, and building new type bases made up of different kinds of forest 
trees such as Chinese fir, pine, miscellaneous trees, and bamboo, good per- 
formance in multiple uses of forestry sideline products, and appropriate 
expansion of the economic forest area (such as suitable development of tung 
oil forests in limestone mountainlands).  Mountainlands are wet and foggy 
so tea grows fast there; many pickings are possible; and quality is good.' 
More commune and brigade tea farms should be developed and there should be 
steady expansion of the tea plantation and picking area, promotion of 
superior varieties, increase in quantity, and improvement of quality. The 
farming industry should place most emphasis on increasing yields per unit 
of area, expanding the cultivated area as conditions permit. Farmland 
capital construction should be actively developed, fertilization increased, 
and general methods suited to specific circumstances for a readjustment of 
crop patterns and the multiple cropping system. 
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Chapter 6.  Western Hunan Agricultural Region 

The western Hunan mountainland agricultural region is located in the western 
part of the province.  It includes the Western Hunan Tujia Nationality and 
Miao Nationality Autonomous Zhou, Qianyang Prefecture, Shimen and Cili coun- 
ties in Changde Prefecture, Anhua County in Yiyang Prefecture, Xinhua County 
in Lianyuan Prefecture, and Longhui, Dongkou, Wugang, Suining, Chengbu, and 
Xinning counties in Shaoyang Prefecture.  The whole region consists of 31 
counties and two municipalities, and covers an area of approximately 79,800 
square kilometers, which is 37.7 percent of the total area of the province. 
It is the region with the largest area among Hunan Province's four major 
agricultural regions. 

In 1979 the Western Hunan Agricultural Region had a population of 12.56 
million, or 24 percent of the provincial total.  This included an agricul- 
tural population of 11.55 million, or 92 percent of the region's total 
population.  It had members of the Tujia nationality, Miao nationality, 
Dong nationality, Yao nationality and Zhuang nationality making it the 
region in the province with the greatest concentration of fraternal nationali- 
ties.  In accordance with the party's nationality policies, the Western Hunan 
Tujia Nationality and Miao Nationality Autonomous Zhous, two Dong nationality 
autonomous counties in Xinhuang and Tongdao, and the Chengbu Miao Nationality 
Autonomous County were established. 
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First Section. Agricultural Production Conditions 

1. Terrain Features and Their Effects on Cultivated Land 

(1) Terrain Features 

The mountainlands are vast and rise and fall precipitously. Mountainlands 
occupy about 80 percent of the total area of the Western Hunan Region. 
Elevation ranges from 500 to 1,000 meters above sea level, and the terrain 
consists mostly of intermediate and low mountains.  In northwestern Hunan, 
the Wuling Shan tower, and in southwestern Hunan, the Xuefeng Shan coil 
around. The main peak of the Xuefeng Shan, Luowengbamian Shan, rises to a 
height of 2,174 meters. Relative height ranges from 300 to 700 meters. 
Mountain ranges rise one after another and ravines fall away steep and deep. 
A vast amount of land suitable for forestry and animal husbandry lies in 
the vast mountains. Throughout the region, 84,426,000 mu of land, or more 
than 70 percent of the region's total land area is used for forestry. This 
is 45 percent of the total land area in the province devoted to forestry. 
In addition there is 26.77 million mu of barren mountains and cut-over land 
which is 53 percent of the total barren mountain and cut-over land area in 
the whole province.  The region has more than 10 million mu of grassy 
mountains and slopes. A preliminary survey conducted in Qianyang Prefecture 
shows 7.79 million mu of grassy mountains and slopes suited to the raising 
?n nnleStOCk'     Th±S includes continuous tracts of grasslands of more than 
10,000 mu each at 155 different places.  Conditions favor development of 
agriculture in mountain regions; however, there are definite limits on the 
reclamation of land for farming.  The region presently has 12.97 million mu 
of cultivated land, or 10.8 percent of the region's total land area. 

Karst topography is well developed and exists over a wide area. Twenty-four 
of 31 counties, or 77.4 percent of all counties in the region, have karst 
topography.  In each of the counties of the northwestern autonomous zhou, 
as well as m Shimen and Cili, surface material is principally limestone 
with sandy shale second. Karsting is widespread and most developed in tree- 
less limestone uplands.  It is found mostly in the northern part of 
Fenghuang County at Shirongqi in Yongshun County, at Sanchacun in Dayong 
County, and to the northwest of a line running from Chengguanzhen in Cili 
County to Weixinchang in Shimen County.  The terrain declines gradually from 
the northwest to the southeast giving rise to multi-level mesas, some of 
the best developed of which are 800 to 1,000 meters high and have broad flat 
tops, maintaining somewhat the appearance of high plateaus.  The soil layer 
is fairly thick and suitable for cultivation or else for development as 
livestock farms.  Lowlands and eroded valleys are suited to development of 
paddyfields. However, most of the surface water flows from fissures and 
caverns, so drought is an ever present threat.  Springs and underground 
streams frequently crop up in the treeless limestone uplands and limestone 
mountamlands, and on associated wooded escarpments, and are a possible 
source of water for farmlands.  But the water temperature is low, and the 
water contains much calcium, which can result in cold, waterlogged fields 
or yashi soil fields. During the rainy season, the hemmed-in lowlands and 
the eroded valleys are frequently in danger of waterlogging and water 
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Stagnation as a result of the accumulation of rainfall and the gushing forth 
of large quantities of ground water. 

Xinhua, Longhui, Dongkou, Wugang, and Xinning counties on the southeastern 
side of the Xuefeng Shan are crisscrossed with karsted hills and karsted 
plains.  North and south of the Dongkou County county seat in the eastern 
foothills of Xuefeng Shan in the area from Menggong City to Yangqi Commune 
in Xinhua County are diluvial and alluvial downlands.  This region is suit- 
able for development of dryland crops, citrus, and tea. 

Southwest of a line running through Yuanling, Chenxi, Huaihua, and Xupu, as 
well as in Jingxian County, are found karsted low mountains and hills and 
karsted red soil hill-like plains. The limestone and red soil hill-like 
plains at Liangshuijing in Yuanling, in Huaihua, and in Jingxian as well as 
the eroded lowlands of Chenxi and Tianwan are places where farming is 
fairly well developed. 

Narrow valleys are numerous and basins dot the region like stars in the sky. 
The western Hunan region has been powerfully uplifted by new diastrophic 
movements, and the cutting action of rivers has been intense, creating 
narrow valleys several hundred meters deep. There is little cultivated land 
in these narrow valleys where the hours of sunshine are short and where 
mountain-shaded fields are numerous. Nevertheless, water power resources^ 
are plentiful in these narrow valleys.  In parts of the western Hunan region, 
basins have been imbedded like stars among the lofty ranges, and most are 
traversed by rivers. Fairly large basins include the Sanzhi Basin, the 
Dayong Basin, and the Cili Basin along the shores of the Li Shui, plus the 
Anjiang Basin, the Zhijiang Basin, the Huaihua Basin, and the Xupu Basin in 
the Yuan Shui drainage area.  To the east of Xuefeng Shan lie the Xinhua 
and Lianyuan basins, and the Dongkou, Longhui, and Shaoyang basins, only 
parts of which lie within this region.  In addition, there is the Longshan 
Basin in the northwest corner of the province.  These basins are broad with 
developed alluvial plains and downlands. They are the places in western 
Hunan region where population and cultivated land are concentrated and where 
agriculture is well developed. 

(2)  Three Major Features of Cultivated Land 

The high mountains, deep valleys, and steep slopes have resulted in the 
following three features for cultivated land in the western Hunan region: 

First is marked changes in the vertical location of cultivated land. The 
table provided below (Table 100) shows 8 million mu, or 59.3 percent of the 
total cultivated land area, to be below 500 meters, with paddyfields at this 
elevation accounting for 63.2 percent of the entire region's paddyfield area. 
This is the region's farming heartland. Above 800 meters is 1.87 million mu 
of cultivated land, or 14 percent of the region's total cultivated land area, 
with drylands here accounting for 22.1 percent of the region's total dryland 
area. A very large percentage of the province's high and cold mountain 
region cultivated land area lies here. 
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Table 100. 

(a) 

(e) 

(j) 

GO 
(1) 

(m) 

Table Comparing Cultivated Land Distribution at Different Eleva- 
tions in the Western Hunan Region1 

8 K         B         Ä (b)* EB (c)* ± *     9.  J? ±   -k   Vr 

(*) 
(f) 

CJJB) 

fi*BSIS 

ft lt^t(%) 

(f) 
m    w, 
Of«) 

£fll±&ffif? 

ft K »(50 

(f) 
Bö      W-.' 
OTB) ft &± (50 

500* «T 610 63.2 190 51.1 800 59.8 

500—800* 250 25.9 100 26.8 350 26.2 

800*y± 105 10.9 82 22.1 187 14.0 

&             tt 965 100 372 100 1337 100 

1. This table is based on 1973 figures, which diverge slightly from 1949 
statistical figures. 

Key: 
a, 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
8- 

Elevation above sea level 
Wetlands 
Drylands 
Total of wetlands and drylands 
Meters 
Area (10,000 mu) 
Percentage of total wetland 
area 

h. 

j- 
k. 
1. 
m. 

Percentage of total dryland 
area 
Percentage of total culti- 
vated land area 
500 meters and below 
500-800 meters 
More than 800 meters 
Total 

Second, a large percentage of cultivated land is drylands, the most in the 
whole province  Of the 12.97 million mu of cultivated land in the region? 
3.6 million mu is drylands.  This is 28 percent of the region's total culti- 
vated land area and 32 percent of the province's total drjlands Irea.  Con- 
sequently, emphasis on both wetland and dryland farming and on paddy rice 
and dryland gram production are of extremely major importance in the 
western Hunan region.  (Figure 55) 

disoe;.S
eofifdS af hl8her th3n the Wat6r SUpplv> and titivated land is 

S     r La.  ,6 T3-  ^ the W6Stern Hunan regi°n' —tains are high; valleys are deep; and slopes are steep, with the result that fields are high 
while water is low.  The lifting of water is of extremely major significance 

llc^eATZ't^TCaUSe f  the effefS °f the mount--" very greft dif"r! f?flM«nJ       ,  concentration or dispersal of farmland.  River valley 
flatland areas and high mountain tableland areas form continuous tracts for 

IZZ,  -      U rUI^ai?land narrow vallev reSions there are numerous "little 
mounds,  and "conical hills with some flat land at the base," but very little 

exat?r
S naCt farmland-  Terraced fields on slopes are numerous as! for 

SZ ,; ln Qianyang Prefecture where "'5 Percent of the 620,000 mu of dry- 
lands are on slopes.  Approximately 60 percent of the drylands have a 
gradient greater than 25 degrees; the soil layer is thin; and farming is 
done only with difficulty.  The space between terraces on terraced SeWs 

metlrsT      rUnnlng * ^^^  1_1'5 meterS and &S hi§h as more than 3 
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(g)ÜM1:200fi 

60%«_t 

*41—60% 

1 21—40% 

20%«T 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

Figure 55.  Classification Map Showing Drylands as a Percentage of Cultivated 
Land Area in the Western Hunan Agricultural Region 

Key: 
a. Legend 
b. Classification based on calculations made from 1975 data 
c. Drylands greater than 60 percent of cultivated area 
d. Drylands between 41 and 60 percent of cultivated area 
e. Drylands between 21 and 40 percent of cultivated area 
f. Drylands less than 20 percent of cultivated area 
g. Scale: 1:2,000,000 
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(3) Five Types of Wetlands 

l?ftlfrielf\in  th±S r!8±0n may be di^ded into five kinds as a result of the effects of terrain and topography, as follows: 

River-side fields, most of them along the banks of the Li Shui, Yuan Shui, 
Zi Shui and their tributaries, mostly below 500 meters above sea level ana 
concentrated in basins where the terrain spreads out, light and heat condL 

m^elv^O 800d' th%S\il iS fertil6' and Water resourcesSplentiful  Ipproxi- 
and sman sE^V* ^ ^^ area ±8 in SUch places'  Some intermediate 
IrLl^l]    SJZ%Tater c°nservancy Projects and electromechanical drainage and 
tionr^fa^1^.^ been est^^ed, ,nd water conservancy condV 

Creek-side fields. These are found on both banks of creeks and brooks and 
account for approximately 25 percent of the wetland area. Some water con- 
ditionpities exist and the drop in streams is great proving goo" 
conditions for development of turbine pumps and small hydroelectric stations. 

Mountain alluvial fields. These are found mostly at the headwaters of 
mountain creeks and brooks and account for 12 percent of the wetland Lea 

SS III TeTlTfShaiet  COld' Wferl0g8ed fie'dS; Water --ervancy Siii- 
furrowrJrf

a V" betWeen' and irrigation by channeling water along 
furrows and flood irrigation is practiced everywhere. 

Mountain slope fields.  These are terraced fields on mountain slopes where 

SSalinSeZnCy C0ndi!l0nS *" P°or' -d the fields rely mostly^n Natural 
account for ZVr^SPringS "J 8*°Und Wat6r may also be used-  Such fields account for about 25 percent of the total wetland area. 

Flat top high mountain fields.  Tableland fields at an elevation of around 
500 meters m western Hunan are called flat top high mountain fields! lit 
are found on high mountain tablelands, and account for about 8 percent of 
the total wetland area. Most fields lie in continuous tracts; water con- 

fields ^r^10*8 are PO°r; P°Pulati°n i« «Parse relative to the amount of fields; and farming is extensive rather than intensive. 

2.  Soil and Its Utilization Characteristics 

VertictrLnli^ib^tio^10118 in SOil *°ther ^^^i^   Striking Pattern of 

In Xuefeng Shan, the soil-forming mother material is mostly phyllite shale 
and slate. The region between Zhenqi to Yuanling is one of high concentra"!' 

of °L: enfshaT 1" T^ ^     In ^ ^ Shan region at^th 'east of Xuefeng Shan,  limestone predominates.     Granite is found in southern Xuou 

7ol^Zn    ^8hUi'  and fUthern Chengbu-     Re8i-al differences in soil-      '  ' 
nature8of°th:r ^J^1* ^ fought about regional differences in the 
nature of the region's soil.     (Table 101) 

They 
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Table 101. Relationship of Different Mother Materials to Fertility 

*2 
IßT 

(g)_f 
(h)   .- 

m. * 

£ 

(i)  &   fe   K   * 
(j) am"*" 
(k)   it       .« 

T^FT 
2.87 

2.8 

3.75 

2.8 

1.73 

1.78 

12.10 

X ft Jt/B 

28,47 

23.93 

H > % 

0.182 

25.20 

2.75 

5.98 

2.89 

42.99 

30.31 

0.135 

0.160 

0.114 

4f it % 
1.97 

1.52 

1.84 

0.106 

1.53 

1.38 

(Based on Hunan Paddyfield Rice Farming Investigation and Study Report) 

Key: 
a. Mother material 
b. Moisture (%) 
c. Effective phosphate 
d. Exchangeable potash 
e. Complete nitrogen 
f. Organic matter 

(jin/mu) 
(j in/mu) 

g- 
h. 
i. 
j- 
k. 

Limestone 
Phyllitic shale 
Purple shale 
Granite 
Alluvium 

The yellow earth derived from limestone in northwestern Hunan is neutral to 
slightly alkaline and is suited for the growing of trees such as tung oil 
Chinese tallow, lacquer, Eucommia, glossy privet, and Chinese sumac. Paddy- 
fields developed from limestone and purple shale have fairly clayey soil, 
and the soil contains substantial amounts of nitrate nutrients.  Soil 
derived from limestone contains substantial amounts of calcium and is 
prone to form into mud balls. Yashini soil is found over a wide area, and 
is lacking in both organic material and effective phosphate.  Soils 
developed from purple shale have an effective phosphate content that is 
1.37 to 4.5 times that of soils developed from other mother materials. 
Purole soils are suited to the growing of cedar, but not Chinese fir.  Soils 
developed from slate are fri*blS and ventilated, with plentiful nutrients. 
They are suitable for the growing of Chinese fir.  Soils that have developed 
from granite mother material are fairly light; they contain little nitrate 
but usually substantial potash. Their ability to retain water and ferti- 
lizer is fairly poor, however.  Some lack potash as a result of leaching. 
The granite rock area is fairly vast, and the surface soil covering it is 
prone to peel off with winter freezing making it bad for the growing of 

Chinese fir. 

In western Hunan where mountain ranges roll on one after another and the 
land rises and falls sharply, variations in the vertical pattern of soil 
distribution are striking. Yellow earth and purple earth are found mostly 
below 500 meters. Mountainland yellow and red soils are found mostly 
between 500 and 1,000 meters. Mountainland brown soil is found at between 
1 000 to 1,400 meters. Mountainland meadowland soil is found above 1,400 
meters. Agricultural soil also exhibits a pattern of vertical variation. 
See the following table (Table 102) for distribution characteristics and 

properties. 
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Table 102. Distribution Characteristics and Properties of Western Hunan 
Regxon Agricultural Soils 

Areas of distribution 

Wetland Soils 

Soil properties 

Sandy chaoni 
soil 

Black ni 
soil 

Baishan ni 

Found on both banks of the 
main stream and tributaries of 
the Yuan, Li, and Zi rivers. 
Formed as a result of flooding 
with silting. 

Found mostly near building 
sites on flat terrain. 

Found in fairly flat places in 
mountain regions, on ridged 
fields on slopes, and on 
fairly wide mountain alluvial 
fields. 

Soil layer is friable and fer- 
tile. Where light conditions 
are good, it is suited to the 
growing of a wide variety of 
crops. Poor water and ferti- 
lizer retention. 

Deep soil layer, thick culti- 
vable layer, fertile, plenti- 
ful nitrogen, suitable for 
growing a wide range of crops. 

Thick soil layer, clayey soil, 
strong water and fertilizer 
retention, lower layer clayey 
and leathery. 

Maganni 
soil 

Huangni 
soil 

Cold sandy 
ni soil 

Rock debris 
soil 

Found in ridged fields at the 
foot of gently sloping hills 
in the purple rock region of 
Yuanling and Zhenqi counties. 

Found in slope fields and 
terraced fields in large 
mountain areas or at the foot 
of large mountains and on 
tablelands of low mountains 
and hills. 

Found in high mountains on 
both sides of cold water 
narrow valleys and creeks. 

Formed mostly from drift 
deposit or cliff debris on 
valley floors. 

Lacking in nitrates; plentiful 
phosphate and potash. 

Tends to be heavy and of mod- 
erate fertility.  Soil maturity 
poor in some fields, with 
slight organic content. 

Much sand and little clay; poor 
soil quality, low fertility as 
a result of mountain floods. 
Cold water in high mountains 
causes delay in season. 

Soil layer contains numerous 
pieces of stone, which makes 
for difficulty in farming, low 
fertility, loss of fertility 
and loss of water. 
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Areas of distribution Soil properties 

Yashini      Found mostly in low ridged 
soil        fields and in fairly low- 

lying alluvial fields in 
mountain regions. 

Cold water-  Found mostly in mountain 
logged      valley mountain alluvium in 
fields      mountain regions. 

Clayey; water and fertilizer 
do not mix in soil. 

High water table, deep mud, 
poor drainage, inadequate 
sunlight, low soil and water 
temperature. 

Dryland Soils: 

Sandy chao 
soil 

Heini soil 

Yellow 
sandy soil 

Yellow soil 

Magan soil 

Rock debris 
soil 

Found on both banks of 
rivers. 

Found mostly near inhabited 
sites. 

Found mostly on fairly 
precipitous mountain slopes. 

Found mostly in hills, table- 
lands, and at mid-level on 
mountains. 

Considerable amount in 
Zhenqi, Huaihua and Yuanling 
counties, and on gentle 
mountain slopes. 

Found generally on fairly 
steep mountain slopes. 

Mostly an intermediate soil 
that is friable and fertile 
and suited for the growing of 
a wide variety of crops. 

Thick soil layer, abundant 
organic matter, easily tilled. 

Soil is friable and porous. 
Manure decomposes readily; 
poor water and fertilizer 
retention. 

Moderate soil fertility; dead 
yellow soil is clayey, acidic, 
infertile, and dry. 

Soil layer fairly thick; con- 
siderable phosphate and potash; 
most suitable for the growing 
of peanuts, pulse crops, and 
sweet potatoes. 

Shallow soil layer with numer- 
ous pieces of rock. 

(2) Characteristics of Soil Use and Nurture 

Use and nurture of soil means a change from allowing the soil to lie fallow 
to nurturing it and using it at the same time.  Farming used tobe done xn a 
fairly extensive manner in the western Hunan region, and the mam way xn 
which the conflict between land use and land nurture was solved was by 
allowing the land to lie fallow.  Up until the time of liberatxon, wetlands 
depended mostly on storage of water in the fields themselves to resist 
drought, and the fields were completely inundated durxng winter.  Thouf 
winter flooding of fields helped the accumulation of organic matter and the 
latent fertility of the soil was also fairly high, nevertheless the long-term 
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drowning of fields in winter meant that the soil had vPrv nn-i«,     fc  - 
for sunning and weathering, and it was in an aneroMcllltl' oalC£££, 
of txme.  In addition, with the long winter immersion,     particles dxf 
persed; mud balls gradually floated upward then sank; soil temperature 

ff ;,°,rganiC^tter and nltrates de«^Posed with difficulty and the soil 
could not be easily tilled. Most important, during the winter fallow or 
wxnter xmmersion periods, it was all nurture and J use. After Iteration 

way* to w^teerrpTaSnr
lly 8T ^ t0 Wlnter dryneSS' 3nd winLr Lll w°gave 

crops  Thus Sf ??   ?,C?ange t0 the rotation °f wetland and dryland crops  Thus, the soil could be used to a high degree and soil fertili^ 

earned t^alnV^^ f ^ '— ^ Asf~  " ~"Ian fare'1 o'n- 
thosf t^w    ? dx"erence between fields that are immersed in winter and 
those that are kept dry in winter are as follows: 1) Winter-floodedl^L 
are drowned year-round while fields that remain dry in w^ter are dry exceot 

during It  Peri°Vhe ?addy is 8rowinS - them.  2) In ^ter^fSda 
til? tl%    me °f.  irri§atlon moist^e percolates downward from the surface 

ClLrVtLmaVd'ifT"'100^ * *"■ VlrtUally n° m°Vement °f water occur". 
n LHJ     difference between winter-flooded and winter-dry fields lies 

propertxesferenCe " m°1StUre C°nditi°nS that *ives ^ to changes In soil 

Going from widespread use of the soil's natm-ai forfji,-,. t 

sou: up until liberation, slash and burn facing"* L ° "«"^^1; 
the western Hunan region. Though this practice enlaced thfcultrvated lid 
area and was a way of making wide use of the soil's nfrural fert111?» ,1 

re^cefLiiiKti^^xr^,^ S2TS- r'jr -1—" 
brought under control   Tn ^!   v   » 7      &nd burn farminS has been 

steadxiy, and thxs has reduced the amount of fertibVaHnr, „-F «-T,0 

thxs regxon is quickening the pace in increasing levels of fertilization in 

assg high^df^bie^^b— --- - p-cirr-in 

centage of cold waterlogged fields is in prSSss of^eS^inT This'"" 
reflects development away from wide use of the soil's natural'fertilitv 
toward nurturing the soil.  Nevertheless, the percentage of farSand L 
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Figure 57. 

Table 103. 

Scale: 1:3,000,000 

Map Showing Distribution of the Average Soil Erosion Modulus for 
Many Years in the Western Hunan Agricultural Region 

Table Showing the Percentage of Wetlands Producing Low and 
Inconsistent Yields and Consistently High Yields in Qianyang 
Prefecture and the Western Hunan Autonomous Zhou in 1975 and 

1973 

(a) ffiüö^e*ffl<ft> 

1973*F 

1975*f- 

tt 
16% 

9.8% 

3=r 
25.2% 

19.9% 

(d) 

n% 

'19% 

Note: Not all fields with low and inconsistent yields have been listed but 
rather only cold waterlogged fields and fields dependent on raxnfall for 

comparison purposes. 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

Low and inconsistent farmland (Note) 
Cold waterlogged fields 
Fields dependent on rainfall 
Consistently high yield farmland 
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(3) Vast Sources of Fertilizer and Great Potential for Use 

First of all, the western Hunan region has plentiful soil resources, much 
reclaimable wasteland, much grassland, and abundant livestock fodder  It 
holds great potential for the opening of fodder bases, development of an 
animal husbandry industry, hog raising, and the collection of manure. 
Secondly, many of its fields are flooded with water during winter  A chance 

Z2r?nZll llT-i^ t0  Winter Planting W°Uld hel* P-ductilnof grei ange 

r ^hl V    °n; green m°untains abound> and mountainlands can be used 
to establish manure bases.  Third, the region has a long history ir the 

^ISTT  /°0dT P11-1*"1** Plants and rape, and it is suited to the 
growing of woody oil-bearing plants and rape.  Potential for development of 

S^Vhp" I"! 1S 8reat'  F°Urth' th6re 1S an ab-dance of minerals for 
conditJnn"^ lnfSt7' and hldV°V™eV  SUPply ±S readily at hand-  Thus, conditions for development of a chemical fertilizer industry are good. 

SysttmOSPherlC Temperature Characteristics and Their Effects on the Crop 

(1) Atmospheric Temperature Characteristics 

IsTresult oftbe^ T^ *" ^     COld Weather arr±VeS earl? in «*u»a. As a result of the northeast-southwest orientation of the mountain ranees of 
the wesrern Hunan region, with Huping Shan and Badagong Shan alon"g the§ 

Vlav  a defiSt" aV ™Tlh±ih  elTtl0n ab°Ve S6a ^ the «inlands 
III  result tL ^ ln  rk^ng thS fl°W °f C°ld and Warm air currents. As a result, the climate of this region is characterized by moderate winters 
and cool supers.  Temperatures throughout the region average 16°C-17!3°C 

TlZrt B lUnU±ug  thrOUgh ChengbU' Sulnin^ and -JingxLn, and west of 
av ra:eri:sTthan°il"C

SanKhi; ^f^' ^ ^^ ^ an™al temperature 
the eist ttlhl i I.  ^ frost-free period is longer than in places to 
the east at the same latitude.  For example, it is 7 days longer in Jishou 
than m Changsha, and 5 days longer in Zhijiang than in Shuanffeng  Low 
temperature is generally above -7°C, higher than at the same latitude ™ the 

S
e  .  1 reg"°n-  The abSOlUte minimUm ^perature isopleth also tends 

to decline from the east toward the southwest and northwest.  January 

re7ioenatTS "T"8" h±^J  than at the same latitude to the eaS o^this 
n Re  ;• ln m°t    y6arS' the January temperature averages 5.1°C in Dayong 
°1°C S than 7or

Cban§de-  In Cili> the January temperature average!' 
4.9 C which is 0.7°C higher than at Yueyang.  In July/the average tempera- 
ture is usually below 28°C, which is lower than any place elslin the 

andVtheCe;elati
a ^-V* ^ ^^ °f S°lar rad±ati°n after August, and the relatively high topography, the temperature drops rapidly in 

isUtfSly Wh1' Tb6" W±ndS CT 6\rly; Snd th6ir P-babilityPof occurrence 
iL! I■ 8   ^f meanS that the P^blem of safe full heading of the 
late rice crop must be taken into consideration. 

Welter* °f Tllght and substantial variations in daily temperatures: 
lit T    ^an r nUmerous mountains and large numbers of clouds, so it gets 
less sunshine than other regions.  The region gets between 1 273 and 1 642 
hours of sunshine each year, most of it during'july anHugust  Ovt the 
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years, Jishou has averaged 1,345 hours of sunshine, Dayong 1,528 hours and 
Huayuan 1,312 hours versus 1,771 hours for Changde, 1,849 hours for Yueyang, 
and 1,803 hours for Xiangyin. The sunny day rate for the western Hunan 
region ranges from 30 to 37 percent, and total radiation ranges from 91.2 to 
104.0 kilocalories per square centimeter per year, generally decreasing from 
east to west.  Between April and October, the average daily temperature 
variation is greater than 8.2°C, and between July and October the average 
daily temperature variation at Dongkou reaches more than 18 C. April 
through October is the period when paddy rice, cotton and fruits grow and 
ripen* and great variations in daily temperatures are beneficial to these 

crops' accumulation of fiber. 

Marked vertical temperature change, seasonal changes becoming greater with 
elevation: Vertical temperature changes are marked in western Hunan._ 
Generally speaking, the variation in temperature for each 100 meter rise in 
elevation is the same as for each degree of latitude. Take, for example, the 
Shimen County Meteorology Station (N 29°40» and 80.2 meters above sea level) 
and the Dongshanfeng Meteorology Station (H 29-51' and 1,461 meters above 
sea level), a difference of 1,370.8 meters in elevation. However, the 
temperature variation between the two stations is as though the one at the 
higher elevation were at N 13°46'.  Shimen's temperature is like that of the 
intermediate sub-tropics, while Dongshanfeng's is like that of Changchun. 
Stween 5o5 and 800 meters, the frost-free period is 250-260 days between 
11 and 32 days less than below 500 meters.  Temperature climbs back early 
but rises slowly. Above 800 meters, the frost-free period is about 230 days. 
In early spring, warmth returns slowly and during both spring and fall cold 
currents are strong making the growing season short. These things affect 
crop growth and planning. Marked changes in vertical temperature variations 
have been beneficial to the southward movement of living things from the 
north. Within the region, between 500 and 600 kinds of medicinal herbs 
from the north have moved southward. 

(2) Atmospheric Temperature and Development of Two Paddy Crops 

Proper time for sowing early rice: Choosing the right time for sowing early 
rice requires consideration of when weather conditions will favor the sowing 
and sprouting of early rice so as to avoid seedling rot.  It also requires 
consideration of the young panicle differentiation, heading, and flowering 
periods so as to avoid damage from low temperatures.  In addition, it 
requires consideration of whether the late rice crop in a double crop system 
will be able to come into full head safely before the arrival of the cold dew 
winds. The main danger in sowing and sprouting of the early rice crop, and 
the cause of seedling rot is cold waves. The pattern of cold wave occur- 
rence is generally the same in this region as elsewhere m the province. 
During late March and early April, cold waves are frequent andstrong. After 
mid-April the frequency of cold waves diminishes, their intensity weakens, 
and they endure for shorter periods of time. During mid and late ^cn 
cold waves take place mostly between the 14th and the 23rd, and between the 
28th and the 31st. During early April they occur mostly between the 2nd and 
the 5th, and between the 9th and the 11th, The best time for the sowing and 
sprouting of early rice is when daily temperature averages more than 11 C for 
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3 consecutive days (figured in conjunction with the Provincial Meteoroloev 
Bureau-determined best sowing and sprouting time for early rxce of more ?han 
5 consecutive days of daily temperatures averaging more than 11°C)  Prob- 
abilities for favorable weather for the sowing and sprouting of rice in 

Sble^TaMri^:118 ^ ^ "* ^ ^ *" ^ * ^ ^^ 

Table 104.  Probability of Favorable Weather for the Sowing and Sprouting of 
Early Rice During Late March and Early April in the Western 
nunan Region 

(a) 
A 

(b)   # * * ft tB m *  M 
(%) <C )   HüitSSS Slot 

«±HjaMjRtt «i* <%> 
;d)H    fl    T   ft    (je)E £     ±    ft (d£ £   T   ft    |(e)a   n   ±   ft 

(£) S3 It 72 66 u 100 

(g) m U. 60 92 18 100 

(h) m R 64                1 82 45 100 

(i) |T tt •     62 82 39 100 

(j) -k * .73 80 45 100 

(k) Ä RJ 78 95 20 100 

Key: 
a. 
b. 

d. 
e. 
f. 

of average daily temperature stabilized 

g- 
h. 

J- 
k. 

Location 

earlfrxce7 ^  ** faV°rable W6ather for the ^W±ng  and sprouting of 

Cumulative probability (%) 
at above 10°C 
Last 10 days of March 
First 10 days of April 
Jingxian 
Zhij iang 
Yuanling 
Jishou 
Dayong 
Wugang 

The foregoxng table shows that for all parts of the western Hunan region 
around Qxngming [5 April] the probability that favorable weatneTfor tne' 
sowing and sprouting of rice will occur is greater than 80 percent  By early 

till kill tTcXrl  \6 Pr^abilit^ that dai^ average temperature will LSi-7 

at the tlil LS ITt^    iS ****?''     ThUS' * rUSh t0 plant should be *** 
of Srch and tL L   •   ff*?? "*  the beglnning of the warm at the end 

f*
r\and the beginning of April. The lower temperature limit for the 

le  tSn1! »Cn IheT8 "T p3nlCleS ±S ^ ^  '«*«««• adages 
*h™ Tfi    I r temPerature limit for heading and flowering is 

less tnany2S°CPforrtUre *£***?  l6SS ^ 2°°C'     ^erftures equS   or less than 20 C for more than 5 consecutive days will hurt early rice hea<H™ 
and flowering. Probabilities for the occurrence of average daily^mperltuLs 
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equal to or less than 17°C and equal to or less than 20°C for each 10-day 
period during May and June in the western Hunan region are shown m the 
following table (Table 105): 

Table 105. Probability (%) of Occurrence of Temperatures of Less Than 17°C 
and Less Than 20°C for More Than 5 Consecutive Days Durxng May 
and June in the Western Hunan Region 

(a) 

(k) 

(n)   * 

(o)   * 

(p)   * 

(q) 

(r)   * 

(h) W & 

(i) 1E ff 

(j)   S      R 

4%\*i 

(1)   *    a 
(m)   * JSf 

m 

H- 

13 

10 

dfl'Vft ! ^Mi« t^Vtt i £¥±.® |. ^f»* 

23 

35 

16 

24 

24 

17 

11 

16 

20 

Cd) 
S?   ®   *   ft 

1962—1975 

1954—1975 

1956—1975 

1952—1975 

1956—1975 

1957—1974 

1959—1975 

1958—1975 

1957—1975 

1957—1975 

195: -1974 

Key: 
a. 
b. 

d. 
e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 

Location 
Probability of average daily temperature 
of less than 17°C for 5 consecutive days 
Probability of average daily temperature 
of less than 20°C for 5 consecutive days 
Years of data 
Middle 10 days of May 
Last 10 days of May 
First 10 days of June 
Jingxian 

i. Zhij iang 

3- Yuanling 
k. Jishou 
1. Huayuan 
m. Dayong 
n. Longshan 
o. Sangzhi 

P- Cili 

q- Longhui 
r. Wugang 

The foregoing table shows the following:  (1) The probability that low 
temperature weather will occur during the middle 10 days of May with average 
daily temperatures as low as 17°C prevailing for more than 5 consecutive 
days is less than 13 percent.  During the last 10 days of May throughout 
western Hunan there are no occurrences of average daily temperatures as low 
as 17°C prevailing for 5 consecutive days.  (2) The probability of tempera- 
tures lower than 20°C occurring for more than 5 consecutive days during the 
last 10 days of May is more than 23 percent for Longshan, Huayuan, Yuanling, 
and Zhijiang, and less than 20 percent for Sangzhi, Dayong, Cili, Jishou, 
Longhui, Jingxian, and Wugang. After the first 10 days of June there are no 
periods of 5 days or more when daily temperatures average less than 20 C. 
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It takes approximately 58 days for early ripening varieties of early rice in 

vn,™ riCe iCr°P Ttem, fr°m the tlme °f SOwinS until tbe differentiation of 
7Z.  P^ni:les! lxt  takes ab°ut 76 days until heading and flowering. For 
intermediate ripening varieties of early rice in a two crop system! it takes 
about 65 days from the time of sowing until the differentiation of young 
panicles, and it takes about 84 days until heading and the beginning of 
flowering._ A look at the biological characteristics of different varieties 
cL ll I1**  lnuS tW° Cr°P SyStem in exjunction with weather conditions 
shows that for the western Hunan region the period between the end of M^rch 
and the first 10 days of April is the clear weather time for getting in on 

late It °ld W"at- and the be§innin§ °f warm weather to Jlant medium- 
late maturing varieties.  The period from the last 10 days of March until 

^hHrolT ?L 5 I'"11 1S.^en,Tly matUrin8 VarietiL should beTut into 
DerlSr^;  ^  makes possible fullest use of temperature so that the 
period of development of different varieties falls during favorable 
meteorological conditions.  In particular, the heading and flowering period 
does not take place during the last 10 days of May when daily temperatures 
average less than 20°C for 5 consecutive days.  Instead, healing and flower- 
ing occur when there is plenty of sunshine and there are great daily 
temperature variations, and ripening occurs before autumn? 

Safe full heading of late rice in a double crop system: The full period of 

tTof?rTnl°t late  rlCe ln a d°Uble Cr°P SyStem °ccurs during tne'transi- tion from high temperatures to low temperatures. During this time prob- 

staL wT Small that,   l0W ten*eratures ^  occur during the Zotllf 
stage, but danger from low temperatures is great during the heading and 
AZZTrf  Sta8^ DTin§ SePtember and °ctober, cold and warm weather 
rtllZ  Wi  I      Sub-tr°Pical Wgh pressure that affects the western Hunan 
region begins to weaken as cold air from the north advances steadily south- 
ward.  Since the topography of the western Hunan region is relatively high 
autumn temperatures descend rapidly, frequently resulting in an abrupt 
temperature decline and continuous rainy, overcast weathfr.  Such weather is 
extraordinarily bad for the flowering and pollination of paddy riceand 

dailvetemL^Ch °f ^ "- ab°rtS 0r n° crop is harvested.  Leverage 
daily temperatures are equal to or less than 20°C for 3 days or more or 
when average daily temperatures are equal to or less than 20°C for 2'days 
or more with temperatures falling to 17°C for one day, both xian and in* 

srhoC;j:rtne 
S °f late  rlCVn a d°Uble Cr°P SyStem a- damaSed-  A tltT 

for late riefi T If *"  ^ ful1 headlng durlng different periods 
ine neriod for ^      • Cr°P/^n

tem in west^n Hunan shows the safe head- 
be early  I L* VT lnt  \d°?ble Cr°P SySt6m in WeStern Hunan tends to be early  A guaranteed safe heading rate of more than 80 percent after 

and JPin"aeritPL r/1117^0,L°n8h^-  ^ Day°ng' Cni» H«ayuan' ^-> and Xinhua, it is before 15 September; for Jishou, Yuanline, Zhiiiane 
Xupu, and Wugang, it is between 20 and 25 September.  For fongshan ft is 
before 10 September.  (Table 106) ^ongsnan, it is 
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Table 106. Guarantee Rate (%) for Safe Full Heading at Different Periods in 
Various Parts of Western Hunan 

(a) (b)    ft    IE    B    #   ÜE    * 

(g)    *- 
(h)     £.      .;tt 

(i)   ft      ft 

(j) 
(k) g a 

(1) * * 

(m)   * 

90% 

6/9 

11/9 

11/9 

11/9 

80% 

11/9 

50S 

16/9 

16/9 

16/9 

10/9 

111 

(n)    «      m 

(o)   »    m 

8/9 

5/9 

9/9 

10/9 

0 

(q)    * ft 

(r)    ft 

(s) 

17/9 

6/9 

16/9 

11/9 

12/9 

9/9 

12/9 

16/9 

26/9 

26/9 

26/9 

18/9 

18/9 

(c)* fl. (I) 

»•* & n B 

3/9    (1972) 

 (Ü 
ft 3S Jb *  B 

2/9    (1972) 

3/9    (1972) 

3/9    (1972) 

3/9    (1972) 

3/9    (1972) 

18/9 

17/9 

22/9 

14/9 

19/9 

22/9 

3/9    (1972) 

12/10 (1975) 

12/10 (1975) 

11/10 (1975) 

4/10 (1961.66) 

'5/10 (1962) 

13/10 (1967) 

27/9 

27/9 

24/9 

27/9 

3/9 

3/9    (1972) 

3/9    (1972) 

11/9    (1962) 

3/9    (1972) 

11/9    (1967) 

23/8    (1974) 

5/10 (1962) 

(f) 
K   »   ¥   ft 

1962—75 

1954—75 

1955—75 

1957—75 

1955—75 

1957—74 

14/10 (1962.63) 

7/10 (1955) 

17/10 (1964) 

6/10 (1966) 

11/10  (1966) 

13/9    (1975) 

1959—75 

1957—75 

1955—75 

1957—75 

1957—74 

1955—74 

1972—75 

(1) By cold dew winds is meant an average daily temperature of 20 C or less 
for more than 3 consecutive days or of 20°C or less for more than 2 days 
on 1 day of which the average daily temperature is 17°C or less. 

Key: 
a. Location 
b. Guaranteed days guarantee rate 
c. Cold dew winds (1) 
d. Earliest day of occurrence 
e. Latest day of occurrence 
f. Data years 
g. Jingxian 
h. Zhijiang 
i. Yuanling 
j. Jishou 

The foregoing presents the guarantee rate of different dates for safe full 
heading that have been worked out for conventional varieties of paddy 
planted as a late crop; they do not apply to hybrid rice varieties. This 
is because hybrid rice varieties cannot tolerate high temperatures or with- 
stand low temperatures during their heading periods. Results of compara- 
tive observations of meteorology during the booting and flowering stages, 
and of panicle growth and fruiting rates for early, intermediate and late 
hybrid rice conducted in 1976 by the Hunan Provincial Rice Institute con- 
firm that an average daily temperature equal to or greater than 30 C for 
any 11 or more of 15 consecutive days is a high temperature criterion for 

k. Huayuan 
1. Dayong 
m. Longshan 
n. Cili 
0. Xupu 

P- Longhui 

q- Xinhua 
r. Wugang 
s. Jiwei 
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safe full heading of intermediate hybrid paddy rice (Nanyou No 2). An 
average daxly temperature of less than 23°C for 4 consecutive days is a low 
temperature criterion for safe full heading of late hybrid paddy rice 
(Nanyou No 2).  On the basis of these two criteria, meteorological data 
from some meteorological observatories and stations in the western Hunan 
region have been used to propose safe heading periods for intermediate 
hybrid rice and for late hybrid rice. These data are provided for refer- 
ence below (Table 107 and Table 108): 

Table 107. Safe Full Heading Period for Intermediate Hybrid Rice in the 
Western Hunan Region 

(a) 

(b)s 

(c)* 

(d) a 

(e) 2 

(f)jB_ 

(g) S 

m 
m 

u. 

m- 

(h)    ÄEft*¥föX«tt!3EW» 

± m 

59,64 

64 

64 

61,62 
66,67 
62,66 
71 

62,67 

1P¥ 

76 

66 

±    *J 

66 

1^ 
69 

58 

63 

(i) 
ft   * 

(j) 
m    * 

40 

20 

«  ffi  * 
(JO 

60 

80 

26.3 

91 

100 

100 

73.7 

W80%« 

7JTHH 

5    ¥ 

ft 

ft 

1957—1976  ,    . 

1957—1976 
£20*p 

-&*- 
8Ä19B 

1954—1975 ,    . 
#22g      (U) 

1951—1975 ,   . 
*25^  (V) 

1962—1976 
_#Il£__(w) 

1957—1975  .    . 
£19*E      (x) 

High temperature danger criterion: When average daily temperature is equal 
to or greater than 30°C during any 11 days during a consecutive 15-day 
period. J 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 
i. 
j- 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
o. 
P- 
q- 
r. 
s. 
t. 
u. 
v. 
w. 
X. 

y- 

Name of station 
Cili 
Dayong 
Yuanling 
Zhij iang 
Jingxian 
Longhui 

Years of danger from high temperatures and times of occurrence 
Number of times 
Frequency (%) 
Guarantee rate for safe full heading (%) 
Dates when guarantee rate for safe heading is greater than 80 percent 
Data dates and number of years 
First 10 days of July 
Middle 10 days of July 
Last 10 days of July 
First 10 days of August 
Middle 10 days of August 
13 July 
Total of 20 years 
Total of 22 years 
Total of 25 years 
Total of 15 years 
Total of 19 years 
19 August 
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Table 108.     Safe Full Heading Period for Late Hybrid Paddy in the Western 
Hunan Region 

(a)     fti) ffi 

(cH 
(d)ffi 

(g)g 

tt      * 

(b),«    m 

m 
R 

(e)ie      ff 

(f)*   * 
0 

#* 

TR 
3t 

45% 

40% 

31.9% 

20% 

26.65 

21% 

r> ft 
0 ffi « » 

■JTr 
40% 

10 50% 

12 

36.3% 

48% " 

40% 

42% 

m 
10% 

10% 

22.7% 

28% 

20% 

26.3% 

+  (n) n 

<[ifc£?rffi 
*80%Ä 

et±«« 

5% 

9.3% 

4% 

13.3% 

10.5% 

%n   9H 

9B10B 

9J510B 

VW¥ ft 

1957—1976 
£20*      (u) 

1957—1976 
£20* 

1954—1975   .   . 
£22*       (V) 

1951—1975   .    ,. 
__£JMF__W 

1962—1976   .    . 
£15*       (X) 

1957—1975   ,    » 

Note: 1. Low temperature danger criterion: Average daily temperatures 
lower than 23°C for 4 consecutive days or more. 

2. A low temperature danger guarantee rate that is greater than 
80 percent is a safe heading period. 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 
i. 

j- 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
o. 
P- 
q- 
r. 
s. 
t. 
u. 
V. 
w. 
X. 

Name of station 
Cili 
Dayong 
Yuanling 
Zhij iang 
Jingxian 
Longhui 
Beginning dates for low temperature danger and times of occurrence 
Dates when guarantee rate for safe full heading is 80 percent or 
above 
Data dates and number of years 
First 10 days of September 
Middle 10 days of September 
Last 10 days of September 
October       ; 

Number of times 
Frequency 
7 September 
9 September 
10 September 
6 September 
Total of 20 years 
Total of 22 years 
Total of 25 years 
Total of 15 years 
Total of 19 years 
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Extent of development of double crops of rice:  In the western Hunan mountain 
region the effects of vertical temperature changes on development of two 
crops of rice are great.  (Table 109) 

Table 109. Comparison of Average Daily Temperatures, Cumulative Temperatures 
Equal to or Greater Than 10°C, Safe Full Heading Periods, and 
Numbers of Hours of Sunshine 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

*(a) B R(8>« *(h)a *(i>* «^I fta«iiatt?Efi^sitt« 

*    a    ss    «<*> 143 342 466 820 

0 ¥ ¥ ¥  ft  s<t> 16.5 16.1 15.9 13.4 £:Ett#fiffi2.7t:    (1) 
>10tfH    SB 5217 5070 5025 4332 ^Iltffia*738t    (m) 

n®.#.m£k3fKmiB/ji) 16/9 11/9 9/9 3/9(1) 

5—10^ B   m BJ S&Ohltf) 1064 920 771 692 

Note: 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 
i. 
j- 
k. 
1. 
m. 

Safe full heading for 3 September can be only 50 percent guaranteed. 

Particulars 
Meters above sea level 
Average annual temperature for many years (°C) 
Cumulative temperature when temperature is equal to or greater 
than 10°C 
Safe full heading period (day/month) for conventional rice 
Number of hours of sunshine between May and October 
Yuanling 
Huayuan 
Longshan 
Jiwei 

Comparison of Huayuan and Jiwei at similar latitudes 
Jiwei 2.7°C lower than Huayuan 
738°C less for Jiwei than for Huayuan 

This table shows that no matter the average annual temperature for many 
years or the cumulative temperature when the temperature is equal to or 
greater than 10°C, both the safe full heading period for late conventional 
variety rice in a two-crop system and the number of hours of sunshine show 
a pattern of marked decline as elevation above sea level rises. 

1.  A safe full heading date of 9 September for late conventional rice in a 
double crop system at Longshan, which is nearly 500 meters above sea level 
is a little early.  The growing of two crops of rice requires tight schedul- 
ing.  The guarantee rate for safe full heading by 3 September at Jiwei in 
Huayuan County, which is 820 meters above sea level is only 50 percent, and 
the growing of double crops of rice poses more difficulties.  In April the 
average temperature at Jiwei is 13.9°C.  This is 1.1°-2.0°C degrees lower 
than the 15.0 -15.9 C temperature needed during the period of winter wheat 
spike formation and flowering.  In May, the temperature averages 17.5°C 
which is 3.5 -3.9 C less than the temperature required for winter wheat to 
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mature. Clearly the temperatures are somewhat low for winter wheat to spike, 

flower, and mature. 

2. The cumulative temperature required for the growing of two crops of rice 
when the temperature is equal to or greater than 10°C is 4,700 to 5,300 C. 
At Longshan, where the elevation above sea level is close to 500 meters,   ^ 
the cumulative temperature is only 5,025°C, which is somewhat low.  In Jiwei 
at 820 meters, the cumulative temperature is only 4,332 C, insufficient to 
meet needs in growing two crops of rice. 

3 The number of hours of sunshine between May and October at Long Shan, 
which is close to 500 meters above sea level, is 771. This is 293 hours 
fewer than at Dayong, which is 143 meters above sea level. The number of 
hours of sunshine at more than 500 meters above sea level does not permit 
increase in output by growing two crops of rice. At 800 meters above sea 
level Jiwei receives only 692 hours of sunshine between May and October, 
making it even less possible to increase output by growing two crops of rice. 

In addition is the effect of ecological differences on a single variety. 
For each 100 meter rise in elevation above sea level, the maturation period 
is delayed by from 4 to 6 days. 

In view of the foregoing, places higher than 500 meters above sea level 
should not grow two crops of rice. April and May temperatures are also a 
little too low for the growing of winter wheat. However, because of differ- 
ences in the micro-topography, differences in heat conditions exist at the 

same altitudes. 

4. Moisture Resources and Water Conservancy Construction 

(1) Abundant Moisture Resources 

The annual amount of precipitation is plentiful, and the annual amount of 
evaporation is slight.  In most years, western Hunan receives an average 
1 300-1,450 millimeters of precipitation. Two of the province s centers of 
heavy rainfall are in this region.  The area around Anhua receives more than 
1 800 millimeters of precipitation annually, and Wudaoshui and Liangshuikou 
on the Li Shui receive more than 1,800 millimeters. In most years the 
average amount of precipitation decreases from east to west with the Baojing 
and Anjiang area receiving 1,400 millimeters, the area west of a line from 
Zhijiang and Huitong receiving 1,300 millimeters, and Xinhuang receiving 
1,192 millimeters. The amount of evaporation is slight because of the high 
elevation of the terrain and low temperatures. Annual precipitation is 
greater than annual evaporation (Table 110). Air humidity is fairly high, 
and this favors the growing of Chinese fir, tea, and corn. Western Hunan 
has about 90 billion cubic meters of surface water or 50 percent of the 
average amount of 180.7 billion for the province in most years. The annual 
amount of precipitation satisfies agriculture's needs for water. A very 
great potential exists for agricultural water conservancy to make full use 

of surface water. 
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Table 110.  Comparison of Annual Precipitation and Annual Evaporat 
(Units: millimeters) 

ion 

M                 1 *<e>. . *(f>« fc(g)K ^ *(i>« gr^ft 

(b)* n    * fi 1391 1482 1524 1326 1492 1445 

(c)^ %      £  ft 1303 1178 1222 1300 1191 1331 

(d)¥P****;f^Äfi 88 304 302 26 301 114 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

e. 

Particulars 
Annual amount of precipitation 
Annual amount of evaporation 
Annual increase in precipitation 
over evaporation 
Dayong 

f. Huayuan 
g. Yuanling 
h. Zhijiang 
i. Wugang 
j. Xinhua 

A dense river network and large volume of flow in streams: An overwhelming 

JS0rrt7 J' Part" °f th£ Yuan Shu1' the Li Shui' and the Z1 Shui> wh^h help form the four major water systems in the province are found in the western 
Hunan region.  The Yuan, Li, and Zi rivers have more than 3,000 tributaries 

The mountains are high, so the rivers are long, and the 
The rivers are replenished largely through rain- 

large and small 
river network is dense 

fall and the average annual volume of flow is substantial.  Silt content is 
slight; the water has a neutral pH, and the rivers are a fine source of 
water for industry, agriculture, and the daily lives of the people. 

Ground water is plentiful, and the area of abundant water widespread.  In 
the western Hunan region, carbonate rocks, particularly limestone, are found 
US  -A£ northwest and on the southeastern side of the Xuefeng Shan in 
the middle reaches of the Zi Shui. Mostly they are thick layers of lime- 
stone that are relatively pure and whose chemical composition is fairly 
stable.  They dissolve readily, are easily corroded, and contain abundant 
water.  In addition, rainfall is copious; the terrain is precipitous; river 
valleys are deep; conditions for underground runoff are good; and the role 
of hydrological alternation is strong.  This favors ground water runoff and 
drainage. The northern part of the western Hunan region is an abundant water 
area where karst water predominates.  Structural faulting is developed and 
tolding is frequent creating a structural line running ME by SSW.  Karst 
faulting is markedly developed. Underground river karst caverns following 
a general northeast direction converge with structural lines. As a result 
of the powerful upheaval of new diastrophic movements, intermittent uplift- 
ing has taken place forming exposed karst areas characterized by multi-layer 
karst development.  The form that karst water movement takes is primarily 
controlled flow, with most ground water appearing in the form of subterranean 
rivers and large springs.  There are numerous subterranean streams and 
beheaded rivers, 44 of them throughout the province and 21 of them or 47 
percent, m this region.  The volume of water carried by underground rivers 
and springs is substantial.  For example, the flow at Dalongdong in Jishou 
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is 3.16 cubic meters per second; at Yingtaoao in Fenghuang, it is 8.9 cubic 
meters per second; and at Libiqi and Yongshunguanba in Shuangzhi, it is 9.7 
cubic meters per second.  The volume of flow of the Kapeng underground river 
in Baojing is 2,600-3,456,000 tons per day and night. The eastern side of 
Xuefeng Shan is also an abundant water area in which karst water predomi- 
nates. New structural movement has caused slight uplifting; naked karst 
runs northwestward for a great distance, and there is considerable covered 
karst as well. The form of karst water movement is both controlled flow 
underground and emergence through cracks. Mostly the water emerges as 
springs, and there are relatively few underground rivers. One fairly large 
one is Longcongqiao in Wugang with a flow of 5 cubic meters per second; 
another is Piaoping in Dongkou with a flow of 1,000-432,000 tons per day and 
night. The Xuefeng Shan area in the southwestern part of the western Hunan 
region is a water-poor area whose water comes mostly from fissures. On the 
other hand, Chenxi, Huaihua, and Xupu are areas rich in karst water. The 
karst water of the western Hunan region is fresh water of neutral pH and low 
mineral content.  Its temperature ranges from 16-22°C, and it does not lie 
very far beneath the surface.  It is the principal source of water for indus- 
trial and agricultural use. 

The western Hunan region also has abundant underground thermal water 
resources. More than 40 percent of the province's 72 hot water sites are 
in this region, more than 70 percent of them being in the northwestern part 
of the western Hunan region. Western Hunan has one high temperature (60 - 
100°C) spring, 11 medium temperature (40°-60°C) springs, and 20 low tempera- 
ture (20°-40°C) springs.  These hot springs hold great potential for use. 
(Figure 58) 

(2) Low Certainty Rate for Agricultural Use of Water 

Summer and autumn drought occur frequently, and continuous summer and autumn 
drought are most serious.  Between 1956 and 1973, the autonomous zhou had a 
25.5 percent instance of summer drought and a 28.7 percent instance of 
autumn drought for a total 54.2 percent instance.  Continuous summer and 
autumn drought occurred 5.2 percent of the time. Drought occurs mostly from 
June through September. During 1972, no soaking rain fell from early June 
until late September throughout the zhou, the drought lasting from 65 to 80 
days.  Statistics from Huayuan, Fenghuang, Baojing, and Guzhang counties 
showed 154 out of 190 reservoirs (including small secondary ones) as having 
dried up.  In the mountains, 2,972 out of 3,060 ponds dried up, and 275 out 
of 371 streams stopped flowing. This was 82, 97 and 74 percent of the total 
number of reservoirs, ponds, and streams. Grain output throughout the zhou 
fell by more than 300 million jin.  Between 1951 and 1972, Qianyang Prefec- 
ture experienced severe summer or autumn drought in 1955, 1957, 1959, 1960, 
1964, and 1972 for a 30 percent probability rate, a major summer or autumn 
drought occurring once every 3 years. Probability of autumn drought is 
greater than summer drought.  During the 18-year period between 1958 and 
1975, southern and central Qianyang Prefecture had an autumn drought for 
15 to 16 years.  Since 1950, Xinning, Wugang, Dongkou, and Longhui counties 
in the upper reaches of the Zi Shui on the southeastern side of Xuefeng Shan 
had droughts lasting for more than 60 consecutive days in 1954, 1956, 1959, 
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Figure 58, Map Showing Distribution of Ground Water and Underground Hot 
Water m the Western Hunan Agricultural Region 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

g- 

h. 
i. 
3- 
k. 

m. 
n. 

Legend 
Granite rock region 
High temperature hot water (60°-100°C) 
Medium temperature hot water (40°-60°C) 
Low temperature hot water (20°-40°C) 
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1960, 1964, and 1972.  The droughts of 1959, 1960, and 1972 lasted for more 
than 90 days. Probability of occurrence of severe or particularly severe 
drought was 26 percent. A Longhui County water conservancy survey showed 
that because of the lack of water conservancy facilities, 78 million people 
had to be used during the past 15 years to fight drought.  This was four 
times the 19 million required for places having water conservancy facilities, 
and their use seriously hurt increases in agricultural production. 

Little rain falls between July and September, and it is not very effec- 
tively used.  It is between July and September that the early rice crop is 
in the milk ripe stage, and the late rice crop goes from transplanting to 
heading, flowering, and the in-the-milk stage consuming a total of 497.6 
millimeters of water or an average of more than 6 millimeters per day. The 
following Table 111 shows that over the years average rainfall between July 
and September has been unable to supply the water needs of growing rice 
during the same period. 

Table 111.  Amount of Evaporation Greater Than Amount of Precipitation 
Between July and September in the Western Hunan Region 

.w . *<eV ^\ £<S>tt &M ä(1)äL *U\ 

(b)     PI     *      fimm 358.8 343.8 324.4 261 354.2 485.0 

(c)     m     £      imtn 445.1 588.6 515 602 ■530.4 564.8 

(d)     *Sl*f**8 
tt"/r 

24% 71% 88% .   130% 49% 16% 

Key: 
a. Particulars 
b. Amount of precipitation (mm) 
c. Amount of evaporation (mm) 
d. Percentage by which evaporation is 

greater than precipitation 
e. Fenghuang 

f. 
g- 
h. 
i. 

Luxi 
Zhij iang 
Longhui 
Tongdao 
Dayong 

In addition, between July and September the amount of evaporation is gen- 
erally greater than the amount of precipitation, and this further reduces 
the amount of water available for rice growth.  During July and August, 
most of the rainfall everywhere is in the form of local thunderstorms that 
bring benefit to only small areas.  Furthermore, the rain often falls in 
torrents and runs off quickly, so its effectiveness is slight.  Sometimes 
no rain falls for a long time, the amount is small, and usefulness even less. 

Great changes in water sources, low certainty of water for agricultural use: 
Precipitation varies greatly in western Hunan, and the certainty of precipi- 
tation is low.  Over the years, there has been a disparity in the amount of 
precipitation during any given month.  During the same month, minimum rain- 
fall has been only 1.6 to 1.9 percent of maximum.  Usually minimum has been 
less than 10 percent of maximum. A look at the change in rainfall from 
July through September in the western Hunan region (Table 112) shows the 
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amount of rainfall during this period to have been able to assure less than 
25 percent and no more than 40 percent of needs for water during this same 
period. Over the years, the minimum value for volume of rainfall between 
July and September has been 118.4 millimeters.  In most years, less than 
170 millimeters has fallen during this period, Jishou and Jingxian counties 
alone receiving more than 200 millimeters.  This is an insufficient amount 
of water to meet rice growth needs, and the certainty of having water for 
agricultural use is low. 

Table 112.  Changes in Precipitation From July Through September in the 
Western Hunan Region 

(d) 

(e) 

Key: 

* (a)  . i£l &v M W e>. Ä £>» 4ml J^, 
7—9B*#    mm 341 378.4 404.5 419.5 427.2 444.7 283.7 261 306 

7—9£P$*iifiiHI    mm 221.6 159 166.1 233 139.1 163.7 118.4 118.4 161.4 
7-9.B K*fiÄ/|>«t>rft"^ 64.8 47.9 41.1 55.6 32.8 36.7 41.8 41.5 53 
7-9.B &&mm&*mäir 14 14 24 39 22 40 5 7.1 5 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

e. 

f. 
g- 
h. 
i. 
J- 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 

Particulars 
Millimeters of rainfall from July through September (mm) 
Minimum rainfall value from July through September (mm) 
Minimum rainfall value from July through September as a percentage 
of precipitation for the same period over the years 
Certainty (%) that July through September rainfall will be able to 
satisfy annual needs for rice production 
Jingxian 
Zhijiang 
Yuanling 
Jishou 
Dayong 
Anhua 
Xupu 
Longhui 
Wugang 

Since^streams depend primarily on rainfall for replenishment, the volume of 
flow m streams changes greatly with changes in the amount of precipitation 
the vastness of mountainlands, the vertical slope of riverbeds, the speed of 
the current, the concentration of runoff, and the suddenness of rise and fall 
of floodwaters (Table 113).  In 1972, 657 of the 995 streams in the 
autonomous zhou stopped flowing.  This was 66 percent of all streams.  Cer- 
tainty of being able to supply water for agriculture was very low.  Only by 
using the impounding of water as the foundation supplemented with diversion 
and lifting of water could there be any guarantee. 
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Table 113. Table Showing Changes in Volume of Flow of Major Rivers in the 
Western Hunan Region 

«*** .&. 

(d) St * 24,900 185 134 

(e) «'.* 31.600 9 3.511 

(f) 5! * 15,500 - 50 310 

Key: 
a. Maximum flow 
b. Minimum flow 
c. Number of times difference between maximum flow and minimum flow 
d. Yuan Shui 
e. Li Shui 
f. Zi Shui 

(3) Construction of Water Conservancy Works 

Since the founding of the nation, much has been done in building farmland 
water conservancy projects in the western Hunan region. As of 1979, 
Qianyang Prefecture was able to impound, divert, and lift a total of 2.162 
billion cubic meters of water, and the autonomous region was able to 
impound, divert, and lift 998 million cubic meters. The areas from which a 
harvest could be assured despite drought or waterlogging reached 2,118,000 
and 1,172,000 mu respectively.  This represented a fundamental change from 
the pre-liberation situation of isolated ponds, isolated dams, and dependence 
on rainfall for food. Nevertheless, the area from which a crop can be 
assured despite drought or waterlogging amounts to only 48.2 percent of the 
region's total cultivated area. The area of distribution is also very 
uneven, and capabilities to withstand calamities are relatively low. Weak- 
ness in water conservancy remains the major contradiction in the speedy 
development of agriculture in western Hunan. This is because of the follow- 
ing:  (1) The foundation in water conservancy was extremely poor up until 
the time of liberation.  Storing water in individual fields was relied upon 
to withstand drought, and an overwhelming majority of fields simply relied 
on rainfall.  (2) The water is at a lower level than the fields, and culti- 
vated land is dispersed over wide areas.  In addition, great changes occur 
in the amount of precipitation and the volume of stream flow. Water has to 
be raised to high levels or diverted over great distances. The mountains are 
high and the slopes steep, so water conservancy construction requires numer- 
ous associated structures. The labor and expense of ditch systems and 
equipment is three to four times that required for the building of dams, 
and equipment needs are heavy. Numerous cracks follow in the wake of rock 
blasting, and leakage is a serious problem. The maintenance problem is a 
heavy one.  (3) In the field of irrigation, advanced irrigation methods such 
as frequent irrigation using shallow water has yet to be adopted, and water 
needs for double crops of rice cannot be met. With each fairly severe 
drought, a lean harvest results. At the present time most water conservancy 
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facilities have not been fully equipped, and they are a long way from meeting 
designed standards for irrigating the area.  In 1974, medium size water con- 
servancy projects, small (type 1) water conservancy projects, and small 
(type 2) water conservancy projects in Qianyang Prefecture benefited an 
actual area of 1,094,000 mu, which was only 57 percent of the 1,914,600 mu 
of the designed irrigation area.  In 1974, the actual area benefited by 
irrigation m the autonomous region was 487,000 mu, which was 41 percent of 
the 1,072,000 mu designed irrigation area. Clearly a very great potential 
exists in equipping water conservancy facilities for use. 

In order to clarify regional differences in water conservancy construction in 
western Hunan and determine the emphasis for water conservancy construction 
in different areas, 12 tracts able to assure a crop despite drought or water- 
logging and four drought zones have been delineated and are presented here 
for consideration. 

Tracts able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging: More than 70 
percent of commune wetlands are able to assure a crop despite drought or 
waterlogging, and five of the foregoing communes that form a continuous tract 
have been designated a tract able to assure a crop despite drought or water- 
logging.  The western Hunan region may be divided as follows: Twelve tracts 
able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging in the middle and lower 
reaches of the Li Shui and the middle and lower reaches of the Xu Shui. A 
look at statistics (Table 114) on the basic situation pertaining to tracts 
able to deliver a crop despite drought or waterlogging in the western Hunan 
region shows the following five circumstances of the tracts in the western 
Hunan region that can assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging:  (1) The 
area able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging is a large per- 
centage of the wetland area, and drylands are a high percentage of the culti- 
vated land area, with the result that the area able to assure a crop despite 
drought or waterlogging is a small percentage of the cultivated land area, 
and the proportion of consistently high yield fields to total cultivated 
area is low.  In farmland capital construction, the building of consistently 
high yield fields and water conservancy construction to relieve drought are 
paramount for tracts able to assure crops despite drought or waterlogging in 
the middle and lower reaches of the Li Shui and in eastern Anhua.  (2) The 
farmland area able to assure crops despite drought or waterlogging is 
smaller than the double rice crop area, and the farmlands that produce con- 
sistently high yields are a small percentage of the cultivated land area. 
The task for future farmland capital construction is principally improvement 
in water conservancy conditions and building consistently high yielding farm- 
lands, with tracts that can deliver crops despite drought or waterlogging in 
central Longhui, central Xinhua, central and northern Dongkou, southern 
Dongkou, central Wugang, northern Chengbu, and at Fuyi in Xinning.  (3) The 
proportion of the wetlands area devoted to farmlands that can assure crops 
despite drought or waterlogging, consistently high yield fields, and of 
double rice crops is about right. However, the percentage of cultivated 
land area containing consistently high yield fields is small, and the central 
task xn farmland capital construction is to build consistently high yielding 
farmlands such as a tract able to assure crops despite drought or water- 
loggxng in the middle and lower reaches of the Xu Shui.  (4) The percentage 
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of wetlands devoted to consistently high yielding farmlands and to double 
crops of rice is low.     Improvement  of  low yield fields and building con- 
sistently high yielding fields  is  the key in farmland capital  construction, 
such as tracts able to produce crops despite drought or waterlogging in 
southern Xupu or northern Longhui,   in the middle reaches of the Qu Shui, and 
in the middle reaches of the Zhen Shui.    Both the area able to assure a crop 
despite drought or waterlogging and the consistently high yielding farmland 
area are a larger percentage of the wetland area than that sown to two crops 
of rice,  but drylands are a small percentage of cultivated land area.     It is 
necessary to hasten construction of consistently high yield farmlands such 
as tracts that can assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging at Anjiang 
and Hongjiang.     (Figure 59) 

Table 114.     Statistical Table Showing Basic Situation About Tracts That Can 
Guarantee a Harvest Despite Drought or Waterlogging in the 
Western Hunan Region 

(a)          (W | .     *     (c)   ffi <d) ± m (e)    *. 

fe&ffl j^Jfeffl 

JR # 8(1) 

«        & 
•f (B) <H> 

»It 
ttm% 

8ES 
liBtfc 

l 430519 82 39 279147 36 691366 51 14 356115 96928 343371 79 

(0)       rK*4-T!»*« 
ft ft it 2 229353 81 56 73809 24 303162 61 42 185992 129303 175891 76 

(n)     3cftS®#$ft 3 61747 70 49 53764 48 119111 35 26 . 42340 30644 54805 85 

(a\     Sft*ffi*ffift 4 83337 76 57 30094 26 113431 55 42 63396 48260 73450 88 

5 215770 70 38 57606 21 273370 56 30 152317 83440 85202 46 

,  N     sin* if ft SS* 6 139145 78 52 37507 21 176652 60 41 106141 73561 115336 80 

7 44689 74 67 18350 26 63039 53 47 33591 30227 39737 88 

feit 
8 331192 76 53 72071 17 403263 62 44 252888 177901 227996 68 

/•,r\      Sr'r^Ä**® 9 204205 80 52 90930 27 310620 52 34 163303 106415 163350 79 

(„\    £ii»a:*ffift 
v  ' &>t 

10 107546 70 57 21005 17 128551 59 49 76198 61861 58490 55 

59 /v\    SI****»« 
^x' ft>t 11 146855 84 30 12253 7 159108 78 27 124293 44294 86512 

/•„I    Jg*+ifi*$ft 12 119461 78 42 24526 10 143987 65 34 94058 50239 69942 79 

Key: 
a. Name 
b. Number 
c. Wetlands 
d. Drylands 
e. Cultivated land 
f. Area   (mu) 
g. Percentage assuring a crop despite drought or waterlogging 
h.     Percentage of  consistently high yield farmland 
i.     Percentage of cultivated land 
j.    Farmland able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging  (mu) 
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k.  Consistently high yield farmland (mu) 
1.  Double crops of rice 
m.  Percentage of wetlands 
n.  Tracts in middle and lower reaches of the Li Shui able to assure a 

crop despite drought or waterlogging 
o. Tracts in middle and lower reaches of the Xu Shui able to assure a 

crop despite drought or waterlogging 
p.  Tracts in eastern Anhua able to assure a crop despite drought or 

waterlogging 
q. Tracts in central Xinhua able to assure a crop despite drought or 

waterlogging 
r.  Tracts in southern Xupu and northern Longhui able to assure a crop 

despite drought or waterlogging 
s. Tracts in central and northern Dongkou able to assure a crop despite 

drought or waterlogging 
t. Tracts in central Longhui able to assure a crop despite drought or 

waterlogging 

u. Tracts in southern Dongkou, central Wugang, and northern Chengbu 
able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging 

v.  Tracts in Fuyi, Xinning able to assure a crop despite drought or 
waterlogging 

w.  Tracts in Hongjiang, Anjiang able to assure a crop despite drought or 
waterlogging 

x.  Tracts in the middle reaches of the Qu Shui able to assure a crop 
despite drought or waterlogging 

y.  Tracts in the middle reaches of the Zhen Shui able to assure a crop 
despite drought or waterlogging 

Drought zones: When less than 40 percent of the wetland area of counties is 
farmland able to produce a crop despite drought or waterlogging, and the 
frequency of occurrence of severe or particularly severe droughts is low 
such counties that form a continuous tract and have weak water conservancy 
facilities have been designated drought zones.  Even though 40 to 60 percent 
of the wetlands area of a county is able to assure a crop despite drought 
or waterlogging, if capabilities to withstand severe or particularly severe 
drought are weak with the result that numerous years are disaster years 
such a county is termed a drought zone.  Thus four designated drought zones 
are as follows:  the northwestern drought zone, the drought zone in the 
middle reaches of the Yuan Shui, the drought zone in the middle reaches of 
the Wu Shui, and the upper reaches of the Zi Shui. 

1.  The northwestern drought zone:  This includes Sangzhi, Longshan, Yongshun, 
Baojing, and Huayuan counties, which have the following several characteris- 
tics : 

(1) Frequency of severe and particularly severe drought is low.  The extent 
of summer and autumn drought over the years is as follows: (Table 115) 
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Figure 59.  Map Showing Pattern of Tracts Able To Assure a Crop Despite 
Drought.or Waterlogging and Severe Drought Zones in the Western 
Hunan Agricultural Region 

Key: 
a. 1.  Tract able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging in 

the middle and lower reaches of the Li Shui 
b. 2.  Tract able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging in 

the middle and lower reaches of the Xu Shui 
c. 3.  Tract able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging in 

eastern Anhua 
d. 4.  Tract able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging in 

central Xinhua 
e. 5.  Tract able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging in 

southern Xupu and northern Longhui 
f. 6.  Tract able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging in 

central and northern Dongkou 
g. 7.  Tract able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging in 

central Longhui 
h.  8.  Tracts able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging in 

central Dongkou, central Wugang, and northern Chengbu 
i.  9.  Tract able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging in 

Fuyi, Xinning # 
j.  10.  Tracts able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging m 

Anjiang and Hongjiang 
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k. 11. Tract able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging in 
the middle reaches of the Qu Shui 

1.  12. Tract able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging in 
the middle reaches of the Zhen Shui 
Legend 

Tract able to assure a crop despite drought or waterlogging 
Drought zone 
I Northwest drought zone 
II Drought zone in middle reaches of the Yuan Jiang 
III Drought zone in middle reaches of the Wu Shui 
IV Drought zone in upper reaches of the Zi Shui 
1:3,000,000 

m. 
n. 
o. 
P- 
q- 
r. 
s. 
t. 

Table 115.  Statistical Table on Summer Drought in the Northwestern Part of 
the Western Hunan Region 

(a) (b) ¥ © 
56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 

(c)   * m 0 2 2 1 0 2 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 

(d)   «  m 2 0 0 2 2 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1    |    0 

(e)    ft   * 2 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4    i    0 

(f) * tt 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 A         0 

(g)     ■&    111 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1    j    0 

Note: (1) Drought ratings: 0—Normal, less than 19 days; 1—Small drought, 
20-29 days; 2—Moderate drought, 30-45 days; 3—Severe drought, 
46-59 days; 4—Particularly severe drought, fewer than [sic] 60 
days 

(2) Summer drought means the period May through August including con- 
tinuous summer and autumn drought 

(3) Source of data: Unpublished draft of "Western Hunan Tujia 
Nationality and Miao Nationality Autonomous Zhou Meteorology 
Records" By 

Key: 
a. County 
b. Year 
c. Yongshun 
d. Huayuan 

e. Baoj ing 
f. Sangzhi 
g. Longshan 

(2) The percentage of cultivated land area able to assure a crop despite 
drought or waterlogging is low.  The area able to assure a crop despite 
drought or waterlogging is only 21.4 percent of the cultivated land area. 
Eleven percent of the cultivated land area is farmland producing consistently 
nigh yields. The task of harnessing water and improving soil is a great one. 

(3) In naked karst areas, limestone is widespread, and water leakage is 
serious.  It is really a case of "flood calamity whenever it rains, but 
drought once the rains have passed." However, karst water is plentiful and 
potential for its development is great. 
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(4) Drylands form a large percentage pf the cultivated land area, but double 
crops of rice are grown on a small percentage of the wetland area. The 
region has 695,403 mu of drylands, which is 39.5 percent of the cultivated 
land area. Double crops of rice are grown on 17.6 percent of the wetlands 
area.  Since the farmland that is able to assure a crop despite drought or 
waterlogging is small relative to the total wetland area, capabilities to 
withstand moderate drought are also weak. 

2.  The drought zone in the middle reaches of the Yuan Jiang.  This includes 
Fenghuang, Luxi, Yuanling, and Chenxi counties in which severe and particu- 
larly severe droughts occur with great frequency   once every 4 years. 
(Table 116) Few fields are able to assure a crop despite drought or water- 
logging, approximately only 28 percent of the total cultivated land area. 
Many fields rely solely on rainfall, 233,000 mu of such fields in Yuanling 
and Chenxi counties.  Both counties have karst mountain areas.  Great poten- 
tial exists for development of surface water and karst water. 

Table 116.  Statistical Table Showing Extent of Drought Disasters in the 
Drought Region in the Middle Reaches of the Yuan Shui 

(a) (b) ¥ ft- 

56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 

(c) t* m | 2 4 2 2 2 4 1 4 0 1 o ° 1 4 0 

(d) R  a j 0 | 2 4 1 2 1 1 1 4 6 o o 0 0 ' 0 

(e) a m 0 2 ! 0 1 2 4 1 0 1 3 0 3 0 0 1 2 i  4 

(f) )K US i    ' ° 2 3 3 1 2 2 1 2 0 0 1 1 4   

According to unpublished drafts titled, "Qianyang Climate" and "Autonomous 
Zhou Climatic Records." Drought ratings are the same as in the next previous 
table. 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 

County 
Year 
Luxi 

d. Fenghuang 
e. Yuanling 
f. Chenxi 

3. The drought zone in the middle reaches of the Wu Shui. This includes 
Xinhuang and Zhijiang counties, which have the following characteristics: 
(Table 117) 

(1) Small volume of annual precipitation and great frequency of severe and 
particularly severe droughts.  In most places, annual volume of precipita- 
tion is less than 1,300 millimeters.  Severe or particularly severe droughts 
occur once every 4 years. 

(2) Uneven development of water conservancy projects, with weak capabili- 
ties for withstanding severe or particularly severe droughts.  Forty-four 
percent of the cultivated area in the whole region is able to assure a crop 
despite drought or waterlogging; for Xinhuang, the percentage is only 20. 
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(3) In Xinhuang, 33 percent of the cultivated land area is dryland. This 
xs 17 percent more of the cultivated land area than in Zhijiang County. ,' 

Table 117.  Certainty of Precipitation Volume and of the Occurrence of 
Severe and Particularly Severe Droughts in the Wu Shui Drought 
Zone 

(d)     ft 

(e)T 
£ 

it 

*»*  £1  
fcffi* 

»6% 

100% 

*F»* t*>lfl oomm^ffffi* 

il% 

85° 

 Tel  

3^-Ü(1959—1975)     (f) 

ra^-JB(1951—1975)     (g) 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g- 

Annual volume of precipitation.  Certainty of more than 1,000 mm 
Annual volume of precipitation.  Certainty of more than 1,200 mm 
Cycle of occurrence of severe and particularly severe droughts 
Xinhuang . 
Zhijiang 
Once in 4 years (1959-1975) 
Once in 4 years (1951-1975) 

4.  The drought zone in the upper reaches of the Zi Shui.  This includes 
Wugang, Dongkou, Longhui, and Xinhua counties, but predominantly the region 

W ^° w— ""■■*  It has the following characteristics: drained by the Nan Shui. 

(1) Serxous summer and autumn drought. The drought hits with great force 
spreads rapidly, lasts a long time, and covers a wide area.  Since 1950  ' ; 

droughts lasting 60 or more consecutive days have occurred in 1954 1956 
1959, 1960, and 1972.  Those of 1959, 1960, and 1972 lasted more than 90' 
days.  In the 43-year period from 1921-1963, Xinhua County had eight severe 
droughts, 61 moderate droughts, and 11 small droughts.  It had a severe or 
a small drought in 35 years, or in 81 percent of the 43-year period.  It had 
a drought xn virtually 8 out of 10 years. 

(2) A definite foundation in farmland water conservancy construction 
already exists, but it is very uneven.  The percentage of wetlands growing 
two crops of rice in this drought zone is the greatest in the western Hunan 
regxon. 

^ Wvte! iS Plentiful-  The Nan Shui and the Fuyi Shui provide this region 
with abundant water.  There are also numerous sites suitable for the building 
of medium sxze dams.  There is also plentiful karst water and resources to 
be used. 

(4) Great Reserves of Water Conservancy Resources 

The western Hunan region receives abundant rainfall,'and most of the streams 
flow along fault lines.  The rivers exercise powerful cutting action: there 
are numerous gorges; reefs stand like trees in a forest, and one drop follows 
another; water power reserves are abundant, accounting for 60 percent of the 
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whole province's total water power resources (Table 118). The Li Shui, Yuan 
Shui, and Zi Shui have numerous gorges suitable for the building of numerous 
dam sites for large and medium size hydroelectric power stations. Wuqiangxi 
on the Yuan Shui, Tuoxi on the Zi Shui, and Zaoshi on the Li Shui are all 
good dam sites useful for development of water power resources. For western 
Hunan, which has "much water and little coal," they provide a plentiful 
source of power and possess outstanding conditions for serving as hydroelec- 
tric power bases for the whole province. Tuoxi Hydropower Station, and 
Fengtan Hydropower Station, plus Wuqiangxi Hydropower Station, which is 
still in the planning stage, are all in this region.  In 1974, there were 
more than 4,000 small hydropower station sites with an installed capacity of 
85,000 kilowatts. A certain number of small hydropower stations have already 
been built, thereby providing favorable conditions for the modernization of, 
and particularly for the mechanization of, agriculture. However, because_ 
this region has numerous mountains with great seasonal changes occurring in 
the volume of flow of its rivers, and low capabilities for guaranteeing suf- 
ficient impounding of water during the dry season, reservoirs must be built 
and the amount of water stored regulated if water power resources are to be 

effectively used. 

Table 118. Table Showing Energy Reserves of Major Streams and Some Tribu- 
taries in the Western Hunan Region 

(a) (b) 
si     -fe 

(c) (d) (e) 
*    m 
(3JE> 

W*B*]JB»ffi 

f)    % 

X. * # & ^ 

(S/WÄI) 

ft * 89,163 1,033 455 2,460 •573 79 64 

B * 18,530 477 658 441 79 39.4 

« * 3,290 143 361 88 7.3 23 

SE * .     10,334 440 512 258 39.7 61.3 

ffi * 4,205 244 485 68 10.8 9 

JR * 754 145 387 204 22.4 30 

£ «    SI 1,810 100 200 77.5 4.8 26 

-  * * 18,496 388 368 442 139 84 48 

;'K * 3,200 165 415 117 14.5 45 

* 7JC 5.048 250 293 163 20.6 59.5 

"R * 28.142 653 804 184 69 51 

(h 

(i 

(j 

(k 

(1 

(m 

(n 

(o 

(P 

(q 

(r 

Note: 1. Energy reserves of the Yuan, Li and Zi rivers means total basin 
reserves 

2. The mainstream of the Yuan Shui has 3.3 million kilowatts of 
energy reserves; the Zi Shui, 1.22 million kilowatts; and the Li 
Shui, 530,000 kilowatts t 

Key: 
a. Basin area (square kilometers) 
b. Length of river (kilometers) 
c. Drop (meters) 

d. Volume of flow at mouth (cubic 
meters per second) 

e. Energy reserves (10,000 kilowatts) 
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f. 
g- 

h. 
i. 
j- 
k. 

Average usable energy reserves 
Reserves per unit of basin area 
(kilowatts/sq km) 
Yuan Shui 
You Shui 
Xu Shui 
Wu Shui 

1. Wu Shui 
m. Chen Shui 
n. Longtan He 
o. Li Shui 
P« Ye Shui 
q. Lou Shui 
r. Zi Shui 

5.  Forest and Mineral Resources 

(1) Forest Resources 

The western Hunan region has vast mountainlands that rise and fall and 
forest resources are abundant.  The timber forest area covers 28,586,500 mu, 
which is 42 percent of the province's timber forest area. Timber forest 
reserves amount to 11,312.91 cubic meters, which is 60.2 percent of the 
province s total timber reserves. Table 119 shows the various categories 
of timber reserves. 

Table 119.  Table Showing Various Kinds of Timber Reserves in the Western 
Hunan Region and Their Percentage of the Total 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

Key: 

45                                   W *       «       s 65         tt         m 
(c)         (%) 

R   i'   ft   It   I 
(d)         (,%•> 

*             *r .    11312 100 60.2 

£*, fc      * 3287 28 54 

s> m » 5778 51 71 

«    * 40 1 67 

B »t * 2229 20 51 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 

Nomenclature 
Reserves (10,000 cubic meters) 
Percentage of region's total timber reserves 
Percentage of total timber reserves of the same kind in the 
province 
Timber 
Including:  China fir 
Masson pine 
Cypress 
Deciduous forests 

The region has 2.89 million mu of bamboo forests including 2.64 million mu 
of nan bamboo, which is 33 percent of the total bamboo forest area for the 
province.  Nan bamboo reserves amount to 287.63 million stalks, which is 32 
percent of the province's reserves. 
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The western Hunan region has abundant sub-tropical and temperate zone tree 
forest resources.  In the two forest regions of Tianping Shan and Badagong 
Shan in Sangzhi County alone, there are more than 700 kinds of large and 
small trees in the nearly 80,000 mu of natural forests. There are also 
large numbers of ancient relic tree varieties.  In the wake of the discovery 
during the early 1940's of living fossil metasequoias in eastern Sichuan and 
western Hubei, metasequoias were again discovered during the early 1970 s at 
Luota Commune and Tani Commune in Longshan County in this region. The 
Tianping Shan and Badagong Shan forest regions of Sangzhi County have become 
a gene pool for a multitude of "living fossil" communities and sub-tropical 
deciduous woody plants.  The Fagus longipetiolata forests and associated 
ancient coniferous tree species date back at least to the Tertiary Period 
or the Cretaceous Period.  In addition to metasequoias, 'relic species also 
include ginkgo and Chinese tulip trees. The northern part of this region, 
eastern Sichuan, and western Hubei together form a preserve of prehistoric 
relic plants. Preliminary statistics show at least 45 families including 
some families that are found only here and there in East Asia and North 
America, plants such as members of the Decaianea farcesii and ginkgo family, 
the metasequoia family, and the Taiwan fir family. Not only do such relic 
species have great economic value, but are also of major value in making 
geological observations and observations about climatic changes. For these 
reasons, the Tianping Shan forest region, and the Badagong Shan forest _ 
region have been designated natural preserves in order to preserve specie 
stocks. The western Hunan region also has quite a few fine native tree 
species, most of which are precious. By native species is meant species 
that are found principally in this region.  It has been estimated that Hunan 
has at least 300 such species, most of them in the western Hunan region. A 
survey of fine native species for use in afforestation of western Hunan con- 
ducted by the Tujia Nationality and Miao Nationality Autonomous Zhou Forest 
Institute in western Hunan turned up 30 such tree species. Many of them 
were very fast growing timber trees. Vigorous development of these tree 
species is an important way in which to hasten the greening of the landscape 
and solve the timber shortage. Quick growing native timber tree varieties 
are mostly smooth bark beech [Betula Inminifera], lanlimu [5695 6849 26Uoj, 
Chinese catalpa, Yunnan catalpa, Chinese toon, Chinese sassafrass, and 
cryptomeria.  In addition, there are numerous valuable timber tree species 
such as camphor, Phoebe nanmu, hongchou [4767 4848], Keteleeria davidiana, 
magnolia, Emmenopteris henryi, and various kinds of oaks, most of which are 
found in the Wuling mountain region. These tree varieties make good large 
construction materials, and can be used for high quality furniture, for 
shipbuilding, and to make rolling stock. They are of major value to the 
national economy and to national defense. Tree species suitable for the 
afforestation of high mountains are also numerous.  One such is the yellow 
mountain pine [7806 1472 2646], which is found in tracts in the mountain 
ranges above 800 meters on the Zhangjiajie forest farm in Dayong County. 
Yellow mountain pine and Keteleeria davidiana are also superior varieties 
for the afforestation of high mountains. 

Western Hunan's oil-bearing woody plant treasure house, tung oil trees, tea 
oil plants, Chinese tallow trees, and the cubeb litsea tree are also found 
over a wide area.  Survey shows more than 400 species of wild medicinal herbs 
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?™aS SUCOmmia *"*' official magnolia bark, and songfuling 12646 5415 
5376]  Manure and wild forest resources that silkworms use are also plenti- 

™ i   „lan\slnica is found widely ^ northwestern Hunan, and south- 
western Hunan has more than 2 million mu of toothed oak forests.  Special 
:!!!" product* ^?h as g^ssy privet [Ligustrum lucidum], the host tree for 
spread  Both  Chln*se.sumac' the host tree for Chinese gallnuts, are wide- 

fruit trzll IS1Cy    ' f d-dry frUlt tree resourc^ as well as deciduous 
the IrnlZrJ      ev^Sreen.fr^t trees are plentiful. Western Hunan is one of 
the province s earliest citrus producing areas.  Preliminary surveys have 

ITtZTt I  SfStantial number of wi" citrus resources and semi-cultivated 
natural hybrid varieties of definite economic value.  These provide a mate- 
rial foundation for the breeding of superior cold-resistant varieties and 
cold-resistant dwarf varieties.  The dominant wild oranges growing in the 

ZZT. i    f  ^ c.llne rUnnlng fr°m Shimen and Cili wes^ward along Wuling 
Shan and Xuefeng Shan and going south are Yichang oranges, fragrant oranges 
and also trifoliate oranges and Poncirus trifoliata.  (Table 120) 

Table 120. Wild Orange Resources in the Western Hunan Region 

Characteristics 

Yichang 
oranges 

Fragrant 
oranges 

Trifoliate 
oranges 

Small bush-like trees that are 
open and grow vigorously 

Semi-tree shape, upright, 
vigorous growth 

Semi-tree like; strong 
resistance to cold; bushy and 
rather dwarfed trees 

Poncirus 
trifoliata 

Other wild fruit tree resources have been 
ful.  One example is oily Chinese chestnut 
have a waxy shell, and are light brown in 
kinds of wild chestnuts and walnuts. Ther 
grassland, much of it in Chengbu, Suining, 
Yongshun, Sangzhi, and Longshan counties, 
development of animal husbandry.  On both 
reaches of the You Shui, bamao [5359 5403] 
material for making paper. 

 Principal locations  

The autonomous zhou, Qianyang 
Prefecture, Shimen County, and 
Cili County 

Shimen, Cili, the autonomous 
zhou, and the high mountains 
of Qianyang Prefecture 

Discovered in 1975 in the high 
mountains at 1,200 meters 
above sea level in Yongshun 
County.  Also discovered on 
Long Shan at 1,300 meters, 
and on Bamian Shan 

The autonomous region is the 
area where the greatest num- 
bers of wild Poncirus 
trifoliata are found 

little surveyed, and may be plenti- 
s from Longshan, which are large, 
color. There are also numerous 
e is also a considerable amount of 
Tongdao, Jingxian, Xupu, Luxi, 

which makes good pastureland for 
banks of the middle and lower 
is widely found.  It is a raw 
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Western Hunan's mountainlands are vast, and they rise and fall greatly. 
Vertical changes in forest resources are striking. Take Sangzhi County 
for example, where there are river valley basins at 300 to 500 meters above 
sea level, and where evergreen deciduous forests exist outside villages and 
Himalayan maple, Betula Inminifera, hekenan 17815 3011 2809], and Houzhang 
T3729 28741 grow.  In low mountains at 500-1,000 meters above sea level, 
and in mountain ravines, mostly secondary growth forests of Betula Inminifera, 
Chinese sweet gum, muhe [2606 5440], fine leaf poplar [4798 0673 2799], and 
hornbeam grow. There are two kinds of natural semi-protophytes. The first 
is ravine evergreen deciduous forests. The second is mountain slope mixed 
evergreen and broad leaf deciduous forests. On medium size mountains 1,000- 
1,900 meters above sea level that have gently sloping tops, mixed forests of 
mostly deciduous trees predominate. 

There are two reasons for the western Hunan region's plentiful forest 
resources. One is that following the Triassic Period, there was no ingres- 
sion of the sea, and during the Yanshan movement, there was little intrusion 
of igneous rock; the earth's layers were relatively stable. Together with 
eastern Sichuan and western Hubei, the western Hunan region was a sanc- 
tuary" during the prehistoric glacial period, and this helped the great 
development of cover during the Cretaceous Period, and the preservation of 
modern gymnosperms.  Second is the lofty plateaus and the deep river valleys, 
plus the region's location in the intermediate sub-tropical monsoon region 
producing mild winters and cool summers, much rainfall and high humidity, 
great vertical changes and horizontal variations providing a superior 
geographical environment for development of diverse plants. 

Non-productive losses are great in the western Hunan region's forestry pro- 
duction, and the degree to which forest resources are used in multiple ways 
is low. There are many trees past their prime. This is a problem urgently 
in need of study for solution. There is a great variation between south and 
north in benefits from forests.  In the mountainlands of the upper reaches 
of the Yuan Shui, timber reserves average 6.9 cubic meters per mu.  In the 
northern Wuling mountain region, they average only 3 cubic meters per mu 
and in the mountainlands in the upper reaches of the Yuan Shui m the south, 
21 percent of the existing forestland area is barren mountains.  Meanwhile 
in the northern Wuling mountainlands, barren mountains and cut-over land is 
1.5 times the present forest area. A look at results realized from forest 
regulation of water shows that since the southern forest cover rate is 51 
percent while the northern forest cover rate in the Wuling mountain region 
is 25 percent, the benefits in preventing floods through dispersal of flood 
crests and the supplementary benefits of water resources in mitigating the 
low water season are greatest in the south and less in the north, while the 
erosion modulus is low in the south and high in the north. 

(2) Mineral Resources Used for Chemical Fertilizer 

Coal mines: The western Hunan region's coal mines are found largely in 
three areas as follows: One is in the area around Shimen and Cili extending 
toward Sangzhi. Coal seams are not thick here, being less than 1 meter, and 
most of the coal has a fairly high ash and sulfur content. The second area 
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runs from Yuanling through Luxi, Chenxi, and Huaihua to Huitong. Here the 
thouSr::   ^^^8 greatly, but is generally 2 to 3 meters 
though seams are 17 to 18 meters thick in some places.  Yet another place is 

are fairlvathicrg, H\P^SSly T"f^ C° WUgang' Where the coal «*»* are fairly thick, and both the ash and sulfur content of the coal is low. 

Plentiful It TSt£rv HUnSn 1S the reg±0n °f the Province -th the most 
SI hOSphfe l°ck  «sources, and it is also one of the nation's 
storehouses of phosphate rock resources. Phosphate rock is found mostly in 

Sshou81Luxi ?°ng1 an Pe^ ^  SÜimen 3nd ±n the — runnin* *™ GuznLg to 
Peak in Shimen »Z ?*' J^?"*" PhosPhate "ck resources at Dongshan 
so transnortatiar-,-  rg6'    ^ "* Cl°S&  Ü° the J^o^o-Liuzhou Railroad, 
in E ProJL^ 1 Mery COnvenient-  These a« the phosphate rock resources 
T?„hn T 

PM!lncf.holdln8 greatest potential for development. The Guzhang- 
Jishou-Luxi-Yuanling-Huaihua phosphate mine area runs in a north by east 
IndTaTiSnd,6Xtends ifermittently for more than 100 kilometers L length 
V,  TfS ln Width- The PhosPhate rock seams are more than 10 mSers 

in depth and the P205 content is 16-19 percent. 
S 

Potash oreTthi 1°^  1 ^ T'6™ HunM regl0n'S P°tash ^es.in terms of 
imoortant  Th^ ?T?  f ?    , ?^covered shows potash feldspar most 
southern wmw    f    principally in the Xuefeng Shan region and the 
Places in tip f mountain region. Longhui, Dongkou, and Chengbu are major * 

en h   Xuefeng Shan region; and Jishou and Fenghuang are most impor- 
tivlly low! § m°Untain re8ion'  The g"de is generally rela- 

ttT*StiTei±S,f?f  °Ver a W±de area °f the western Hunan region, and fire- 
Ir:dalsSoPpi:ntifui?0 ^^ a~ *><* for making lime.  !ypsum and pyrite 

The western Hunan region has fairly good conditions for development of a 

InTTK  ftlliZer ±ndUStry-  (1) ChemlCal mineral resources are abundant 
dant1fCch^-PTr Can ^ eaS±ly SUPPli6d- Phosphate rock is the most abun- 
dant of chemical ore resources, and raw materials needed for a nitrate 
fertilizer industry can also be provided from nearby. Within the region 

iTr*iz:\r°:Ts T abundant'and the p««*^*« ^«Ajsri««- generation is great.  Electric power supply conditions are good.  (2) A cer- 

Placef°^dai °n1
already -eXiStS f°r the Chemical fertilizer'industry: 

can lav a ^LCf°Se/^mXn^ "f*8 ?  haVin8 fairly convenient transportation 
can lay a fine foundation for further expansion of production.  (3) Much can 

«wTn trotlnlTf1?^ ^^     * 19?9' f°r eXamPle> the autonomous 
canacitv  Z"   fer^Zer outPut ™s  only 62.4 percent of its production 
r!   ^ilf9 M10n °f the rStern Hunan «gion's. chemical fertilizer indus- 

culture  Jir     i ° SatiSfy needS f°r the reSion's development of agri- culture. For example, at an average 51.5 jin per mu of cultivated land area 

satis^onlf ST" S ^^^^"iii-r production in 1979 was able" 1o ' 
(193 fin ™y    Y PfCent °/ the regi°n S needs for nitrogenous fertilizer 
(193 jin per mu).     Future development of the region's chemical fertilizer 

p^tSl^t'SJf; fUll  taPPing °f 6XiSting ChemiCal "rtilizeTind'ustry potential.  It will have to tap potential and improve existing plants and 
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mines, and use the abundant chemical ore resources within the region to 
expand production. At the same time, in order to deal with western Hunan s 
sparse population relative to cultivated land, and the dispersed nature of 
farming, it will have to develop actively compound chemical fertilizers, 
mixed chemical fertilizers, and long acting chemical fertilizers. 

6. Transportation 

Range follows range in the western Hunan mountain region, and the valleys are 
deep with river rapids. Up until the time of liberation, only narrow, twist- 
ing trails led out of the mountains and everything was carried on backs and 
shoulders. Large amounts of native produce rotted while goods needed for 
daily life could not be carried in.  "A dou of rice had to be exchanged for a 
jin of salt." Peoples of all nationalities suffered from being cut off from 
transportation, which also restricted the exchange of goods within the 
region. The self-sufficiency nature of agricultural production was also 
closely related to this situation. After liberation, the Hunan-Guizhou 
Railroad and the Jiaozuo-Liuzhou Railroad were built. The Hunan-Guizhou 
Railroad started at Zhuzhou in the east going westward to Guizhou and 
traversing Xinhua, Xupu, Chenxi, Huaihua, Zhijiang, and Xinhuang in the 
middle of the region en route, intersecting the Jiaozuo-Liuzhou Railroad at 
Huaihua.  The Jiaozuo-Liuzhou Railroad crosses Shimen, Cili, Dayong, 
Yongshun, Guzhang, Jishou, Fenghuang, Mayang, Huaihua, Huitong, Jingxian, 
and Tongdao counties in this region and goes on to Liuzhou in Guangxi 
Province.  It crosses the Yuan Shui at Qiancheng and the Li Shui at Shimen. 
Highways now connect all counties, and most trunk line highways have been 
oil coated. Dredging has removed rapids from streams permitting navigation 
over long distances.  The situation where western Hunan had been cut off from 
the outside world has been preliminarily changed.  Western Hunan is the 
province's major timber forest base, fresh fruit base, and animal husbandry 
base. Transportation of bulky, clumsy products such as timber and of fresh 
or live produce such as fruit and livestock is steadily improving. The 
change from being cut off from transportation has been extremely beneficial 
to the overall development of western Hunan's farming, forestry, and animal 
husbandry, and to the tapping of production potential. First of all, the 
passage of the Hunan-Guizhou Railroad through the northern forest zone m 
the upper reaches of the Yuan Shui has linked Dajiangkou, Huomachong, and 
Yuanshui, shortening the distance required for the transportation of timber. 
The Jiaozuo-Liuzhou Railroad, which crosses the forest region in the upper 
reaches of the Yuan Shui has become an artery for the transportation of 
timber from the forest area.  Secondly, construction of the railroads has 
given powerful impetus to further development of the region's farming, 
forestry, and animal husbandry.  It has accelerated development of the 
western Hunan region's natural resources, transformed unfavorable natural 
conditions in the western Hunan region, and played an important role in 
making fullest use of favorable conditions.  It should be fully realized, 
however that this region's high mountains, deep valleys, and dispersed 
parcels of cultivated land still make transportation and communication rela- 
tively difficult. Further improvement in this region's transportation remains 
an urgent and arduous task. 
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Second Section. Agricultural Production Characteristics 

1.  Great Potential for Land Use, Primarily for Mountainlands 

A look at the structure of land use in western Hunan (Table 121) shows 70 

ItlTuslä  for" 7^' "^  "" C°nS±StinS «■«* °f mount a inla^a! being used for forestry.  The western Hunan region has 26,778,900 mu of 
barren mountains and cut-over land, and about 10 million mu of grasslands 

Son's6 tll^tlT*'    ^ ^T^ 31 percttt bf the -t-Hunan region s total land area. Reserve land resources are plentiful for the 
expansion of forestry and pasturelands, and this is the region in the province 

bandr?   eSt P°tential ^  ^^ deVel°Pment of forest^and animat hu" 

Numerous communes and brigades in the western Hunan region are making full 
use of mountainlands for development of mountain regioJ agriculture 

980nmfo? Pr°dUC\io" *rlfde in Cil* bounty is usinf as dryads 865 of its 
980 mu of cultivated land, which are "squeezed in around four gorges three 
bends and a stretch of flat land" among a thicket of rocks  Sifis 88 Zr 

GuzW rtS ,t0tal CU^tivated land ««• Aojiahu Productio"Brigade in  *"" 
8 C°TZ "VS±ng  mrntainlands t0 devel°P t^8 oil, tea oil, and 

timber, and is intercropping woodlands with grain and pulse crops turnine 
disadvantages to advantage. Renjian Production Brigade il  Qianvang CouSf 

making sure that the fruit does not vie with grain for land.  By using hills 

InTbSad-t' ani "Ts5:-S^"^£^ir^2LS-' 
such as8?ruit trL" n^d °!J T?1* 8±des S°me "^ adaptable cash crops 
™m£iJ    *    trees.a"d woody oil-bearing plants, and their tapping of 

base aSadfveLT^  ^ T^ ^^ ^^^ ^>  build *****  ^rest oases and develop the mountain region economy is correct. 

In western Hunan, the multiple cropping index is 227 percent, and in 1979 
45 percent of the wetlands area was planted to two crops of rice. ?his is 

S^reK°n        the Pr°VinCe Wlth the least doufele «opping of wetiands"    In 
1979,   this region accounted for 59.77 percent of the province's stntle rice 

pCro°viLr:?' making ±fc the 8reateSt Sin8le r±Ce c«* S-wing"re: 2"?b. ™* 

Looked at in terms of forestland and cultivated land yields per unit of 

tion'ratlT7 llTj0^*1 &X±T  f°r raisinB this region's land utiliza- tion rates.  Timber reserves in the region average only 4.3 cubic meters 

Chinffir St118 T? *" ^^ COUnty planted ^oT™±TiZ0f 
Grain Selds 111s'^allz^t^^ reserves averaging 30 cubic meters per mu. 
Gram yields are also low,  with late rice in a double crop  system averaeine 

harvest Zs ijf ""^ ^ aVeraglng 228 ^ ^ ^     Ä -d"ummL harvests of miscellaneous grains other than wheat and rice average onlv 118 

i-rag^lio iin'979'  ""S ^ ave™*ed ^ din per mu Zirfpe yields averaged 110 jin per mu.     Clearly both grain and cash crop yields per unit 
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Table 121. Table Showing Structure of Land Utilization in the Western Hunan 

Region 

(a) 
;±   *   «   «   *   H 

(e) ±    tt    &    B * 

(f) *   _& » & 

(g) S». «       \ » 

(h)               * ° 
dy     *     > 
(j) Ä * J£ * 

(k) ■# & a    * 

(l)     *+.■ *   *   * 

(m) »    * 

(n)_ 
(oi 
(P)_ 

(q) 
(r) 

&     8F     # 

» £ 

% 

-Mr 

it 

(s)_ 

(t) 

tt It 

M    #     * 

(u) § * W 

(v)_ 

(w) 

j(i&#j£#Ä 

JE  tU  X  Ml 

(x)    tt      *.    * 

(y)   *  

Ä 

B 

(z)    Ä 

Note 

(b) 

Of») 

11970.92 . 

1697.27 

1297.27 

937.08 

360.19 

400.00 

«412.65 

4217.44 

2858.65 

1041.14 

220.30 

•694.75 

62.56 

317.64 

264.01 

562.60 

893.83 

90.89 

2677.89 

1000.00 

500.00 

331.00 

V. 
(c) 

<0/O 

100 

14.2 

10. 

7.8 

3.3 

70 

35 

24 

1.8 

5.8 

0.5 

2.2 

4.5 

23 

2.8 

(d) 
£4rrtR£±»ftffiiRtfc» 

37 

45 

38 

42 

33 

96 

28 

25 

35 

32 

48 

61 

60 

53 

Cultivated land based on Statistical Bureau data; use of land for 
forestry is data from a provincial Department of Forestry survey; 
grasslands suitable for pasturage, water surface, and wastelands 
suitable for farming are estimated figures that are provided solely 

for reference. 

Key: 
a. Kind of land utilization 
b. Area (10,000 mu) 
c Percentage of total land area in western Hunan region 
d! Percentage of total land area of same kind in province 

e. Total land area 
f. Land area used for farming 
g. Including: cultivated land area 
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h. Wetlands s. Nan bamboo 

i. glands t.  Sparsely wooded forests 
j. Wasteland suxtable for farming   u.  Scrub forests 
k. Land used for forestry v. lmmature  afforested lands 
1. Including: wooded land „.  Barren mountains and cut-over 
m. Txmber forests lands 

n. Economic forests x.  Grasslands suitable for 
°- IUng ?U pasturage 
P* ^ea 0l1 y-  Water surfaces 
q. Tea 
r. Bamboo forests 

z.  Other 

Production^ M°Untainland Farmln§ and Hi§h Marketable Rate for Forestry 

The western Hunan region holds an important position within the province for 
mountaxnland-based forestry, dryland grain production, the raising S cattle 
sheep, and goats, and the growing of medicinal herbs.  In 19?" the regxon 
produced 45 9 percent of the province's total output of dryland grain  Sis 

c'nt of its-tota6!0^ °l  ^ ^.^^  t0tal °UtpUt °f C°™>  and ^ 2 per- cent of its total output of gaoliang.  It produced 25.1 percent of the 
produce's total soybean output.  It is a major dryland grain producing area 
xn the provxnce.  The table below (Table 122) shows the region to have a very 
hxgh percentage of the province's area sown to dryland grains! Y 

The region grows 37.3 percent of the province's cattle and 65.7 percent of its 
sheep and goats. The reasons it has become a sheep and cattle production area 
for the provxnce are as follows:  Cattle are ruminants, each head equipped 

fodder :irsmfli
mentf'r tank" that ±S  able t0 make *ffeCtive — °* -arse 

foTdtl      Th * f°r grain*  Sheep and 8°ats als° tolerate coarse 
fodder.  Thexr pasture grass utilization rate is high, and their resistance 
to dxsease strong.  The western Hunan mountainlands cover a vast area and 
the grassland area is large.  Wild fodder is abundant, and conditions'for 
development of sheep and cattle are good.  Quality of the region's oxen is 
generally quxte good, and places like Sanjiaguan in Dayong, Euota in Longshan 
Kuzhupxng xn Sangzhi, and Hejiashan in Cili counties are noted for their 

li:?i"  large °Xen' and St°Ck iS Plentlful «" ^  breeddinrof superior 

Forestry holds a prominent position in the province.  The timber forest and 
economic forest area covers 42,174,400 mu, which is 45 percent of the 

-t^whicTis 60r2St area> l±mhBl  reS6rVeS am°Unt t0  110 -mion cubic 
f  J W^C£ 1S 6?-2 Percent of timber reserves for the province as a whole. 
In 1976, txmber output amounted to 54 percent of the provincial total. 
Twenty-sxx of the province's 47 counties that supplied 10,000 cubic meters 
of txmber annually were in western Hunan, making this regxon the province's 

PisriatsTa e^rufa d^ T^T °f '^ «*"*  ^  ^teT^an 
il  \ AU  ^  d WO°dy oll-bearin§ Plant production area.  In 1979 the 

foT^ 3fDer;ent
Pe?Cef °f the Pr°vince's citr- Rowing area, and accounted 

than Ik tV      t  V u     S  °UtPUt-  ItS °UtpUt of tun§ oil accounted for more 
than 85 percent of the provincial total.  Output of rosin, tallow, and walnuts 
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Table 122. Table Showing Structure of Area Sown to Major Crops in Western 
Hunan in 1979 

(a) 
91                           B 

<b> #       tt       E       *"> 
(.Tim) 

£ & m m m w ■ 
(d) 

% 

(e) Ä-    55     #     B5     f> 2939.48 100 

(f) -, 8>    *    W    «3 

l.fp              « 

2161.90 73.55 

1288.54 43.84 

(h) Jp              Si 452.97 15.41 

(i) ■ffifi-äpSi 414.25 14.09 59.77 

(i) 5R   *   Ift   ffi 421.32 14.33 

(k) 2.*               *S 873.36 48.63 

n> *               * 161.47 5.49 

(m) m         m 263.69 8.97 

(n) &         m 371.17 12.63 

(o) Ät.  5* 205.18 6.98 87.42 

(P) 

(q) 

Ä* 10.18 0.35 43.94 

*               2 77.03 2.62 39.00 

(r) r, &    ft    ft    « 224.32 7.63 

(s)" 1.«            ' ?E 29.60 1.01 

(t) 2.Ml                » 155.80 5.30 

(u) 3.«              "H- 23.36 "      0.79 

(v) H, Ä    ft    #    tt 553.26 18.82 
.« , !  

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 
i. 

j. 
k. 

Particulars 
Sown area (10,000 mu) 
Percentage of total area sown 
Percentage of area sown to all 
crops in the province 
Total area sown 
I.  Grain crops 
1. Paddy rice 
Early paddy 
Intermediate paddy and single 
crop paddy 
Double crop late paddy 
2. Dryland grain 

1. Wheat 
m. Tubers 
n. Grains other than wheat and 

rice 
o. Including:    corn 
P- Gaoliang 
q- Soybeans 
r. II.    Cash crops 
s. 1.     Cotton 
t. 2.    Oil-bearing crops 
u. 3.     Tobacco 
V. III.    Other crops 
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amounted respectively to about 70, 80 and 90 percent of the provincial total 
Raw lacquer and Chinese chestnut output were respectively 42^ Ind 70 percent 
of the provincial total.  Timber forests are found mostly in the upper 
reaches of the Yuan Shui and in the middle reaches of the Yuan Id'zlrivers 
Economic forests are found mostly in the northern part of the region  The 

Sortant tlTe7 *? ^ ^T^ ^^ f*~     ^  " "most* important timber and economic forest region in the province.  (2) The timber 
forests are mostly pine and China fir, and the economic forests are mostly 

Lrests areWmatLr brrin8 ^  (3) A fairly ^  Pontage of the 
(4) f grelt notent^r "TT* Y^T  mountains are waiting afforestation. 
ThP LH?\r I      1StS f°r devel°Pment of traditional forestry products 
The marketable rate for forestry products is highest among farming, forestry 
and animal husbandry.  The marketable rate for economic forest products such' 
as citrus, tung oil, and tallow is greater than 90 percent.  This is of treat 
xnter-regional significance, and some forest products play a role £ £,££ 

3. Production Level Fairly Low, Unbalanced and Inconsistent 

Up until the time of liberation, the western Hunan region was locked amone 
three large mountains, was victimized by officials an! bandits' had poor § 

exSnsivelv'rathe"^" ^ ^T' ^ * ^ ^^^  level ^ 
tfttr TK 

y ^      n lntensively» and harvested meager crops everywhere 
After liberation, as a result of socialist reforms, the collectivization of 
agriculture, vigorous state support of minority nationalities and develon 

ofnLw ^r^^T Snd lndUStry> --economic conditions'f" devllo^nt 
rtuKe^   Were fu^drentally transformed. At the same time, new  ? 

requirements were posed for western Hunan's agriculture, and agriculture 
began to change from extensive to intensive operations and very Jreat 
development of agricultural production occurred. 

Nevertheless, comparison with the western Hunan region with the province as 
a whole shows its level of agricultural production to be not only relatively 
17*  S' Uf alTQd ^  Wel1'  In 1979' grain yields averaged Is7 jil  pe^ 
less than for the province as a whole; agricultural production conditions 
changed relatively slowly; and production was inconsistent.  In 1^79 the 
area of western Hunan from which a crop could be assured despite drought or 
waterlogging amounted to only 48.2 percent of the cultivated land area 
15.9 percent less than for the province as a whole.  Only 27.1 percent 'of 
the cultivated land was fields producing consistently high yields  SurlL 

pwrif 38'' °nly II2  Perrnt °f the cult-ated land freaS" machine § 

greli972dllTt SS than,  f°r ^ PrOVinCe aS a whole' D-in§ ^e 
Son i\-     ll%    I  g ain yields in the TuJia and Mia° Nationality Autonomous 
Zhou declined by about one-fifth from 1971.  Timber reserves for the region 

SS^S " T™\°\  timb6r f°reSt area avera§e 4-3 cubic meters per mu lower 
av"aJee8nf cub? ^T'     ** ^^  C°Unty ±n the SOUth' timber'reserves 
averaS üv     T*" ^ ""'  ^^  ln Huayuan County in the n°rth, they 
Zr  !JM  Y i\ C,  met6rS P6r mU* Clearly a substantial potential exists 
reji^n's Irafn Lr,Ced,and inCreaS6d yleldS P6r Un±t °f area "r™ *hls region s gram and timber reserves. 
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4.  Good Conditions for the Integration of Farming, Forestry, and Animal 
Husbandry, and Wide Latitude for Economic Diversification 

Conditions are good in the western Hunan region for the integration of farm- 
ing, forestry, and animal husbandry, and wide latitude exists in economic 
diversification as manifested in the following principal ways: 

1. Plentiful wasteland resources provide latitude in development of farm- 
ing, forestry, and animal husbandry, and for launching economic diversifi- 
cation.  There are 26,778,900 mu of barren mountains in the region, and 
more than 10 million mu of grassland suitable for the raising of livestock, 
so land resources for development of forestry and animal husbandry are 

widespread. 

2. Great vertical changes in the natural environment and great regional 
variations suit the region for multi-faceted development of farming, forestry, 
and animal husbandry. Kinds of natural resources are numerous. The region 
has both sub-tropical plants and animals as well as temperate zone plants 
and animals.  Vertical variations in atmospheric temperature, crop patterns, 
and great differences in multiple cropping and the cropping system enrich 
the content of farming. 

3. A great potential exists for all-around use of forest, mineral, and 
water power resources.  In western Hunan, forest, mineral, and water power 
resources are very abundant, and potential for their development and use is 
very great. Water power reserves stand at more than 8 million kilowatts of 
which less than 10 percent is presently being used.  Fuller all-around use 
of forest, mineral and hydropower resources, and increase in the utilization 
rate of all three are important problems in future development. 

A look at the actual circumstances of production in western Hunan shows 
without exception that the communes and brigades that have won fine achieve- 
ments in production have been those that have adhered to the integrated 
development of farming, forestry, and animal husbandry, carrying into prac- 
tice the principles of planting, raising, and processing.  The experiences 
of these communes and brigades may be capsulized in four ways as follows: 

First is adherence to the principle of linking farming, forestry, and animal 
husbandry so that there is no mutual competition in planning use of the labor 
force.  In forest regions, competition for the labor force between farming 
and forestry is fairly pronounced.  Agricultural production is strongly 
seasonal, while seasonality is also strong in forestry production. The time 
for transplanting crops is frequently precisely the right season for setting 
out seedlings.  In order to solve the competition between farming and 
forestry for workforces, Guangping Commune in Huitong County organized 
special forestry production brigades with a fixed number of workers in them. 
The special felling teams of 17 production brigades took up only 4.6 percent 
of the commune's total workforce.  Thus, not only was planning for the use of 
farming workforces not impaired, but state-assigned timber quotas were also 
fulfilled on time.  In addition, felling and forest care could proceed at the 
same time. During the slack season in farming, farm workforces were organized 
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forests  1   TtlD; and afforestati°»'  The principle of growing 
lization so tL; if Cr°PS OT mountainsi<^ was adhered to in land uti- 
Jo the fun and  T I"5 noi;°™PBtltl» with grain, forestlands were used 
Jet unaffoiested landTf J° ' ^ *£ercroPPed-  Guangping Commune used as yet unafforested lands to be newly afforested for the growing of grain *- 
P r,;ng/reeS f°r affore^ation in the following year! DurfngtSe second 
was done /earS f0ll?Tln8 afforestat-n, weeding^ looseni^of the s"n 
In\t?r anUUally ln th£ Sapl±ng forests to helP the saplings grow 
RLuffproduc\rr T-Caf "r°PS W6re interCr°Pped -"the woodland2 are" Kenjian Production Brigade intercropped fruit orchards with oil-bearing 

fod^r Sandncaabd f0dder tn I"1'  interCr°PPing °f WOOdlands with gSin/ fodder, and cash crops, which also achieved very good results. Not onlv 

Ida:anSeent0of0frtlti0n/°r W°rkforces' ** tJ method he^d thfmutual advancement of farming, forestry, and animal husbandry. 

resCourcesdhwithC,e ^ ^ prlnclple of combining the use and nurture of 
inTnf 2 r  6mphaf!S °n nurture-  Gaping commune focused on the grow- 

ment ÄW  *£ ^ "^ SP6CieS ^ aCtiVely laUnched deve'0p! 
remain and ^ ^   f ^^ S° th&t the green stains would long 
InTlV,^ ? contlnue to be «sed forever." Renjian Production Brigade 

citrus"ariet^f Sd t *****'  '°°k l±T*  ^ °n the »^Ing of superior 
of citrus seedlLaf 1°  lnCr6aS1*g the s^^y  rate for superior varieties 
PL"  » !    g    a means of exPandinS the scope of their operations 
Renjian Production Brigade's collective hog farm maL energetic efforts in 
the breeding of sows for an increase in the rate of supply of hog breeding 
relt'l'f aSSUr±ng a Pr°Per pr°P°rtion between the hog'inventor? alt        § 
removal from inventory rate.  It also steadily upgraded quality and quan- 
tity, assuring breeding stock for the expansion of reproduction.   * 

Third, adherence to the principle of obtaining materials locally for develop- 
ment of commune and brigade enterprises.  Commune and brigade enterprises 
in the region may be placed in the following three categories: 

First is commune and brigade enterprises for direct development of f*-r™™ 
raÄarms T^J?**"-  Such - «P«l« ^^fi^^SST*' raising farms, forest farms, and gathering farms. 

Second is enterprises that lay a foundation for direct promotion of the 
and^n12a-T °f .farmlng' forestry, animal husbandry, sideline occupations 
lil Plants aLfdUStry\SUCh " h^opow" Nations, small eoS™ xime plants, and farm machine repair plants. 

liiesto'ck'aTniH^-^183'6 ei*erprises that do processing of farm, forest, livestock, and sideline occupation products, such as plants for the 

pPrro0dC::ts?8 °f a11 S°rtS °f fa™' f°reSt' livest°ck» a'd sideliLtcupation 

trlade ^materials and fuel that these various kinds of commune and 
The forest sW^l1SeS "1 *" Substantia1^ ««PPÜed from local sources, 
sub stltTJ*      I        Pr°ducts Processing plant in Guangping Commune used 
sub-standard materials, tips and tail ends of trees, £lg! and branches, 
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which were abundant in the commune, for processing into small farm tools and 
articles used in daily life thereby increasing the degree of all-around ^ 
use of forest sideline products and economic benefits. The same commune s 
hydropower station made full use of abundant local hydropower resources to 
build power stations in conjunction with development of irrigation. 

Fourth, adherence to the principles of suiting general methods to local 
situations and a rational pattern of distribution. The people of Xupu 
County combined development of traditional products with production of new 
products. Mountain region communes energetically developed production of 
timber, medicinal herbs, tea, tobacco, tea oil, and tung oil, while hill and 
plains communes actively developed production of cotton, citrus, tea oil, 
red dates, and silkworm mulberry with outstanding results. 
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Fourth Section. Distribution of Bases and Trial Delineation of Sub-Regions 

1. Distribution of Bases 

The western Hunan region can make full use of mountainlands, establishing 
production bases by suiting general methods to specific circumstances and ' 
making a rational pattern of distribution. One of the problems to be 
solved in selecting bases is what to develop. A second is where to carry 
out development? Third is how to develop bases? The problem focused on 
here is an exploration of the basis for base selection and evaluation of 
bases. First is the basis for base selection:  (1) The possibility of build- 

m *?fS.    e!f°rt t0 meet needs in development of the national economy. 
(2) Effective and feasible conditions for development, or a tradition in 
planting or livestock raising.  (3) Fairly high level of marketable products 
or a great potential for increasing the marketable product rate. A fairlv 
concentrated pattern of distribution or conditions for concentrating in 
continuous tracts.  (4) Relatively plentiful varieties of resources, numerous 

breeds^     ' ^ faV°rable condlti°*s for the introduction of superior 

The western Hunan region's existing bases have three features as follows: 
U) A_foundation for forestry bases. Examples include the timber forest 
base in the upper reaches of the Yuan Shui, the woody oil-bearing plant 
base m northwestern Hunan, and the citrus base in the valley of the Yuan 
bnui. (i)  Tea and cotton bases tend to be on the eastern fringe of this 
region, most of them closely neighboring the same kind of bases outside the 
region, their interregional importance being greater than their importance 
within the region.  (3) Animal husbandry bases are still in an incipient 

Now let us explain below one by one existing bases in western Hunan as well 
as proposed plans for new bases: 

(1) Forestry Bases 

1. The timber base in the upper reaches of the Yuan Shui includes most of 
Tongdao, Jmgxian, Huitong, and Qianyang counties, plus Suining and Chengbu 
counties as well as Naxi Commune in Dongkou County, an area totaling 21.91 
million mu containing 52.24 million cubic meters of timber reserves, which 
is 23 percent of the province's total timber reserves. This region 
accounts for 28 percent of the province's timber output, and is a key forest 
area in the province as well as a major base for timber production. The 
central agriculture and forestry departments have classed development and 
construction of this forest zone as a large and a medium size state con- 
struction project. Forest resources may be characterized as follows: In 
its coniferous timber forest area, the area and reserves of masson pine and 
China fir forests predominate overwhelmingly. The masson pine area accounts 
for 63.8 percent of the total forest area, and masson pine reserves account 
for 53 percent of total reserves.  Second comes China fir forests which 
account for 26.3 percent of the area and 25 percent of reserves. Most China 
fir forests have been man-made, but some have sprouted from trees that had 
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been cut down. There are numerous kinds of bamboo, with nan bamboo being 
the dominant large stem one.  It is found over a wide area, and reserves 
number 102.87 million stalks. The percentage of mature forest resources 
is large, amounting to 86.9 percent of total forest timber reserves or 51.3 
percent of the forest area. Middle age forests account for 11.1 percent of 
forest timber reserves and for 9.8 percent of the forest land area. Young 
forests contain 2 percent of forest timber reserves and cover 38.9 percent 
of the forest area. Today forests are concentrated mostly in places where 
transportation is not convenient and in remote mountain regions where 
assembly of timber on mountain roads is difficult. Timber resources are 
greatest in the basins of the Wu Shui and the Qu Shui where 43.3 and 40.07 
percent of total timber reserves are located. Nan bamboo is found mostly 
along the main stream of the Yuan Shui and in the basin of the Wu Shui. 
These two places contain 46.91 and 23.95 percent respectively of the total 
amount of nan bamboo.  In short, this forest region is characterized by a 
lack of diversification of tree varieties, a simple composition, numerous 
mature forests, and a large percentage of pine and China fir. This forest 
region has the following favorable conditions for development:  (1) Natural 
conditions favor forest tree growth. The climate is temperate; rainfall is 
copious; relative humidity is high; the soil is fertile; and favorable 
conditions exist for development of quick growing, high yield timber 
forests. Under most conditions, mature timber can be available for use 
within 25 to 30 years.  (2) In old forestry bases, the local people have a 
historical tradition in doing some forestry and some farming. They have 
created and accumulated abundant experiences in forest operations and in 
timber and bamboo production.  (3) Species are fine. Firs from Guangping 
in Huitong County have been classed with China firs from Jinping in Guizhou 
and from Jianping in Fujian as the three fine firs in the country. Chinese 
larches from Suining are second only to those from northeast China. 
(4) Transportation in the forest region is convenient, and a preliminary 
highway network has been built in the forest zone.  Today nearly 2,000 
kilometers of through highways exist.  The main streams of the Wu Shui, Qu 
Shui and Yuan Shui are also able to float timber.  Costs are low and invest- 
ment in capital construction slight. The Hunan-Guizhou Railroad passes 
close to the northern part of the forest zone. This provides conditions for 
shortening the distance timber must be transported by water at Dajiangkou, 
Huomachong and the confluence of the Yuan Shui. The Zhicheng-Liuzhou Rail- 
road runs through the forest zone from south to north and has become a major 
artery for hauling timber out of the forest zone. This forest region has 
many mountains, many forests, and many fields. In addition, the period when 
the waters are right for the movement of timber is also the busy season in 
farming when there is a workforce shortage and conflicts between farming and 
forestry are pronounced. Consequently, hastening the mechanization of 
forest region forestry and agriculture and the modernization of communica- 
tions and transportation hold extremely important significance.  (Figure 61) 

2. Proposal to make Yuanling and Anhua into timber forest bases. Plans 
call for the designation of a forest base centering around Yuanling and 
Anhua counties including parts of Guzhang and Xupu. Reasons are as 
follows:  (1) A certain foundation in forestry already exists, and poten- 
tial for development is great. Land used for forestry totals 12.58 million 
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mu of which 7.89 million mu is forestland. Forest reserves total 23 76 
million cubic meters, and barren mountains suitable for forests total 2 53 
million mu  Potential for development is great.  (2) Mature forests pre- 
domxnate.  Resources able to be used in the near future are abundant/and 
are urgently ln need of development.  In Yuanling County, for example, the 

!n"dUfn^TSt area aCCOUntS f°r 45 P£rCent °f the c°^ty's total forest area 
and forest reserves account for 69.5 percent of its total timber reserves. 
(3) The Yuan Shui and the Zi Shui traverse the forest zone and the region 
is close to the Hunan-Guizhou and the Zhicheng-Liuzhou railroad lines? 
üotn water and land transportation are convenient. 
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Figure 61.  Forestry Sub-Districts of the Western Hunan Agricultural Region 

Key: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

f. 
8- 

Legend 

1 million mu timber forest base county planned for 1976-1980 
I. Timber forest base region in the upper reaches of the Yuan Shui 

JJ: Fl0p0fed  plan for timber base region in Yuanling and Anhua 
III. Northwestern Hunan economic forest and timber forest base 
region 
Base demarcation lines 
1:3,000,000 

l^tn&  °f **« baSe re<*uires the following:  (1) Mostly afforestation with 
simultaneous afforestation and closing of the area to human intrusion for 
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building of a new forest zone that is mostly timber forests, but also has 
diverse kinds of trees in diversified forests.  (2) Full use of favorable 
conditions along the Yuan and Zi rivers to build transportation lines that 
go through the forest zone.  Building of a large hydroelectric power station 
at Wuqiangxi requires consideration of the building of facilities to move 
timber. At the same time, a low volume transportation line might be built 
from the forest zone to the Hunan-Guizhou railroad line to hasten movement 
of mature timber.  (3) Building forests to prevent soil and water erosion 
on both banks of the Yuan Shui, You Shui and Zi Shui where soil erosion on 
slopes is serious.  Suiting general methods to local situations to build 
forests to protect the banks near large and medium size reservoirs in the 
region. 

3. Northwestern Hunan economic forest and timber forest base.  Conditions 
favoring development of forestry within this region include the following: 
(1) The soil is mostly mountainland yellow earth ranging from neutral to 
slightly alkaline or very slightly acidic, making it suitable for the growing 
of tree species that like neutral to slightly alkaline soils such as tung, 
Chinese tallow, eucommia, lacquer, Chinese sumac, Chinese toon, cypress, 
and Corsiaria sinica.  (2) Late rainy season. During July and August, 
precipitation is greater than 200 millimeters. Rainfall during July and 
August is ample and helps the fruiting of tung trees.  In addition, the 
atmospheric temperature is high, and annual relative humidity is approxi- 
mately 80 percent.  Consequently, valleys with low slopes have fine condi- 
tions for the growth and development of tung and Phoebe nanmu trees. 
(3) The masses have plentiful experience in growing woody oil-bearing 
trees. In addition, tung trees produce results quickly and grain can be 
intercropped with tung trees, turning disadvantages into advantages. The 
cake residues resulting from pressing tung and Chinese tallow seeds also 
make superb fertilizer, and conditions for linking farming and animal hus- 
bandry are good.  (4) Within the region, the basin of the Li Shui has high 
mountains and deep valleys. Torrential rains fall frequently during summer, 
but the forest cover rate is only 20 percent. In addition, most tung 
forests grow down slopes making for easy erosion and serious mountain floods. 
A great disparity exists in water levels between flood and low water periods. 
The erosion modulus for the Li Shui basin for many years has been more than 
400 tons per square kilometer, making it one of the worst areas for erosion 
in the province. For this reason, special attention should be directed to 
development of forests that hold moisture and preserve soil and water. 
Development of forestry in this region requires:  (1) Establishment of 
economic forest bases consisting primarily of woody oil-bearing trees.  In 
Dayong County in the autonomous zhou, Shati, Xinqiao, Hezuoqiao, Zhonghu, 
Xinglong, Yuxi, Guanping, and Sanping communes have a tung area totaling 
100,000 mu, most of it on the north bank of the Li Shui to the east of the 
Dayong County county seat.  Zaguo and Neixi communes in Longshan County have 
an approximately 55,000 mu tung tree area. Xixi and Duishan communes in 
Yongshun County, Datuo and Huayuan rivers in Baojing, and Qietong and 
Duanlong communes in Guzhang all have tung oil bases. On the north bank of 
the Li Shui in the western part of Cili County, the tung trees of Yichongqiao, 
Yanbaidu, Ganyan, Yanghe, and Xujiachang communes are contiguous with the 
tung oil base in Dayong County. Tung trees are found at Nanyue, Sushi, 
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Moshi, Yanchipmg, Suoshi, Yangliuyuan, Fengheping, Chuanshanhe, Hekou, 
Taipmgjie, and Ziliangping communes in Shimen County.  In western Hunan, 
most tung grows down slopes where erosion is serious. Furthermore the 
soil erosion has made the soil infertile, and this has seriously impaired 
tung oil output.  The previously outlined experiences of Cili County in 
preventing tung forest erosion should be spread.  In Sangzhi County in the 
autonomous zhou, Guandiping, Mahekou, Furongqiao, Zhujiqiao, Ruitapu, 

iTnnn130' and KuzhuPin8 communes constitute a Chinese tallow tree base with 
15,000 mu.  In Cili County, Shanmuqiao, Sanguansi, and Yangliupu communes 
are Chinese tallow tree bases. These three communes account for 70 percent 
of the whole county's output of woody plant oils. Cili County's Zhufenqiu 
superior specie of Chinese tallow tree has numerous branches, large seeds 
and a thick waxy nature. Tea oil is produced mostly in Yongshun, Longshan, 
Dayong, and Cili counties.  Tea oil is fairly widespread in western Hunan 
and concentrated on tracts except in the northern part of the western Hunan 
region. A substantial amount is grown in areas neighboring eastern Huaihua 
and southern Xupu. Lacquer comes from Daan, Bamianshan, Ciyan, Luota, and 
Sanyuan communes in Longshan County; from Jiwei, Bushu, and Yayou communes 
Huayuan County; from the Laer mountain region of Fenghuang County; from 
Chaoyang Commune in Baojing County; from Songbai Commune in Yongshun County; 
and from Dapmg and Yuanxi communes in Dayong for the most part. Coir fiber 
comes mostly from Wulixi and Sifang communes in Sangzhi County, from Huoyan 
Commune m Longshan County, from Paihou and Danqing communes in Jishou 
County, and from Longtan Commune in Fenghuang County. Regarding the dis- 
tribution of economic forests within the region, the bases are less concen- 
trated and linking of large crop areas is less (Figure 62). Forests of 
medicinal crops include magnolia bark and eucommia bark.  (2) Use of quick 
growing tree species for afforestation to preserve soil and water. Quick 
growing tree species such as Coriaria sinica and oaks have well developed 
crowns, drop thick layers of leaves, and have highly developed root systems, 
that are useful in retaining soil moisture and preserving water and soil. 
Forests for the preservation of the soil against erosion should be desig- 
nated from among existing forests and only small area cutting done in small 
areas of such forests. After cutting, afforestation should be done at once. 
U; Rotated intercropping depending on soil quality: Farmland crops and 
pulse crops able to increase organic matter, as well as pulses and pasture 
grasses should be rotationally intercropped in order to preserve the soil 
improve it, and make it able to hold moisture.  This would help advance ' 
development of farming, forestry, and animal husbandry. 

(2)  Fruit Bases 

In order to simplify the explanation, fruit bases have been omitted from the 
discussion of forestry bases and analyzed separately. Conditions in the 
western Hunan region for development of fruit are superb. 1) South of a 
line extending from Huitong to Dongkou in this region, absolute minimum 
temperature is a little higher than -9°C, making it a favorable area in the 
province for overwintering citrus. North of this line, the valley of the 
Yuan Shui is the second most favorable area for citrus.  It has many places 
with a microclimate in which citrus can safely overwinter such as Cheniiahe 
Commune m Sanzhi County, and the area around the Longshan County county seat. 
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Distribution of Economic Forests in the Northwestern Part of the 
Western Hunan Agricultural Region 

Key: 
a. Tea oil base 
b. Tung oil base 
c. Lacquer base 

d. Chinese tallow tree base 
e. Coir fiber base 
f. Scale: 1:2,000,000 

2) The hill and barren mountain area suitable for development of fruit is 
vast.  In the autonomous zhou and in Qianyang Prefecture, except for moun- 
tain tops above 600 meters, which are not suitable for citrus production, 
there are more than 700,000 mu of hills and mountain slopes where citrus 
may be grown.  Conditions for growing citrus up mountain slopes are good, 
and the area on which citrus may be grown is more extensive than for other 
juicy and dry fruits.  3) Fruit resources are plentiful and species numer-^ 
ous. The Wuling and Xuefeng mountain regions have quite a few wild varieties 
or semi-wild varieties of citrus resources. Examples include Yichang 
oranges, Citrus junos, trifoliate orange, and Poncirus trifoliata.  Some old 
growing areas experienced in growing and propagation have produced quite a 
few natural orange hybrids and mutants. As a result of meticulous, long- 
term culturing by the masses, there are numerous superior species such as 
red bayberries from Jingxian, and yangdong pears from Baojing.  Superior 
varieties of citrus are particularly numerous and form a complete range. 
Plentiful varieties provide a favorable material foundation for development 
of fruit production. The key area for development of citrus is the old 
citrus bases in the valleys of the middle reaches of the Yuan Shui centering 
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around Xupu and Qianyang, and new citrus bases primarily at Dongkou and 
Xinmng in the upper reaches of the Zi Shui.  In these old and new citrus 
base areas, transportation is convenient, and development holds bright 
prospects. Yields per unit of area are also fairly high. Potential for  ' 
expansion of citrus groves and propagation through layering is great  The 
major superior breeds that have been bred are already able to meet Hunan 
Province s various requirements. Local varieties have been preliminarily 
matched.  There are early ripening superior breed mutants of Pushi seedless 
oranges, which fill a gap in early ripening superior varieties of sweet 
oranges, and which are of substantial significance in Hunan Province's 
future early supply of sweet oranges to markets. There are intermediate 
ripening rock sugar oranges [0393 4743 2892] that are sold fresh right 
after picking, and big red oranges that are sold fresh after being stored 
Jingxian blood oranges [5877 2892] ripen late/becoming substantially ripe 
during the last 10 days of December under natural conditions in this region. 
They have firm fruit and tolerate storage. After storing, their flavor is 
full and sweet, and they are more fragrant. They are of very great impor- 
tance in lengthening the province's period of supply of oranges to markets. 
They should be actively propagated, thereby making Jingxian into a supply 
base for superior varieties of sweet oranges.  (Table 124, Figure 63) 

Table 124. Outline of Superior Variety Sweet Oranges at Orange Bases in the 
Middle Reaches of the Yuan Shui 

Name of orange  

Pushi seedless orange 

Strong points or characteristics 

Pushi seedless orange 
early ripening 
superior mutant 

Rock sugar orange 

Jingxian blood 
oranges 

Fairly vigorously growing trees with strong 
resistance to cold.  No cold damage under local 
natural conditions. Color is deep orange and skin 
is reddish orange. Flesh is slightly crunchy and 
somewhat aromatic.  Skin is thin; flavor is very 
sweet and slightly acidic. No bitterness in fruit 
juice after heating. 

Maintains and develops the red-orange color of the 
fruit of Pushi seedless oranges.  Attractive, thin 
skinned, no seeds and much juice.  Increased amount 
of sugar and reduced acidity that enhances flavor. 
Particularly valuable since it ripens 1 month ahead 
of the other strain. 

Strong tolerance of cold; thin skin with few seeds; 
juice sacks are thin, long, and densely arranged. 
Flesh is fine and crunchy; flavor is extremely sweet. 

Vigorous growth, bumper producers, large fruit, red- 
orange color with large purple spots. Extremely 
attractive. Rich taste and fragrant. Ripen late; 
tolerate storage. Rich, sweet flavor after storage 
with enhanced fragrance. Of very great importance in 
increasing Hunan Province's supply of oranges to 
markets. 
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Figure 63.  Map Showing Distribution of Fruit Bases and Superior Varieties 
in the Western Hunan Agricultural Region 

Key: 
a. Major citrus base—Yuan Shui valley 
b. Secondary citrus base 
c. Tangerines 
d. Big red oranges 
e. Pushi seedless oranges 
f. Pushi seedless oranges, Liuye type mutant 
g. Rock sugar oranges 
h. Blood oranges 
i. Xupu oranges 
j. Red bayberries 
k. Fragrant pomelos [7449 2680] 
1. Chrysanthemum hearts [5468 5363 1800] 
m. Sweet pomelos [3929 2680] 
n. Yangdong pears [7122 0392 2746] 
o. Sites at which apples have been successfully grown 
p. Areas suitable for the southward spread of apples 
q. Scale:  1:3,000,000 

(3) Tea Bases 

Tea is characterized by a long growing season, vigorous bud growth, and broad 
adaptability.  However, during their growth season, tea bushes place fairly 
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high requirements on atmospheric temperature and soil moisture. During the 
summer and autumn drought season, water is the major factor in increasing 
tea yields, and is even more conspicuous in increasing autumn tea yields. 
Western Hunan with its many mountains, its large amount of rainfall, the 
small amount of evaporation, the fairly high humidity, and less summer and 
autumn drought than in the central Hunan hiils has natural Conditions more 
suitable for the growing of tea, and tea quality is higher. As farm mechani- 
zation increases and transportation becomes increasingly convenient, tea 
production may be expanded correspondingly.  Competition for labor between 
gram and tea is not great in mountainlands where few double crops of rice 
are grown and where paddyfields are few, or in some flatland and hill 
regions where population is large relative to cultivated land.  In such 
places, tea growing may be increased as feasible.  In 1979, western Hunan 
had 625,600 mu of tea plants, or 25 percent of the province's tea planta- 
tion area.  In 1979, its tea output amounted to 21.3 percent of the total 
for the province as a whole.  Tea bases were located mostly in Anhua.  In 
1979, the tea plantation area at Anhua was 164,600 mu, or 26.3 percent of 
the total tea growing area in western Hunan.  Tea output was 51.2 percent of 
the total for western Hunan. Anhua had a large output of tea, high yields 
per unit of area, and tea of good quality. Anhua Yuntaizhong is shrub-like, 
and its budding leaves contain varying degrees of anthocyanadin.  It buds 
vigorously and makes red or black tea of fine quality. This is closely 
related to Anhua1s natural conditions and social factors. Anhua is the part 
of the province that receives greatest rainfall, and an overwhelming majority 
of tea plantations there are located at between 250 and 800 meters above sea 
level.  Seventy-four percent of the mountain slopes have a gradient of 30 
degrees or less, so water drainage is rather good and meets tea plants' 
need for water but fear of too much water." The temperature is right and 

wind velocity is low. Relative humidity is high (above 80 percent). The 
area has a long history of tea production and abundant experiences.  Tea 
growing has also developed quickly at Dongkou, Xupu, Xinhua, and Longhul. 
Guzhang tea buds sprout during the first 10 days of March, and by the end of 
March one bud plus two or three leaves have developed. Most budding leaves 
are pekoe and suitable for making green tea of superb quality, but output is 
small. Guanzhuang in Yuanling County has been a noted tea producing area in 
need of further development. Future development of tea plantations in the 
vast mountainlands of western Hunan should meet requirements for mechaniza- 
tion of tea production and for bringing fields under irrigation. Places 
selected for tea plantations should be continuous tracts with a thick soil 
layer, protected from the wind, and on slopes of 30 degrees or less. 

(4) Cotton Bases 

In 1979, the western Hunan region planted 296,000 mu to cotton.  This was 
12.3 percent of the province's cotton growing area.  It produced 227,500 dan 
of cotton, which was 12 percent of the province's cotton output for yields 
averaging 77 jin per mu, which were slightly lower than the average for the 
province as a whole.  In the western Hunan region, cotton is grown over a 
dispersed area; however, within the region, cotton is grown mostly in Shimen 
and Cili counties, which are cotton bases for the western Hunan region.  In 
1979, these two counties grew 153,500 mu of cotton, or 67.5 percent of the 
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total area planted to cotton in the western Hunan region. Ginned cotton out- 
put was 191,700 dan, which was 84.3 percent of the gross cotton output for 
the western Hunan region, or an average yield of 125 jin per mu. This was 
higher than the average yield for the province as a whole. This cotton base 
neighbors the Liyang Plain cotton base in the lake region.  Since it is 
located somewhat toward the northeast corner, it is somewhat distant from 
the region's cotton textile center at Anjiang. After the opening of the 
Zhicheng-Liuzhou Railroad, the importance within the region of the Shimen 
and Cili cotton bases increased. Xupu County produced more than 10,000 dan 
of cotton annually, mostly along the banks of the Xu Shui and along the 
Hunan-Guizhou Railroad line.  Its interregional significance is not great. 

(5) Ramie Bases 

Ramie bases are located mostly in the autonomous zhou, and in Dayong, 
Fenghuang, Yongshun, and Luxi counties.  Conditions in these places favoring 
the growing of ramie are as follows:  (1) Early arrival of spring and an 
effective growing season that is longer than in northern Hunan, with slight 
changes in temperature. The mountain region has continuously rainy and over- 
cast days with much mist and a low proportion of sunshiny days.  Most of the 
time sunlight is diffused, and winds are slight. All these conditions help 
ramie grow.  (2) The masses have experience in growing hemp. They plow 
moderately deep each year in the hemp growing area, and this helps with- 
stand drought for consistently high yields. The ramie growing area of 
Fenghuang, Luxi, Yongshun, Dayong, and Sangzhi in western Hunan can be 
expanded as feasible.  (Figure 64) 

(6) Livestock Bases 

The western Hunan region has many mountains, few fields, and plentiful grass- 
land resources. A foundation already exists for cattle, sheep, and goat 
production.  Conditions for raising grass-eating cattle, sheep, and goats 
are good.  Suining, Chengbu, Xinning, Wugang, and Dongkou in Shaoyang 
Prefecture, as well as Shimen and Cili counties in Changde Prefecture, all 
have requisite conditions for development of cattle, sheep, and goat bases. 
Ten of the counties in the autonomous zhou have already been classed as 
national beef cattle bases. Plans call for Baojing, Yongshun, and Huayuan 
counties to go into production in 1980.  Shimen County has been designated 
a sheep skin base. Full use may be made of the region's favorable condi- 
tions in having ample fodder for development of a rabbit raising industry. 
Wugan geese and Xupu geese are superior breeds that should also be developed 
actively. 

The western Hunan region also has 5 million mu of water surfaces of which it 
has been estimated that approximately 500,000 mu have been stocked with fish. 
Qianyang Prefecture has 2.2 million mu of water surfaces of which approxi- 
mately 230,000 mu may be used. As of 1974, less than 80,000 mu of its water 
surfaces had been stocked.  This was approximately only one-third the usable 
water surface area. Fish yields averaged 25 jin per mu.  Clearly the water 
surface utilization rate is still very low, and a very great potential 
exists for raising the water surface utilization rate. Use of water surfaces 
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Figure 64.  Map Showing Distribution of Cotton, Hemp, Teas, and Sugar 
Bases in the Western Hunan Agricultural Region 

Key: 
a. Legend 
b. Cotton base 
c. Ramie base 
d. Tea base 
e. Sugar base 
f. Sugarcane base 
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in the western Hunan region should be based on water surfaces being fairly 
concentrated, good quality water sources, and convenient transportation, with 
emphasis going to the building of a group of fry breeding bases. Artificial 
methods of stimulating production should be used to breed fish fry, and the 
problem of supplying fish fry should be solved locally.  Since there are no 
facilities for the passage of fish at either the Tuoxi Power Station on the 
Zi Shui or the Qingshan Turbine Pumping Station on the Li Shui, migrating 
fish have no way to go upstream to breed. As a result, sharp decline has 
occurred in migratory fish in the western Hunan region. The area around 
Qingfeng on the Zi Jiang had been a spawning ground for black carp and 
grass carp. However, with the building of the Tuoxi Reservoir in 1960, 
which widened the river at the dam site, stabilized the water level, and 
slowed the current, black and grass carp have not been able to spawn. Thus, 
any future building of water projects should be based on the "three saves" 
principle.  In addition to saving ships and saving timber, fish have to be 
saved too. 

2. Trial Delineation of Sub-Zones 

Trial delineation of western Hunan into five agricultural sub-zones has been 
done on the basis of regional variations in the region's natural conditions, 
social factors, and agricultural structure.  (Figure 65) 

(1) The Wuling Mountainland Dryland Grain, Economic Forest and Cattle and 
Sheep Growing Region 

This region includes Shimen and Cili counties, a region with an agricultural 
population numbering approximately 3,885,500, and 4,567,200 mu of cultivated 
land, or an average of 1.2 mu of cultivated land per capita.  The region has 
32.07 million mu of land used for forestry, or an average of 9 mu per capita 
of land used for forestry.  It has 10.4 million mu of forests of which 
economic forests account for 47 percent.  It is the region in which the 
percentage of economic forests is highest.  Barren mountains and cut-over 
lands cover 16.51 million mu, the largest amount in the province. 

The proportion of drylands to cultivated land in western Hunan is greatest 
in this sub-region, and the percentage of wetlands used for double crops of 
rice is smallest in this sub-region.  This sub-region has 1.74 million mu of 
drylands, which is 38 percent of the cultivated land area. Two crops of 
rice are grown on 28.2 percent of the wetland area.  Many fields depend 
entirely on rainfall.  Both paddy rice and dryland grain crops are important, 
and are of special significance in this sub-area.  In 1979, the area sown to 
dryland grain crops amounted to 59 percent of the total area sown to grain, 
while output of dryland grain amounted to only 36 percent of the sub-area's 
gross grain output. Dryland grain yields per unit of area are low, and a 
great potential for development exists.  It has conditions for being built 
into the largest dryland grain base in the province. 
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Figure 65.  Sub-Zone Map of the Western Hunan Agricultural Region 

Key: 

a. I.  Wuling Shan dryland grain, economic forest, and cattle and 
sheep growing region 

b. II. Yuan and Zi rivers middle reaches mountainland grain, forest 
and tea growing region 
III. Valley of the middle reaches of the Yuan Shui grain, horti- 
culture and breeding industry region 
IV. Yuan Shui upper reaches mountainland grain and timber forest 
region 
V. Zi Shui upper reaches semi-mountain, semi-hill grain, forestry 
and hog raising region 
Scale: 1:3,000,000 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

The growing of economic forests, and particularly of woody oil-bearing trees 
has a long history in this sub-region, which is famed as "the land of tung 
oil," and noted as a national tung oil producing area.  A 1.8 million mu 
area in the sub-region is planted to tung trees.  This is more than 80 per- 
cent of the province's total tung tree growing area.  The sub-region holds 
first place in the province in output of tallow oil.  In 1979, output of tea 
oil was 35.2 percent of the total for the western Hunan region.  Citrus, 
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Chinese chestnut, and pear trees are plentiful.  This sub-region has also 
been successful in the southward transplanting of apples.  The area has a 
tradition in the production of lacquer, gallnuts, and coir fiber.  Natural 
conditions are suitable for development of economically diversified forests. 
Since rainfall during August and September is fairly great, the sub-region 
is suitable for economic forests whose fruit output is paramount such as 
woody oil-bearing trees like tung and Chinese tallow trees, as well as 
woody food trees such as Chinese chestnut.  Economic forests cover 4.94 
million mu, which is more than 46 percent of the total economic forest area 
of the western Hunan region.  Construction of the Jiaozuo-Liuzhou Railroad 
has provided convenient transportation for development of timber forests. 
Conditions are ripe in this sub-region for development of both economic and 
timber forests. 

This sub-region has much drylands and is accustomed to the intercropping of 
corn and soybeans. The growing area is also large.  In 1979, this sub-region 
grew more than 1.63 million mu of corn, which was about 80 percent of the^ 
corn growing area in the western Hunan region.  It produced 408,990,000 jin 
of corn, which was more than 80 percent of the western Hunan region's gross 
output of corn.  During the same year growing area and output of soybeans 
stood at 49.5 and 51.2 percent of the total for the western Hunan region. 
Clearly a very great potential exists for supplying a livestock industry 
with premium quality feed and green fodder.  This sub-region also has a 
large expanse of grasslands, and experience in raising cattle, sheep, and 
goats is plentiful.  It is an important area for the production of superior 
breed oxen.  All the counties in the autonomous zhou in this region have 
been classed as national beef cattle bases, and Shimen has been classed a 
sheep skin base. 

(2)  The Yuan and Zi River Middle Reaches Mountainland Forest and Tea 
Growing Region 

This region includes mostly Yuanling and Anhua counties.  Population numbers 
1.15 million and land area totals more than 16.11 million mu.  Land used for 
forestry is 12.58 million mu, an average of 11 mu per capita of land used 
for forestry.  The sub-region has 7.14 million mu of forests, or more than 
6 mu per capita.  Barren mountains and cut-over land runs to 2.1 million mu, 
and cultivated land to 1.38 million mu, an average of 1.15 mu per capita of 
cultivated land.  Drylands account for 32 percent of the cultivated land 
area. 

The wasteland area presently stands at about 2.53 million mu, and mountain- 
land soil resources used for the growing of forests and tea are' substantial. 
The climate is warm and humid with more than 200 millimeters of precipita- 
tion falling during August and September.  This provides favorable condi- 
tions for a fall tea crop that amounts to about 20 percent of output for the 
whole year. However, during September, rainfall is less than 100 milli- 
meters; thus serious attention must be given irrigation. 

A foundation for forests and tea exists, and timber reserves are large. 
There is much mature timber awaiting cutting.  There are 7.14 million mu of 
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forestlands, more than 78 percent of which contain timber.  Timber reserves 
amount to 23,766,300 million meters, or an average of 20 cubic meters per 
capita.  Thirty-nine percent of this is China fir, and 40 percent is masson 
pine.  There are many mature forests.  Yuanling County alone accounts for 
69 percent of the county's total timber reserves [sic].  The tea plantation 
area in this sub-region covers 285,000 mu, and in 1975, tea output was 
104,400 dan.  This sub-region had 42 percent of the western Hunan region's 
total tea plantation area and about 70 percent of its output. 

Both the Yuan and Zi rivers traverse this sub-region, and great potential 
exists for improvement in shipping lanes and upgrading water transportation. 
The Zhicheng-Liuzhou Railroad goes through Guzhang, and the Hunan-Guizhou 
Railroad goes through Anhua. The building of a transportation line con- 
necting the railroads with the mainstreams of the Yuan and Zi rivers would 
solve the problem of transporting timber out of the sub-region. - 

Numerous large and medium size hydropower stations such as the Tuoxi power 
station, the Fengtan power station, and the planned Wuqiangxi power station 
are located in this sub-region. Power needed for the mechanization of farm- 
ing, forestry, and animal husbandry can be supplied from nearby.  There are 
numerous large reservoirs, and a great potential exists for the rearing of 
fish in reservoirs. 

(3)  The Valley of the Middle Reaches of the Yuan Shui Grain, Horticulture 
and Breeding Industry Region 

This region includes Xupu, Chenxi, Huaihua, Mayang, and Zhijiang counties, 
plus the western part of Qianyang County, plus Huaihua and Hongjiang cities. 
The agricultural population is 2.15 million.  There are 2.59 million mu of 
cultivated land, or 1.2 mu per capita.  Sixteen percent of the cultivated 
land is drylands.  Forty-two percent of the wetland area grows two crops 
of paddy. 

The^terrain is relatively low and flat, and there are the Xupu, Huaihua, 
Zhijiang, and Anjiang basins in which there are numerous low hills and 
downlands providing latitude for development of horticultural farms.  Con- 
ditions exist for the building of fodder bases in the hills.  The Hunan- 
Guizhou and the Jiaocheng-Liuzhou railroads intersect here, making very 
convenient the prompt shipment of fresh fruits, fresh vegetables, and 
fresh or live livestock. 

This is the major sweet orange producing area of the province, and it has a 
long history of production.  Superior varieties are numerous and complete. 
Overwintering conditions for sweet oranges are fairly good.  Though the 
absolutely lowest temperatures since meteorological records began to be kept 
occurred in early 1977, the probability of such an occurrence is slight at 
approximately 4 percent.  Furthermore, advantage may be taken of micro- 
climates.. In early 1977, the absolute lowest temperatures in Xupu County 
Wa? _1].C! however, not far away in Jiangkou District, the temperature was 
only -8 C.  Within the region, the growing of Chinese honey oranges is 
progressing gradually. 
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Sources of electric power are nearby; population is large relative to culti- 
vated land, and the number of plants and mines, cities and towns is on the 
increase providing plentiful workforces and power for an intensive horti- 
cultural industry and a modern breeding industry, while supplying markets 

at the same time. 

Within the sub-region, 13.45 million mu of land is used for forestry.  This 
averages out to 6 mu per capita.  Forestland covers 7.04 million mu and 
timber reserves amount to 16.81 million cubic meters. A definite basis for 
a forestry industry exists. 

(4)  The Yuan Shui Upper Reaches Mountainland Grain and Timber Forest Region 

This region includes Huitong, Jingxian, Tongdao, Suining, and Chengbu coun- 
ties as well as most of Qianyang County and Naxi Commune in Dongkou County. 
It has a 1.1 million agricultural population and 1.43 million mu of culti- 
vated land, or 1.33 mu per capita. 

It has numerous mountains, numerous forests, and numerous fields.  The 
following table shows the area of various kinds of land use within the sub- 
region (Table 125): 

Table 125.  Table Showing Various Kinds of Land Areas in the Upper Reaches 
of the Yuan Shui 
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Key: 
a. Designation 
b. Area (10,000 mu) 
c. Percentage of total land area 
d. Mu per capita 
e. Remarks 
f. Land used for forestry 

g- 
h. 
i. 
3- 

Land used for farming 
Land used for other purposes 
Total land area 
Includes barren mountains and 
cut-over land 
Includes reclaimable wasteland 

Forestlands average 17 mu per capita, and timber reserves average 57 cubic 
meters per capita.  Nan bamboo averages 100 stalks per capita.  The area 
has a long history in the development of forestry, and abundant experience 
in forestry operations.  Natural conditions also favor development of timber 
forests such as pine and fir.  Great prospects exist for the development of 
forestry.  In this region, cultivated land averages 1.33 mu per capita. 
This includes wastelands suitable for reclamation.  Land used for farming 
averages 1.9 mu per capita, the highest amount in any of the sub-regions. 
Drylands account for 9 percent of the cultivated land area, the lowest amount 
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for any of the sub-regions. Grain yields per unit of area are low, but the 
average amount of cultivated land per capita is fairly great. Great poten- 
tial exists for improving the marketable grain rate. 

The forest cover rate is high, and the percentage of mature forests is 
large.  The forest cover rate is 63 percent, and 86.9 percent of total timber 
reserves are mature forests. The pine forest area is large accounting for 
63.8 percent of the timber forest area. China fir forests cover 26.3 per- 
cent of the timber forest area.  Consequently, major tasks in the develop- 
ment of forestry in this sub-region are accelerated exploitation of mature 
forests, afforestation of barren mountains and improvement of sparsely 
forested lands, and expansion of China fir forest afforestation. 

The large amount of forests and cultivated land places fairly heavy burdens 
on the workforce, and conflicts between farming and forestry are fairly 
prominent.  Quickening the pace of farming and forestry mechanization in 
this sub-region is a major way in which to solve the competition for labor 
between farming and forestry for all-around development of farming, forestry, 
and animal husbandry. 

The Zhicheng-Liuzhou Railroad runs south to north.  In addition, tributaries 
of the Yuan Shui, plus the Qu Shui and Wu Shui travel through the forest 
region.  Both water and land transportation are at hand, providing con- 
venient conditions for the shipment of bulky, heavy timber and nan bamboo. 

(5)  The Zi Shui Upper Reaches Semi-Mountain, Semi-Hill Grain, Forestry and 
Hog Raising Region 

This region includes Xinning, Wugang, Dongkou, Longhui, and Xinhua counties. 
It has an agricultural population of 3.17 million.  Its land area totals 19 
million mu.  Cultivated land amounts to 3.2 million mu, 28 percent of which 
is drylands.  Ten million mu is used for forestry.  This averages to about 
3 mu per capita of forestlands, the least of all the sub-regions in the 
western Hunan region. 

The average amount of cultivated land per capita is small, but the propor- 
tion of wetlands used to grow two crops of paddy is large.  In this sub- 
region, cultivated land averages about 1 mu per capita, the smallest amount 
of all the sub-regions of the western Hunan region.  Seventy-three percent 
of the wetland area grows double crops of paddy, the highest of all the 
sub-regions.  The double crop rice growing area is located mostly in flat- 
land and hill areas where the land is broad and sunshine abundant. 

Water resources from the mainstream and tributaries of the Zi Shui are 
abundant, and water power reserves fairly large.  There are numerous sites 
suitable for the building of dams for reservoirs.  Karst water is plentiful 
and conditions are good for the multiple use of both surface and ground 
water.  Potential is great for development of water conservancy and hydro- 
power. 
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A definite basis exists for combining the growing of grain and hogs. This 
region grows 30 percent of the western Hunan region's hogs, each mu of 
cultivated land supporting an average of 0.7 head of hogs, the highest 
amount for any of the sub-regions of the western Hunan region. Three coun- 
ties in the sub-region, namely Xinhua, Longhui, and Dongkou, annually pro- 
vide the state with more than 100,000 head of hogs. Mountainlands in the 
southwestern part of this sub-region are fairly vast and grassland resources 
substantial.  This area also has conditions for development of a cattle 

raising industry. 

A definite basis already exists for development of fruit and tea growing. 
In 1977, almost 50,000 mu was devoted to the growing of citrus, and citrus 
output stood at 72,000 dan. Dongkou and Xinning are the citrus base coun- 
ties in the province.  Dongkou, Wugang and Xinning all have requisite 
conditions for the overwintering of Chinese honey oranges and favor develop- 
ment of citrus production. Xinhua and Dongkou have already become tea base 
counties for the province.  In this sub-region, nan bamboo reserves amount 
to more than 110 million stalks, which is 13 percent of the province s 
total nan bamboo reserves, a fairly good foundation.  Full use of this sub- 
region's large population relative to cultivated land and its ample work- 
force requires active use of barren mountains and cut-over lands (approxi- 
mately 2.5 million mu) for the growing of fruit, tea, nan bamboo, and 

timber. 
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